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ABSTRACT 
OVERLAND FLOW RESISTANCE & FLOOD 
GENERATION IN SEMI-ARID 
ENVIRONMENTS 
Resistance equations developed for pipe flows and open channel flows cannot be applied to 
model overland flows uncritically. The formulation of these equations employs several 
cmcial assumptions that are specific to the conditions in which they were developed and 
cannot be universally applied. The hydraulic behaviour of overland flow is distinct from 
that of pipe and channel flows and can be characterised by a high degree of variability both 
over space and over time as roughness elements are progressively inundated with 
increasing depth. A novel methodology of measuring overland flows in the field at a high-
resolution permits examination of the interaction between flow variables and surface 
rouglmess. Reconstmcting the water surface from elevation data and flow extent provides 
an estimation of the distribution of flow depths and offers a complementary perspective to 
more conventional approaches. 
Overland flows are observed to be highly variable both across and between hillslopes. The 
distribution of flow depths can be modelled using a two-parameter gamma distribution; 
both parameters show distinct variations with distance downslope and represent the 
progressive inundation of roughness elements with increasing depth. The flow interacts 
with soil surface form where it is capable of eroding its bed and the observed slope-
independence of rill velocity can be explained by a feedback between flow state (as 
characterised by the Froude nu_~b_er) _an~ surface rough~ess. While tJle existence of !_his 
Ill 
interaction is affected by soil-type, the soil is observed to have little influence on the 
relationship between surface roughness and overland flow. 
Resistance is found to be spatially variable; some of this variability could be explained by 
the classification of areas of similar microtopography as identified in the field. This 
classification can be approximated by a thresholded index-based classification and provides 
a tool for up-scaling to the hillslope scale. 
Relating roughness to resistance is not straightforward. Complex natural soil surfaces vary 
in innumerable ways. Traditional roughness measures fall sho11 of providing an adequate 
description of the complex soil surfaces observed in the field. A variety of alternative 
measures are developed, each of which captures a different attribute of surface form. These 
measures are tested to examine their influence on overland flow resistance and a suite of 
roughness-resistance models is developed which includes the effect of hillslope position to 
different degrees. Modelled flow resistance can be separated into a constant tenn and a 
depth-dependent tenn and can be easily incorporated into models of hillslope hydrology. 
This resistance is obsetved to decline where a hydrological connection, once established, is 
then maintained. 
Examination of the concept of hydrological connectivity in a semi-arid context suggests 
that the interaction between mnoff generation and transfer determines not just flood peaks 
but also total flow amount. It is suggested that flow resistance and hence mnoff transfer 
should be afforded the same detailed consideration as infiltration parameters, i.e. a spatially 
distributed and variable value (as a function of depth) that can be organised into discrete 
units akin to those developed for mnoff generation. The parameterisation of both 
infiltration and resistance in this way provides a cmcial interaction through the 
redistribution of soil moisture and mnoff over hillslope surfaces. Through this mechanism, 
the obsetved complex and nonlinear mnoti response to stonn events may be explained as 
these attributes interact with rainfall characteristics and flow network development. Further 
understanding of this interaction could have practical implications for catchment 
management and affect the prioritisation of land management decisions. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION: 
STATEMENT OF AIMS 
1.1 Context 
Given the flashy and torrential nature of flood events in semi-arid environments, the 
increased probability of such events occurring (predicted by Poesen and Hooke, 1997), and 
increasing occupation and vulnerability of flood-risk areas, an ability to predict the arrival 
time of flood waves and flood peaks is of great importance. There is a need to develop our 
understanding of flood routing both through ephemeral channels and over hillslope 
surfaces. Though recent advances have been made modelling the former (e.g. Shannon et 
al., 2002), methodological and conceptual advances are required to provide a clearer 
perspective of overland flow generation and resistance over natural hill slope surfaces. 
Drylands represent nearly 50% of the terrestrial Earth (Figure 1.1 ), supporting nearly 20% 
of its population on land which is marginal for many economic activities and is considered 
to be highly sensitive to the effects of hypothesised climatic changes related to global 
warming (UNEP, 1992; Nanson et al., 2002; Yair and Kossovsky, 2002). Unlike more 
humid environments, the permanent (or seasonal) soil moisture deficit means that many 
dryland rivers are ephemeral and overland flows are intermittent and rare, occurring only 
briefly during and after large rainstorms (Bull et al., 1999; Hooke and Mant, 2000; Bull and 
-
Kirkby, 2002). Overland flows are attenuated by high infiltration rates, particularly in 
channel beds, and so flow rarely reaches the catchment outlet (Shannon et al., 2002). When 
Chapter 1 Introduction 
flood events do occur, more than 95% of the floodwater is generated on hillslopes and 
transported into streams as overland flow (Kirkby, 1988), emphasising the relative 
importance ofhillslope processes (Scoging, 1982). 
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Figure 1.1. World distribution of warm drylands. The term 'drylands' encompasses hyper-
arid, arid, semi-arid and dry sub-humid areas. Of these, semi-arid areas are the most 
extensive, covering 18% of the world's land surface. Source: Tooth (2000: p.68) after 
UNEP (1992). 
Runoff generation is spatially non-uniform; the propagation of flood-waves downstream 
integrates climatic factors with properties of the Earth's surface as runoff travel-distance is 
determined by the interaction between rainfall characteristics, infiltration and the hydraulics 
of the overland flow (Yair and Raz-Yassif, 2004). Often only isolated areas of semi-arid 
surfaces generate overland flow; these areas enlarge with increasing storm rainfall not 
because of expanding saturated area (as observed in humid climates) but from a decrease of 
the surface infiltration rate below rainfall intensity (the Hortonian 'infiltration excess' 
mechanism). Such expansion of the contributing area has many parallels with the 'variable 
source area' theory of humid environments (Hewlett and Hibbert, 1967). However, in semi-
arid systems, this expansion of the contributing area is nonlinear and can rapidly increase as 
a result- of developing overland flow connections-between runoff generating areas artd the 
channel network. As a rainstorm progresses, decreasing surface infiltration rates allow 
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surface runoff to travel further before infiltrating, encouraging the development of 
continuous flowpaths. 
The velocity at which overland flow is routed will determine the rainfall characteristics 
necessary for production of connected flow, yet overland flow resistance is afforded 
relatively little attention in the development of models of hillslope hydrology (and is 
frequently represented as a constant parameter lumped over entire hillslopes). Soil 
microtopography has been observed to demonstrate systematic variations over hillslope 
surfaces (Bracken and Kirkby, 2005), which will influence the efficiency with which runoff 
is routed. This study provides a detailed investigation of surface factors influencing transfer 
of runoff at the hillslope and small catchment scale, which provides a crucial interaction 
with runoff generation to determine hillslope outflow. This is especially relevant in semi-
arid environments where, as a result of the large annual water deficit, water redistribution 
and horizontal fluxes (affecting erosion, nutrient depletion and pollution; Brazier et al., 
2007) are dominated by overland flows with subsurface flows providing a negligible 
contribution to outflows. 
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Figure 1.2. Flood hydrograph of the Nogalte ephemeral channel during a flood event of 
October 1973 demonstrating a typically sharp rising limb and short base duration. Source: 
Lopez-Bermudez et al. (2002: p.338). 
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Hillslope runoff generation drives the flashy and often torrential flood events experienced 
in semi-arid catchments. Figure 1.2 presents a typical high-magnitude flash flood event 
recorded in the Rambla Nogalte (a field site investigated in this study) in October 1973 
which resulted in a flood peak of 2100 m3 s-I at Puerto Lumbreras (L6pez-Bermudez et al. , 
2002). The hydrograph shows a single peak with a very sharp rising limb and a base 
duration of less than two days. Such high-magnitude events represent a higher proportion of 
runoff totals than in more temperate environments (events with a return period of over 10 
years are responsible for more than 40% of total sediment transport; Richards, 1982). 
However, the long interval between such events means that inundated areas are often 
occupied (Figure 1.3) and have been subject to recent development (e.g. use of channels as 
roads, wells in the channel bed, urban development, increase in human settlement and 
agriculture; Figure 1.4 ). 
Figure 1.3. The Rambla Nogalte through Puerto Lumbreras (see map in Figure 
4.28); (a) during a torrential flood event of 7th September 1989; (b) human activity in the 
dry channel (26th January 1990). Source: L6pez-Bermudez et al. (2002: p.334). 
The inter-annual rainfall variability of semi-arid areas is particularly high (Corte-Real et al., 
1998). The magnitude and frequency of recent flood events condition the policy adopted by 
a country towards alleviating the flood risk. However, high-magnitude flood events will 
inevitably exceed the capacity of some flood relief structures (L6pez-Bermudez et al. , 
2002). In this situation, flood relief structures can offer a false sense of security to an area 
4 
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that is becoming increasingly vulnerable to flood events; their failure can even make the 
flood worse. Targeting preventative measures at areas where the floodwaters have yet to 
develop significant erosive capacity may be more effective: that is, at the hillslope and 
headwater areas that contribute the majority of the floodwaters. 
Figure 1.4. The Rambla Nogalte beyond Puerto Lumbreras (flow is from left to right). Note 
the encroachment of agriculture and infrastructure on the flood plain below the town. The 
bridge in Figure 1.3 crosses the channel at the town centre. Source: Google Earth. 
Hillslope runoff generation and transfer remains a poorly understood process. While much 
research has been undertaken at the plot scale (e.g. Bergkamp et al., 1996; Lasanta et al., 
2000; Parsons et al., 1996a, 1997), attempts to up-scale our understanding to larger scales 
where management decisions can be made are hampered by our limited conceptualisation 
of emergent processes (Tetzlaff et al., 2008; Sidle, 2006; Cammeraat, 2004). At the 
hillslope scale, spatial heterogeneity and connectivity of runoff generating areas is of 
fundamental importance; yet McDonnell et al. (2007) note the need to look beyond such 
variability to establish organising principles. The relationship between catchment form, the 
morphological influence of water flows and the resultant self-organising structure of 
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catchments and hillslopes may provide such unifying properties (Wagener et al., 2007; 
Sivapalan, 2005). Recently, integration of experimental work with hydrological modelling 
experiments has facilitated progress in the area of hills lope runoff response (Tetzlaff et al., 
2008; Seibert and McDonnell, 2002). 
Despite the importance of understanding routing velocities, flow resistance parameters are 
afforded minimal consideration, even in distributed, physically-based hydrological models. 
The routing of overland flows over hillslope surfaces relies heavily on theoretical and 
experimental insights developed from pipe and open channel flows. Yet the hydraulics of a 
thin layer of water moving over a rough and complex soil surface may be distinct from 
these more idealised flows. In particular, the traditional formulation of concepts such as 
roughness and resistance requires re-evaluating for overland flows where even small-scale 
microtopography can exert a large influence on the resultant flows (Morvan et al., 2008). 
Recent technological advances open a window through which the processes in which 
microtopography (or roughness) influences flow hydraulics can be examined; however, 
given the conceptual difficulties discussed above, the challenge remains to incorporate this 
understanding into a hillslope-scale hydrological model. This represents the main goal of 
this thesis. 
1.2 Aims and Objectives 
The overall aim of this project was to provide a detailed examination of overland flow 
hydraulics, focusing on the influence of surface roughness and infiltration on flow 
resistance and hillslope-scale flood generation in semi-arid environments. 
The following specific objectives were identified: 
(1) To develop a methodology that allows the variables of overland flow to be 
precisely defined and measured in the field. 
(2) To examine the variation of overland flows across and between hillslopes. 
(3) To identify which particular attributes of surface roughness or flow 
characteristicscan_be usefully parameterised for modelling the hydraulics of 
overland flow. 
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(4) To examine how hillslope location, soil type and land-use influence these 
roughness-resistance relationships. 
(5) To establish the effect of infiltration rate on the hydraulics of flow on 
hillslopes. 
(6) To integrate this information within the framework of hydrological 
connectivity to develop an improved understanding of the role of 
topography, infiltration and the temporal structure of rainstorms for flood 
generation in semi-arid environments. 
1.3 Thesis Structure 
Chapter 2 discusses the history of flow resistance equations, focusing on the assumptions 
made during the development of these equations and the limitations encountered when 
applying them to overland flows. Part of this discussion has been previously published in 
Smith et al. (2007). Chapter 3 explains the motivation for increasing our understanding of 
overland flow hydraulics by placing the discussion in the context of flood generation in 
semi-arid environments. The connectivity framework is introduced and used to review the 
conceptual model of flood generation applied in this thesis, highlighting several key 
research questions that must be addressed to satisfy the aims and objectives presented 
above. This chapter provides a basis for the interpretation of the data generated in this 
thesis. Chapter 4 briefly reviews measurement techniques applied to overland flows before 
presenting a detailed description of the innovative high-resolution methodology developed 
in this study. This chapter also describes the locations in south-east Spain where the data 
collection took place. 
The main body of data generated in this study is presented in Chapters 5-7. Chapter 5 
focuses on the variation of the measured characteristics of overland flows both across a 
hillslope and between different soil types. This chapter also demonstrates the potential of 
this new methodology to advance the study of overland flows, using the high-resolution 
dataset to test existing theories of overland flow hydraulics (including those discussed in 
--Chapter 2). Chapter 6 then examines the most appropriate method of representing flow 
resistance in overland flows, evaluates the traditional approaches described in Chapter 2 
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and develops a suite of empirically-developed equations to model flow resistance using 
various measures of surface roughness. Chapter 7 places the results within the framework 
of hydrological connectivity, examining the development of flowpaths on hills lopes during 
rainstorms and the influence of infiltration rates on flow resistance and flood generation. 
Chapter 8 then synthesises the results from the previous three chapters in an attempt to 
explain runoff response in semi-arid catchments. The discussion highlights research 
priorities for the development of a thoroughly quantitative approach to hydrological 
connectivity. The results of the previous three chapters are combined with a basic analysis 
of rainfall patterns to inform a conceptual model of semi-arid hillslope hydrology that can 
be easily assimilated into existing hydrological models ofhillslope runoff. The implications 
of this development for conceptualising hydrological connectivity and predicting flood 
generation are discussed. Suggested improvements to the methodology implemented in this 
thesis and future research opportunities are described at the end of this chapter. 
Finally, Chapter 9 presents the main conclusions of this thesis and the consequences for 
hillslope and flood risk management. 
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HYDRAULICS OF OVERLAND fLOW: 
BACKGROUND 
2.1 Introduction 
Accurate predictions of streamflow require calculation of flow velocities within stream 
channels and over hillslopes. Such calculations cannot be made without accounting for the 
hydraulic resistance experienced by flow over different morphologies. Hydrological and 
erosion models use the water depth to estimate the routing velocity and resultant erosion at 
each spatial element and are typically very sensitive to the hydraulic resistance parameters 
employed in these estimations (Jetten et al., 1998; Takken et al., 2005). Two-dimensional 
runoff models capable of representing cross-sectional variability of velocity and depth 
continue to treat the issue of flow resistance using relations developed from one-
dimensional flow descriptions (Bates et al., 1992). The Darcy-Weisbach, Chezy and 
Manning equations are the most widely used empirical equations for the calculation of flow 
velocity in these models. 
The purpose of this chapter is to state explicitly and discuss critically the assumptions upon 
which the study of overland flow hydraulics currently rests. Some of the following 
discussion was published in Smith et al. (2007). In providing background information for 
users of flow resistance equations, a brief history of the di~cipline of hydraulics is 
presented. Table 2.1 gives a summary of major contributions discussed in this paper; for a 
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more complete history of hydraulics, see Rouse and Ince (1957); for a more concise survey 
see Mikhailov (1994). This thesis aims to discourage blind acceptance of conventional 
methods and to encourage developments in the field of overland flow hydraulics by 
suggesting a way forward which reduces the restrictions of these assumptions (Chapter 4), 
permits high-resolution measurement of overland flows on natural surfaces (Chapters 5 and 
7) and allows the development of a new approach to overland flow resistance (Chapters 6 
and 8). 
Fluvial hydraulics takes much theory from its parent subject of fluid mechanics; therefore 
this chapter begins by briefly examining the basic concepts of this discipline (section 2.2). 
Section 2.3 then charts the historical development of flow equations developed for ideal 
pipe flows. The term 'hydraulics' first appeared in the early Renaissance and is based on 
the Greek words for water and pipe (Mikhailov, 1994). Many analyses (including the 
Darcy-Weisbach equation) were first developed from experiments with water flow in pipes 
(Figure 2.1a), and then generalised and applied to both natural and artificial open channel 
flows (for which the Chezy and Manning equations were developed; Figure 2.1b). The 
same principles have since broken free of channels and pipes and been used to inform the 
study of overland flow hydraulics (Figure 2.1 c). 
(a) Pipe flow 
(b) Open-channel flow 
(c) Overland flow 
Figure 2. 1. Cross-sections oftypical: (a) pipe flow, (b) open-channel flow, (c) overland 
flow. 
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First developed a quantitative physical 
Isaac 1643- and mathematical treatment of fluid 1687 Britain Newton 1727 flows in Book ll of Principia 
Mathematica. 
Proposed the Bemoulli equation for 
Daniel 1700- frictionless flows in Hydrodynamica. 
Bemoulli 1782 This states that the total of all forms of 1738 Switzerland 
energy is constant along an enclosed 
path. 
Antoine 1718- Developed the Chezy equation relating 
Chezy 1798 uniform flow velocity of a stream to the 1776 France hydraulic radius and bed slope. 
Student ofChezy. First developed an 
Gaspard 1755- equation predicting head loss due to Riche de 1839 friction from velocity and pipe 1804 France Prony dimensions which was the starting point 
for the Darcy-Weisbach equation. 
Julius 1806- First proposed the Darcy-Weisbach 
Weisbach 1871 equation in the form now in use. 1845 Germany 
Henry 1803- Proposed new relations for Prony 
coefficients and introduced the concept 1857 France Darcy 1858 
of relative roughness. 
Characterised flow speed relative to 
William 1810- speed of surface waves with the ratio of 
Froude 1879 inertial to gravitational forces. Froude 1871 Britain 
number is used to distinguish different 
flow states. 
Developed the Reynolds number 
Osbome 1842- describing transition from Jaminar to 1883 Britain Reynolds 1912 turbulent flow using the ratio of viscous 
and inertial stresses in pipe flows. 
Robert 1816- Proposed that Chezy's C increases 
Manning 1897 approximately with the sixth-root of 1891 Ireland 
channel size to develop Manning's n. 
Introduced the boundary layer concept: 
Ludwig 1875- that viscous effects dominate in a small 1904 Germany Prandtl 1953 region at the edges of a fluid in contact 
with a stationary solid. 
Table 2.1. Key figures in the early development of hydraulics mentioned in the text. 
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The shortcomings of applying these principles to flow in artificial and natural channels 
(section 2.4) and finally overland flow (section 2.5) are addressed. What is crucial, 
although quite often overlooked in the literature or in practice, is that each analysis depends 
on assumptions about the nature of the flow. As in any area of physical science, some 
assumptions are unavoidable and they may even be totally unproblematic, as when it is 
asserted, usually tacitly, that quantum or relativity effects may be neglected in 
environmental science problems. However, overland flow is markedly different from pipe 
flow, and these empirical relations should be used only with due caution outside the 
conditions for which they were developed. 
It is important that researchers consider how far the various assumptions apply to their field 
or laboratory situation. The following assumptions will be brought into question: 
• flow can be described as uniform, 
• flow is parallel to the surface, 
• flow is of a constant width and the boundary to the flow is longitudinally uniform, 
• grain roughness is homogeneous over the wetted perimeter and can be considered as 
random, 
• form roughness and other sources of flow resistance can be ignored, 
• resistance is independent of flow depth, and 
• resistance can be modelled as a function of the Reynolds number. 
2.2 Fundamental Concepts of Fluid Dynamics 
Gravity exerts a force which acts to propel water downslope. If a water body moves 
downslope at a uniform speed, the component of the gravitational force acting in the 
downslope direction must be balanced by an equal and opposite friction force (Leopold et 
al., 1964 ). This force corresponds to a shear stress and arises from the resistance of the 
boundary to flow. Resistance is a function of the surface area in contact with the flow, and 
"==-~~~-so:o..flow'-'becomes~more:....efficienLwhen_the ratio of the_ flow cross-:se_<;tional area A to the 
wetted perimeter P is high (defining the hydraulic radius R). The velocity of water will 
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therefore depend on this hydraulic radius, the boundary roughness and the energy gradient 
of the flow. Attempts to quantify these relationships have resulted in numerous flow 
resistance equations. 
Unlike an elastic solid, a fluid body is unable to withstand a static shear stress and instead 
responds with an irrecoverable flow. Shear forces in a fluid are possible only while relative 
movements take place between layers (Massey and Ward-Smith, 2001). Therefore, a fluid 
will continuously move and deform while the shear stress is applied. The resistance to this 
shear stress can be measured by the fluid viscosity, which determines the strain generated 
by any shear stress. This 'viscous stress' can be explained by inter-molecular forces and the 
interchange of molecules between two layers moving relative to each other (and the 
resultant momentum exchange). Newton (1687) proposed that the absolute fluid viscosity p 
is defined as the ratio of the stress at a point to the velocity gradient of straight parallel 
flow. 
Viscous stresses act to stabilise and organise flow, whereas inertial forces (arising as a 
resistance to acceleration) disrupt organised flow and encourage chaotic and turbulent 
motion. Hagen (1839) first noticed that the nature of flow through a pipe changes once a 
certain velocity is exceeded. Reynolds ( 1883) suggested that this was a consequence of the 
relative significance of both viscous and inertial stresses in fluid flow and proposed a 
dimensionless grouping to describe this (see Strahler (1958) for a geomorphological 
discussion of dimensional analysis). Viscous forces are reflected in fl while inertia forces 
are reflected in fluid density Pw and characteristic length and velocity measures L and V. 
Kinematic fluid viscosity v is defined as the ratio pi Pw· The Reynolds number can thus be 
defined as 
Re= VL. 
V 
(2.1) 
At large Reynolds numbers, viscous forces are not important to the flow dynamics as 
viscosity cannot dissipate the smallest scales of fluid motion, which remain undamped 
__ (White, 200_3). Flow in this case is described as turbulent and produces random eddies, 
vortices and other flow fluctuations. Conversely, at low Reynolds numbers, viscosity 
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damps out the smaller scales of motion, and only the larger scales remain. At Reynolds 
numbers below 2300 (in circular pipes) the flow is characterised by smooth constant fluid 
motion and is described as laminar. Above a Reynolds number of 4000 the flow is 
considered to be fully turbulent. An ill-defined region between these two limits is known as 
the transitional zone. 
The characteristic length and velocity terms provide a means of comparing different 
observations. The pipe-flow experiments of Reynolds ( 1883) used pipe diameter (twice the 
radius, 2r, in a circular pipe) and mean fluid velocity. Massey and Ward-Smith (2001: p.43) 
warn that the use of this characteristic length requires that the "essential condition of 
geometric similarity" applies. The critical Reynolds number transition to turbulent flow 
depends on the exact flow configuration and should be determined experimentally: it can be 
altered by smoothing pipes or changing their shape. Therefore, the value for the onset of 
turbulence observed in a smooth circular pipe cannot be directly used to predict turbulence 
in a pipe of a different shape or in a channel. 
Turbulent flow is neither steady nor uniform. Steady flow moves at a constant rate; uniform 
flow moves at the same velocity throughout its cross-section. However, turbulent flow may 
be described as being steady or uniform or both: this describes the mean movement of the 
fluid over some 'reasonable' time interval. The following discussion of pipe flow 
experiments is limited to uniform flow conditions. However, as Graf (1998: p.71) notes 
with reference to open channel flow, although uniform flow occurs rarely, "this type of 
flow is usually taken as the standard (reference) flow for any theoretical and experimental 
study of other types of flow, but notably for the understanding of the flow resistance". 
2.3 Flows in Pipes and Ducts 
Friction forces in pipes can be assumed to comprise both the loss of mechanical energy 
used to overcome the viscous forces that arise from velocity being zero at the walls and 
higher at the centre and energy losses from the grain resistance of the pipe material (Tritton, 
- 1988). Daniel Bernoulli's (1738) principle of constant energy may be extended to quantify 
this fluid friction (or 'head loss due to friction', h1) between two points in a straight pipe. 
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Assuming uniform and incompressible flow, the flow velocity can be cancelled and the 
steady flow energy equation becomes 
(2.2) 
where g is the acceleration due to gravity, p is the fluid pressure (the force per unit area 
arising from molecular 'collisions' with the adjoining fluid or solid boundary), Pw is the 
fluid density and z is elevation. To predict head loss using this equation, the pressures 
would need to be measured at a specific flow rate. An equation to predict h1 from a property 
of the fluid, velocity, and pipe diameter and internal roughness would be much more useful. 
de Prony (1804) made the first advances towards such an equation, suggesting that 
L h1 =-(aV +bV
2 ), 
d 
(2.3) 
where L and d are the length and diameter of the pipe, and a and b are empirical constants 
in a friction term (Newton had previously used equations of this form for analytical 
calculations in Principia). From this starting point the Darcy-Weisbach equation was 
developed. Darcy (1857) used a larger number of experiments to propose new relations for 
the Prony coefficients (Brown, 2002) and thereby introduced the concept of pipe roughness 
scaled by the diameter (commonly known as the 'relative roughness'). Darcy proposed that 
(2.4) 
where c, c', e and e' are empirical coefficients for a given type of pipe (Brown, 2002). 
However, Weisbach ( 1845) earlier proposed the version of the equation now used. 
Weisbach suggested that as h1 is proportional to both Lid (from equations 2.3 and 2.4) and 
V2 (from the experiments ofHagen, 1839), this can be combined to give 
h =JL~. 
f d 2g 
(2.5) 
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The dimensionless termfis now known as the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor. Since the 
diameter of a circular pipe is equal to four times the hydraulic radius R and the energy 
gradient S1= h11L we may solve for the friction factor as 
8gRS1 != 2 • V 
(2.6) 
In pipe flow, f depends on the Reynolds number (although not in turbulent flows), the pipe 
shape, and (except in laminar flows) the relative roughness of the pipe dd, where c is the 
'characteristic roughness length scale' (also known as the Nikuradse equivalent grain 
roughness). 
In laminar flow, the pipe friction factor decreases inversely with the Reynolds number: 
f = 64 Re' 
(2.7) 
as plotted on the left-hand side of Figure 2.2 (Blasius, 1913). 
Beyond a Reynolds number of approximately 2300 (i.e. for turbulent flow) the flow also 
depends on the relative roughness dd of the pipe, and different curves are obtained for 
different values of relative roughness. Nikuradse (1933) simulated roughness by gluing 
uniform grains of sand on to the inner walls of pipes and then measured pressure drops and 
flow rates to correlatefand Re. For very turbulent pipe-flow,fbecomes independent of Re; 
this represents the region of horizontal lines on the right-hand side of Figure 2.2 (plotted for 
several values of dd). von Karman (1930) suggested this region could be explained by the 
interaction of pipe roughness with the fluid boundary layer. 
The boundary layer theory was first proposed by Prandtl ( 1905). It suggests that viscous 
shear dominates in a small layer close to the fluid boundary (the viscous wall layer). Prandtl 
( 1926) later proposed the "law-of-the-wall" to describe the velocity profiles within this 
layer (which he suggested is independent of its thickness). Beyond the viscous wall layer 
exists an outer layer where the velocity profile is independent of viscosity. In the outer 
-layer the difference--between velocity and the local mean velocity is deteririined oy tne 
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boundary layer thickness and friction velocity u. (the "velocity-defect law"; von Kitrm{m, 
1930). The friction velocity is related to shear stress t by 
u. = ~ =jgds. vP:: 
(2.8) 
Between these two regions exists an overlap layer where both viscous and turbulent shear 
are important. Millikan ( 193 8) matched the velocity profiles of the law of the wall and the 
velocity-defect law and suggested that in the overlap layer the at-a-point velocity u must 
vary logarithmically with distance from a surface z such that 
~ = _!_ ln(~J , 
U K z0 
(2.9) 
where K :::::; 0.41 is von Karman's constant (Connelly et al., 2006). z0 is the 'roughness 
length' or projected height above the bed at which the velocity is zero: experiments have 
calculated that z0 is approximately equal to c:/30.1 (Robert, 2003). This equation is often 
referred to as the law of the wall. The right-hand side can be integrated between z = z0 and z 
= d to give the average velocity of the profile V, yielding an estimated flow resistance (with 
the ratio V/u. ): 
!.._ = 2.5ln(!!_) + 6.0. 
u. E 
(2.1 0) 
This is known as the Keulegan equation. The resultant profile provides a theoretical basis 
for estimating flow resistance, yet it is no more than a "shrewd correlation of velocity 
profiles" (White, 2003: p.360). Substituting equations 2.6 and 2.8 gives a way of predicting 
f from d and e for turbulent flow through rough pipes (plotted on the right side of Figure 
2.2): 
(2.11) 
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Figure 2.2. Moody chart for pipe friction with smooth and rough walls (Moody, 1944). 
Redrawn from White (2003: p.349). Numbers in brackets relate to the regions 
represented by the equations in this chapter. 
von Karman (1930) and Prandtl (1935) further applied the logarithmic law relation to 
develop an analytical prediction off for smooth pipes over the turbulent flow range, with 
the relationship 
Jr = 2log (Re.[i)-0.08 
(2.12) 
to be solved iteratively for f This equation approximates the line labelled 'smooth pipes ' in 
Figure 2.2. 
Colebrook and White (1937) suggested that rough pipes in the 'transition zone' would 
display a different relation from that of equation 2.12. Colebrook (1939) then showed that 
the transition zone can be described ..2.i' the em irical relation 
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_1_ = _210 (-s-+ 2.51 J 
.J7 g 3.7d Re.J7 ' 
(2.13) 
also to be solved iteratively for f This equation is plotted in the 'transition zone' of Figure 
2.2 for several values of dd. The development of Figure 2.2 by Rouse (1943) and Moody 
( 1944 ), the 'Moody diagram', accelerated the adoption of the Darcy-Weisbach equation as 
it eased the calculation off 
The lightly shaded area in Figure 2.2 indicates the critical transition range from laminar to 
turbulent flow. There are no reliable friction factors which cover the range 2000 < Re < 
4000. Each relation illustrated is based on assumptions about the velocity profile in pipes 
(all formulas are based on an average velocity and pipe-flow is considered to be one-
dimensional). White (2003) notes that the Moody diagram is only accurate to± 15 % for 
design calculations over the range shown, while Brown (2002) voices surprise that the 
diagram has not been supplanted over the last 60 years. Despite these concerns, the Moody 
diagram remains in use for both circular and non-circular pipe flows, and the resistance 
modelling concepts contained therein are even applied to open-channel flows (Webber, 
1965). 
2.4 Open-Channel Flows 
The behaviour of open-channel flow, like that of pipe flow, is governed basically by the 
effects of viscosity and gravity relative to the inertial forces of the flow (Graf, 1998). 
Despite this initial similarity, it is much more difficult to solve problems of flow in open-
channels than in pressured pipes. Open-channel flow must have a free surface subject to 
atmospheric pressure; the position of this free surface is likely to change with respect to 
time and space. The treatment of open-channel flows is more empirical than that of pipe-
flow, yet this empirical method, when cautiously applied, can yield results of practical 
value (Chow, 1959). 
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2.4.1 The Chezy Equation 
In the eighteenth century, Antoine Chezy designed a canal on the river Yvette near Paris. 
From experiments on the Courpalet canal and the Seine, Chezy ( 1775) developed what is 
now known as the Chezy formula for comparing uniform flows in open channels (see 
Herschel, 1897). The formula is based on the proportionality V2 P ex AS and is commonly 
expressed as 
V =C.fiS, 
(2.14) 
where P is the wetted perimeter, A is the area of flow, S is the channel slope and R is the 
hydraulic radius. The constant of proportionality C is a factor of resistance, called Chezy' s 
c. 
The functional relationship between the mean velocity and the mean depth of a free water 
surface is determined by the total resistance to flow (Lawrence, 2000). This resistance is 
parameterised by C using two assumptions: the flow is uniform (i.e. a local equilibrium 
exists where the flow resistance balances the flow), and the force resisting flow (per unit 
area) is proportional to the square of the velocity. 
For this equation to be of practical use there needs to be an acceptable description of the 
roughness coefficient. Many attempts have been made to determine the value of C. 
Ganguillet and Kutter (1869) calculated C from the hydraulic radius, slope and an 
estimation ofKutter's n (a coefficient of roughness). Bazin (1897) used the hydraulic radius 
in combination with an alternative roughness coefficient (Bazin's m) (see Chow, 1959). 
2.4.2 The Keulegan Equation 
Graf ( 1998) notes that it is extremely useful to express the friction coefficient of channel-
flow with the Darcy-Weisbach equation (equation 2.6). Henderson (1966) suggests that the 
behaviour of C can be inferred directly from that of f. From equation 2.6 it can be 
established that 
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( )
1/2 
V= 7 Rli2Slt2. 
(2.15) 
For a given channel shape and roughness, (8g/f) 112 is constant and equal to Chezy's C. Note 
an important difference between f and C: f describes flow resistance (which increases with 
surface roughness), whereas C describes flow conveyance or conductance (and decreases 
with roughness). White (2003: p.698) suggests that equation 2.15, with/estimated from the 
Moody diagram, is "the most fundamentally sound approach to the Chezy formula". 
Keulegan (1938) applied the Prandtl-von Karmim equation for flow in open channels, 
which is very similar to the pipe-flow equivalent (equation 2.12). However, evaluation of 
the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor in rivers is a complex matter. f varies with fluid 
viscosity, flow depth, grain size, bedform configuration, and vegetation. Chow ( 1959: p.9) 
warns that "owing to the free surface and to the interdependence of the hydraulic radius, 
discharge and slope, the f-Re relationship in open-channel flow does not follow exactly the 
simple concepts that hold for pipe flow". The cross-sectional shape of the channel and 
differences in bed and bank roughness have a substantial effect on flow resistance (Hey, 
1979). The Colebrook equation (2.13) was modified to take this into account, but this 
breaks down where the relative roughness is greater than 0.3 (Hey and Thome, 1984). 
Much experimental data have been collected to determine the open-channel f-Re 
relationship in smooth flows (e.g. Straub, 1939). However, there are major limitations to 
this: the channels should ideally be of circular cross-section and bed roughness should 
approximate the uniform grains used in the experiments of Nikuradse (1933). Some 
modifications are necessary. The cross-section may be accounted for by a multiplicative 
factor (0.95 for rectangular channels, 0.80 for trapezoidal channels, 1.25 for triangular 
channels, etc.). Channel shape is more of an influencing factor for laminar than turbulent 
flow in smooth channels; the data in the laminar region can be defined by a generalisation 
of equation 2.7, where the numerator is replaced with a factor dependent upon channel 
shape. The critical transitional range is even more poorly defined than for pipe flow, as 
flow in large, wide channels is nearly always in the turbulent l'egime (and independent of 
Re). Wolman (1955) found resistance to turbulent flows in Brandywine Creek, 
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Pennsylvania to be a function of relative roughness, deriving an equation similar to 
equation 2.11. 
Equation 2.11 was derived from the law-of-the-wall and the Keulegan equation. Robert 
(2003) suggests that the logarithmic law can be applied to the bottom 20% of relatively 
deep rivers (where die >> 1 0); deviation from the log-law beyond is a result of secondary 
circulation caused by stream curvature or steps. Experimental results not only confirm the 
assumption of logarithmic velocity profiles in rivers, but even suggest that it can be used to 
approximate nearly the entire velocity profile for steady uniform flows in wide straight 
channels with roughness dominated by uniform grains on the bed (e.g. Ferro and 
Baiamonte, 1994; Tominaga and Nezu, 1992). Least-squares regression is often used to fit 
velocity and depth to a linear form of equation 2.10 from which empirical estimates of 
shear stress and roughness height can be made (e.g. Ferguson and Ashworth, 1992). 
Various equations relate e to a measurable bed grain size. Keulegan (1938) suggested that e 
equates to the mean particle size for flow in rough, circular pipes. In artificial channels, the 
equivalent roughness established for industrial pipes may be taken; in granular channels 
with heterogeneous bed material, more complex relations must be sought. Wilcock ( 1996) 
suggests taking z0 to equal 0.1D84 (e ::::: 3D84) and then estimating shear stress as above. 
Many studies empirically fit field measurements to the Keulegan equation and obtain 
values ofe as high as 6-7D50 or 3.5D84 (e.g. Hey, 1979; Bray, 1982; Robert, 1990; Clifford 
et al., 1992). The practice of applying multiples of grain-size percentiles to represent 
roughness values is counter-intuitive; such estimates of e are questionable as they no longer 
represent a directly measurable quality of the bed and may be considerably greater than the 
largest particle diameter observed in the stream reach. Other authors report that flow 
resistance cannot be predicted from particle size (Gessler, 1990; Dingman and Sharma, 
1997; Smart, 1999). In situations where particles are arranged into complex bedforms 
(providing considerable 'form resistance'), the standard deviation of bed surface elevations 
represents a more appealing measure of bed roughness (Smart et al., 2002). Recently, 
Cooper et al. (2006) proposed a novel approach to measuring resistance in gravel-bed rivers 
-using an acoustic -remote sensing technique to estimate hydraulic resistance -from the 
dynamics of the water surface. 
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Empirical estimates of roughness length can be highly variable (Wilcock et al., 1996) and 
controlled by local bed conditions. Recent investigations into the logarithmic law have 
suggested that the vertical velocity profiles of gravel-bed rivers are segmented into two 
component parts. Robert (1990) notes that this separation represents different scales of 
resistance. The flume experiments of Nowell and Church (1979) revealed that an inner 
layer reflects grain resistance, and higher up the water column a separate outer log-linear 
layer reflects total resistance (including form resistance). Wiburg and Smith (1991) found 
that this inner layer was non-logarithmic for relatively rough flows but can be 
approximated as logarithmic by inflating E: beyond D50 . Lawless and Robert (2001) first 
attempted to isolate the effects of individual roughness scales on the shape of these profiles 
downstream. Their flume experiments found that the vertical extent of the profile deviation 
as the new boundary layer extends its height is directly related to the scale of roughness 
found on the bed and may be independent of flow depth. 
2.4.3 The Manning Equation 
A further assumption is added in the equation of Manning ( 1891) which, despite the 
advantages of equation 2.15, many engineers and geomorphologists use frequently. 
Manning (1891) suggested that Chezy's C increased approximately with the sixth-root of 
the hydraulic radius, or 
(2.16) 
Here n is a roughness parameter (Henderson (1966) suggests that this conclusion was 
independently arrived at by both Gauckler (1868) and Hagen (1881) and wrongly attributed 
to Manning). The Manning equation for uniform flow velocity (in SI units) is 
R213 8 112 v~---
n 
(2.17) 
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To balance the dimensions of equation 2.17, the lln term must have units of m 113 s·'. 
However, the usual preference is to leave n dimensionless and attach all the remaining units 
to an implicit coefficient, with value 1 m113 s·'. The equivalence between C,fand n is thus 
(2.18) 
The application of the Manning equation also requires that a measure of resistance is 
known or can be accurately estimated. Manning's n is usually approximated from tables, or 
by comparison with photographs illustrating channels of known roughness (as found in 
Chow, 1959; Bames, 1967). Gordon et al. (2004) suggest that n can be thought of as a 
calibration factor which integrates the effects of flow resistance caused by bed roughness, 
the presence (and flexibility) of vegetation, the volume of sediment or debris transported, 
and many other factors. Strickler ( 1923) attempted to relate n to a measurable property of a 
river channel so that for gravel bed streams with median grain size D 50 
1/6 
n = sD50 
where s is approximately 0.013 (Henderson, 1966). 
(2.19) 
The Manning equation has several benefits. It is simple and provides quite accurate results 
(in some situations). Because of its long and extensive application, there exists a wealth of 
publicly available values of n for a very wide range of channels. However, Manning later 
rejected it in favour of a dimensionally homogeneous improvement (Fischenich, 2000). It 
was King ( 1918) who championed the earlier, now commonly used form of the equation 
(equation 2.17). 
The use of the Manning equation is further complicated when considering the nonlinear 
variation of n with the height of the free water surface. n will generally decrease with 
increasing flow depth up to bankfull discharge. Beyond this point, the flow spreads out 
over a larger area and n will increase. The exact form of this relationship will depend upon 
the channel topography. Limerinos ( 1970) includes relative roughness in an equation for 
------estimating Manning's n. Variable water depths-represent the main difficulty of applying 
any one-dimensional flow resistance coefficient to open channel flows, especially in 
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shallow flows: resistance increases dramatically as die falls below - 10. Chow ( 1959) 
suggests that Manning's equation ceases to be applicable where diG falls below 3. Despite 
this variation, published values of n are based on channel form alone and are assumed 
independent of flow parameters. Manning ( 1891) noted that equation 2.17 is entirely 
empirical. The sixth-root approximation is not exact, and Manning found the exponent on R 
in equation 2.17 varied from 0.6499 to 0.8395. Figure 2.3 demonstrates the limits of the 
sixth-root size approximation of Manning (assuming a wide, rectangular channel where 
water depth can be substituted for the hydraulic radius). 
The range of die (called the inundation ratio A, the inverse of relative roughness) over 
which the Manning equation is valid is apparent in Figure 2.3. It is only in reasonable 
agreement with field measurement for 100 < die < 10000. The poor agreement where flow 
depth is less than 100 times greater than grain roughness becomes particularly relevant in 
mountain streams and overland flows where die < 1 may be recorded. Moreover, in this 
situation, estimation of/from the Moody diagram is impossible as only very small relative 
roughness values have been used in pipe flow experiments. 
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Figure 2.3. Resistance to flow for hydraulically rough rivers displaying the predictions of 
the Keulegan and Manning equations. Adapted from Julien (2002: p.93). 
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2.4.4 Limitations of Flow Equations in Open Channels 
The selection of friction coefficients is subject to greater uncertainty for open channels than 
for pipes. A single friction coefficient is valid only as long as the entire wetted perimeter 
has the same roughness: i.e. the wetted section is homogeneous. Yet the geomorphic and 
hydraulic properties of natural channels are generally rather irregular; the wetted surface 
may comprise rough, irregular river beds and total channel roughness varies with the 
position of the free surface. Many theories have been developed for prismatic channels 
where cross-section, longitudinal slope and roughness remain constant. The application of 
such hydraulic theories yields only approximate results because numerous assumptions 
must be made. 
Uniform flow equations are inapplicable to many upland streams with pool-step structures. 
Adjustments must be made for conditions which deviate substantially from uniform flow to 
account for head losses (Henderson, 1966). Localised flow separation creates an area of 
high pressure upstream from bedforms and an area of low pressure in the wake of the 
object. This increases viscous energy losses and is commonly known as form resistance. 
Wahl (1994) suggests that the hydraulic equations developed for low gradient channels may 
not properly represent upland stream conditions because the steep gradient and large grain 
and form roughness promote complicated velocity profiles and three-dimensional flow. 
Marcus et al. (1992) evaluated methods for calculating an effective value of n in upland 
streams (e.g. Jarrett, 1984). They found that most methods underestimated it by 
inadequately addressing the effect of large sediment sizes on flow resistance. A well tested, 
consistently accurate equation for calculating the resistance coefficients of upland streams 
has yet to be developed (Wohl, 2000) (see Ferguson, 2007). 
While non-uniformity can be allowed for by using a gradually-varied flow equation, 
Gordon et al. (2004) emphasise that the equations of Darcy-Weisbach, Chezy, and 
Manning can be safely used only within the range over which they were developed (pipes, 
-.~~-or trapezoidal-channels with uniform-flow and clear water). They suggesnhanheequations-
will perform best where flow is through a straight stream of fairly constant cross-section 
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where mean velocity and bed roughness can be considered uniform. The accuracy of flow 
resistance estimation in channels which deviate from this idealised model suffers from the 
limited quantitative understanding of the real-world processes contributing to this resistance 
(Bathurst, 1993). 
2.5 Hydraulics of Overland Flow 
As with open-channel flow, the three most widely used equations to predict overland flow 
velocity are the Darcy-Weisbach, Chezy and Manning equations. Again, each requires the 
value of a friction factor or roughness coefficient. The correct specification of the equation 
of motion of overland flows is particularly important in semi-arid environments, where 
interrill flows are an important contributor to streamflow (Abrahams et al., 1986a). Engman 
( 1986) summarises a number of studies on friction factors and displays published values of 
n for surfaces that are qualitatively described in terms of type of tillage, degree of crusting, 
presence of vegetation, etc. However, the problems of applying the hydraulic equations to 
upland streams are magnified when considering overland flow hydraulics. 
The hydrodynamics of overland flows are very different from those found in pipe flows; if 
upland streams lie at the extreme end of the spectrum for which conventional hydraulic 
formulas can be applied, then such equations may be inappropriate for describing overland 
flows. The empirical velocity profile method described for open channels is unsuited to 
overland flows, as many accurate velocity measurements are needed in the bottom 20% of 
the flow (Biron et al., 1998). The small depth ranges mean that obtaining even a single 
velocity estimate becomes a delicate operation. Acoustic Doppler Velocimeters and 
electromagnetic current meters used to take velocity profiles of channel flows (Lawless and 
Robert, 2001; Lamarre and Roy, 2005) require a minimum water depth to function and 
must be positioned several centimetres from the soil surface (see section 4.2.1). In any case, 
the non-logarithmic velocity profiles observed near the bed of rivers with large bedforms 
(e.g. Wiberg and Smith, 1991) suggest that it is unlikely that logarithmic velocity profiles 
will be observed in overland flows. Robert ( 1990) notes that flow acceleration and 
----deceleration in--channels distort-vertical-velocity profiles~tliis effecf\voula- be- especially 
pronounced in overland flows. Therefore, as Bathurst (1993) suggests, understanding of 
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flow resistance decreases moving upstream through the channel network. Further research 
would be most beneficially directed towards developing an improved understanding of 
overland flow resistance. 
Contrary to field studies (which commonly use f to model resistance), most hydrological 
and soil erosion models apply Manning's n to model overland flows (Hessel et al., 2003). 
This is surprising given the range of the relationships presented in Figure 2.3 and may 
reflect the large number of estimates of n in the literature and the long-lasting convention of 
applying n to streamflows. Some models assume an aggregated value of hydraulic 
resistance for the whole soil surface (e.g. LISEM: De Roo, 1996), whereas other models 
separately route water through the non-permanent channel network by calculating either n 
(EUROSEM: M organ et al., 1998) or f (WEPP: Gilley and Weltz, 1995) individually for 
rill and interrill areas. Morgan et al. (1998) treat hydraulic and form resistance 
independently: the former is modelled with n and used to route flows through catchments, 
while the latter is modelled with a measure of cross-sectional tortuosity (Trc, the ratio 
between the distance between two points measured over microtopographic irregularities 
and their straight-line separation; see Boiffin, 1984) and used only as part of an empirical 
relationship to predict depression storage. 
Each of these models presents an extremely simplistic vision of resistance to overland 
flows. Many experimental workers have begun to query the continued application of these 
friction coefficients in such models. The challenge is to develop a more sophisticated yet 
simple representation of roughness that can be efficiently incorporated into such large-scale 
runoff and erosion models. The following section questions the dependence of the Darcy-
Weisbach friction factor on the Reynolds number and suggests that the relationship does 
not hold for overland flows which can be very turbulent (section 2.5.1). Alternative 
methods for conceptualising hydraulic resistance are then discussed in section 2.5.2, before 
the applicability of the uniform flow assumption is examined (section 2.5.3). 
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2.5.1 f-Re Relationships for Overland Flow 
Emmett ( 1970) shows that resistance to overland flow varies with the rate of flow. Since 
the rate of flow is highly variable in space, so too is f Resistance will also vary with time 
due to continuously changing flow conditions. In an analogy to pipe-flow, this dependence 
is often expressed using relationships between the Darcy-Weisbach f and Reynolds number 
(Abrahams et al., 1992). Similarly, Dunne and Dietrich (1980) assumed this dependence, 
suggesting that variation in the coefficient could be attributed to surface roughness. 
Therefore, f-Re relations similar to those displayed in Figure 2.2 are employed in many 
models ofhillslope runoff. Most assume a power-law relation with the exponent dependent 
upon the state of flow (e.g. Blasius, 1913), yet this relationship applies only for plane beds 
where the resistance to flow is entirely grain resistance. Lawrence ( 1997) suggests that the 
Reynolds number at which the roughness ratio becomes the dominant dimensionless group 
should be much smaller for overland flows in the presence of macroscale roughness 
elements than for classical pipe flows. 
Although interrill flows are usually modelled as a broad, shallow sheet-flow, few natural 
surfaces are planar and free of subtle undulations or prominences. Rill incision, scour, 
deposition and tillage all increase the roughness of soil surfaces. In contrast to the grain 
roughness of the empirical pipe-flow studies which generally applied a relative roughness 
of 0.04 or less (Figure 2.2) roughness elements in overland flows may be greater than the 
flow depth. Where sheet-flow is assumed, the entire surface is considered to be fully 
submerged and flow width is constant. However, substantial protrusions of the soil surface 
mean that flow width may actually increase with increasing discharge. Such lateral 
extension will change the hydraulic resistance as parts of the surface become progressively 
submerged (Takken and Govers, 2000). 
Roels ( 1984) and Abrahams et al. ( 1992) present field data suggesting that the standard 
plane-bedf-Re relation is not ubiquitous. They present a suite of at-a-pointf-Re relations: a 
combination of positively and negatively sloping power-law relations and convex-upward 
relations. Such non-monotonic variation of frictional resistance is entirely different from 
the functional dependence demonstrated by flow through pipes and later applied in 
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hydrological models. Abrahams et al. ( 1992) suggest that these variable relationships can 
be attributed to the progressive inundation of roughness elements. This is essentially the 
same problem presented by applying single values off or n to channels with a variable flow 
stage. Resistance will increase with flow rate as the wetted projected area increases; as 
elements gradually become submerged, f will then begin to decrease with Re. When this is 
the case, the f Re relation is no longer a function of the state of flow, but becomes instead a 
reflection of surface form configuration. As such, given their empirical nature, fRe 
relations are of little value as models predicting flow resistance at locations other than those 
where they were developed (Govers et al., 2000). Flow concentrates in the downslope 
direction altering the surface form, so that no single fRe relation can describe the 
hydraulics of an entire slope (Moore and Foster, 1990). Despite this, most field and 
experimental studies continue to report frictional resistance as a function of Reynolds 
number when presenting data on overland flow hydraulics (Lawrence, 1997). 
The conventionalfRe relations of pipe-flow experiments are not obtained in overland flow 
studies because grain roughness and viscous stress no longer represent the only sources of 
resistance to flow. 'Form resistance' may also be influential. Yen (1965) defines form 
resistance as that imparted by soil particles, stones and vegetation that protrude into the 
flow more than 10 times the thickness of the viscous sublayer and give rise to spatially 
varying cross-sections or three-dimensional flow. As interrill flow on hillslopes rarely 
submerges the soil surface entirely, water will concentrate on lower parts of the surface and 
flow lines differ from the simple parallel flow observed in the pipe flow experiments. The 
inherently three-dimensional character of flow over rough surfaces introduces substantial 
inertial stress which becomes the dominant source of frictional resistance. It is important to 
note the difficult distinction between topography and form roughness; the scale of enquiry 
will dictate the amount of topography that must be dealt with implicitly, as roughness 
(Lane, 2005). Large-scale runoff models will represent much hillslope variation with a 
roughness value. 
Wave resistance also represents an additional and significant source of energy loss that is 
absent in pipe-flow experiments which Abrahams et ul. ( 1992) suggest makes a substantial 
contribution to total resistance to overland flows. This added resistance is due to the 
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hydrostatic pressure imbalance generated by the superelevation and subelevation of the free 
surface around individual roughness elements (Lawrence, 2000) and so is a consequence of 
the free water surface. A sudden reduction of velocity (e.g. as water flows into a 
depression) creates violent local vorticity which may result in a volume adjustment 
(Leopold et al., 1960). The resultant energy loss depends on the velocity of the water 
relative to the value of .fiJ (with no loss of energy where V< .fiJ; Leopold et al., 
1960). Wave resistance is thus dependent upon the Froude number, defined as 
( v2 )
112 
Fr=-
gd 
(2.20) 
The Froude number characterises the flow speed relative to the speed of surface waves and 
is important wherever a flow possesses a free surface (Lawrence, 1997). Where roughness 
elements protrude through the water surface, this wave resistance will be highly variable as 
the flow is diverted (Bunte and Poesen, 1994 ). 
Finally, rain resistance may be significant in overland flows; this is the resistance due to 
velocity retardation as flow momentum is transferred to accelerate a raindrop mass to the 
velocity of the flow. Sa vat ( 1977) conducted rainfall simulation experiments on a 
laboratory flume and found that, for gentle slopes experiencing laminar flow, rain 
resistance may contribute up to 20% of total resistance. However, overland flow on natural 
slopes is more turbulent: Dunne and Dietrich ( 1980) found that rain resistance was several 
orders of magnitude smaller than total resistance on such slopes. Parsons et al. (1994) 
suggest that due to the lower flow depths and velocities, rain resistance may provide a 
substantial source of resistance at locations close to a drainage divide. 
2.5.2 Alternative Methods of Conceptualising Resistance 
The preceding discussion points towards the need to reconceptualise the resistance 
experienced by overland flows. Abrahams et al. (1992) and Gilley et al. (1992) suggest that 
if J is largely determined by surface form, it may be predicted by measures such as 
percentage gravel cover rather than by Re. Gilley et al. ( 1992) and Hirsch ( 1996) develop 
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regression equations for estimating f over a range of surfaces by breaking it down into 
components and assuming the different contributions can be linearly combined (see 
Chapter 6). Gilley and Finkner (1991) used experimental data to derive regression 
relationships predicting f and n from the Reynolds number and the 'random roughness 
index' of Allmaras et al. ( 1966) (defined as the standard deviation of the surface elevation 
once the general plot slope has been removed). They found that the largest hydraulic 
roughness coefficients usually occurred on those plots with the greatest random roughness. 
However, different factors will control hydraulic roughness on different surfaces so that, 
considering the distinctly empirical nature of such equations, extrapolation to surfaces other 
than those for which they were developed is questionable (Takken and Govers, 2000). 
Lawrence (2000) notes that the scaled boundary roughness has been neglected as a 
parameter determining overland flow resistance. Nevertheless, studies of pipe-flow and 
open-channel flow previously described recognise dd as a principal dimensionless group 
governing flow behaviour (e.g. Nikuradse, 1933; Colebrook, 1939; Keulegan, 1938). 
Lawrence ( 1997) advocates the use of the inundation ratio A defined as the reciprocal of 
the relative roughness, such that 
A=!!_. 
8 
(2.21) 
Here £ represents a roughness height. As most natural surfaces consist of a range of particle 
sizes exposed on the surface, uniquely specifying£ is clearly problematic. Lawrence ( 1997) 
uses 0.5D50, suggesting that the median particle size offers a practical advantage since it is 
frequently reported. However, this measure of grain size cannot be usefully transferred to a 
surface where form roughness is dominated by aggregates or flow concentrations (e.g. a 
tilled or incised surface). Takken and Govers (2000) approximate Lawrence's £ on such 
surfaces using the median cross-sectional elevation; Smart et al. (2002) use the standard 
deviation of elevations. 
Lawrence (1997) defines three distinct flow regimes using A (Figure 2.4 ). Each represents 
a varying contribution of boundary roughness and demonstrates a distinct method of 
conceptualising resistance in flows with high relative roughness. This is because the 
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physical sources of resistance are different in each of these regimes (Ferguson, 2007). 
Well-inundated flows (where A ~ 10) are treated as analogous to pipe and open-channel 
flows with roughness decreasing with increases in A (presented in equation 2.11 above). 
Flow is considered parallel to the surface and conventional hydraulic analysis is applied to 
establish a relationship between flow resistance and surface roughness as earlier (see Figure 
2.3): 
}r = 1.64 + 0.803 In(~} 
(2.22) 
A similar approach is described in Smart et al. (2002). This theory, developed for turbulent 
flows, will not fully describe transitional flows which will demonstrate some dependence 
on the Reynolds number. Indeed, Lawrence ( 1997) found that frictional resistance was 
underpredicted by the inundation ratio wherever Re< 1,000. Therefore, it remains unclear 
whether the inundation ratio is a key parameter for laminar flows (Myers, 2002). 
d 
' ·························-············-·- ... 
~M~~~ 
Figure 2.4. Well-inundated (top), marginally inundated (middle) and partially inundated 
(bottom) regimes. From Lawrence (1997: p. 370). 
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In marginally-inundated flows (where 2 < A < 10), roughness affects the entire velocity 
profile and the flow is of a multi-dimensional nature. Lawrence ( 1997) used a simple 
mixing model suggesting that the disturbance introduced into the flow field by a roughness 
element will scale roughly with its height and will effectively mix the flow over a similar 
length scale (agreeing with the findings of Lawless and Robert, 2001). This approach 
suggests that frictional resistance will decrease very rapidly with flow depth such that 
(2.23) 
Thus, for these marginally-inundated flows, C will increase linearly with d/s (Ferguson, 
2007). As the flow becomes increasingly shallow (A ::; 2) the water depth eventually 
becomes less than the height of roughness elements which act to block the flow. Changes in 
flow depth then not only are associated with simple variations in resistance to flow, but also 
produce changes in the hydraulic radius, which in this regime is not simply equal to d 
(Abrahams and Parsons, 1990). Flow resistance becomes positively related to both 
inundation ratio and the percentage of the surface covered with roughness elements Pr 
(which may prove difficult to define in the field). In this situation, the flow resistance can 
be approximated through consideration of the drag introduced by individual elements. 
In an ideal situation all the water encountering the projected frontal area Ap of a roughness 
element would come to a complete stop. Considering the resultant change of momentum, 
the drag force F 0 can be calculated as 
(2.24) 
where C0 is the coefficient of drag, the ratio of the drag for the real object to that of the 
ideal situation described. This relationship between force and velocity is identical to that 
assumed in the Chezy equation. Assuming that a surface is composed of randomly packed 
hemispherical particles with a bimodal size distribution, Lawrence ( 1997) shows that 
f =!P.CD min[TC, d] 
re 4 & 
(2.25) 
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where min[a,b] denotes the smaller of a and b. Lawrence (2000) notes that this assumes 
that the resistance of individual particles is additive, which may cause it to overestimate 
total resistance by ignoring wake interaction effects (the 'skimming' or 'wake interaction' 
flow described by Nowell and Church, 1979). 
Equations 2.22, 2.23 and 2.25 can be combined to approximate the functional dependence 
off on the inundation ratio (Figure 2.5). This model performs well on the granular surfaces 
on which it was developed. However, Takken and Govers (2000) found that it performed 
less well on tilled soil surfaces where the implicit assumption that individual hemispherical 
roughness elements relatively uniform in size are randomly distributed on a flat surface 
becomes less appropriate. The use of a single measure (in this case, A) to characterise flow 
conditions is sufficient only where this assumption holds true. Natural surfaces contain 
roughness of a wide size range which is spatially structured. Where wave resistance is 
substantial, C0 will also depend on the Froude and Reynolds numbers; therefore, Smart et 
al. (2002) suggest that a drag model may be inappropriate wherever flow geometry is 
complex and flow is constricted by roughness elements. 
Takken and Govers (2000) tested the partial inundation model of Lawrence ( 1997) on a 
rough soil surface (using a Pr of 100%) and concluded that the flow behaviour could not be 
characterised by a single measure of submergence. They suggest that any model predicting 
hydraulic resistance as a function of discharge needs to account for the spatial distribution 
of the flow over the surface in addition to the roughness within the flow. 
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Figure 2.5. The approximate functional dependence of frictional resistance,!, on the 
inundation ratio A= diE: for the three flow regimes described. From Lawrence (1997: 
p.373). 
Takken and Govers (2000) developed an alternative model whereby detailed cross-sections 
were used to divide the surface into fully submerged threads to which the model of Savat 
( 1980) was then applied. Flume data were used to compute the optimum value of 
equivalent roughness for several runs at different discharges. They found that this value 
could be accurately predicted from a single flow-dependent measure of surface roughness, 
the 'wet tortuosity' Tw (see Boiffin, 1984): 
T=p-1=P-w 
w 
w w 
(2.26) 
where w is the flow width. (Apart from subtracting 1, this measure is that used for 
measuring channel sinuosity in fluvial geomorphology.) This relationship has yet to be 
properly validated and does not account for roughness in the flow direction. 
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2.5.3 Questioning the Assumption of Uniform Flow 
Each of the studies described above proceeded on the simplifying assumption that surface 
runoff can be treated as though it was hydraulically uniform, namely, it exhibits a constant 
depth and speed that are mutually adjusted. Emmett (1970) notes that overland flow is 
neither steady nor uniform since it is supplied by rain and depleted by infiltration, neither of 
which is necessarily constant with respect to time or location. Interrill flow generally occurs 
as a shallow sheet with narrow threads of relatively deep and fast flow moving within 
broader, shallower, slower-moving regions (Hessel et al., 2003). Dunkerley (2004) 
conducted runoff-plot experiments on arid soils in New South Wales and found that even 
on subtle microtopography, average thread velocities were commonly 2.5 times greater 
than the flow-field mean, and locally 6-7 times greater. This suggests that the tortuosity 
and connectedness of such flow threads are parameters with great potential significance for 
the hydrologic and erosional responses on plot to hillslope scales. While two-dimensional 
runoff models are able to represent such cross-sectional velocity variations, the resolution 
at which they are applied means that they are incapable of explicitly representing this 
variability. 
Flow threads have been frequently reported for several decades, yet even where they have 
been thoroughly detailed, the uniform flow equations of Darcy-Weisbach, Chezy or 
Manning are still applied (e.g. Emmett, 1970). These equations implicitly assume that 
depth and speed are linked by a single equilibrium relationship. As Dunkerley (2004) 
points out, this denies the possibility, frequently observed in practice, that the flow contains 
both relatively deep but slow-moving areas where increased resistance increases the depth 
needed to support a given runoff rate (e.g. water backed up by an overflowing depression; 
Horton, 1945) and deep but fast-moving areas following thalwegs across the soil surface. 
Where deeper flow threads have been identified within a shallow, slower-moving flow, 
fixed values off, Corn cannot be applied over the entire surface (although effective values 
may be estimated as representing the surface as a whole). As overland flow depth and 
velocity are highly variable in space, the uniform flow assumption must be restricted to a 
small and strictly confined locality. 
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Overland flow may be laminar, turbulent, or transitional, or consist of patches of any of 
these flow states (Abrahams et al., 1992). Horton ( 1945) suggested that overland flow is 
likely to be laminar near drainage divides and become more turbulent with increasing 
distance downslope. Surface runoff discharge is low towards the divide (due to the low 
contributing area), allowing the diffusive effects of rainsplash to stabilise the soil surface 
against the advective processes of wash which tend to incise the soil surface (Smith and 
Bretherton, 1972). Moving downslope from the drainage divide (increasing the contributing 
area) towards Horton's (1945: p.320) "critical distance", the microtopography of the soil 
surface demonstrates systematic changes as runoff gathers into depressions. These 
depressions increase in size downslope and as the depressions deepen they capture more 
flow through the cross-grading of the hills lope surface (Dunne et al., 1995). Surface runoff 
deepens as a result of this 'micropiracy', eventually resulting in the initiation of incision of 
the soil surface. 
Few studies have examined the variable relationship between flow characteristics and 
frictional resistance in the field. Abrahams et al. ( 1986a, 1994) and Abrahams and Parsons 
( 1991) provide notable exceptions. Many experimental field- and laboratory-based studies 
focus on interrill flow and most models partition interrill and rill flows and treat them as 
separate processes (Foster and Meyer, 1975). However, this rill-interrill dichotomy 
underestimates the role of concentrated flow threads in the interrill zone (Baird et al., 
1992). A continuum exists between micro-rills and rills, especially noticeable at the 
hillslope scale. 
These changing surface configurations with runoff volume suggest that there will be 
downslope changes in the variables that influence resistance to flow. This echoes the ideas 
of Prestegaard (1983) and Bathurst (1993) who make a similar suggestion for the channel 
network as a whole. Prestegaard (1983) suggests that while individual grains are most 
important at headwaters, bedforms dominate middle reaches, and channel beds become 
increasingly important at lower gradients. This idea could be recast in the context of 
hillslope runoff and has already been suggested through the use of different modelling 
approaches for different inundation regimes. For example, Govcrs (1992), Nearing et ul. 
( 1997, 1999) and Takken et al. ( 1998) have each shown that once flow reaches a defined, 
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free-adjusting channel, flow velocity becomes independent of slope gradient and can be 
predicted from discharge only. 
2.6 Conclusions 
The Darcy-Weisbach equation (2.6) represents the head loss due to friction ht with the 
energy gradient Sf' This is approximated as the soil surface slope in studies of overland 
flow as, for uniform flows, the velocity terms of Bemoulli's (1738) principle of constant 
energy will cancel. Overland flows on natural surfaces are permanently accelerating or 
decelerating in response to the complex topography they encounter. This is ignored in 
calculations of flow resistance. One possible solution is to apply the uniform flow 
assumption over a very small area for which velocity measurements are available both 
before and after a water body passes through the topography. Then h1can be approximated 
(assuming pressure changes to be negligible) in an alternative formulation of equation 2.2 
more suited to overland flows: 
(2.28) 
This would allow individual flow threads to be treated separately. Greater understanding of 
the connectedness of flow threads would represent an important advance in hillslope 
hydrology. To meet these data requirements, a full visualisation of overland flows would be 
necessary alongside considerable advances in the measurement of overland flows (e.g. 
Figure 2.6). Further adaptations of the Darcy-Weisbach equation (2.6) for overland flows 
are explained in section 6.3. 
An over-reliance on laboratory-based studies has also bred an ignorance of the changing 
soil surface configurations with distance downslope and the need to account for the 
resultant changes in the variables that influence resistance to flow. The study of overland 
flow hydraulics can overcome measurement issues by embracing new technologies 
available to assist the acquirement of accurate measurements of flow depth and velocity 
(demonstrated in Figure 2.6). The development of an innovative methodology for 
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measuring overland flows in the field is described in Chapter 4. In particular, the use of a 
terrestrial laser scanner allows rapid generation of accurate, densely spaced measurements 
of surface elevation. These are used in Chapter 6 to test and develop measures of surface 
roughness helpful in predicting hydraulic resistance (e.g. standard deviation of heights crz; 
the depth distribution of overland flows; the total projected frontal area Ap ). 
Figure 2.6. Artificially generated overland flow on a natural, semi-arid surface. The 
production of this image is discussed in Chapter 4. 
Describing resistance to overland flows in terms off is advantageous considering its sound 
theoretical basis and its widespread use in hydrological models. Techniques allowing depth, 
width, velocity and roughness data to be extracted from raw data after an experiment has 
been completed permit the use off to describe resistance to overland flows over reduced 
spatial and temporal scales, thereby reducing the limitations of the assumptions described 
in this chapter. As measurement is transferred from field to desk, visualisation of overland 
flows will advance our understanding of the real-world processes that affect them. Such 
developments may lead the way to substantially improved roughness descriptions and 
evaluations of flow hydraulics, particularly resistance to flow. 
The level of understanding of overland flow hydraulics that is needed for physically-based 
modelling of runoff and soil erosion has not been achieved to the extent that might be 
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expected in light of the long history of work in this area (Lawrence, 2000). This is an 
inevitable consequence of the focus on modifying and adapting existing pipe-flow and 
open-channel flow principles to overland flows, rather than developing an individual theory 
of overland flow hydraulics consistent with the observations of the field-workers in the 
discipline. As the Darcy-Weisbach, Chezy and Manning equations are transferred to 
overland flows, their numerous implicit assumptions are transferred with them. In most 
situations, and despite the best attempts of a great deal of researchers to untangle the two, 
this renders conventional descriptions of channel flow unsuitable as models of overland 
flow hydraulics. While some progress has been made in reconceptualising overland flow 
resistance, many widely-used runoff and soil erosion models have lagged behind these 
developments and have yet to incorporate them into their predictions. 
Predicting catchment responses to rain events requires an understanding of resistance to 
flow both within stream channels and over hillslopes. Therefore, any study investigating 
new ways of modelling overland flow resistance will eventually develop our understanding 
of flooding events. This is particularly relevant in semi-arid environments where intense 
rainfall events generate extreme floods, mostly via infiltration-excess overland flows. This 
study is framed within the context of predicting the response of semi-arid catchments to 
these rainfall events. Chapter 3 now explains this rationale in greater detail. 
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CHAPTER 3 
FLOOD PROPAGATION IN SEMI-
ARID ENVIRONMENTS: 
RATIONALE 
Runoff generation is detetmined by complex interactions between spatial and temporal 
patterns of rainstorms and catchment surface characteristics (Michaelides and Wainwright, 
2002). Both factors are highly variable in semi-arid environments. The conceptual model 
for flood generation applied in this chapter is shown in Figure 3 .1. Examples from south-
east Spain are introduced throughout the discussion to ensure that this theory is appropriate 
to the field sites visited in this study (to be described in section 4.5). The chapter begins 
with an examination of the spatial and temporal structure of semi-arid rainfall events 
(section 3.2). The temporal structure of rainstorms is shown to be especially important for 
flood generation at the hillslope scale. Section 3.3 briefly considers the vet1ical water 
exchanges that influence runoff production focusing on the nonlinear abstractions from 
total rainfall amounts by both depression storage and infiltration into the soil. Such 
abstractions vary greatly throughout a rainfall event. This temporal variability combines 
with catchment morphology and the spatial configuration of runoff-producing 
characteristics introduced in section 3.3 to develop flowpaths across hillslopes and 
catchments. 
Chapter 3 Rationale 
Section 3.4 considers this conveyance of runoff, examining the concept of hydrological 
connectivity. The spatial continuity and connectivity of runoff-producing areas, the 
distribution of flowpath lengths and their integration influence the development of 
connected hydrological pathways. The velocity of overland flows (as determined by 
overland flow resistance) also interacts with the configuration of the hydrological pathways 
and structure of rainstonns to determine the arrival time of rainwater at any point in the 
catchment (discussed in section 3.5). Finally, section 3.6 concludes by summarising key 
research questions that must be addressed to increase our understanding of flood generation 
in such environments where overland flows provide a substantial contribution to 
floodwaters. 
Hillslope-Scale 
Morphology 
Flowpath 
Lengths 
Flowpath 
Interaction 
Spatially & 
temporally variable 
at-a-point 
abstractions 
Feedback into vertical process 
Configuration 
of Response 
Types 
Overland Flow 
Hydraulics 
MRZs 
Figure 3.1. The conceptual model for flood generation applied in this thesis illustrating 
the links between the various concepts influencing catchment hydrological response. 
Morphological Runoff Zones (MRZs) classify hillslope surfaces by observed surface 
morphological features and are discussed in section 4.5.3. 
3.2 Rainfall Characteristics 
Convectional precipitation, dominant in many semi-arid areas, produces rainfall amounts 
and intensities that are highly variable in space and time (Wolman and Gerson, 1978). This 
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pattern is distinct from frontal precipitation caused by the large-scale uplift of air associated 
with tropospheric circulation. Such precipitation dominates many cool temperate climates. 
Most semi-arid areas receive variable proportions of both convectional and frontal 
precipitation. Areas of high relief may also receive precipitation from orographic effects. 
For example, the rainfall episodes of south-east Spain are dominated by two types of event: 
storms resulting from Meditenanean thermodynamics, and frontal depressions from the 
Atlantic. The semi-enclosed Meditenanean receives high insolation during the summer 
season and the restricted outflow over the sill of Gibraltar promotes the development of 
high sea surface temperatures over these months (Bethoux et al., 1999). Latent heat fluxes 
increase towards the autumn season when the Meditenanean airmass exhibits convective 
instability (Ramis, 1995; Romero et al., 1997). Convective rainfall events over south-
eastem Spain arise from this cyclogenesis. They are often associated with an easterly wind 
(Alonso-Sania et al., 2002) and have a relatively low frequency of occunence. Convective 
events are often tonential, exhibiting high intensity over a small area which can result in 
localised flash-flooding. 
South-east Spain also receives frontal depressions from the Atlantic related to westerly air 
flows. These storms are of greater areal extent and slower-moving, generating rain of an 
amount and intensity similar to storms experienced in more temperate climates. The 
western Meditenanean region lies in the transition zone between mid-latitude low pressure 
systems and subtropical highs (Romero et al., 1999). This leads to a noticeable seasonal 
contrast in pluviometric conditions. A major element of the Koppen definition of a 
Meditenanean climate is that winter rainfall is more than three times summer rainfall 
(Koppen, 1936). The acute seasonality of rainfall is echoed by a pronounced seasonal cycle 
in other climatic variables (Palutikof et al., 1996) and influences runoff production in semi-
arid environments through soil moisture and the 'wetting up' of catchments after the dry 
summer season. 
High-magnitude rainfall events in semi-arid environments are often characterised by a few 
relflJiY.ely,""'shortdiv:ed,~high,intensity--'-bursts""of~rainfall=with~restricted-s'patialC-coveni"ge~~ -------"' 
Precipitation is commonly the result of vertically unstable atmospheric conditions leading 
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to convection and the release of latent heat. Rainstorms often contain several short 'pulses', 
brief periods of high-intensity rainfall. Bracken et al. (2008) note that our understanding of 
the influence of the fine structure of rainfall events on flood generation in semi-arid 
environments is hindered by a paucity of available data. Many authors argue that rainfall 
intensity is important in the production of runoff (e.g. Costa, 1987; Schick, 1988; 
Cammeraat, 2004) whereas others emphasise the intensity-duration relationship of storms 
(Yair and Raz-Yassif, 2004) or total storm rainfall (Bracken et al., 2008). The temporal 
variation of rainfall intensity, including the location of intense 'pulses' within the rainfall 
time series of a storm event, is crucial when considering the development of hydrological 
connections (van de Giesen et al., 2000; Wainwright and Parsons, 2002), and so soil 
moisture conditions and total storm rainfall are also influential factors. Reaney et al. (2007) 
used a distributed dynamic hydrology model (the Connectivity of Runoff Model, CRUM) 
to examine the effect of storm characteristics on a model hillslope. Travel distances of 
overland flow were strongly influenced by the relationship between rainfall intensity and 
vertical abstractions and the fragmentation of periods of high-intensity rainfall (whenever 
pulses are shorter than the travel time of overland flow, the runoff may infiltrate further 
downslope). However, it is difficult to reduce the relevant properties to only a few 
measurable quantities (see Chapter 8). 
3.3 Runoff Generation 
Overland flow will only occur at a point once ponding takes place. Bull et al. (2003) 
suggest that the hydrological response of a soil surface can be divided into an 'at-a-point' 
local response (vertical exchanges or abstractions from the water available for runoff) and a 
topographic response (the routing of the remaining runoff through the catchment). The 
horizontal transfer of runoff eventually feeds back into the vertical process domain to 
determine the total catchment runoff response (Becker and Braun, 1999). This section 
briefly considers the vertical exchanges and extractions from received rainfall. Horizontal 
transfers and the topographic response are discussed in the following section. 
balance for runoff-generation in semi-arid environments (lateral subsurface flow is usually 
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considered to be negligible: Bull and Kirkby, 2002). Precipitation that passes through any 
vegetation layer and reaches the soil surface may be immediately infiltrated, may 
immediately become overland flow, or alternatively may be temporarily stored in a surface 
depression before taking one of the above pathways. Compared with rainfall totals, 
interception and transpiration of rainfall by the sparse vegetation cover and evaporation 
from bare soil surfaces during rainfall events are thought to be negligible in semi-arid 
regions (Shmma et al., 1996). While this study is limited to bare soil surfaces (thereby 
ignoring the effect of interception), depression storage and infiltration complicate matters 
as they introduce threshold nonlinearities into the hydrological system (where a unit 
increase in rainfall does not produce an equivalent increase in observed runoff). Once local 
interception, depressional storage and infiltration have been satisfied at a particular point on 
the surface, any additional rainfall will be directly transferred into runoff; before this, 
abstractions will be made from the received rainfall. The magnitude of these abstractions at 
any time before the stores are filled is nonlinearly dependent on the 'wetness' of that 
particular point (i.e. the local soil moisture content or storage depth) (Nicolau et al., 1996). 
Consolidating all the vertical abstractions over the course of a rainfall event reveals the 
simple concept of a local runoff threshold, the threshold depth of rainfall necessary h before 
runoff begins. Given storm total depth rs and runoff total depth d, then 
d=!~-h. 
(3.1) 
3.3.1 Surface Depression Storage 
Roughness as measured in the downslope direction represents the element of surface 
topography that impedes surface runoff, temporarily holding water in surface depressions 
(Kirkby, 2001; Smith, 2005). Depression storage is highly dependent on the recent history 
of the soil surface (Moore and Larson, 1979) and is influenced by rainfall, flow 
concentrations, land-use, slope, and random surface variations due to the nature of the soil. 
Smith (2005) notes that various attempts have been made to relate measures of surface 
roughness to depression storage. Surface detention of water is particularly important where 
the infiltration rate is slightly lower than rainfall intensity (Kamphorst et al., 2000) and 
plays a regulatory role in the generation of surface runoff. This situation of 'precipitation 
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excess' is often found in semi-arid environments where high-intensity storms fall upon 
soils which may exhibit a relatively low infiltration capacity. The depth of depression 
storage to be satisfied will affect the duration of high-intensity rainfall necessary before 
runoff is generated at a point. However, Hansen (2000) notes that runoff begins before 
maximum depressional storage is completely satisfied; therefore during the filling of 
surface depressions precipitation excess is partitioned between surface storage and runoff. 
3.3.2 Infiltration 
In a landscape of uniform soils, surface topography would dominate the development of 
hydrological pathways through its influence on lateral water transfers and the resulting 
spatial distribution of soil moisture (Puigdefabregas et al., 1998). ln humid environments 
the spatial variability of infiltration is mainly attributed to such spatial differences in soil 
moisture and the gradual expansion of saturated areas (e.g. Beven and Kirkby, 1979). 
However, in more arid areas this variability is less predictable and runoff generation is 
primarily controlled by a patchwork of soil surface physical and chemical properties 
(Martinez-Mena et al., 1998). 
In most semi-arid areas runoff is generated primarily through the infiltration-excess or 
Hortonian mechanism (Bryan and Yair, 1982; Puigdefabregas et al., 1998) where rainfall 
intensity exceeds infiltration capacity. The infiltration capacity will therefore determine the 
rainfall intensity necessary for runoff to begin. The decrease of infiltration capacity 
observed during storm events reflects a decline in the effective capillary pressure gradient 
(Beven, 2001 ). Vertical abstractions by infiltration become proportionally less as the storm 
event continues. This places emphasis on the initial soil surface moisture before rainfall 
commences. However, due to the large evaporation potential of semi-arid environments, 
water stored in the soil is rapidly lost to the atmosphere by evaporation or transpiration 
(Bracken et al., 2008). 
Phi lip ( 1957) modelled this decline of infiltration rate .fi [L T 1] as a function of the square 
root of time t [T], 
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(3.2) 
where the empirically derived constant A represents the steady rate of drainage from the 
soil moisture store (the steady 'leak' of the 'bucket' [L r 1]) and B [L r 0·5] represents the 
declining suction component or sorptivity of the soil (a measure of the ability to absorb 
water by capillarity). 
Kirkby (1975, 1985) developed an infiltration equation to predict infiltration rate from soil 
moisture storage Si [L] (which contributes to the tension gradient) rather than time. This 
simplified version of the Green and Ampt ( 1911) equation 
B 
r =A+-
.!, s 
I 
(3.3) 
has numerous advantages despite not having a strong basis in soil physics (note that here 
the constant B is of dimension [L-2 r 1]). The use of a storage term allows the equation to be 
applied to a detailed rainfall time-series of varying rainfall intensity (Beven, 2001; Kirk by 
et al., 2005; Reaney, 2008). 
3.3.3 Hydro1ogically Similar Surfaces (HYSS) 
Bull et al. (2003) aggregated areas of similar runoff thresholds in the Rambla Nogalte 
catchment of south-east Spain (a field-site of this study) into 'Hydrologically Similar 
Surfaces' (HYSS). These exist independently of topography and have been identified at a 
variety of scales. HYSS can be used for scaling-up plot and field measures of vertical 
exchanges while preserving catchment heterogeneity for model inputs (Bull et al., 2003). 
GIS techniques were used to map HYSS in the Rambla Nogalte based on the macroscopic 
characteristics of geology, land use and slope (Figure 3.2). The field sites investigated in 
this study were selected to reflect the full range of HYSS categories observed. 
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Figure 3.2. Predicted HYSS for the Rambla Nogalte (from Bull et al., 2003 : p .16). Total 
catchment area is 171 km2 . 
This notion (labelled ' atomistic ' by Cox, 1978) that the essentially continuous landscape 
can be divided into a mosaic of discrete units has inspired geomorphological subdivision of 
landscapes at many different scales; the HYSS classification has numerous predecessors 
(e.g. Fli.igel, 1995). Any attempt to partition the landscape into units is inevitably compelled 
to make contentious decisions, none more fundamental than how and where to delimit 
boundaries. One advantage of the HYSS scheme is the macroscopic criteria of 
classification. These permit rapid survey and can be resolved from aerial photographs. 
However, the HYSS divisions integrate over much fmer-scale landscape complexity. For 
example, section 4.5.3 presents a further subdivision of the HYSS scheme at the hillslope 
scale, the aggregation of areas demonstrating similar morphological evidence of runoff 
intensity ('Morphological Runoff Zones', MRZs). 
A patchy spatial mosaic of HYSS classes is produced when geology, land-use and slope 
were mapped in the Rambla Nogalte (Figure 3.2). Low runoff thresholds were associated 
with steep slopes and areas of carbonates, marls and greywackes. However, Bull et al. 
(2003) found that land-use was most strongly related to runoff production. Tillage 
operations remove vegetation; on matorral surfaces, vegetation cover and litter may 
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influence infiltration rates and protect the soil surface from crust formation (Bochet, 1998). 
However, areas of matorral scrub often have smooth, stony, compacted surfaces and 
demonstrate low runoff thresholds, whereas in agricultural areas, tillage produces 
substantial increases in surface roughness and subsequent depression storage, with 
significant implications for soil and water conservation (Onstad, 1984). As a result of 
increased depression storage and the development of surface crusts, the response of 
ploughed areas to rainfall is especially nonlinear. 
Moore and Larson (1979) found that surface depression storage was increased 3.5 times by 
ploughing, although this effect was soon lost through breakdown of the soil surface by 
raindrop impact (Onstad, 1984). Abandoned agricultural land soon loses its characteristic 
surface roughness at a rate dependent upon aggregate stability (Zobeck and Onstad, 1987). 
Bull et al. (2003) suggest that it takes approximately 1-2 years to erode the roughness 
derived from ploughing. After this time preferential flow pathways begin to emerge as 
channelisation takes place and gullies potentially form, increasing surface roughness by 
channelling overland flow. 
Lasanta et al. (2000) showed that abandoned agricultural land demonstrates a particularly 
rapid runoff response to rainfall with high peak flows and low runoff thresholds. This is 
especially relevant to semi-arid environments, many of which have experienced large-scale 
land abandonment in the twentieth century, with migration to urban centres. In particular, 
the agrarian policy of the EU has encouraged the set-aside of cultivated lands in Spain and 
elsewhere (Lasanta et al., 2000). 
3.4 Connectivity and the Conveyance of Runoff 
The spatially and temporally variable vertical exchanges discussed in the previous section 
determine the proportion of received rainfall that becomes the rainfall excess (or 'effective 
rainfall') available for runoff. This water is then routed from its source, into channels and 
eventually towards the catchment or hillslope outlet. Topography and surface roughness are 
required for the-calculation of overland flow velocities and travel times; this is- an essential 
component of all process-based hydrological models (Takken et al., 2005) as it is needed 
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for the prediction of the timing and peaks of outflow hydro graphs. Understanding overland 
flow velocities is particularly crucial in semi-arid environments where active overland flow 
generating areas may be initially disconnected from the drainage network (Figure 3.3b) and 
travel distances to channels or flow concentrations may be greater. Under such conditions, 
the distinction proposed by Ambroise (2004) between ' variable active ' (runoff generating 
but disconnected) and 'variable contributing ' areas (runoff generating and connected) is 
especially relevant. 
(a) Humid (b) Dryland 
11 Runoff producing patch First expansion of runoff area 
D Final runoff producing area - Channel network 
Figure 3.3. Saturated areas expanding in humid-temperate environments (a) and mosaic 
patches of runoff that connect to produce flooding in dry land areas (b). Adapted from 
Bracken and Croke (2007: p.1753). 
Observations of such patchiness of runoff generating areas support the need to update the 
Variable Source Area (VSA) concept developed 40 years ago (Hewlett and Hibbert, 1967). 
Indeed the VSA concept does not apply in areas dominated by Hortonian overland flow as 
this runoff-producing mechanism invalidates the assumption of a saturated wedge 
expanding outwards from the channel network and gradually increasing the contributing 
area (Figure 3.3a) (McDonnell, 2003). Where such saturation-excess flow takes place, 
hillslope processes will increasingly affect hydrograph characteristics as saturation 
increases. However, the mosaic pattern of Hortonian runoff generating area means that the 
routing of overland flows over hillslopes is important for all runoff events (D'Odorico and 
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Rigon, 2003). Semi-arid hillslope outflow is inherently nonlinear and subject to threshold 
behaviour as 'active' areas connect to the drainage network to become 'contributing' areas. 
Bracken and Croke (2007) argue that the framework of connectivity is of fundamental 
impmtance in post-VSA conceptualisations of rainfall-runoff relationships. 
As there are many possible flowpaths to a catchment outlet, the hydrological connectivity 
of a (sub-)catchment can be placed at any point on a continuum between the extremes of 
totally isolated and totally connected (Fitzjohn et al., 1998). No consistent definition of 
connectivity has emerged from the literature. The recent review of Bracken and Croke 
(2007) made steps towards the standardisation of the connectivity framework as applied in 
hydrology, proposing that further advances in the field must be suppmted by a measurable 
quantitative variable (e.g. 'volume to breakthrough'; Bracken and Croke, 2007). Here 
hydrological connectivity is defined as the ease of transfer of water from one part of a 
landscape to another. 
Connectivity can be understood in terms of patterns in the landscape (static or structural 
connectivity) (Turnbull et al., 2008). While infiltration rate and the friction factor are the 
most important characteristics for runoff generation at the plot scale, their spatial variation 
is more important at the hillslope and catchment scales. In a recent modelling experiment, 
Mueller et al. (2007) investigated different parameter scaling tools for representing the 
variability of the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor and saturated hydraulic conductivity in a 
kinematic-wave overland flow model over small semi-arid catchments. They found that 
while an appreciation of spatial variability is necessary, retaining the spatial pattern of 
connectivity is of crucial importance. 
The position of a storm cell and the temporal structure of the rainfall determine which 
flowpaths become activated and when. Connectivity is therefore a dynamic property that 
describes the interconnection of areas by a process (fimctional connectivity; Turnbull et al., 
2008). Much research has been conducted in more temperate environments examining the 
heterogeneity and connectivity of subsurface flow pathways as a possible explanation for 
- - --- threshold behaviour observed in hillslope drainage (e.g. Western-et al., 2001; Sidle et al., 
2001; Lehmann et al., 2007). Tromp-van Meerveld and McDonnell (2006) suggest that the 
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spatial pattern of active flow pathways is the key to conceptualising the nonlinear process 
of subsurface stormtlows. 
Structural and functional connectivity interact to determine the dynamic and nonlinear 
behaviour of a hydrological system (dynamic connectivity; Bracken and Croke, 2007). Our 
understanding of this interaction is extremely limited at present. In a semi-arid context, 
Fitzjohn et al. (1998) suggest that the spatial arrangement of areas with high and low 
vertical abstraction potentials (structural connectivity) ceases to affect development of 
continuous hydrological pathways (functional connectivity) once a threshold surface soil 
moisture level has been reached (Figure 3.4b). Below this threshold the spatial 
configuration of responsive (low abstraction potential) and unresponsive areas (high 
abstraction potential) determines hydrological connectivity (Figure 3.4a). 
The distribution of flowpath lengths will affect the connectivity of a (sub-)catchment as 
rainfall that travels further will encounter more potential abstractions. Yair and Kossovsky 
(2002) report that typical flow distances over semi-arid hillslopes may be exceptionally 
short. Where abstractions are large and flowpaths are longer, an area will be hydrologically 
disconnected throughout most storm events. Goodrich et al. ( 1997) suggest that this 
explains the increasing nonlinearity of runoff response with catchment area: larger areas 
imply longer flowpaths through ephemeral channels with large potential abstractions (high 
storage capacity). This also relates to the concept of a 'travel opportunity time' discussed 
by Aryal et al. (2003) which they suggest influences the 'effective length' of temperate 
hillslopes (beyond which the flow becomes disconnected). 
Conversely, rain close to the catchment or hillslope outlet will have a shorter flowpath, be 
less affected by potential abstractions and be more effective in delivering storm runoff. 
Thus, the distribution of area within a (sub-)catchment is important: a distal distribution 
produces longer flowpaths (Figure 3.5a), whereas a proximal distribution has a higher 
proportion of shot1er flowpaths (Figure 3.5b) which have a greater chance of generating 
connected flow (Kirkby et al., 2005). This effect becomes less impot1ant as the magnitude 
of the rain event increases (Michaelides ahd Wainwright, 20-02). 
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(b) Conditions above critical 
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Spatial mosaic pattern of 
hydrological response 
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Rationale 
Figure 3.4. Relationships between soil variation, the spatial anangement of hydrological 
response units, critical tlu·esholds and the occwTence of widespread runoff and erosion. 
From Fitzjohn et al. (1998: p.66) . 
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Figure 3.5. Plan view of catchments with biases towards (a) longer flowpaths from a distal 
area distribution, (b) sh011er flowpaths to outlet from a proximal area distribution. 
When one water parcel travelling down a flowpath is abstracted (infiltrated or stored in a 
depression), there is less chance of the following parcel being abstracted at the same spot 
(as moisture stores gradually become satisfied), and so it may travel slightly further before 
infiltrating. The probability of a parcel of water travelling along a flowpath to the drainage 
network is determined by the magnitude of vertical abstractions. This probability will 
mcrease with previous flow though this increase will vary with the threshold factors 
discussed in section 3.3. Therefore, with increasing total st01m rainfall, the propot1ion that 
overcomes these abstractions will increase. Through this mechanism, the routing of 
overland flow, particularly the integration of flowpaths, determines the storm 
characteristics necessary for runoff to contribute to the outflow hydrograph. For example, 
Yair and Raz- Yassif (2004) discuss the duration of intense rainfall (or 'concentration time' ) 
necessary for continuous flow to develop over a hillslope. 
Flowpath integration occurs at all scales from the plot up to the catchment, reflecting both 
fine-scale development of flow concentrations around roughness elements and larger-scale 
integration of rill systems and ephemeral channels. This will pat1ially determine the 
efficiency of overland flow. Kuhn and Yair (2004) stress that the fonn of rill systems is 
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cmcial in the generation of runoff; parallel rills show little integration of flowpaths and so 
experience high total transmission losses and frictional resistance (Figure 3.6a), but 
integrated rill networks encourage continuous flow as mnoff is concentrated into more 
efficient flows (Figure 3.6b). When two water parcels arrive at the same point 
synchronously, they become superimposed and are more likely to propagate downstream as 
a consequence of the hydraulics of the overland flow previously discussed. The increasing 
flow depth with distance down such a network enhances the strength of the ' delivery 
pathway', thereby improving hillslope connectivity (Bracken and Croke, 2007) and 
reducing the effective rainfall necessary for the development of continuous flow. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.6. Plan view of (a) a parallel, isolated drainage network; (b) an integrated drainage 
network. 
Figure 3.6 displays continuous flowpaths. However, as discussed in section 3.2, rainfall 
intensity may only exceed infiltration rate for a small period of time and flow may be 
intermittent. The (a-)synchronous arrival of overland flow bursts generated from high-
intensity rainfall pulses at a flowpath junction will influence the subsequent propagation of 
the flow towards the hillslope outlet. The routing velocity of overland flow is therefore an 
impottant consideration. 
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3.5 Velocity of Overland Flow 
The preceding discussion of hydrological connectivity has emphasised the importance of 
timing. Specifically, at any flowpath junction the relative arrival times of overland flow 
generated in active areas will influence the hydrological connectivity of a hillslope during a 
particular stonn event and in turn affect the magnitude of flood events and flood peaks. 
This is highly dependent upon the friction factor used to route the overland flow over the 
hillslope surface. Singh ( 1996) notes that the friction factor is one of the most influential 
factors in runoff generation, affecting the shape of the hydro graph, time to peak runoff and 
also the total runoff amount. The sensitivity of hydrological models to hydraulic resistance 
parameters was mentioned in Chapter 2 (also Jetten et al., 1998; Wainwright and Parsons, 
2002; Takken et al., 2005). 
The routing velocity of flow will also determine the time available for infiltration (or 
'infiltration opportunity time'; van de Giesen et al., 2000). Rainfall pulses must be long 
enough for the routing velocity of overland flow to connect active runoff producing areas to 
the point where the delivery pathway is strong enough to overcome vertical abstractions 
(transmission losses). Reaney (2008) suggests that this condition is met where the pulse is 
of a greater duration than the travel time to the nearest flow concentration (similar to the 
'concentration time' of Yair and Raz-Yassif (2004)). However, this is a simplification as 
transmission losses in flow concentrations and ephemeral channels can have a marked 
effect on hydrograph propagation in semi-arid regions (Shannon et al., 2002). Routing 
velocities are commonly considered as uniform across a hillslope, but as flow begins to 
concentrate and incision occurs, the runoff efficiency increases and the delivery pathway 
strengthens with a concurrent increase in routing velocity. An understanding of the 
variation of velocity with distance downslope is crucial for modelling runoff response. 
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3.6 Conclusions and Research Gaps 
Catchment connectivity shapes the operation of geomorphic processes over a range of 
scales (Brierley et al., 2006) and is a key consideration in environmental management. A 
connectivity framework is especially relevant for the management of semi-arid catchments 
where large runoff-generating areas may remain disconnected from the channel network for 
all but the largest of rainfall events. The establishment of a connection between source and 
channel leads to nonlinear threshold behaviour in hydrograph response and can contribute 
to the flash floods experienced in such areas (Leopold and Miller, 1956; Peebles et al., 
1981 ). The high variability of rainfall in semi-arid environments (Bracken et al., 2008; 
Wainwright and Parsons, 2002) means that each flood event is unique with a large variety 
of hydrological responses to stonns of a similar size (e.g. Hucklebeny, 1994 ). 
Section 3.3 examined the mechanisms through which soil surfaces can prevent or delay 
connections from developing by storing rainfall. The infiltration capacity of the surface will 
determine the necessary rainfall intensity that must be maintained before runoff can be 
generated, while surface depression storage detennines the duration for which this intensity 
must be maintained before outflow occurs. This simplification may be valid at the plot 
scale. However, up-scaling techniques must also capture the spatial pattern and connection 
of runoff generating areas (structural connectivity). From a consideration of orders of 
magnitude, Kirkby et al. (2002) suggest that the effects of local patchiness are dominant at 
areas of ~lOO m2. At the hill slope scale ( ~ 10,000 m2) they suggest that storm intensity 
variations are the dominant influence (though patchiness of response remains an important 
consideration). For larger areas ( ~ 1 km2) the spatial variability of rainfall (storm size and 
path, etc.) is also impm1ant. The results presented in this thesis are limited to the plot and 
hillslope scales and so spatial rainfall variations may be considered negligible. 
Section 3.4 noted the importance of the distribution of travel times and the arrival of water 
parcels at key points in the flow network. Several factors that influence delivery times at 
the hillslope scale were identified. These can be summarised as: 
• the temporal structure of the rainfall event; 
• the spatial structure of active runoff-generating areas; 
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• the distribution of flowpath lengths: 
• the integration of tlowpaths (drainage structure): 
• the velocity of overland tlows. 
This suggests that for any specific hillslope, there is a particular combination of rainfall 
characteristics that will maximise hydrological connectivity and hillslope outtlow. From the 
combination and interaction of these tive relatively simple spatial and temporal patterns a 
great variety of extremely complex hydrological responses emerge. providing an 
explanation for the observed scale dependency of runoff (Goodrich et al., 1997; 
Wainwright and Parsons, 2002). Developing our understanding of these interactions is the 
key to understanding semi-arid hillslope hydrology; the connectivity framework provides 
us \Vith the necessary perspective to manage this. Such an approach should be grounded on 
insights and observations made in the field (Brierley et al .. 2006). 
There is a lack of measured data on the spatial distribution of runoff in semi-arid 
environments (Mueller et al., 2007). This is no doubt a consequence of the infrequent and 
heterogeneous nature of such overland flows. Recent experimental work on temperate 
hillslopes has developed our understanding of connectivity development of subsurface 
tlows and produced some useful theoretical insights into the application of the connectivity 
framework in hydrology with practical implications for the management of diffuse 
pollution issues (e.g. modelling hydrological connections using percolation theory: 
Lehmann et al .. 2007). The study of Hortonian overland flow pattems in this manner could 
contribute a great deal to this research frontier, as the processes operating on the soil 
surface are more readily observed. 
Section 3.4 described the variety of recent studies that have begun to exam me the 
importance of spatial pattems and connectivity of runoff generating patches on semi-arid 
hillslopes. The majority of these studies have focused on the spatial variation of infiltration 
rates as an explanation for the scale-dependency of runoff (e.g. Sharma et al., 1980: Wilcox 
et al., 1997). This has enhanced our appreciation of how the distribution of active (and non-
active) areas within a hillslope and the morphology of the hillslnpe itself affect till' 
intensity-duration relationship of a rainstonn that is necessary for connected tlow to 
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devdop. However, the flow resistance of the soil surface also has an impm1ant influence 
upon the necessary duration of high-intensity rainfall. This flow resistance may vary with 
distance downslope and as the delivery patlnvay becomes stronger as a rainstom1 
progresses. To the author's knowledge. no previous study has examined the effect of 
variations in flow resistance produced by the systematic dmvnslope transitions of 
microtopography observed on semi-arid hillslopes (discussed in section 2.5.3 and 4.5.3: 
Bracken and Kirkby, 2005) on the development of connected flowpaths and hillslope 
hydrological response. This represents a central focus of this thesis. The vmiable hydraulic 
resistance to overland flows on natural soil surfaces is examined in Chapter 6: the resultant 
impact on hydrological connectivity development is then considered in Chapters 7 and 8. 
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CHAPTER 4 
MEASURING OVERLAND fLOWS: 
METHODOLOGY & 
FIELD SITES 
The non-uniform nature of overland flow complicates any attempt to define relevant flow 
variables precisely (Emmett. 1970). Measurement of flow depth and velocity on rough 
surfaces is especially ditTicult and relatively large measurement errors can be expected 
( Govers et al.. 2000). This chapter reviews measurement techniques presently applied to 
overland flows (section 4.2) and provides a detailed description of an altcmative and novel 
methodology (section 4.3 ). This new method is cunently at the prototype stage: while it 
represents an exciting development and provides an innovative solution to the problems of 
measuring overland flow, it remains subject to limitations. The methodology presented here 
estimates the characteristics of overland flows at an unprecedented spatial and temporal 
resolution. A side-effect is that cunent definitions of overland flow variables arc 
insutliciently precise to describe the nature of these flows. This inadequacy presents an 
urgent need for a more precise standardisation of flow variables (section 4.3.7). 
Infiltration measurements conducted are described in section 4.4. This methodology was 
applied to three hillslopcs in south-cast Spain. The fieldwork locations arc described in 
section 4.5. The mcasurcmcnb prc:o.cntcJ arc limited to the plot-scak: section 4.5.3 explains 
the techniques employed to upscale these results to the hillslope scale. Finally, section 4.6 
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summarises the potential for this methodology to advance understanding of the nature of 
overland flows. 
4.2 Review of Current Methodologies 
4.2.1 Velocit)' Measurement 
A thorough understanding of overland flow velocities is necessary for studies of soil 
erosion. A variety of techniques have been developed to measure this. However, the 
shallow and variable nature of these flows presents considerable challenges and places 
limitations on the applicability of each of these measurements. 
Many studies of fluvial hydraulics use Acoustic Doppler Velocimeters to obtain high-
resolution velocity data: this approach has rarely been applied to overland flows (e.g. 
Gimenez et al., 2004) as they require flows over 15 mm in depth. Instead. dye tracing 
techniques are commonly applied to studies of overland flows. A dye is injected into the 
flow (often food colouring, fluorescein or rhodamine) and the arrival of the leading edge of 
the dye front is manually timed. Local variability of velocity cannot be detected; flow paths 
of several metres are necessary as human reaction time limits the reliability of rapid 
measurements (Ounkerley, 2003 ). 
lt is commonly assumed that the leading edge of a dye streak provides a measure of surface 
velocity. This is cmTeeted for mean velocity using a coefficient. u. Horton et al. ( 1934) 
theoretically derived u = 0.67 tor laminar flow on a smooth bed. However, this correction 
factor has since been repmied to vary with the Reynolds number (e.g. Emmett, 1970), 
gradient (e.g. Li and Abrahams, 1997) sediment load (e.g. Li et al., 1996) and surface 
roughness (e.g. Phelps, 1975: Dunkerley. 2001 ). Planchon et al. (2005) report that such 
findings have increased the range to at least 0.2 < u < 0.8, highlighting considerable 
uncertainty in this method of estimating mean flow velocity (Dunkerley, 200 I). Each 
reported coefficient is based on an assumption about the velocity profile which may not 
hold for shallow flow over rough surfaces. Eddy mixing in turbulent flow reduces the 
difference between the mean and surface speeds. Moreover, non-unitom1 flow brings the 
use of a single coefficient into question: dye tracing techniques are biased towards the 
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deeper, smoother flow threads because dye dominantly follows the faster flow (Dunkerley, 
2001, 2004). 
The correction for mean velocity can be avoided by directly timing the arrival of the 
centroid of a tracer plume. This is made possible when dye aJTival is recorded using an 
automatic logging fluorometer (e.g. Gilley et al.. 1990; Holden et al., 2008). A similar 
procedure is applied when measuring velocity using salt tracers, where dye is replaced with 
an injection of saline solution, the passage of which is recorded by an electrical 
conductivity probe or ion-selective electrodes (e.g. Li and Abrahams, 1997). Such studies 
often require the concentration ofthe flow at the end of a flume (Li et al., 1996) and may 
measure a slower mean velocity as the dense saline solution travels towards the bottom of 
the flow where speeds are lower. 
Planchon et al. (2005) repmi an improvement on the salt tracer method, \V here conductivity 
of the salt plume is recorded at two locations and the mean velocity is calculated by 
modelling the propagation of the salt plume between these points. They repmi a high 
measurement accuracy of their "Salt Velocity Gauge'(± 15 mm s- 1) over a wide range of 
flow depths and velocities. Tatard et al. (2008) used miniaturised Salt Velocity Gauges to 
provide high resolution overland flow velocity measurements (averaged over I 00 mm long 
by I Cl mm wide sections). However, this requires the path of the salt plume to be predicted 
when locating conductivity probes, may disturb the flow around the probes and can be 
relatively time-consuming when obtaining these measurements over a large surface area. 
The ·optical tachometer' method of Dunkerley (2003) also requires prediction of flow 
paths. Here, buoyant reflectors made of aluminium foil are cmTied on the surface tension 
film of overland flows and pass between reflective sensors mounted above the flow. 
Particle Tracking Velocimetry can be used to track the velocity vectors of buoyant particles 
using rapid-fire photography (e.g. Adrian, 1991; Holland et al., 2001 ). While these methods 
reduce travel time restrictions caused by operator reaction times, they provide a measure of 
surface velocity and are therefore subject to the problem of applying a correction factor. 
The t1oating particles may also become snagged on rough surfaces. 
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The difficulty of measuring mean flow velocity in overland flows means that it is often 
estimated using the continuity equation. Flow width 11· and discharge Q (supplied by either 
rainfall or tricklc-flmv at the upper end of the plot) are constrained experimentally and 
velocity is then calculated from flow depth d such that 
(4.1) 
d is directly measured. often estimated as the mean of several point measurements (e.g. 
Emmett. 1970. 1978 ). On rough surfaces. Dunkerley (2004) found that the use of such 
flow-field average depths to estimate friction coetlicients produces an area! bias toward the 
shallower. high roughness part of the flow as these areas are over\\'eighted. Therefore. flow 
velocities calculated ti·om depth measurements are often lower than the velocities measured 
by tracing methods. 
The different and poorly-defined experimental errors and sensitivities for these methods of 
mean velocity estimation suggest that comparison of published values requires caution. 
Dunkerley (2004) notes that the enors in calculated fi-iction coenicicnts associated with the 
application of these methods to non-uniform flows are not readily quantified and appear not 
to have been addressed properly. The approximations and scalings used in estimating{. C 
or n (discussed in Chapter 2) mean that a single average depth and velocity are required. 
Yet. the use of flow-field mean depths and velocities conceals the existence of regions 
where the flow may dif1er from this mean. The non-uniform nature of such overland flow 
raises a sampling issue unless the proportions of dye paths and depth measurements that are 
in thread and non-thread flow states can be estimated { Dunkerley, 2004 ). 
4.2.2 Depth Measurement 
Supplying equation 4.1 with a measure of flow depth is. however. not as simple as may first 
appear. While some studies neglect even to mention the method of depth measurement (e.g. 
Li et al .. 1996) it is often measured with a point gauge or millimetre scale (e.g. Abrahams 
cl al.. I 0H6b: Parsons et al .. 1906a) anJ the resultant measun:mcnb arc a\ eragcJ tu provide 
a mean flow depth. Dunkerley (200 I, 2004) used a computer-controlled gantry and a 
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stepper motor-controlled electronic needle gauge. quoting the precision of depth to 25 )1111. 
This system was applied in the field with 49 point measurements taken over a 2 m2 plot. 
This is a considerably higher resolution of depth measurements than is achieved in most 
field-studies: Emmett (1970) reports a grid of 9 point measurements per m2 ; Holden et al. 
( 2008) collected just I 0 randomly chosen points over plots of 3 m2 . Parsons et al. ( 1990) 
and Parsons et al. ( 1996b) installed miniature flumes into the flow at several cross-sections 
and measured the average water depth inside the flumes. 
Accurately measunng flow depth on rough. partially-inundated surfaces presents an 
awkward challenge. Emmett ( 1970) calculates depth using the mean elevation of the top of 
the roughness elements. thereby ignoring inter-particle voids. Using mean bed level or 
maximum bed height as a reference level results in negative depths for some pmiially 
inundated flows. Abrahams and Parsons ( 1990) observe that many authors (e.g. Emmett. 
1970. 1978: Dunne and Dietrich. 1980) include point measurements of zero depth in their 
estimations of mean depth (i.e. where a surface protmdes from the flow) and that this acts 
to underestimate mean depth. and in tum. Re andt: 
Abrahams et al. ( 1996) calculate flow cross-sectional area in rills by measuring depth at a 
point and assuming a horizontal water surface over a measured cross-section. Smart et al. 
(2002) also present an interesting approach to measuring the hydraulic radius of complex 
rough smi'aces by defining a volumetric hydraulic radius R,. This represents the volume of 
overlying water per unit plan area of the bed and avoids the problem of defining an 
ambiguous reference water level. Where all the roughness elements are fully inundated. this 
approximates the mean flow depth. This tenn provides the necessary information to 
account for the upward volumetric displacement of the water surface by submerged 
roughness elements. which. Dunkerley (2002) suggests. greatly inf1uences total resistance 
to flow. 
In summary. due to the complex nature of overland flows. their measurement poses a 
technical challenge. A multitude of techniques are presently applied. though each is limited 
by issues of accuracy. precision and resolution. The following section presents a new high-
resolution methodology of measuring shallow flmvs over complex. pmiially inundated bare 
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soil surfaces. Much like the techniques discussed above, it too is subject to limitations; 
however, the high resolution available provides an altemative perspective that may enhance 
understanding of such flows. 
4.3 A New Method of Measuring Overland Flows 
The methodology developed in this study is now described in detail. This method 
represents a combination of different techniques, integrating terrestrial laser scanning with 
overhead imagery. Each is discussed in tum before describing how they were combined to 
provide a novel measurement of overland flows. A camera-boom system was rigged up 
above each plot surface (section 4.3.1) from which rapid-fire digital photographs were 
taken. Overland flows were supplied by two troughs situated at the top end of each plot 
(section 4.3.2). A high-resolution DEM was provided by a terrestrial laser scanner (4.3.3) 
onto which each image could be accurately georeferenced (4.3.4). The resultant dataset 
allows velocity and depth data to be extracted (section 4.3.5) together with information of 
soil surface roughness and microtopography (4.3.6). This offers the potential to synthesise 
the different strands of data, providing a complete picture of the nature of overland flows 
on natural surfaces (section 4.3.7). Finally, section 4.3.8 suggests further refinements to the 
methodology which would substantially speed-up processing time. 
4.3.1 Camera Boom System 
An 8 m camera boom was designed to elevate a wirelessly-operated digital camera above a 
plot surface (Figure 4.1 ). The boom system was made from inexpensive materials which 
could be transported across hillslopes by one person and assembled in 15 minutes. It 
requires only one operator and once in place can be left unsupervised. The long neck of the 
boom was assembled in the field from 2 m long segments of lightweight, hollow, 
aluminium poles fastened together with basic pipe-fittings. This allowed the length of the 
neck to vary between 2 m and 8 m, chosen depending on the size of the plot under 
investigation. It was found that a length of 6 m was sufficient to provide a vantage point 
over an area of 2 m by 3 m. Any further height gain poses a trade-off between area covered 
and image resolution. 
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Polystyrene Cushion 
Manoeuvrable Head ~~~~ 
Wireless Digital Camera 
\Aluminium Tube ("Boom neck") 
\Pipe Fittings 
\Lateral Support Wire 
Aluminium Tripod 
Figure 4.1. Sketch of the camera boom developed for this study. 
At the top of the boom, the boom head component housed the 5 megapixel digital camera 
(Canon IXUS-WIRELESS) which had a zoomed-out maximum aperture of f/2.8. This 
camera wirelessly transmitted a video stream to a laptop computer located on the ground. 
Though this video stream was not recorded, high-resolution images were remotely captured 
using the laptop. The boom head_could be manually manipulated in 2-axes (adapted from a 
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typical mop-head fixing) and cushioned the digital camera within a protective polystyrene 
cas m g. 
The base of the boom was an adapted aluminium tripod - a bracket was fastened on to the 
tripod made of a metal-framed wooden block through which a circular hole allowed the 
lower neck of the boom to be inserted. The bracket was hinged to raise and lower the boom 
and could be loosened to allow horizontal rotation of the boom away from the plot under 
investigation. The lower neck inserted through the bracket could be used as a handle to 
control the boom. The combination of tripod bracket and boom head hinges permitted the 
camera to be manipulated to face any plot surface. Once the video stream from the camera 
confirmed that the boom was in place, the system was fixed by fastening the end of this 
handle to a secure object using a large carabiner hooked on the end. 
The georeferencing method described below (section 4.3.4.) prevented mmor camera 
wobbles from affecting flow measurements. However, in windy conditions, major 
movements of the boom head could cause the camera to point away from the plot. This was 
avoided by supp011ing the boom head with a system of metal wires. A top-piece screwed on 
to the boom bracket was fastened to the boom head with metal wires. This provided the 
tension necessary to prevent the boom from sagging. Additionally, a cross-piece fastened 
beneath the bracket and attached to a middle pole joint prevented any sideways movement. 
Images such as that of Figure 4.2 were taken at approximately 1 s intervals, recording the 
advancing flow wave. The exact interval between images is necessary to calculate flow 
velocity: this was especially imp011ant as the interval was found to vary between 
experiments (with a range of 0.91-1.32 s), possibly as a function of lighting conditions. To 
avoid such variations propagating eJTor into velocity calculation, two timing systems were 
established to provide the exact intetval between images. A large stop-watch was placed on 
the edge of the plot, facing the camera, alongside a laptop computer running a stopwatch 
timing program (Figure 4.2). While the interval was found to vary slightly between 
experiments, it remained constant during each flume run. 
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---Trough 
Laptop timer 
Depth validation cane 
Wet area 
Retromarker 
Sprayed line 
Figure 4.2. Example of overhead images captured during flow experiments. 
4.3.2 Artificial Generation of Overland Flow 
The flows described in this study were generated from a trough located at the upslope plot 
boundary. The effects of raindrop impact were not investigated in this study, despite the 
findings of Parsons et al. ( 1994) that natural, rain-induced flows have f values nearly an 
order of magnitude greater than the types of flows simulated here. The experimental design 
demanded two features ofthe flow : 
I. the flow should be as wide as possible to allow a large surface to be examined; 
2. the discharge should be variable to simulate a range of runoff conditions. 
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These two requirements both demand a large water supply. Such a supply was neither 
readily available in the remote areas in which fieldwork was conducted, nor was it 
particularly amenable to experiments taking place near the crest of hillslopes. Rather than 
compromise on these requirements, two separate water supply systems were designed. The 
first (most frequently used in this study) was 0.81 m wide and provided a constant 
discharge (0.52 I s- 1 per metre width) evenly spread across the top of the plot. The second 
inundated a much narrower surface but could provide a variable discharge. The 
experiments were conducted separately, on the same plot surfaces and water temperatures 
were recorded before each run. 
4.3.2.1 Wide Trough 
The first trough was adapted from a l metre long planter (Figure 4.2). A thin slot 0.81 m 
wide was made near the bottom and a metal fixture was attached along the length of the 
planter and above the slot to prevent the strong plastic from bowing under water pressure. 
A thin metal strip covers the slot at the centre of the planter. Although this provides a small 
localised disturbance to the flow, it was unavoidable, as it provides supp011 for the planter 
and prevents the plastic from sagging and narrowing the centre of the slot. 
The slot is submerged by water in the planter which is maintained at a constant level 
(indicated by several markers around the inside rim of the trough) by continuous water 
replacement during the flume test. This pennits a steady and known discharge to be added 
to the top of the plot over a relatively large flow width. The discharge was estimated by 
maintaining the water level with a known amount of water (4litres) and recording the time 
lapsed before the water ran out. This experiment was repeated 5 times (Figure 4.3). 
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Figure 4.3. Discharge (in litres per second) from the wide trough over 5 different 
experimental runs. Points are tightly clustered around the mean value of 0.42 I s-1• 
Figure 4.3 shows that the discharge was reasonably constant (draining at a rate of between 
0.40 and 0.45 I s-1). This gives a mean discharge of 0.42 I s·1, representing 0.52 I s· ' per 
metre width. The low variability about the mean demonstrates the reproducibility of this 
discharge. 
It is also necessary for the water to flow out of the trough evenly across the plot width. 
Before each experiment, the trough was carefully levelled to ensure this was achieved. The 
distribution of flow across the submerged slit was assessed by placing six beakers below 
the trough slit (Figure 4.4). A small amount of water was held in the trough by covering the 
slot with masking tape. This was rapidly ripped off from both ends allowing the water to 
drain into the collecting beakers. Figure 4.5 displays the volumes of water collected in each 
beaker over four runs of this experiment. No systematic bias in water discharge was 
observed and almost uniform flow was produced across the slot width. 
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Figure 4.4. An experiment to assess the spread of discharge supplied to the top of the plot. 
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Figure 4.5. Water collected in each beaker (1-6) over 4 different tuns (50 ml resolution). 
The volume of water added in each mn was slightly different; therefore absolute values are 
not comparable between mns. 
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4.3.2.2 Variable Discharge Trough 
The second trough was used to examine overland flows of variable discharges. This trough, 
made from perspex, was 0.20 m wide and had 5 discharge settings provided by slits of 
varying thickness (Figure 4.6). These slits were each cut into a 'gate ' which was then 
tightly slotted into a holder located towards the front end of the trough to provide a seal. 
Water was poured into a ' tank ' located at the upslope end and was free to trickle through 
each gate and out on to the plot. As the slits were of a varying thickness, the discharge was 
limited by the thinnest slot. To increase the discharge provided to the plot, the gate with the 
thinnest slit was removed. 
Figure 4.6. Sketch of the variable discharge trough. 
While the design pennitted both increasing and decreasing flows to be simulated (the gates 
could be removed and replaced in any sequence), the experiments undertaken in this study 
were limited to increasing flows. The trough was designed to operate on a slope of 
approximately 1 0 degrees ; this was incorporated into the design to save time completely 
levelling each surface by digging back into the hillslope. For each experiment the tank was 
filled with water and continually topped up to maintain designated marked levels. The 
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discharges provided by the trough were approximately 0.4, 0.8, 1.2, 1.6 and 2.0 I s- 1 over 
the 0.20 m flow width. 
4.3.2.3 Comparison with Observed Flow Depths 
Simulated overland flows are a gross simplification of naturally generated flows. Natural 
overland flow is supplied by rainfall and depleted by infiltration. These processes are 
neither uniform nor constant (Emmett, 1970). The aim of the experiment is to supply a 
depth of overland flow that each surface could potentially receive during a high-magnitude 
flood event. In the case of constant discharge, the systematic downslope sampling of plot 
surfaces applied in this study presents a problem: plots near the hill crest will normally 
receive less run-on overland flow than those towards the bottom. 
Between 2002 and 2007, several mini crest-stage recorders were placed over the hillslopes 
examined in this study (Figure 4.7.). These recorded maximum flow depth at a single point 
and were monitored every six months. They were constructed from a 35 cm length of 32 
mm square wooden poles sharpened at one end and forced into the ground (Bracken and 
Kirkby, 2005) until approximately 30 cm remained above ground. The pole was then 
painted with a mixture of food dye and salt and left to dry. It was also covered with a length 
of drainpipe with a cap on one end and a hole near the top to let the air escape as the pole 
becomes inundated (Bracken and Kirkby, 2005). This is a cheap and accurate method 
which uses materials readily available in the field area. However, it only records maximum 
flow depth and may present accuracy problems if the dye and salt are removed diagonally 
(as seen on steep slopes). 
One such mini-crest stage recorder located within a plot used for overland flow simulation 
allows direct comparison of flow depths. It can be seen in Table 4.1 that the flow depths 
simulated by the wide trough are below the maximum depths generated from relatively 
large natural rainfall events. The recorded 24 hour maximum rainfall for each storm event 
can be used to compare the data with a nearby 30-year record (described by Bull et al., 
(1999)--and Bracken--e-r al. -(2008)r This suggests that tne largest storm event has a 
recurrence interval of approximately 5 years. 
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Figure 4.7. Flow depth measurement using the mini-crest stage gauge discussed here. Note 
that the cover has been removed for measurement. 
24 hour 
Point Flow Depth maximum 
Date Type of Event Recorded (mm) rainfall (mm) 
1st July 2002 Natural rainstorm 100 63.8 
l51h April 2004 Natural rainstom1 75 45.4 
27th May 2006 Simulated overland flow 55 
27th Jan 2007 Natural rainstorm 60 87.4 
29th March 2007 Simulated overland flow 40 
22"d August 2007 Natural rainstom1 60 36.2 
Table 4.1. Recorded depth measurements near the foot of the Del Prado hillslope. 
The same discharge was applied across each hillslope. Therefore it is suggested that this 
represents a slight overestimate of what could be- reasonably expected from a high-
magnitude storm event near the hill crests, and an underestimate of what would be expected 
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near the foot of the hillslopes. The discharges applied here are similar to those applied in 
other overland flow simulations. Rainfall simulation experiments at Walnut Gulch by 
Parsons et al. (1996b) produced discharges up to 0.4 l s- 1 for each metre of flow width 
during a simulated 60 year event, a discharge similar to that recorded in section 4.3.2.1. 
There is a further limitation to the mnoff simulations described here. Parsons et al. (1994) 
note that rainfall simulation should be used in studies of overland flows. The hydraulic 
resistance values calculated from rainfall simulations were found to be an order of 
magnitude larger than those calculated by Abrahams et al. ( 1994) using mnoff generated at 
the top of a similar plot. While mnoff experiments can still be used to identify controls on 
resistance to overland flow, they cannot provide values suitable for physically-based 
hydrological and soil erosion models. However, in reality, at any point on a hillslope, flow 
is provided by a combination of upslope mn-on and rainfall. With distance downslope, 
proportionately more flow is provided by this mn-on overland flow. The value of hydraulic 
resistance of a surface represents a combination of these two types of flow, a combination 
which varies with hillslope position. Therefore, the hydraulic resistance observed in this 
study will be appreciably less than that of flows generated by a natural rainstmm. 
4.3.3 Terrestrial Laser Scanning 
The collection of high-resolution elevation data is problematic. Many methods involve 
laborious field techniques which provide low resolution data. A variety of microrelief 
meters have been used, ranging from hand-held mlers and pin meters to remote sensors, 
laser scanning techniques and digital photogrammetry (see Table 4.2). While early 
techniques involved instmments (rows of pins or chains) that were lowered on the surface 
itself (Sal eh, 1993 ), techniques not based on contact are preferable in the measurement of 
the surface elevations to avoid disturbance of the roughness elements. 
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Roughness Measurement Plot Type Plot Area Number of Measurement Subject Study Measure Method Surfaces Spacing 
Random Mechanical pin Tilled field plots 1 m•1 m 16 5cm•5cm Effect on mlnfall on Moore & Larson Roughness (mm) meter roughness and runoff (1979) 
Random Pin meter Tilled foeld plots 0.9 m •1.5 m 1060 15cm•1.3cm Predicting MDS from surface Onstad ( 1984) Roughness (mm) roughness measures 
Random Mechanical pin Tilled field plots 1 m•1 m 2 6.4 mm x 50 mm Relationship between RR GHiey & Flnkner Roughness (mm) meter and hydraulic roughness (1991) 
Random Laser scanner Flume (seedbed) 0.65 m • 0.65 m 4 2mm•2mm Relationship between RR T akken & Govers Roughness (mm) and hydraulic roughness (2000) 
RR(mm)& Laser scanner Flume (tilled) 2m•4m 6 .5mm• 1.5mm Effect of roughness on runoff G6mez & Nearing Tonuosity distribution and soil erosion (2005) 
LD(mm)& Pin meter Tilled field plots 2mx2mand 159 2cmx2cmor Predicting MDS from surface Unden & Van LS 0.9 m x 0.9 m 5cmx5cm roughness measures Doren (1996) 
MUO(mm) Automated pin Ploughed/ drilled field 2.6m •1.3m 32 6cmx3cm Predicting MDS from surface Hansen et al. meter olots rounhness measures (1999) 
Automated non- R!lmkens & Wang MIF contact surface Tilled foeld plots 1.5m•1.8m 33 5mm • 20 mm Effect of tillage on roughness 
profile meter (1986) 
Automated non- Effect of rainfall on Romkens & Wang MIF contact surface Tilled foeld plots 1.5mx1.8m 3 5mm•20mm 
profile meter roughness (1987) 
Tortuosity Stereo- lab plots (seedbed) 0.4 m x 0.5 m 5 2mmx2mm Predicting MDS from surface Morgan et e/. photogrammetry nouohness measures (l999) 
Surface laser microrelief Flume (seedbed) 0.6 m x 3.7 m 9 3mm•3mm Effect of roughness on runoff Helming eta/. Tortuosity meter distribution and soil erosion (1999) 
Temestrial Natural and ploughed The influence of surface Venous 2m•4m 15 -2mm•2mm roughness on resistance This study laser scanner surfaces to overland flows 
Table 4.2. Methods used to generate surface roughness measures. 
Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) has been used in the field of surveying since the late 1990s. 
It offers the potential of directly capturing the three-dimensional geometry of complex 
objects extremely rapidly. TLS is now frequently used in civil engineering. The 
comprehensiveness of data capture has resulted in the application of laser scanners to 
document items of cultural significance (e.g. Lichti and Gordon, 2004). More recently, TLS 
techniques are being employed for measuring and monitoring in geomorphology (e.g. 
Nagihara et al., 2004; Rosser et al., 2005; Rumsby et al., 2008). 
Laser scanners can rapidly make many elevation and position measurements from which 
high-density point clouds can be produced. This removes the need to conduct laborious 
measurements of elevation data and so reduces the restrictions that this poses. Such time-
consuming measurements may disturb the soil surface and are commonly of a lower 
resolution than data obtained using scanning equipment. Terrestrial laser scanners are 
appropriate for data collection in the natural environment as they are portable (in contrast to 
laser scanners mounted on a rail system: Huang and Bradford, 1990), are water and dust 
resistant, can run off car batteries, and are relatively simple to set up in the field. 
~-Jester and-Kiil( (2005) review many~technl.qiies to measure soil roughness, concluding that 
laser scanner measurements offer a higher resolution and precision than photogrammetry 
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and are more suitable for measuring fine-scale surface roughness (although this will depend 
on the specifics of the laser-scanning equipment used). Considerable potential exists for the 
integration of the qualitative information derived from the overhead photography 
techniques described in section 4.3 .1 with the high resolution elevation data provided by 
terrestrial laser scanning (see, for example, Lim et al., 2005 ). 
This study uses a Trimble GS200 terrestrial laser scanner to obtain elevation data (Figure 
4.8). The GS200 uses a Class 2 pulsed 532 nm green laser and operates under the 
assumption that the speed of this laser pulse remains constant. Using this time-of-flight 
principle, the delay recorded as the backscattered portion of the signal is returned can be 
used to calculate the distance to the surface from which the beam was reflected. The 
scanner then records the three-dimensional coordinates of any solid surfaces from which 
the laser rays are returned. The standard maximum range of the scanner is reported as 200 
m, while the minimum operating range is 1 m. Lim et al. (2005) note that as coordinates are 
collected directly, many uncertainties associated with data processing and digital elevation 
model (DEM) generation are by-passed. While some laser scanners have a small maximum 
scan area (often limited to less than 10 m2 ; Darboux et al., 2001 ), this scanner manipulates 
the laser emitter using motorised rotating mirrors enabling the scanner to pan around 360° 
and tilt through a 60° angle collecting up to 5000 points per second (Trimble, 2005). 
4.3.3.1 TLS Accuraq and Precision 
Establishing measurement enors of laser scanners is a difficult process as the measuring 
procedure is influenced by a variety of factors. The angular and range accuracy of each 
laser scanner depends on the applied calibration routine and the care taken in handling the 
machine since calibration (Boehler and Marbs, 2005). Moreover, reported specifications are 
insufficient to calculate accuracy, precision and maximum resolution over the possible 
measurement ranges. 
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Figure 4.8. Trimble GS200 laser scanner. 
Range accuracy and precision of laser scanners have been examined in a number of studies. 
Reshetyuk (2006) discusses the sources of range eiTor in detail. Kersten et al. (2004) tested 
the range accuracy of the Trimble GS200 using a 3D test field where 53 reference points 
were established. Absolute average errors of the order of 2 mm were found over distances 
of 27 m. Reshetyuk (2006) suggests that this systematic etTor may be caused by a 
discrepancy between electrical and mechanical zero positions of the scanner (termed ' zero 
error ' ). Such a systematic error is more problematic when using a terrestrial laser scanner to 
survey objects in reference to an established co-ordinate system. 
The absence of a calibrated target provides a further source of measurement error. As the 
emitted radiation reflects off the ground surface itself, numerous variables are introduced, 
so that the time taken for the pulse to return is not exclusively a function of distance. Lichti 
ano ffarvey (2002) and Kersten et al. (2005) observe that surface properties such as 
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roughness, wetness, colour, reflectance and angle of incidence may influence the strength 
of the return signal. 
Trimble (2005) repm1 a measurement precision of 1.4 mm from a range of 5 m. Hanke et 
al. (2006) tested the influence of surface colour and reflectivity on the range precision of 
the GS200 and found a systematic error of several millimetres. However, Boehler and 
Marbs (2005) conducted a similar test and found that, unlike some other laser scatmers 
available, no correction was needed for the GS200. This systematic error is only 
problematic if a range of different materials is scanned and is unlikely to be a major source 
of error when scanning soil surfaces. 
Boehler and Marbs (2005) assess the relative merits of several tetTestrial laser scanners 
currently available. The main advantage of the Trimble GS200 is that it can achieve high 
resolution point-spacing with a large maximum range. The minimum angular resolution 
reported by Trimble (2005) is 32 wad (equivalent to 3 mm point spacing from 100 m 
range, or 0.1 mm point spacing from 3 m range). This angular resolution describes the 
minimum angular separation of two successive points that can be resolved separately by the 
laser. Lichti and Jamtsho (2006) observe that while this is commonly repm1ed in scanner 
specifications as simply the sampling interval, it is also a function of the laser beam-width. 
Laser beams experience divergence with distance from the laser transmitter (Trimble 
(2005) repm1 the beam divergence as 3 mm at 50 m range; equivalent to 0.1 mm at 3 m 
range). The GS200 also has an 'auto-focus' capability, which allows the laser beam to 
focus depending on the range. Therefore, the laser spot size for any surface is kept to a 
minimum. Lichti and Jamtsho (2006) demonstrated that the fine angular resolution and 
small spot size of the GS200 meant that it outperformed many similar laser scanners when 
the achievable angular spatial resolution was compared using a variety of measures. The 
beam width at a 2.5 m range was measured during the test described in section 4.3.3.3 and 
was found to be 0.76 mm in width. 
Finally, all laser scanning systems are subject to 'edge effects' where 'phantom' points are 
------ often -produced in the vicinity-o(sharp edges. These points arise when-the laser spot glances -
off the edge of an object. Only pat1 of the laser beam is reflected from there; the remainder 
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may be reflected from a surface behind the object. Such 'mixed pixels· produce a trail of 
points behind the edge (from the \iewpoint of the scanner). The resultant range error is 
difficult to estimate and can \'C\1)' ti·om sub-millimetre to several centimetres. While this is 
unavoidable, it can he minimised by reducing the laser spot size w·ith an optimally-focused 
beam. 
In conclusion. the application of terrestrial laser scanners to the study of soil roughness at 
the plot scale demands high-resolution, close-range scans towards the limits for which these 
techniques were intended. Hmvever, previous tests have shmvn that the Trimble GS200 is 
suitable for such a task, offering a high angular resolution, acceptable accuracy and 
precision. with minimised edge effects from the onboard auto-focus function. The angular 
resolution applied in this study was greater than the beam-width of the laser. thereby 
avoiding resolution issues as discussed by Lichti and .lamtsho (2006). The complex nature 
of the soil surfaces meant that any edge etTects were difficult to quantify. Howen:r. these 
relatively flat surfaces viewed from above contained few sharp edges such as might be 
encountered when scanning the built environment and therefore should be less problematic 
than for civil engineering applications. 
4.3.3.:? Expaimcntaf Setup 
The terrestrial laser scanner was set up 3 m ti·om the plot surface. Scanning took place 
before each overland flow simulation to examine the initial contact between flow and 
topography. Where the dye pulses are examined. it is assumed that the surfaces did not 
erode during the experiment. A comparison of scans conducted bef(Jre and alter 11ow 
simulation at a plot experiencing high \ elocity flow suggests that little sediment transport 
occurred. Each plot was scanned from multiple directions to minimise any occlusion 
effects. The scans were later merged in the Realworks sottware package. The registration 
operation was automated by surveying a minimum of five control targets for each scan. 
These control points (Figure 4.9) were automatically recognised by the scanner and 
permitted point clouds to be accurately merged. Residual errors were reported in each case 
and consistently were below 2 mm (exceeding this value only twice. with reported errors of 
2.27 and 2.39 mm). 
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Figure 4.9. Target used to merge plot scans 
This provided a digital elevation model (DEM) of the plot surface (- 2 m wide by 3 m long) 
to the designated resolution of 2 x 2 mm (using the average of four shots). In practice, the 
complexity of the soil surfaces meant that the actual resolution varied over the surfaces; 2 
mm was chosen, as once the different scans had been combined, most areas were covered 
to this resolution. The scanner recorded both metric (XYZ) and visual (intensity, RGB) 
data. An onboard camera supplied the RGB data and provided a tool for framing the area of 
interest. Small retroflective markers were placed in the plot alongside spray-painted 
pattems enabling images taken from the camera boom to be easily and accurately 
georeferenced over the DEMs (section 4.3.4). Examination of these spayed lines after the 
experiments confinned that erosion and sediment transpoti was minimal and can be 
assumed to be negligible compared with the flow volume and roughness height. 
4.3.3.3 TLS Precision Test 
The difficulty of obtaining reliable estimates of error over a full distribution of 
measurement ranges means that it is necessary to evaluate the limitations of a laser scanner 
for individual applications. This study is primarily concemed with obtaining a high-
resolution (2 mnLx 2 mm) Digital Elevation Model (DEM) at the plot-scale, so the relevant 
measurement range to consider is 2-3 m. As already discussed, this resolution is achievable 
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with the Trimble GS200. The main limitation for this study is the attainable measurement 
precision. Measurement noise limits the capability of the laser scanner to extract roughness 
data from plot DEMs. An experiment was designed to test the ability of the GS200 to 
distinguish roughness elements of a known size on a plane. 
The experimental design replicated the field set-up (Figure 4.1 0). The laser scanner was 
situated at a range of 2.5 m from a flat table. The table-top was levelled using adjustable 
screws of the base of each leg. The resultant extreme occluded angle represents the 'worst-
case ' plot scenario encountered in a field situation. The table surface was scanned to a 
designated resolution of 2 mm x 2 mm (taking the average of four shots to reproduce the 
field method). 
Figure 4.1 0. Experimental setup to establish the absolute precision of the GS200 laser 
scanner at the plot scale. 
Rouglmess elements of various heights were then added to the plane to determine the 
minimum rouglmess height that can be distinguished by the scanner. It was thus necessary 
to have detailed measurements of the roughness elements to compare with those obtained 
by the canner. Standard playing cards (57 rnn1 x 87 mm) stacked to various heights were 
used to simulate roughness elements (these were in pristine condition to minimise any 
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shape irregularities). The card thickness (or 'roughness height') was the dimension under 
scrutiny; repeated measures (to a precision 0.01 mm) were taken using a pair of digital 
callipers. Five measurements of thickness were taken for each of 15 card stacks (ranging 
between 1 and 52 cards) and the average card thickness in these stacks was then calculated, 
yielding a total of 75 measurements. Figure 4.11 shows that measured card thickness varied 
between 0.30 and 0.325 mm (with mean of 0.310 mm) and that calculated thicknesses 
increased with stack size. It is thought that this increase of measured thickness with stack 
size is due to minor non-uniformities of the cards generating air pockets between cards. 
This was reduced to some extent by the squeezing effect of the digital callipers. It should be 
noted that this effect was not replicated during the laser scanning process and so the 
resultant height measurements may be slightly greater. 
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Figure 4.11. Thickness of an individual playing card measured by a pair of digital callipers. 
Playing cards were placed on the level tabletop in the anangement displayed in Figure 4.12. 
Stacks ranging from one card to six were taped to the tabletop (to reduce the gaps between 
cards). Additionally, piles of ten and twenty cards were placed on the second row (along 
with a further two individual cards). This 'rough' surface was rescanned as before. To 
establish the minimum roughness height that the scanner is able to res~lve_,Jl DEM of each 
scan was created and a 'difference' DEM calculated (Figure 4.13). 
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Figure 4.12. Card arrangement used to investigate scanner precision (from the viewpoint of 
the laser scanner). The card value represents the number in each stack on the front row . On 
the back row (from left to right) are card stacks of 1, 10, 20 and 1. 
Value 
High 12mm 
Low -4 mm 
DEM of Difference 
5 card stack 
4 card stack 
1 card 
50 100 200 
•--=::~~--==---•Millimeters 
Figure 4.13. DEM of differences (' rough scan ' - ' table scan ' ) for the scanner precision 
experiment. 
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The DEM of differences shows that most of the card stacks were clearly differentiated from 
the table, even down to a stack of 3 cards ( < 1 mm in height). Traces of the 1 and 2 card 
stacks can also be seen, although these appear to lie within the scatter of elevations created 
by the smooth table. This suggests that despite the reported precision of the laser scanner, 
the achievable density of points means that it is able to distinguish sub-millimetre 
variations in topography. 
To provide a quantitative assessment, points contained within a window of 30 x 30 mm 
were examined from each of the card stacks (228 points). These were sampled from both 
the bare 'table scan' and the 'card scan'. To provide a control, two such samples were also 
taken from two areas of the surface which experienced no change. The distribution of 
elevations found within each sample is displayed in Figure 4.14. Diagnostic plots suggest 
that each of these distributions approximates a normal distribution; however, there is some 
deviation at the tails. Testing the skewness and km1osis of each distribution (following 
D' Agostino et al., 1990) suggested that this deviation from the normal was significant. A 
Wilcoxon rank -sum test (Wilcoxon, 1945; Mann and Whitney, 194 7) was thus applied 
(rather than a t-test). This found that each card sample was statistically different from the 
respective table sample; however, this was also the case for the two control (bare table) 
samples (albeit with a smaller probability that a random selection of the 'card' elevations 
would be larger than a random selection of 'table' elevations). A noticeable feature of 
Figure 4.14 is that while the laser scanner is able to detect very small, sub-millimetre mean 
changes in elevation, the spread of elevations recorded (the precision) within each sample is 
of the order of several millimetres. This scatter can be seen clearly on the transect of the 
'card DEM' shown in Figure 4.15 (note that the general trend observed is a result of the 
table surface being slightly off-level). 
Finally, the difference between the median elevations of the two scans displayed in Figure 
4.13 was used to estimate the thickness of a single card for each stack. As expected, these 
estimates are substantially larger than those measured by the digital callipers (Figure 4.16). 
This may arise from the different reflectance prope11ies of playing card and table top. 
- However,- the thi-ckness estimates decrease to riioi:el·easonable-leveh once the stack of cards-
reaches 1.2 mm in height (as measured by the digital callipers). Hence, the results of this 
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experiment suggest that the precision of the laser scanner at the range used in this study is 
approximately 1-2 mm. 
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Figure 4.14. The spread of elevations found within a 30 x 30 mm sample of the scanner 
precision experiment. These are compared between the two scans for each stack (three 
stacks contained only a single card). For an explanation of the box plot see Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 4.15. Transect taken over the ' card DEM ' crossing the six cards stacks of the front 
row. The surface noise appears to be over a range of approximately 2 mm. This also reveals 
that the table (or the laser scanner) was not perfectly level, being 4 mm higher at one end. 
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Figure 4.16. Thickness of an individual playing card as measured by the Trimble GS200 
laser scanner at a range of 2.5 m. The horizontal line at 0.31 mm represents the mean 
measurement using the digital callipers. 
4.3.4 Georeferencing Overhead Images 
Previous versions of this methodology encountered problems of accurately georeferencing 
camera boom images over the plot DEM. The plot surfaces were of a variable slope, while 
the ' look-angle' of the camera was not necessarily perpendicular to the surface. The 
varying relative positions of camera and plot meant that numerous reference points between 
DEM and image were required for accurate georeferencing. A third-order polynomial 
transformation requires a minimum of I 0 common points, although in practice many more 
are required. 
Twelve high-visibility retroflective markers were placed in each plot in a 3 x 4 grid. These 
can be easily spotted by the boom camera but also provided a strong intensity return signal 
to the laser scanner (Figure 4.17). 
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Retroflective marker 
Spray-painted black spot 
Figure 4.17. Example of intensity signal returned by the laser scanner demonstrating the 
potential for georeferencing images to DEM. 
Although these retroflective markers provided sufficient data to georeference the images, 
subtle undulations of the plot surface meant that the image transformation was not reliable 
over the whole plot surface. This problem was solved by using the RGB data that the 
MENSI GS200 (along with other more recent tenestrial laser scanners) attaches to each 
point. This development provided many more common points between image and DEM 
needed for georeferencing. The DEM can be viewed as an image in itself (Figure 4.18) on 
to which the boom photographs could be overlaid. Any mismatch between DEM and image 
could be easily recognised and COITected through the addition of further reference points. 
Each image was georeferenced over the plot DEMs using a grid of a minimum of 15 
common points. The georeferencing software reported any enors (common points which 
were not perfectly matched after the transformation was applied). The RMS enors reported 
from this procedure were between 2 and 12 mm with a median RMS enor of 5.7 mm. The 
georeferencing enor is therefore greater than the DEM resolution and may affect the depth 
calculations discussed in section 4.3.5.2. Tn practice, this degree of enor will have a 
negligible effect on depth calculations, except where very sharp changes in slope are found 
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(as seen where gully erosion is present). Multiple control points must be positioned where 
such sharp changes of slope occur to transf01m the images properly over the DEM. 
Figure 4.18. Example overhead photograph georeferenced over a DEM using the colour 
pixels exported from the laser scanner. 
4.3.5 Estimation of Hydraulic Variables 
Images taken at a known time-interval georeferenced over a DEM provide sufficient 
infonnation to extract estimates of hydraulic variables of overland flows. Flow width can 
be measured directly from the images. However, the estimation of velocity and depth is 
more complicated and subject to limitations discussed in detail below. 
4.3.5. 1 Velocity Calculation 
At each timestep the wet area (or dyed area for later pulses) was digitised. This was 
calculated as the entire wet outline with any protruding dry areas subtracted (Figure 
4.19a- b) thereby following Abrahams and Parsons ( 1990) by including only the submerged 
area in investigations of overland flows on rough surfaces. A sequence of these areas was 
thus produced (Figure 4.19c). 
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Figure 4 .19. Example of (a) overhead plot photograph; (b) digitised wet area; (c) sequence 
of wet areas over 11 timesteps. 
To calculate the distance travelled between each image, the outline of the wet area was 
converted into points at 2 mm intervals (matching the resolution of the underlying DEM) 
(Figure 4.20). A simple calculation determined the distance from each point to the nearest 
pa11 of the previous wetted outline. Therefore, the assumption made here is that the flow 
has travelled in a straight line from the nearest point of the wetted extent of the previous 
timestep. This calculates the minimum possible flow distance and will therefore slightly 
underestimate the actual distance travelled. The flow velocity is then calculated by dividing 
this distance travelled by the time interval between images. Therefore, the spatial resolution 
of velocity measurements is limited by the interval between images and the speed of flow. 
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Figure 4.20. Example of velocity calculation. For each point on the black line (2 mm 
intervals) the minimum possible distance travelled is calculated (dashed blue line). 
Each overland flow simulation begins by measming the advancing flow over the soil 
surface. Measurement of this initial flow over the soil surface forms the basis for the 
majority of the results examined in Chapters 5 and 6. Once this was completed, tlu·ee pulses 
of dye (one pulse of fluorescein dye followed by two pulses of food colouring) were added 
to the flow . These results are examined in section 7.4. Fluorescein dye was added directly 
into the trough and emerged out of the slit with the water. The pulses of food dye were 
added in a strip directly below the trough opening. The velocity of the dye pulses could be 
measured in the same manner as the advancing water front; however, this provides a 
measure of surface velocity and will be subject to errors when selecting a suitable 
conection factor, as discussed in section 4.2 .1. An advantage of this method is that the 
advance of the dye pulse can be visualised across the entire flow width. This produces the 
fme-resolution velocity measurements pro ided by -the use of automatic tluorometers 
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without the need to estimate or pre-select flow pathways. It also permits velocity 
measurements to be taken simultaneously across the flow width. 
In total, each simulation with the wide trough (section 4.3.2.1) lasted just 60-90 seconds; it 
is not suggested that flow equilibration was achieved during this time. Most overland flow 
events in semi-arid environments are of a short duration; Parsons et al. (1990) suggest that 
few last long enough for equilibrium to be achieved. Yet most studies of overland flows 
examine flows in equilibrium, so caution must be applied when comparing the results of 
this study with those conducted under equilibrium conditions. 
4.3.5.2 Depth Calculation 
Each sequence of advancing wet areas was divided into several 'threads' (Figure 4.20 
above shows a single flow thread). These were defined as distinct areas demonstrating an 
advance of water between timesteps and the terminology is not limited to those areas 
experiencing fast water flow as used in Dunkerley (2004 ). The flow area of each thread is 
assumed to be experiencing uniform flow conditions within each timestep and so the 
rationale behind dividing the surfaces in this way was to reduce the error introduced by this 
assumption. All studies of overland flow necessarily aggregate a volume of flow and 
assume uniform flow conditions within that volume. This study is no exception, but the 
dimensions to which the uniformity assumption is applied are much smaller than those 
reported elsewhere (this study typically aggregates over time periods of I s and spatial 
dimensions of< 0.2 m). 
For each timestep, the newly wetted area within each thread could be identified. This was 
used as a mask to crop the underlying DEM. It is from this cropped DEM that water depth 
can be estimated. 
The approach described here allows the spatial distribution of flow depths to be estimated 
at a resolution of 2 x 2 mm. This is an unprecedented resolution for such measurements, 
- -~- --- -
- -p-articularly tor a field inelhoa-:-However, fill such estimates~ to be~ obtained, numerous 
assumptions about the water surface must be made. These are now discussed in detail. 
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The direction perpendicular to flow was identified for each 'thread DEM' and the DEM 
was thus divided into cross-sections (at 2 mm intetvals). An algorithm was developed to 
estimate the water surface at each point on these cross-sections. Several rules were 
employed to make this estimation. 
1. The water surface elevation will equal the soil surface elevation at the end-
points of each cross-section. 
2. The water surface can then be estimated by linearly interpolating between 
these two endpoints. 
3. Where a dry area protrudes from the centre of a cross-section, the water 
surface is also forced through these points, as they also represent the extent of 
flow. 
These rules were sufficient for most cross-sections (such as that displayed in Figure 4.21 a.). 
Water depth is then calculated as the difference between the water surface elevation and the 
soil surface elevation at each point (of2 mm spacing). 
These are simple and sensible rules. However, they do not adequately describe some cross-
sections. In particular, for some cross-sections the submerged soil surface protrudes above 
the water depth estimated from mles 1-3. This situation arises from the dynamic nature of 
the water surface. Water flow can build up behind, and move over, obstacles at the small-
scales investigated here so the water surface is not necessarily horizontal in cross-section. 
Such superelevation of the water surface could be observed in the field. In this situation the 
water surface elevation cannot be accurately estimated. However, additional rules can be 
employed: 
4. Where soil surface peaks protmde from the water surface estimated by rules 
1-3, the water surface elevation is then linearly interpolated between such 
peaks. The new water elevation is then estimated as the greater of this 
interpolation andl:he-revel estimatedfrmn rules 1-3. 
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5. The water surface cannot be below the soil surface level. This avoids minor 
problems caused by concavities in the soil cross-section as a result of rule 4. 
These rules assume the minimum superelevation necessary to inundate each pm1 of the 
surface that was observed to be submerged. As such, in the situation where rule 4 is 
applied, it may underestimate the water depth. The result of applying rule 4 to a soil smface 
can be seen in Figure 4.21 b. 
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Figure 4.21. Example cross-sections used for depth estimation. 
This algorithm provides a reasonable estimate of water depths in many situations 
encountered in the field . However, it should be noted that it may provide erroneous 
calculations when vertical surfaces are bounding the advancing flow . Fortunately, this 
situation was not encountered in the experiments described here. Moreover, surface tension 
effects at the edge of the water flow are not included in the calculations of depth. 
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4.3.5.3 Depth Validation 
A dataset of measured flow depths was assembled to provide a method of validating the 
estimated depths. Small canes painted with orange food colouring and salt were placed into 
the flow (Figure 4.22). During the experiment, the colouring and salt washed off, providing 
a measurement of maximum flow over an area 6 mm in diameter. The 45 stick depths 
(measured in the field with a ruler) are considered to be accurate to ±2.5 mm, although 
splash effects may cause them to overestimate maximum depth. These measurements were 
used to test the depth predictions made using rules 1-5 (the average depth of the ~ 1 0 cells 
making up the area of the cane was used in this test). This test assumes that the maximum 
water depth occurred at the end of the flume run (when infiltration was lowest) and 
therefore must calculate water depths over a wide flow (sometimes > 1 m in width). This 
will add a further degree of enor into the calculations which was not experienced when 
measming the depths of advancing flow tlu·eads. 
Figure 4.22. Maximum flow depth measured with painted canes placed in the flow. 
Figure 4.23 shows that there is much scatter present within the dataset. This is to be 
expected as the calculated depth varies considerably within a small area. However, a linear 
regression of the dataset (forced tlu-ough the origin) yields a coefficient of 1.017 (or 1.092 
when regressing stick mea ured depth on calculated depth), suggesting a strong degree of 
concordance between the two methods of depth measurement. Following Lin (1989, 2000) 
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and Cox (2006), the concordance correlation is 0.820, only a little below the Pearson 
correlation (0.834). This measure of concordance considers both the tightness of the data 
around its reduced major axis (a summary of the centre of the data) and the neamess of this 
reduced major axis to the line of perfect concordance. 
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Figure 4.23. A comparison of depths calculated using the methodology described (c) and 
depths measured in the field (m). The error bars are estimated for the stick measurements. 
The line ofperfect concordance (c=m) and regression of calculated depth from stick 
measured depth are also displayed. 
Figure 4.24 plots paired differences against pair-wise means. The DEM calculation has the 
tendency to underestimate shallow depths slightly and overestimate larger ones. It is also 
apparent that most of the differences lie within the supposed error range of the stick 
measurements and that average difference (0.3 78 mm) is very close to the line of perfect 
agreement and well within the 95 % limits of agreement (Bland and Altman, 1986). 
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Figure 4.24. Differences versus means for stick measured depths and DEM calculated 
depths. The horizontal line difference = 0 represents perfect agreement. 
4.3.6 Extracting Surface Roughness Measures 
The DEM underlying the images can be cropped to any extent identified from the overhead 
images. For example, Figure 4.25 shows a three-dimensional image of the wet area of a 
plot. This has numerous advantages. Of particular relevance here is that the roughness of 
any area can be selected and examined. Each plot divided the flow into numerous finger-
like tlu-eads moving over the plot with a wide range of velocities. Images such as that of 
Figure 4.19 can be used to isolate areas of interest and examine their roughness in greater 
detail. 
Various roughness measurements can be calculated from the elevation data. As 'roughness' 
is an imprecise term, it can be defined in many ways (see section 6.4). Table 4.3 lists the 
measurements of roughness examined in this study (for a complete definition of each, see 
App ndix 1). 
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Symbol Measure Units 
d Mean flow depth [L] 
dso Median flow depth [L] 
dsk Depth skewness [Dimensionless] 
Fp Frontal area per unit planar area I-20 [Dimensionless] 
Fr Frontal area per unit surface area I-20 [Dimensionless] 
pd Parallel pit density [L-1] 
Pdmin Minimum parallel pit density [L-1] 
Pdmx Maximum parallel pit density [L-1] 
Pdxc Perpendicular pit density [L-1] 
R Perpendicular hydraulic radius [L] 
R,. Volumetric hydraulic radius [L] 
s Slope [Dimensionless] 
T_w 3d tortuosity I-20 [Dimensionless] 
Tp Parallel tortuosity [Dimensionless] 
T,. Tortuosity ratio [Dimensionless] 
Txc Perpendicular tortuosity [Dimensionless] 
z" Mean surface elevation difference [L] 
ZNN Nearest neighbour [L] 
0. Gamma alpha (of depth distribution) [Dimensionless] 
p Gamma beta (of depth distribution) [L] 
c; Mean roughness height [L] 
i\ Inundation ratio (d I c:) [Dimensionless] 
A a Inundation ratio s.d. (d I az} [Dimensionless] 
i\Zd Detrended inundation ratio (d I Zd) [Dimensionless] 
az 3d standard deviation [L] 
lTZxc Perpendicular standard deviation [L] 
Table 4.3. Roughness measurements employed in this study (with scaling flow measures). 
Dimensions are given in the right column (all in terms of length L). For full definitions, see 
App~.:nJix 1. Th~o: fitting of a t \\'O parameter gamma distlihution to 1low depths is (kc;rrihcrl 
in section 5.4. 
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Figure 4.25. Example of a DEM cropped to the observed wetted area. 
4.3.7 Data Synthesis & Terminology Requirements 
Once the pattems of advancing flow have been mapped over the DEMs, the flow field can 
be divided up into areas within which uniform flow is assumed to exist. The division of the 
flow into these areas or ' threads' is similar to the division of flow into ' multiple pat1ial 
sections ' discussed by Abrahams et al. (1986b) (see section 4.3.5.2.). Figure 4.26 
demonstrates a synthesis of the hydraulic data available for a single flow thread. Three 
cross-sections are displayed. Cascades of such DEMs for a sequence of timesteps allow 
flow resistance to be calculated. Measurements of roughness can be examined to attempt to 
relate roughness to resistance (this is described in Chapter 6 and was calculated only once 
the flow had moved at least 0.5 m from the trough and the initial velocity increase had 
slowed; see Figure 7.17). The result is a detailed description of overland flows over natural 
surfaces to an unprecedented resolution. 
The enhanced resolution of hydraulic variables afforded by this method creates some issues 
for studies of these flows . The notion of a uniform depth becomes invalid and the idea of a 
single velocity needs further clarification. Indeed, the nomenclature surrounding overland 
flow hydraulics is imprecise: it requires updating and standardising. 
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When considering an isolated flow tlu·ead (as pictured in Figure 4.26) the attribution of a 
single velocity or depth measurement requires a fUJ1her degree of definition. The 
methodology desc1ibed above produces a distribution of velocities. A number of summary 
values are possible; however, many measurements at the smaller end of the distribution are 
irrelevant (the edges of the flow showing little or no advance). The maximum recorded 
velocity appears to be the most relevant measurement. Smm1 et al. (2002) discuss similar 
ambiguities surrounding flow depth measurements wherever bed roughness is large relative 
to the mean depth of flow (section 4.2.2). 
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Figure 4.26. Example flow thread. The DEM has been cropped to just the surface 
over which water flowed dw-ing an interval of 1 s. The Figure shows a soil surface 
with the calculated water sw-face overlain and depths on three example transects. 
The distribution of calculated depths for the surface as a whole is shown on the top-
left, and longitudinal profiles of soil and water surface elevation are found at the 
bottom ofthe image. 
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4.3.8 Future Methodology Development 
Unfmtunately, the many large datasets produced by this methodology mean that, although 
fieldwork time is short, data processing time is much longer. Each image takes about one 
hour to process. However, oppmtunities exist to automate and speed-up data processing. 
Images may be automatically georeferenced to each other using a module contained within 
the Leica Photogrammetry Suite. Also, image correlation software is increasingly available. 
This could automate the identification of the expanded wet area by recognising any pixels 
demonstrating a different RGB value from the previous timestep. Such developments 
would greatly reduce the resources required to apply this methodology whilst potentially 
yielding an increase in measurement accuracy. This is discussed further in section 8.5. 
4.4 Infiltration Measurements 
To assess the influence of surface roughness on infiltration prope1ties it is necessary to 
make infiltration measurements in situ with minimum disturbance of the soil surface. 
Additionally, the small-scale of some roughness features means that point measurements of 
infiltration are preferable. Zhang ( 1997) suggests that hydraulic conductivity is the single 
most important hydraulic property affecting water flow in soils. However, its measurement 
can be difficult and time-consuming. 
The minidisk infiltrometer (Figure 4.27) is well suited to this task. The minidisk 
infiltrometer is an acrylic tube with a semi-permeable plastic disk as a base. A small tube 
installed just above the disk regulates the suction rate. It takes a reading over an area of just 
20 mm in diameter, and so can measure the variability of infiltration rates at a scale 
appropriate for this investigation. While the minidisk infiltrometer does not disturb the soil 
surface, a thin layer of wet sand (~3 mm) placed on the soil surface is necessary for a good 
contact (Figure 4.27). The infiltrometer is filled with water and a rubber stopper is inserted 
in the top. It is then placed on the sand layer and the volume change is recorded over a 
period of five minutes. 
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The method is quick and easy, requires no large equipment (such as a rainfall simulator) 
and very little experimental set-up, and uses very little water (- I 00 ml) per test, which is 
advantageous in a semi-arid environment where supplies of water are limited. It provides 
comparative data, and can be repeated several times at each site. Li et al. (2005) repo11 that 
steady infiltration rate measured by a minidisk infiltrometer at a tension of 0.5 cm produces 
results consistent with studies using rainfall simulators. However, a minidisk infiltrometer 
does not simulate raindrop impact, as would allow an analysis of changes in runoff and 
roughness with aggregate breakdown and surface sealing. 
Figure 4.27. The minidisk infiltrometer (left) and the small layer of wet sand needed to 
ensure a good contact with the soil surface (right). 
Using this method, infiltration measurements were taken on transects through the site of 
each plot scan, ensuring that the different elements of surface roughness were all 
represented at each plot. Soil hydraulic conductivity could then be calculated using the 
method proposed by-Zhang ( 1997) where the measured cumulative infiltration I is fitted as 
a function of time t 
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I= At+Bfi, 
(4.2) 
where A and B are fitted parameters. This is equivalent to the Philip ( 1957) equation 
(equation 3 .2); the parameters may be conve11ed into those of the Green and Ampt ( 1911) 
equation (equation 3.3) following Kirkby et al. (2005). The soil hydraulic conductivity K 
may be estimated from the minidisk radius r0, the suction at the disk surface 170 and the van 
Genuchten parameters for the soilni and ai (Zhang, 1997): 
K = A(a;ro)o.9J 
11.65(n; 0 1 -1) exp[2.92(n; -1.9)a)70 ] 
(ni 2: 1.9) 
(4.3) 
or 
K
= A(a;~)o~J 
0.1 • ll.65(n; -1) exp[7 .5(n; -l.9)aJ70 ] 
(ni < 1.9) 
(4.4) 
The van Genuchten parameters are empirical parameters with no direct physical 
interpretation. The minidisk infiltrometer used in this study has a radius of 1.59 cm and 
infiltrates water at a suction of 2 cm. The van Genuchten parameters for the 12 texture 
classes of soil were obtained from Carsel and Parrish ( 1988). 
4.5 Fieldwork Location 
The methodology described above is most suited to the study of overland flows in semi-
arid environments. The low annual rainfall supports limited vegetation cover, leading to 
large areas of exposed soil. This is necessary as any vegetation would obscure the 
advancing flow and lead to serious errors when calculating depths from DEMs. Moreover, 
flood events in semi-arid areas are often dominated by 'new water', mostly infiltration-
excess overland flows. Therefore, not only is this methodology most suited to semi-arid 
environ!llents, it is_ also_ mosL effectively applied there,-contributing towards--p1·ediction -of 
the timing and magnitude of flood events in semi-arid catchments. 
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4.5.1 Catchment Characteristics 
The Guadalentin River of south-east Spain is one of the most torrential rivers in the country 
(Benito et al., 2002). This investigation considers two typical Mediterranean semi-arid 
catchments situated within that basin: the Rambla Nogalte catchment, which is on the 
border of the provinces of Murcia and Almeria, and the Rambla de Torrealvilla catchment, 
nearby in Murcia (Figure 4.28). This area of Spain is the driest part of the western 
MediteiTanean; Bull et al. (2003) report that the catchments receive approximately 300 mm 
of rain annually. Therefore, Hooke and Mant (2000) suggest that these conditions provide a 
valuable exemplar of an environment that may become more widespread should global 
warming predictions prove accurate. These catchments were also chosen because much 
research has previously been conducted; several Casella 0.2 mm tipping bucket rain gauges 
with integral loggers have already been installed (Figure 4.28). The two rivers also offer 
contrasting catchment characteristics, as seen in their different responses to an extreme 
storm event in September 1997 (Bull et al., 1999). A Metrolog logging system with Druk 
pressure transducers (PTX 530-1521) also measures flow stage on the Del Prado tributary 
in the Rambla de Torrealvilla. These gauges were established in 1997 and have been 
recording rainfall and stage data intermittently over the past 10 years. Additionally, two 
crest stage gauges (described in section 4.3.2.3 and shown in Figure 4.7) were placed on 
and below the Del Prado hill slope. These gauges provide a basic record of the hydrological 
response of the Del Prado hill slope and suiTounding area to rainfall events. 
The Rambla Nogalte is a broad gravel bed river draining an area of 171 km2 which is 
dominated by schist and other metamorphic rocks. Most of the soils are developed on thick 
brownish-red mica schist, but localised outcrops of thin, flaky, blue mica schist are also 
present (which supports only sparse or no matorral vegetation cover) (Bull et al., 1999). 
Figure 4.29 shows that natural matorral (mainly anthyllis, grasses, rosemary and thyme) 
remains on only about a third of the surfaces, as 64.1 % of the convex hillslopes of the 
Nogalte catchment are used for almond and olive tree cropping (Bull et al., 1999). These 
proughed surfaces provide large areas of bare soil between the almond or olive trees, and 
therefore provide a much less continuous vegetation cover than the maton·al. 
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Figure 4.28. The study area in south-east Spain indicating the locations of the Rambla 
Nogalte and Rambla de Torrealvilla, field sites, rain and stage gauges. Adapted from 
Bracken and Kirkby (2005: p.185). 
The Rambla de Torrealvilla catclunent drains an area of 200 km2 which is dominated by 
marls. Intensive farming of wheat, water melons and lettuces takes place on the flat 
pediment surfaces (which are dissected by box-shaped channels). Areas not used for arable 
fanning are left as matorral. Bull et al. (1999) report that this catclunent generally produces 
much higher flood peaks.from rainfall events than the Rambla Nogalte catchment. 
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Figure 4.29. Land use within the Rambla Nogalte catchment (from Bull et al., 2003: p.6). 
4.5.2 Experimental Locations 
Experimental locations were selected on the basis of the size of the hillslopes, their 
gradient, soil-type, land-use (following the mapping of HYSS categories by Bull et al., 
2003; section 3.3.3) and the availability of suitable vantage points for laser scanning. 
Additionally, hillslopes with little vegetation cover were selected to maximise soil surface 
exposure for scanning. The tlu·ee sites selected represent the entire range of hydrological 
characteristics found on hillslopes within the catclunents, allowing this investigation to be 
as representative as possible. 
The Upper Nogalte hillslope (Figure 4.30) is located in an area of red schist in the Nogalte 
catchment. This soil is low in clay minerals and high in quat1z and feldspar, has a high 
infiltration capacity and exhibits weak crust development. The vegetation cover consists of 
thin grasses, thistles and thyme bushes; however, an area of the hill slope has been recently 
ploughed. This area of the Nogalte catchment has a relatively high runoff threshold and is 
thought to be particularly unresponsive to rainfall (Bracken and Kirkby, 2005). 
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Figure 4.30. Upper Nogalte hillslope located in an area of red schist in the Rambla Nogalte. 
Figure 4.31. Cardenas hills! ope, situated in an area of blue schist in the Rambla Nogalte. 
The SE side of the slope (left) supports almond trees whereas the NW side (right) remains 
untouched. 
The Cardenas site (Figure 4.31) is situated in the Cardenas sub-catchment, an area of blue 
schist which is one of the key runoff-producing areas in the Nogalte catchment (Bull et al. , 
1999, 2003). Soil in this area is high in clay minerals and slaty fragments, susceptible to 
strong crust development, and considered to have a low mnof( due hold (Bracken and 
Kirkby, 2005). The vegetation cover is made up of small bushes of thyme and anthyllis 
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separated by extensive bare areas. The Cardenas sub-catchment is characterised by steep 
gorge-like topography which generates large volumes of runoff compared with the rest of 
the Nogalte catchment. Land-use of the hillslope is divided: half is used for almond 
cropping, and the rest has been left to matorral. 
Finally, the Del Prado site (Figure 4.32) is situated on a bare area of mar! in the Rambla de 
Torrealvilla which is also suspected of producing large amounts of runoff. Bull et al. (1999) 
suggest that runoff thresholds are much lower on the marls of the Tonealvilla than on the 
schists of the Nogalte. The surface is composed mainly of fines , with evidence of both a 
structural crust and a lichen crust, and is mostly devoid of vegetation (with occasional 
grasses and thyme bushes visible) (Bracken and Kirkby, 2005). 
Figure 4.32. Del Prado site, situated on a bare area of mar! in the Rambla de Torrealvilla. 
4.5.3 Morphological Runoff Zones 
Upscaling the runoff plot approach of measuring the overland flow va1iables (described in 
section 4.3) to the hillslope scale requires the variation of such variables and the presence 
of emergent features to be accounted for. Moreover, the important consideration of 
hillslope conneetivity (discussed in Chapter)) necessitates an appreciation of the spatial 
configuration of any such variability. Therefore, the hill slope surfaces were aggregated into 
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five 'Morphological Runoff Zones'. This classification is nested within the HYSS scheme 
chosen to select the three hillslopes (section 3.3.3) and offers an appropriate method of 
systematically sampling hillslope-scale variations of soil surface microtopography. 
Bracken and Kirkby (2005) mapped variations m morphological evidence of runoff 
intensity and established Morphological Runoff Zones (MRZs) based on the observed 
surface features outlined in Table 4.4. Small-scale morphological evidence of splash 
erosion indicates level 1; in level 2 areas of wash deposits may also be observed (indicating 
small amounts of runoff); level 3 is reached when minor headcuts are also found 
(suggesting that flow is able to erode the soil surface and is locally concentrated); in level 4 
flow is concentrated further and rills are also found. Gullies are fmmed in level 5. These 
qualitatively-defined zones indicate different combinations of processes operating on the 
soil surface and thus may be used to suggest varying sediment transport rates. Such 
systematic downslope changes in roughness will influence depressional storage, resistance 
to overland flow and will ultimately determine the connectivity of flowpaths. 
These qualitative morphological descriptors were employed to map the extent of each 
MRZ; each zone is easily distinguished in the field. Any ploughed areas of the hillslopes 
were also aggregated into a single zone. A hand-held GPS device (GS20) was used to 
outline the extent of each zone across the hillslopes. At the Upper Nogalte hillslope, 
substantial land-use changes took place during the period of study; a large, previously 
unploughed area was convetted into an expanded ploughed field. The MRZ configuration 
was mapped both before and after this land-use change. 
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Level of hlllslope 
erosion 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Types of evidence 
noted In the field 
Surface crusting 
Armouring 
Splash pedestals 
Small areas of 
wash deposits 
Depositional 
steps (<10 cm2) 
(often behind 
vegetation) 
Larger areas of 
wash deposits 
(<50 cm2) 
Some concentrated 
flow 
Erosional 
steps/small 
head cuts 
Concentrated rills 
(-0.1 m2) 
Gullies (>1 m 
deep) with own 
side slopes 
Methodology 
Example 
Table 4.4. Morphological Runoff Zones (adapted from Bracken and Kirkby, 2005). 
Example photographs from the Upper Nogalte field site. 
The spatial configuration of Morphological Runoff Zones was then overlaid onto a DEM of 
the entire hillslope. Each hillslope-scale DEM was generated using the Trimble GS200 
laser scanner. The survey method employed at the hillslope scale was very similar to that 
described for the plot scale (section 4.3.3) but over distances an order of magnitude larger. 
There was greater variation around the target resolution of 50 mm due to the variation of 
hillslope fmm. However, between 3 and 5 hillslope scans were merged to reduce these 
effects and to avoid occlusion issues presented by almond treesA Such obstacles were 
directly removed from the resultant point clouds, as demonstrated in Figure 4.33. The point 
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clouds were rotated to the perspective where the features could easily be distinguished from 
the soil surface (Figure 4.33a). The points representing the vegetation elements could then 
be highlighted (Figure 4.33b) and deleted from the point cloud (Figure 4.33c) cleanly and 
efficiently. 
Figure 4.33. Method for remcnmJ of trees: (a) point cloud is rotated to an angle where trees 
protrude from the soil surface; (b) tree is highlighted; (c) tree is removed from point cloud. 
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However, several areas of the hillslopes (particularly the matorral area of the Cardenas 
hillslope) were covered with low-lying shrubs so that a thick density of foliage was present 
near the soil surface. These could not be easily removed from the point clouds. Being so 
close to the surface, they are likely to affect the processes acting on the surface. Therefore, 
such low-lying features remained in the coarser resolution hillslope scans as they would 
only have a limited influence on the resultant surface topography. 
An overland flow simulation was conducted on each of the MRZs identified at each 
hillslope during May 2007 (summarised in Table 4.5). These were repeated as two fm1her 
simulations using only the wide trough (described in section 4.3.2.1) also took place on 
each of these plots during May 2006 and March 2007. While problems and inaccuracies 
with the Terrestrial Laser Scanner mean that high-resolution DEMs are unavailable for 
these earlier simulations, the data are suflicient to provide velocity estimates and flow 
pattems. This provides a useful examination of the influence of antecedent conditions as the 
field campaign of March 2007 was conducted either during or just after a light rainstorm. 
Hillslope MRZ I 
Upper Nogalte ./ 
Cardenas ./ 
Del Prado ./ 
MRZ2 
./ 
./ 
MRZ3 MRZ4 
./ 
./ 
MRZ 5 PLOUGHED 
.)( ./ 
.)( ./ 
./ .)( 
Table 4.5. Locations of overland flow simulations. 
4.6 Summary 
This study develops a new method for measuring the hydraulics of overland flows on 
natural soil surfaces and presents a framework for upscaling these measurements to the 
hillslope scale. Conventional methods (directly measuring flow depths at-a-point with a 
-point gauge or similar device) provide arguably more accurate measurements; however, 
these offer only a limited spatial resolution. The methodology described here is not 
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intended to replace such traditional techniques. It is proposed as an alternative perspective, 
and can be used in conjunction with existing methods. Ultimately, the new method 
sacrifices a degree of accuracy (through estimating depth indirectly by applying various 
assumptions about the nature of the water surface) as a trade-off for an enhanced 
appreciation of the spatial distribution of water depths and many other hydraulic variables. 
Such data can potentially fill an impm1ant gap in our knowledge of overland flows. Several 
recent studies of overland flows have concluded that their theories can only be thoroughly 
tested with the provision of new data. In the majority of these cases, we can now provide 
this (section 5.2). 
There are further advantages which arise as important by-products of the method. First, it 
can reduce the time-pressures of data collection in the field. The method quickly provides 
the user with the raw data necessary to make many future calculations. These can be made 
from the relative comfort of a desk, where the user is able to deliberate on the 
measurements necessary and return to the problem at a later date. 
Moreover, the method offers an enhanced level of visualisation. The rapid-fire overhead 
photography captures much of the processes occurring in the field and can be reviewed in 
real-time at any point in the future. Should researchers seek explanation or confirmation of 
some anomalous measurement, they can return to an advantageous viewpoint for the 
moment of interest. Many new remote sensing techniques or items of field equipment 
increasingly detach the researcher from the measurement process, through automating a 
previously complicated and time-consuming method. This is an understandable and 
ultimately desirable trade-off. However, the level of interaction between researcher and 
subject is reduced. In this case, the visualisation offered by this technique (albeit at the 
expense of data storage requirements) offers the best of both worlds. 
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CHAPTER 5 
OVERLAND FLOWS ON 
NATURAL SLOPES 
The aim of this chapter is to provide an introduction to the results presented in this thesis by 
describing the observed variations of overland flows across and between the three hillslopes 
examined. Section 5.2 begins with a summary of the variation of basic measurements, 
(median depth, velocity, and Reynolds number) recorded between plots and sites. Hydraulic 
geometry relationships at each plot are examined; however, these measurements were taken 
under conditions of constant discharge. Section 5.3 examines the effect of increasing 
discharge on 'at-a-section' flow hydraulics. Attempts to explain the patterns presented in 
section 5.2 and 5.3 suggest that two aspects of the flow require more detailed attention: the 
distribution of estimated depths (examined in section 5.4) and interactions between the flow 
regime (characterised by the Froude number) and the nature ofthe soil surface (discussed in 
section 5.5). Section 5.6 then summarises the results presented. 
5.2. Variation of Flow Hydraulics 
Figure 5.1 provides a basic overview of the flow patterns observed in the field. The most 
striking_difference_between each plot is the degree of flow concentration. Flow appears to 
increasingly concentrate with distance downslope, with the Upper Nogalte hillslope 
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Figure 5.1 . Flow patterns recorded at each plot. The interval between flow outlines varied 
between 0.91 and 1.32 s but was consistent for each plot. 
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generally displaying less concentrated flow than the other two hillslopes. Similarities can 
be observed in the general flow patterns within each Morphological Runoff Zone (MRZ), 
despite being located on different soil types. Such similarities are determined by similarities 
in microtopography which act to distinguish each MRZ. Chapter 7 examines these flow 
patterns in a more quantitative way and observes the relative degrees of flow concentration 
exhibited by each plot. This section now examines the resulting differences of flow depth, 
velocity, Reynolds number (Table 5.1) and hydraulic geometry (Table 5.2) between and 
across the three hillslopes examined in this study. 
Depth (mm) 
25th 75th Velocity Reynolds 
Hillslope Plot Percentile Median Percentile IQR (m s-1) Number 
Upper MRZ 1 1.192 1.656 1.997 0.805 0.060 352 
Nogalte MRZ2 1.617 1.999 2.393 0.776 0.118 878 
MRZ3 4.918 6.486 8.239 3.321 0.139 3462 
MRZ4 2.400 5.307 5.999 3.599 0.104 2336 
Ploughed 1.874 3.192 3.952 2.079 0.080 1115 
Cardenas MRZ1 1.779 2.481 3.084 1.306 0.079 865 
MRZ2 4.315 5.077 5.828 1.513 0.103 2301 
MRZ3 2.597 5.234 7.908 5.311 0.090 2327 
MRZ4 4.738 9.500 12.68 7.941 0.127 5246 
Ploughed 2.510 4.893 5.959 3.449 0.092 1783 
Del MRZ1 1.568 2.083 2.449 0.881 0.089 905 
Prado MRZ2 4.820 5.584 6.432 1.612 0.093 2059 
MRZ3 2.921 4.213 5.349 2.428 0.212 5097 
MRZ4 3.786 5.883 7.094 3.308 0.171 4792 
MRZ5 2.860 7.068 6.370 3.510 0.158 5561 
Table 5.1. Values of basic flow variables examined in this section for each plot. 
5.2.1 Flow Depth 
Estimates of flow depth were made over the inundated area at a resolution of 2 x 2 mm. 
This typically resulted in over 3,000 depth measurements per thread. As the depths were 
not normally distributed, the median depth of each thread is used here as a summary 
statistic to compare flows between plots. Section 5.4 analyses the distribution of these 
measurements in detail. The variation of median flow depth between plots and hill slopes is 
shown in Figure 5.2 and in more detair in Figure 5.3:- - -
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Figure 5.2. The variation of median water depth (mm) (log scale) between each plot and 
hillslope. The box plot (repeated throughout this thesis following Crowe (1933) and Tukey 
(1977)) allows comparison of distJibutions. The limits of the coloured boxes represent the 
25th and 75th quartiles and the central line is the median value. The whiskers represent the 
limits of the dataset unless any values are greater than 1.5 times the interquartile range from 
the nearest quartile (plotted separately as rings). 
Median flow depth increases moving downslope from the hillcrest. A constant discharge 
was supplied; therefore an increase in median depth reflects either flow concentration (a 
decrease in width) or a decrease in velocity. Median depth stabilises by MRZ 2 (or MRZ 3 
for the Upper Nogalte hillslope) where any fUI1her flow concentJ·ation is balanced by an 
increase in velocity. The ploughed plots maintain median flow depths similar to those 
found where the flow begins to concentrate. With increasing flow concentration, the range 
of median thread depths observed increases, as each surface exhibits a wider range of 
features. With the exception of MRZ 3, the Cardenas hillslope has the deepest flow , Upper 
Nogalte the shallowest, with the Del Prado hillslope displaying an intermediate median 
depth. This order is reversed at the MRZ 3 plot. 
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Figure 5.3. Vertical histograms showing the distribution of median thread depths (mm) for 
each plot and hillslope. Note that the 5 measurements > 20 mm (shown in Figure 5.2 
above) have been excluded here for clmity. 
5.2.2. Flow Velocity 
The distribution of measured velocities between each plot and hillslope is displayed in 
Figure 5.4. In general, the Del Prado hillslope displays the fastest flow and Upper Nogalte 
the slowest; however, there is no definite systematic pattern. The order of the hillslopes 
completely reverses between MRZ I and MRZ 2. There appears to be a pattem of gradually 
increasing velocity with distance downslope, and (as seen with median depths) and 
increasing range. The two ploughed plots have very similar velocities despite being located 
on different soil types. 
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Figure 5.4. Variation of velocity (m s- 1) (log scale) between each plot and hillslope. 
5.2.3 Reynolds Number 
The flow depth and velocity combine with the kinematic fluid viscosity (which is 
temperature dependent) to determine the dimensionless Reynolds number (equation 2.1). 
The flow simulated in locations near the hill crest is in the laminar regime (Figure 5.5). 
Moving downslope, the Reynolds number increases. This downslope increase levels-off 
once transitional/turbulent flows develop; by MRZ 3 for the Cardenas hillslope, by MRZ 4 
at the Upper Nogalte hillslope and by MRZ 5 at the Del Prado hillslope. Beyond this point, 
a slight increase further downslope is seen. Most flows found in concentrations are either 
turbulent or in the ill-defined ' transitional zone'. The location of the boundaries between 
laminar and turbulent flow may be subject to considerable uncertainty as the condition of 
geometric similarity (with pipe-flows) is not met. Field observation suggests that the flow 
was more turbulent than suggested by Figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.5. Variation of the Reynolds number (log scale) between each plot and hillslope. 
Dashed h01izontal reference lines represent the conditions Re = 2300 (approximately the 
upper bound of laminar regime) and Re = 4000 (lower bound of turbulent regime). 
5.2.3. Downstream Hydraulic Geometry 
The mutual adjustment of flow depths and velocity is examined here through the hydraulic 
geometry approach. From the continuity equation (equation 4.1) relationships between 
discharge, velocity, width and depth can be established. These are represented empirically 
in the form of the power relations 
oc Qlll V • 
(5.la) 
(5.1b) 
(5.lc) 
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This section examines the variation ofthese relationships, particularly exponents b,fand m, 
between each plot and hillslope. The relations presented here are not at-a-section variations 
as only a single data point is presented per section in this constant discharge experiment. 
The observed spread of discharges reflects the differential concentration of the imposed 
flow within each plot. The results presented here characterise the overall variability of 
hydraulics, and as such the dataset can be divided in several different ways. Table 5.2 
presents the variation of the exponents between hillslopes, plots and between interrill and 
concentrated flows. At-a-section hydraulic geometry is then presented in section 5.3 for the 
variable discharge experiments (described in section 4.3.2.2). These two datasets provide 
complementary approaches to examining the hydraulic geometry of the hillslopes. 
Figure 5.6 shows little difference in the hydraulic geometry relationships when dividing the 
dataset by hillslope. The large number of data points makes any differences difficult to 
detect. In an attempt to summarise the data, polar smooths have been superimposed over 
the scatter; this gives a graphical depiction of the central part (approximately half) of each 
dataset and is created by transforming the coordinates of the data into polar coordinates, 
smoothing on a periodic scale and transforming back. For further explanation of this 
process see Cleveland and McGill ( 1984) and Cox (2005). 
There is much overlap between the three hillslopes. However, from Figure 5.6 it appears 
that the Cardenas hillslope generally displays wider flow with a flow width that increases 
more steeply at higher discharges. The Del Prado hillslope holds the water in the narrowest 
flow width. The relationship between flow depth and discharge also shows minimal 
variation between hillslopes. The Cardenas hillslope maintains deeper flows on the whole, 
and also displays the most rapid increase of depth with discharge; this is at the expense of 
velocity which increases slower than at the other hillslopes. The Del Prado hillslope 
demonstrates the fastest flow per unit discharge with a larger velocity exponent m (Table 
5.2). From Figure 5.6 it also appears that there is a break in this relation; at larger 
discharges velocity increases more rapidly. 
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Exponent 
By Hillslope Width (b) Depth (f) Velocity (m) 
Upper Nogalte 0.331 0.360 0.307 
Cardenas 0.301 0.412 0.294 
Del Prado 0.249 0.403 0.339 
By Plot 
MRZI 0.375 0.295 0.329 
MRZ2 0.430 0.290 0.289 
MRZ3 0.247 0.387 0.367 
MRZ4 0.235 0.436 0.323 
MRZ5 0.279 0.461 0.268 
Ploughed 0.358 0.316 0.329 
By Flow Concentration 
Interrill Flow 0.332 0.374 0.295 
Concentrated Flow 0.338 0.415 0.260 
Table 5.2. Variation of exponents b,fand m of equation 5.1 a-c between hillslopes, plots 
and degree of flow concentration. Exponents represent averaged values, hence their sum 
may not exactly equal 1. 
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Figure 5.6. Hydraulic geometry relations separated by hillslope (summarised with polar 
smooths). 
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Greater differences can be distinguished when considering each plot type separately (Figure 
5.7) suggesting that variation of hydraulic geometry across these hillslopes is potentially 
more impmiant than variation between hillslopes. Flow is wider further upslope and width 
increases faster with discharge. Width per unit discharge decreases systematically with 
distance downslope; the variation of the h exponent of equation 5.1 a is more complicated 
(Table 5.2). but there is a noticeable difference between the large exponents of the two 
ups lope plots ( MRZ 1-2) and the remainder of the dataset. The MRZ 4 plot shows the 
lowest increase of width with discharge. 
The reverse trend is observed when examining the fexponent of the depth-discharge power 
relation. The depth exponent increases systematically with distance downslope: both MRZ 
4 and MRZ 5 appear to show a steepening of this relationship at greater discharges. From 
the exponents in Table 5.2, the ploughed plots display behaviour most similar to that of the 
upslope plots MRZ I. 
The minor flow concentrations of the MRZ 3 plots display the greatest increase of velocity 
with discharge ( 111 = 0.3 7 ); velocity appears to increase even more at the highest discharges. 
The most upslope plots (MRZ I) also have a high value of 111 (0.33 ). with MRZ 2 then 
displaying the lowest (m = 0.29). The scatter about the observed velocity-discharge 
relations noticeably increases at higher discharges. 
Figure 5.7 demonstrates distinct behaviour of hydraulic geometry between the areas of the 
hillslope that act to concentrate t1ow and areas of intenill flow that diffuse it. To examine 
this pattem ftuiher, Figure 5.8 divides the dataset into these two subsets. The constant 
discharge supplied means that areas of concentrated flow will necessarily exhibit larger 
discharges at each thread than the interrill areas as they capture a larger proportion of the 
upslope flow width. 
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Figure 5.7. Hydraulic geometry relations separated by plot type (summarised with polar 
smooths). 
In concentrations, the flow is narrower (although width does increase slightly faster with 
discharge). Concentrated flows are also deeper with a more rapidly increasing depth with 
discharge. The m exponent of the velocity-discharge relationship is greater for the interrill 
flows than concentrated flows. However, the scatter observed in Figure 5.8 suggests that 
this generalises a more complex relationship. Concentrated flow velocity at high discharges 
splits into two velocity-discharge relationships. Analysis of the dataset suggests that flow in 
the upper limb is mostly in the supercritical regime (Fr > I), whereas that in the lower limb 
is subcritical. Thus the relationship between velocity and discharge has two states 
detetmined by the flow regime, which is particularly noticeable in concentrated flows. 
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Figure 5.8. Hydraulic geometry relations with interrill and concentrated flows (as identified 
in the field) considered separately (summarised with polar smooths) . 
The exact nature of this process is difficult to detect from this dataset as each point 
represents a different area of the hillslopes. However, the experiments were repeated using 
a trough capable of simulating several different discharges at a single location (Figure 4.6). 
This pennits a closer examination of the processes operating to determine the hydraulic 
geometry relationships seen in this section. The results of these experiments are described 
below. 
5.3 At-a-Section Flow Hydraulics 
The variation of flow hydraulics with discharge deserves attention: this provides a clearer 
picture of the relationships between overland flow and the soi l surface and the influence of 
the changing nature of the flow as a storm progresses and roughness elements become 
progressively inundated. For this purpose, a variable discharge trough (described in section 
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4.3.2.2) was developed. The trough allowed 5 discharges to be provided to the top of the 
plot; these were approximately 0.4, 0.8, 1.2, 1.6 and 2.0 1 s- 1 over a 0.20 m width. The flow 
concentrated or dispersed to a different degree at each plot, so the actual discharges 
examined are not identical for each section. This reflects the distribution of hillslope runoff 
during a natural rainstorm. 
The flow was examined at two sections in each plot; each section represents the average of 
three closely-spaced transects. Due to practical limitations, no data of at-a-section 
hydraulics are available from either the Cardenas MRZ 2 or Upper Nogalte ploughed plots. 
Figures 5.9-5.11 display the relationships between f and Re for each plot. This type of 
analysis follows Emmett (1970) and is instructive in that it provides direct comparison with 
both the theoretical relationships discussed in Chapter 2 and a number of other studies of 
overland flows (for example, Abrahams et al. 1992). Such comparisons are also made in 
Chapter 6, but these are limited to the case of the steady discharge trough. The Reynolds 
number is substituted for discharge as it conects for water temperature effects on viscosity. 
The median flow depth was used to calculate both variables. However, as Parsons et al. 
( 1996b) note, this convention eliminates any consideration of flow width from the analysis. 
Results presented later in this section demonstrate that flow width effects need to be 
included in this type of analysis due to the progressive inundation of soil surfaces with 
increasing discharge. 
Abrahams et al. (1992) examine .f-Re relationships on inegular, gravel-covered semi-arid 
hillslopes. They suggest that the conventional form of the relationship developed for flow 
over a plane bed (the Blasius relationship of equation 2.7) does not apply to flows over 
such rough surfaces where roughness elements are progressively inundated with increasing 
discharge. This conventional fonn of the .f-Re relation used in many models of hillslope 
runoff proposes a power law relationship with an exponent of -1.0 for laminar flows 
(equation 2.7) and -0.25 where flow is turbulent. Such power-law relationships are 
displayed in Figures 5.9-5.11 with fitted lines. 
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The results here suggest that most relationships approximate a power-law relationship (the 
data-points are scattered around straight lines in Figures 5.9-5.11 ). No convex-upward 
relationships of the type rep01ted by Abrahams et al. (1992) have been observed. Emmett 
( 1970) notes that the slope of the relationship is dete1mined by the hydraulic geometry of 
the flows in that it is equal tof-2m (wherefand m are the exponents of the depth-discharge 
and velocity-discharge power relations of equations 5.lb and 5.lc). 
There is a consistent pattern with distance downsJope. Towards the crest of the hillslopes 
(MRZ 1-2) thef-Re relationship is strongly negatively sloping: the friction factor decreases 
more rapidly with increasing discharge and closely approximates the Blasius equation 
(equation 2. 7) for laminar flows, with exponents around -1.0 (however, the flows recorded 
in this section were all in the turbulent regime). Conversely, the plots towards the foot of 
the hillslopes demonstrate a less obvious decrease in the friction factor (with exponents 
closer to that of the turbulent Blasius equation). In some cases (often the rilled MRZ 4 
plots) there is an increase in the friction factor with discharge. In such flow concentrations, 
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the median flow depth is increasing more rapidly than further upslope without a 
concomitant increase in velocity, thereby preventing a sharp decrease in.f 
Figures 5.12-5.14 show graphs of width, depth and velocity against discharge for each 
section examined. The ability of the flow width to vary appears to have a large effect on the 
hydraulic geometry relationships. The rapidly increasing flow width (with increasing 
discharge Q) found at the upslope plots occurs at the expense of the flow depth, which 
shows relatively little increase with Q. Depth increases more rapidly with Q at the 
downslope plots. However, at the Upper Nogalte and Del Prado hillslopes, velocity 
increases faster with discharge at the upslope plots than further downslope in flow 
concentrations. A similar effect is seen at the Cardenas hillslope, though it is less obvious. 
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Figure 5:12. Hydraulic geometry relationships for the Upper Nogalte hillslope. 
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Figure 5.13. Hydraulic geometry relationships for the Cardenas hillslope. 
An increase in Q appears to have less effect on flow velocity in the flow concentrations 
found towards the bottom of each hillslope than it does in the sheet-type flow found fmther 
upslope. This is despite the more rapidly increasing flow width fi.nther upslope (such width 
increases are magnified here due to the finite width of supplied flow). One hypothesis to 
explain this difference is that the velocity-discharge relationship is affected by progressive 
inundation of roughness elements at the downslope plots. Even at the lowest discharges 
supplied in these experiments, most roughness elements at the upslope locations (MRZ 1 
and MRZ 2) are already mostly submerged. Any increase in Q causes the flow to spread 
out; velocity increases with depth and is not modified by the additional flow resistance 
encountered by an increased wetted perimeter. 
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Further downslope, the soil surface configuration is such that an increase in Q progressively 
submerges additional roughness elements which contribute additional flow resistance and 
restrict concomitant increases in velocity. The differences in soil surface configuration can 
be observed in the transects displayed in Figure 5.15 (note the different scales between 
transects). Near the hill crest, the additional discharge produces an increase in flow width, 
but there are few roughness elements that become submerged. Fm1her downslope at the 
MRZ 3 plot where flow concentrations are beginning to develop, the additional discharge 
increases flow depth more than flow width. Roughness elements are progressively 
submerged; the resultant increase in resistance appears to offset the enhanced hydraulic 
efficiency of deeper flow . 
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Figure 5.15. Progressive inundation over a surface (a) near the crest of the Cardenas 
hillslope (MRZ I) and (b) in a flow concentration at the Cardenas MRZ 3 plot (different 
scale). The discharge increases from Q 1- Q5 (exaggerated vertical scales). 
To investigate the relationship between depth, width and velocity for increasing discharges 
at-a-section, Figures 5.16- 5.18 illustrate the variation of depth with width (a) alongside the 
variation of depth with velocity (b). In both graphs, the data points are connected in the 
order of the progressive increase in discharge, thereby permitting the step-wise changes to 
be obsetved side-by-side. Both flow width and velocity increase more rapidly with depth at 
the upslope plots; this effect is most pronounced at the Del Prado hillslope. In every case 
the flow width only increases with discharge; however, velocity and median flow depth 
display both increases and decreases. Depth is represented by the median flow depth and so 
may decrease where a small increase in water surface level spreads the flow over a thinly 
inundated area. Whether such breaching of flow concentrations increases or decreases the 
median flow depth will ultimately depend on the details of the distribution of observed flow 
depths. 
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Upper Nogalte hillslope. The red line represents the relationship between depth and 
velocity where Fr = I. 
Many of the MRZ 3 and MRZ 4 sections observe this pattern; a point can be identified in 
Figures 5.16(a)-18(a) where flow width increases, but median flow depth either decreases 
or remains steady. As an example, Figure 5.15b displays the inundated surface for section 2 
of the Cardenas MRZ 3 plot (dashed blue line in Figure 5.17a). The two decreases in 
median depth represent lateral spreading into marginally inundated areas. However, 
inspection of Figures 5.16-5.18, suggests that such progressive inundation is not 
responsible for every decrease in median depth, as in most cases the reduction in median 
depth occurs simultaneously with an increase in velocity. 
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Cardenas hillslope. The relationship between depth and velocity where Fr = 1 plots to the 
right of the x -axis displayed in (b). 
The minor velocity decreases observed at the MRZ 4 and 5 plots of the Del Prado hillslope 
(Figure 5.18) occur alongside negligible increases of depth. The observed decreases of 
median depth with discharge, due to the interaction between progressive submergence and 
generally deepening flow, suggest that the summary measure of median depth insufficiently 
describes the nature of flow over partially inundated, complex topographies. This is 
examined fw1her in section 5.4. 
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The results plotted in Figures 5.16 and 5.18 identify an alternative trigger for the observed 
decreases in velocity. In many cases, velocity decreases where the flow regime shifts from 
supercritical to subcritical and a hydraulic jump occurs. A decrease in velocity occurs 
alongside an increase in flow depth during a hydraulic jump; this represents the flow 
switching from the upper limb of the velocity-depth relationship (identified in Figure 5.8) 
to the lower sub-critical relationship. Therefore, flow regime appears to have a strong 
influence on the relationship between velocity and discharge in flow concentrations. 
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This examination of flow hydraulics at-a-section reduces the confounding factor of variable 
surface roughness between sections. Examining the relationship between roughness and 
overland flows represents a crucial element of this thesis; however, this section has 
identified several important facets of the nature of surface-flow interactions wot1hy of 
further investigation. 
Progressive inundation of roughness elements alters the depth-discharge relationship in a 
complex manner. As noted by Parsons et al. ( 1996b ), this is manifest in the distribution of 
depths in the overland flow. The simplification of this distribution by using only a single 
measure of depth (often the mean, or median as used here) has an important effect when 
examining hydraulic geometry relationships. While such customary measures may be 
relevant for studying some processes, the distribution of values and occurrence of extreme 
values may be more cmcial for overland flow hydraulics (see Leopold, 1951; Cox, 1992). 
Therefore, the distribution of depths of overland flows is examined in detail in the next 
section. 
Furthermore, results presented here suggest that the shift between supercritical and 
subcritical flow can lead to a decrease in velocity with increasing discharge. Such hydraulic 
jumps have been identified here at-a-section and are possibly a consequence of the 
changing hydraulic resistance encountered as increasing discharge gradually inundates 
roughness elements and pushes the velocity-depth relationship over a threshold. Section 5.5 
takes this suggestion further by investigating the variation of the Froude number with 
surface roughness as water flows downslope and by examining the precise nature of the 
roughness that is able to tip the velocity-discharge relationship over this threshold. 
5.4 Depth Distributions 
Estimates of flow depth were made over the inundated area at each flow thread and 
timestep at a spatial resolution of 2 x 2 mm. The results of section 5.3 suggest that to 
provide a better understanding of the variable relationships between flow depth, discharge 
and velocity found across the hillslop.:, a lllor.: sophisticatt!d representation of depth may be 
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required than simply the median depth. Therefore, this section analyses the depth 
distributions observed in the field. 
Before the results are described, a brief technical note is required. The method of depth 
estimation described in section 4.3.5.2 interpolated a water surface between endpoints and 
any protmding surface peaks (Figure 4.21 b). One consequence of this is that although these 
points were observed to be submerged and are located within the wetted area, the estimated 
depths equal zero. These estimations have been retained for the calculation of all other flow 
variables, but they are excluded from analysis in this section because of the effect of a large 
number of zero depths on the overall depth distributions. In any case, the methodology of 
depth estimation means that the depths located around these protmsions are the least 
reliable of all the estimated depths. Abrahams et al. ( 1989) discuss the idea of assigning all 
non-inundated areas a depth of zero; as this convention makes little physical sense, it will 
not be followed in this analysis. 
The spatial variability of flow depth over a soil surface influences the distribution of shear 
stress impatted on that surface. This places great importance on modelling flow depth 
distributions and has prompted numerous studies fitting observed flow depths to various 
statistical distributions. Interrill overland flow is often simplified as a shallow sheet of 
water displaying a unifonn flow depth, although Emmett ( 1970, 1978) long since observed 
anastomosing threads of more concentrated, deeper and faster flow within interrill flow. 
Abrahams et al. ( 1989) observed an exponential distribution of flow depths at cross-
sections measured on a semi-arid hillslope. Such a distribution is described by a single 
location parameter (the mean; Table 5.3). However, Abrahams et al. (1995) and Parsons et 
al. (1996a) found that the mean flow depth was not linked to rill fmmation: a comparison 
of two hillslopes revealed that while mean flow depth increased downslope on one 
hillslope, it was the other that displayed rill initiation. 
Recently, this led Parsons and Wainwright (2006) to suggest a (two-parameter) Gumbel 
distribution tor maxima as an appropriate model for the depths of interrill overland flow 
(defined by both scale and location parameters) (Gumbel, 1958). Their decision to use this 
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distribution was theoretically driven, but is based on the assumptions that the soil surface is 
completely inundated and that surface roughness is normally distributed. While Currence 
and Lovely ( 1970) and Moore and Larson (1979) (among others) suggest a normal 
distribution of surface roughness, Smith (2005) found that this was not the case due to the 
underrepresentation of extreme values (as high peaks are eroded and deep pits filled). In 
areas where structural roughness elements dominate microtopography, the distribution of 
surface roughness and hence flow depths will be affected by the finer details of the 
structure of the soil surface. 
The high-resolution flow depth data obtained in this study present an opportunity to 
examine the best distribution for overland flow depths and how this changes both between 
and across natural semi-arid hillslopes. While the results here represent the flow depths 
estimated over a surface, each surface was divided into adjacent cross-sections for depth 
estimation. Hence the results should be comparable with those obtained in other studies. 
Although the water surface was only estimated, a comparison with direct measurements 
suggested that this technique provided a sufficient representation of flow depth (section 
4.3.5.3). It is assumed that variation of the water surface elevation (across slope) is minor 
compared with microtopographic variations, thus ensuring an accurate depth distribution. It 
should be noted that this assumption may be invalid where the flow is in the supercritical 
regime (where superelevation of the water surface is more common); this represents a 
limitation of this approach. 
Each of the distributions discussed above was examined as a candidate for describing 
overland flow depths across the hillslopes. Normal, lognormal and gamma distributions 
were also fitted to the observed flow depths using maximum likelihood, as these 
distributions have frequently been applied to describe patterns observed in hydrology and 
geomorphology (Markovic, 1965). A summary of the main properties of each distribution 
can be seen in Table 5.3. 
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Normal 
Log-normal 
Gamma 
Exponential 
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(maxima) 
Parameters 
Location 11 
Scale a 
Scale {3 
Shape a 
Scale {3 
Shape a 
Location {3 
Location 11 
Scale {3 
Flow Measurements 
Probability 
Density 
Function Comments Examples 
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xa& Variable shape 
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xa-le-x fJ 
Variable shape ~. trf(a) 
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- p .. ot. 
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Table 5.3. Summary of distributions fitted to obsetved flow depths. Note the gamma 
"' 
function f(a) = J ta-l exp( -t)dt. For a discussion of alternative parameterisations of the 
0 
gamma distribution see Cox ( 1992). 
Figures 5.19a-c compare the maximum log-likelihoods of the five distributions fitted to the 
depths of each inundated surface (11 = 782). Maximum log-likelihoods hctwccn each 
surface are not directly comparable as they are influenced by the number of depths recorded 
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(which varies with surface area). To visualise the performance of each distribution across 
the range of surfaces examined in this study, the maximum log-likelihoods were rescaled 
for each surface. The scale used for Figure 5.19a-c plots the relative maximum log-
likelihoods by surface; the distribution with the best fit is assigned a value of 1, the worst 0, 
and the intermediate fits are scaled between these two extremes. A summary of these values 
is reported in Table 5.5. Table 5.3 shows that the shape parameters a of the gamma and 
lognormal distributions offer a greater degree of flexibility to match the observed 
distribution of depths. The performance of each distribution can be compared directly as 
each has two parameters with the exception of the exponential, which is fitted to the depths 
with only a location parameter. 
In almost every case, the gamma distribution outperforms the other distributions. This 
dist1ibution has previously been used in hydrology to characterise stream link lengths 
(Abrahams, 1984; Stark, 1991) and precipitation data (Cox, 1992) and has various uses in 
geomorphology (e.g. to examine pa11icle travel distances; Hassan et al., 1991 ). As the 
exponential distribution represents a special case of the gamma, their relative performance 
is not surprising (and explains the 47 occasions where the exponential fit almost matches 
that of the gamma). The Gumbel distribution outperforms the gamma for only 12 surfaces. 
Table 5.4 shows that the most common rank order of maximum likelihoods places the 
gamma distribution as the best fit, followed by the exponential, Gumbel, log-normal and 
finally the normal distribution. The Gumbel and log-normal distributions often return 
similar maximum likelihoods. However, Figure 5.19a-c shows that for several 
observations, the lognormal provides a much poorer fit. 
Rank 1 2 3 4 5 
Normal 26 11 44 67 634 
Log-Normal 12 9 274 340 147 
Exponential 0 589 117 75 1 
Gamma 732 23 27 0 0 
Gum bel 12 150 320 300 0 
Table 5.4. Frequency table of ranks of depth distribution fits. Note: the exponential 
dis}ribution nearly tied-with the-gamma distribution-for 47 obser\ia1ions where the two 
distributions were almost identical. 
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Table 5.5 shows that the relative fits of the distributions are mostly unrelated to plot type 
and hillslope. The only observable patterns are a decreasing fit to the Gumbel distribution 
downslope and a progressively better fit to the exponential distribution. This can be seen 
most clearly at the Del Prado hillslope (Figure 5.19c). Further analysis of Figure 5.19c 
shows that while the order of distributions at the MRZ 1 plot resembles other surfaces, the 
depth distributions at the MRZ 2 plot are clearly different. They most closely approximate a 
normal distribution. 
Total 
By Plot 
MRZI 
MRZ2 
MRZ3 
MRZ4 
MRZ5 
Ploughed 
By Hillslope 
Upper Nogalte 
Cardenas 
Del Prado 
Normal 
0.119 
0.022 
0.364 
0.068 
0.027 
0.048 
0.031 
0.031 
0.018 
0.262 
Log-
Normal 
0.475 
0.515 
0.317 
0.476 
0.590 
0.624 
0.534 
0.518 
0.595 
0.355 
Ex onential 
0.848 
0.842 
0.782 
0.879 
0.909 
0.928 
0.879 
0.864 
0.894 
0.803 
Gamma 
0.994 
1.000 
0.980 
0.999 
0.999 
0.997 
0.999 
0.999 
0.999 
0.986 
Gumbel 
0.670 
0.676 
0.728 
0.651 
0.625 
0.575 
0.634 
0.655 
0.646 
0.699 
Table 5.5. Variation of relative maximum log-likelihoods of depth distribution fits with plot 
type and hillslope. 
These results suggest that a gamma distribution consistently provides the best fit to the 
dataset of flow depths. As seen in Table 5.3 this distribution is fitted using two parameters, 
the scale parameter and the shape parameter. The product of the two parameters gives the 
mean depth (which is consistently below the median depth used previously). However, they 
vary in markedly different ways. The effect of changing just the shape parameter is 
demonstrated in Figure 5.20a. A smaller value of a creates a more steeply-declining 
distr~buti~n (mor~ sin1ilar_ to an e~p<cmenJial decline) whereas a largct' value-produces a 
distribution where the mode is further from the minimum value and more resembles a log-
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normal or Gumbel distribution. Figure 5.20a plots the probability density function obtained 
using the mean value of the shape parameter for each plot. Though a large range is found at 
each plot, there is a noticeable decrease in the mean gamma shape factor with distance 
downslope (no such pattern could be observed for the shape parameter of the lognormal 
distribution). The pattern of this decrease is shown in Figure 5.21 a. The effect on the 
distribution is to produce a distribution more similar to an exponential decline than a 
Gumbel-type distribution with distance downslope (and explains the pattern observed in 
Table 5.5). 
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Figure 5.20. Gamma probability density functions for the mean (a) shape parameter a. and 
(b) scale parameter /3, for each plot type. For each graph the overall mean value of the other 
parameter is used. 
Increasing the scale parameter stretches the distribution across greater depths (Figure 
5.20b). The gamma scale parameter increases with distance downslope (FigW"e 5.21b) in a 
manner that resembles the observed variation of median depth {Figure 5.2). As flow 
concentrates, deeper flows are encountered (and individual flow threads receive higher 
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discharges); the gamma scale parameter appears to respond to this. The scale or location 
parameters of the other distributions also reflect this increase in depths. 
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Figure 5.21. Variation of the (a) gamma shape parameter a. and (b) gamma scale parameter 
{3, between each hillslope and plot-type. 
Figure 5.22 shows the statistically significant positive relationship observed between the 
gamma scale parameter and discharge (significance level of Pearson correlation P<O.OOO l ). 
The scale parameter picks up the same patterns as the median depth and increases more 
rapidly with discharge at downslope plots; in this way it resembles the variation of the 
median depth-discharge power-relation but with a more systematic increase in the exponent 
with distance downslope (compare Figure 5.7). 
While the relationship of the scale parameter f3 to discharge for each plot resembles the 
depth-discharge relationship, the shape parameter a. appears to affect the exponent of this 
relationship. The average value of the shape parameter at each plot demonstrated a 
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statistically significant negative conelation (P=0.0073) with the exponent of the depth-
discharge power relation (equation 5.ld). Substituting fJ for median depth raises the 
significance level to P=O.OO 18. The parameters of each of the other distributions were also 
examined for relationships with each of the hydraulic geometry exponents discussed in the 
previous sections, with only the shape parameter of the lognormal distribution (P=0.0245) 
demonstrating a similar (weaker) relationship with the depth-discharge exponent. 
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Figure 5.22. Relationship between the gamma scale parameter fJ, and discharge separated 
for plot type. 
As flow incises the soil surface, a smaller number of larger depths are added to the depth 
distribution. This stretches the distribution in the manner exemplified in Figure 5.20b but 
also causes the overall shape of the distribution to decline more steeply with increasing 
depth (Figure 5.20a) with a steep drop in the probability density function and a long tail of 
larger extreme values. Surfaces where this type of distribution can be fitted to the depth 
measurements appear to demonstrate a more rapid increase of median depth (and fi) with 
discharge (as tbey are often flow concentrations). Where the shape factor is very low, the 
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few extreme deep flows are found alongside a large number of shallower flows; this may 
represent the condition identified in section 5.3 where progressive inundation has spread 
the flow out of the concentration and explains the increase in distributions of this type with 
distance downslope. Hypothetically, this would increase flow resistance and lead to a more 
rapidly increasing flow depth with discharge. Such (exponential-type) gamma distributions 
would not be found for interrill flows as the absence of flow incision features makes small 
areas of deeper flows unlikely. Simulating an increased water surface level in areas of flow 
concentrations produces a spike in the fJ:a ratio (where a decreases with increasing fJ) at the 
point where flow spills out of the concentration. 
This theory suggests a relationship between the gamma shape parameter and the exponent 
of the velocity-discharge relationship (a more exponential-type relationship would mean 
velocity increases more slowly with discharge as more roughness elements become 
submerged). While such a correlation was observed, it was only significant to P=O.ll42. 
Figure 5.23 shows the combined effect of the decreasing gamma shape parameter and 
increasing gamma scale parameter with distance downslope for each hillslope; their values 
are presented in Table 5.6. The changing depth distributions of the Upper Nogalte and Del 
Prado hillslopes are very similar; moving downslope the mode shifts closer to the minimum 
depth and the distribution spreads over a wider range of depths. Cardenas hillslope has the 
lowest gamma shape factor (Figure 5.21), with the most asymmetric depth distribution of 
the three hillslopes. As flow concentrations and rills incise, the depth distributions at each 
hillslope spread over a much wider range of depths, as depth increases more rapidly with 
discharge (Figure 5.22). From the relationships presented above, it can be suggested that 
the overland flows on the Cardenas hillslope progressively inundate more roughness 
elements with increasing discharge. This causes depth to increase more rapidly with 
discharge, and limits the increase of velocity with discharge (and agrees with observed 
rouglmess values presented in Chapter 6). 
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Figure 5.23. Variation of gamma distributions of overland flow depths down the three 
hillslopes investigated. 
Upper Nogalte Cardenas Del Prado 
Shape a Scale f3 (mm) Shape a Scale f3 (mm) Shape a Scale f3 (mm) 
MRZ1 1.245 2.00 1.400 2.63 1.384 2.12 
MRZ2 1.374 2.09 1.300 5.52 1.456 6.27 
MRZ3 1.356 6.27 1.181 5.89 1.403 4.12 
MRZ4 1.176 7.66 1.132 12.82 1.311 6.20 
MRZ5 1.097 10.13 
Ploughed 1.322 3.66 1.168 5.96 
Table 5.6. Variation of the gamma shape and scale parameters between each plot. 
In conclusion, the gamma distribution consistently provides a better fit to the distribution of 
depths than the Gumbel, normal and lognormal distributions over the entire hillslopes 
examined here (both interrill and rill flows). It provides the best fit for 94% of the surfaces 
tested. The exponential distribution also performed well considering that it requires only 
one parameter. A further advantage of the gamma distribution is that examination of the 
two parameters is potentially useful as they appear to capture and isolate different aspects 
of the changing nature of overland flow with distance downslope. Much like the scale (and 
location) parameters of other statistical distributions, the gamma scale parameter responds 
to the overall increase in flow depths observed with increasing flow concentration (and 
discharge) downslope. The shape parameter appears to represent effectively the 
characteristics of the- soil surface that -determine the increase in depth with- discharge. 
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Where depth increases rapidly with discharge (at the expense of an increase in velocity) the 
shape factor is small and the modal depth is closer to the minimum depth. 
This relationship is potentially useful. Although the product of the two parameters defines 
the mean depth, both parameters vary systematically with distance downslope in different 
ways. The decreasing gamma shape parameter represents the incision of small areas of 
deeper flow with distance downslope. Such relationships were not observed for the 
parameters of the other distributions. Providing a quantitative assessment of the flow 
hydraulics at a point and different variations downslope will impact upon the routing of the 
flow down hillslopes. The Cardenas hillslope consistently demonstrated a lower gamma 
shape parameter, which may provide an influence on the more rapidly increasing depth 
with discharge as it suggests that increases in depth progressively inundate additional 
roughness elements. This increase in depth over velocity will influence the regime of the 
overland flow, which (as noted in previous sections) may play a key role in dete1mining 
velocity-discharge relationships. 
The gamma shape parameter of depths is determined by the interaction between surface 
roughness and overland flows. The following section will examine associations between 
surface f01m and flow regime and question whether process-form interactions play a key 
role in moderating the influence of roughness on the form of the velocity-discharge 
relationship. 
5.5 Surface-Flow Interactions 
Govers ( 1992) proposed that the flow velocity of eroding rills was independent of slope and 
soil type. From an analysis of several datasets collected in different studies, he suggested 
that flow velocity V (m s-1) could be estimated using only discharge Q (m3 s- 1) from the 
hydraulic geometry relation 
V= 3.52Qo294. 
(5.2) 
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This is a simple regression equation; the coefficient and exponent have no physical basis. 
Many studies have since confirmed the insensitivity of velocity to slope in rills in different 
soil conditions (e.g. Nearing et al., 1997, 1999). This relationship potentially offers a 
simple method of routing runoff through tills, avoiding the need for estimating a resistance 
coefficient as required by the traditional approaches to modelling flow resistance discussed 
in Chapter 2 (namely, the Darcy-Weisbach, Chezy and Manning equations), which may not 
apply in these situations. 
Recently, hypotheses have been proposed to explain this phenomenon; these focus on the 
relationship between the soil surface and the nature of the flow itself. In pat1icular, the 
influence of the flow regime on the ability of flow to erode its bed and the resulting bed 
roughness have been proposed as moderating influences, reducing the dependency of 
velocity on slope. Previous sections have described how such bed roughness may affect the 
velocity-discharge relationship through altering the distribution of flow depths; it is 
possible that this roughness is in turn influenced by the nature of the flow itself. Testing 
such hypotheses requires an appreciation of the fine scale variation of rill flows; such 
information has become available only recently (see Gimenez et al., 2004 for an example). 
The dataset presented in this thesis is now used to test equation (5.2) (section 5.5.1) and to 
examine the nature of interactions between rill flow and bed roughness (section 5.5.2). 
5.5.1 Slope Independence of Rill Flow 
The discharges measured in this study span the same range as Govers ( 1992), yet recorded 
velocities are generally less than those predicted by equation 5.2 (Figure 5.24). There are 
several possible reasons for this. Equilibrium conditions were not established in the rills in 
this study. The flows examined are travelling over previously exposed soil surfaces and so 
suction forces may act to slow the advancing water. Also, the studies examined in Govers 
( 1992) examined flow over silty loamy soils. The soils at all three hillslopes can be defined 
as sandy loams containing a coarser grain size distribution. A final difference of note is that 
th!..! flu\v in this stuuy Is divided into small sections of just several centimetres in length and 
the slope of that section is calculated. This localised calculation of slope results in much 
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higher gradients m Figure 5.24a than those larger-scale gradients examined by Govers 
(1992). 
From Figure 5.24a it is clear that, at this scale, greater slopes do not result in faster flows in 
rills. This agrees with the findings of Govers ( 1992). However, examination of the data 
suggests that the opposite may be tme: faster flows are found on shallower slopes. When 
this calculation is repeated for the general plot slope, slope independence is evident. 
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Figure 5.24. Measured rill flow velocities plotted against discharge for (a) different slope 
categories and (b) different hill slopes. The equation displayed is that of Govers (1992). 
The pattern observed in Figure 5.24a may be a consequence of the distribution of slopes 
between the tlu·ee hillslopes studied. Figure 5.24b shows the same relationship, but with the 
data points categorised by hillslope. A clear division can be seen. The Del Prado hillslope 
closely obeys equation 5.2. The measured velocities of the other two hillslopes plot below 
this line. The Del Prado hillslope has the finest grain-size distribution and !owe t 
infiltration which more closely resembles the conditions for which the equation was 
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developed, while the Cardenas and Upper Nogalte hillslopes have an increasingly 
coarsening grain size distribution (with a thicker crust observed at the Cardenas hillslope). 
While Govers (1992) observed no systematic effects of soil characteristics, there was a 
suggestion that equation 5.2 should be tested over different soil types. 
Abrahams et al. ( 1996) found that rill flow velocities on semi-arid hillslopes plotted below 
that of Govers (1992). The data of Abrahams et al. ( 1996) are comparable to that plotted in 
Figure 5.24. However, the minimum discharge recorded was 5x 104 m3 s- 1 and so the two 
datasets do not completely overlap. The rill velocities recorded by Nearing et al. ( 1999) and 
Takken et al. ( 1998) also plot below those predicted by equation 5.2. However, the authors 
conclude that their data just fell within the envelope of Govers ( 1992), either corroborating 
equation 5.2 or at least demonstrating a relationship of a similar fmm. Previously, Nearing 
et al. ( 1997) reported that the velocity-discharge relationship was independent of soil type 
only in laminar flows; there was a detectable influence of soil type in the turbulent regime. 
This finding agrees with the data presented below: most rill flows are in the turbulent 
regime (the 17 data points representing laminar flows are located at the lowest discharges). 
Figure 5.25a shows several relationships between velocity and discharge. Again, the 
equation of Govers ( 1992) overpredicts velocity. Four other regression equations are also 
shown, developed from the rill-flow (MRZ 4) dataset of this study. A 'general equation' 
was developed, relating velocity and discharge for the dataset as a whole 
V= l.77Qo.266; 
a further three empirical equations show separate relationships for each hillslope. 
Upper Nogalte 
Cardenas 
Del Prado 
V = 1.44Qo259 
V= 2.38Qo.324 
V= l.47Q0·221 
(5.3) 
(5.4a) 
(5.4b) 
(5.4c) 
The exponents differ from those in Tnhk 'P hcrnuse only rill flows ar~ ;;unt.ilkrcc.l here. 
As already noted, the Govers ( 1992) equation was produced from flow measurements under 
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different conditions from those examined here; therefore the observation that the 
concordance correlation (a summary of the tightness of fit of data around its reduced major 
axis and the neamess of that axis to the line of perfect concordance; see Lin, 1989, 2000 
and Cox, 2006) between the velocity prediction of equation 5.3 and the measured velocities 
(0.586) is greater than that of the Govers (1992) equation (0.425) is not surprising. The 
division of the dataset into different hillslopes (and therefore soil types), however, provides 
a greater increase still (with a concordance correlation of 0. 768). The Pearson correlation 
coefficient demonstrates a more pronounced increase. 
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Figure 5.25. (a) Relationships between discharge and velocity developed in this study and 
Govers (1992) (log scale), (b) Comparison of velocity predictions using equation 5.2, a 
general equation developed from this dataset (5.3), and hill equations (considering each 
hillslope separately, 5.4a-c ). 
This suggests that soil type has a significant influence on the relationship between velocity 
and discharge in rills. In more resistant materials, the walls of a rill will be more stable: 
narrower rills can be maintained, thus making flow more efficient hydraulically. The rills of 
the Cardenas hillslope have a larger hydraulic radius than those of the other hillslopes 
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(measured simply from median depth and width of rill , thereby ign01ing roughness effects). 
This suggests that the Cardenas ri lls should have the fastest flow for any given discharge, 
yet the opposite is true. 
A compensating effect must be retarding the flow. Govers (1992) proposes such an effect 
(represented schematically in Figure 5.26). A more resistant soil will be able to maintain 
greater roughness in the rill bottom which acts to resist the flow. Indeed, Abrahams et al. 
( 1996) found that bed roughness had a greater effect on flow velocity than slope. The 
question of measuring roughness and its relationship with flow resistance is raised in 
Chapter 6. However, note that, in general, the rills of the Cardenas hillslope maintain a 
rougher bed than those of other hillslopes. This effect appears to over-compensate the 
increased hydraulic radius in resistant soils (and is manifested as a lower gamma shape 
parameter of depth distributions) . 
Width :Depth 
Ratio 
~ 
Flow Velocity 
-._I 
~ Soil Resistance 
~ toErosion 
n 
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.. 
Bed Roughness 
Slope l.k 
Figure 5.26. Flow diagram summarising Govers ' ( 1992) conceptual model of the factors 
influencing flow velocity in rills (for a constant discharge) with the addition of a feedback 
between velocity and rouglmess. Pluses indicate a positive relationship; minuses indicate 
negative relationship. Adapted from Gimenez and Govers (200 1: p. 792) and Abrahams et 
al., (1996: p.37). 
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This relationship is found only where the rill flow is capable of eroding its own bed. 
Takken et al. ( 1998) noted that the velocity-discharge relationship of equation 5.2 did not 
apply in areas where soil was strongly consolidated. Studies using fixed-beds (Rauws, 
1988; Foster et al., 1984) observed increasing velocities with increasing slope. Where flow 
is capable of eroding the soil, hydraulic resistance will depend on the relationship between 
the soil surface and flow characteristics. There must be a feedback mechanism in operation 
linking characteristics of the flow to the nature of the bed (this feedback has been added to 
the hypothesis of Govers (1992) in Figure 5.26). How does flow velocity alter bed 
roughness to moderate itself? 
5.5.2 Linking Rill Flow to Bed Roughness 
Recent studies suggest that the Froude number and hydraulic jumps provide the mechanism 
linking velocity to roughness. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the Froude number is a 
dimensionless number of fluid mechanics which characterises the flow speed relative to the 
speed of surface waves (equation 2.20). The Froude number appears in a key classification 
of flows into two regimes: where Fr < 1 the flow can be described as subcritical (a 
disturbance in the flow can travel upstream), but when the velocity becomes too high for 
flow disturbances to propagate upstream (Fr > 1 ), the flow becomes supercritical. Flow 
switches from supercritical to subcritical when the wave is stationary relative to the bed; at 
this critical condition there is an abrupt increase in depth, known as a hydraulic jump. The 
effect of such jumps of velocity-depth relationships was mentioned briefly in section 5.3. 
Massey and Ward-Smith (2001) note that hydraulic jumps are an effective way to dissipate 
mechanical energy in flows as they induce eddy formation and turbulence. The loss of 
mechanical energy is a function of the difference in depths before and after the jump. On an 
erodible soil surface, the resultant downward flux of momentum can cause intense bed 
scour and erode the soil surface. Grant ( 1997) examined the physical mechanisms behind 
the transition between flow regimes, presenting a cyclical model of surface wave and 
bedform deformation where accelerating flow defom1s an initially plane bed, which in turn 
initiates surface waves eventually leading to a hydraulic jump and bed scour. Grant ( 1997) 
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hypothesised that such interactions between flow hydraulics and bed configuration maintain 
a constant average Froude number in high-gradient alluvial channels. 
Gimenez and Govers (2001) argued that such interactions between soil microtopography 
and flow charactetistics can be applied to eroding tills. Minor variations in surface 
roughness (such as those produced as flow progressively inundates rouglmess elements; 
Figure 5.18b) can initiate a hydraulic jump, similar to the development of hydraulic jumps 
in flow over a broad-crested weir. Gimenez et al. (2004) showed that the resultant energy 
dissipation leads to the formation of pools and steps along a rill bottom. It is possible 
therefore that transitions between supercritical and subcritical flows are a precondition for 
rill erosion to provide a mechanism for regulating tlow velocity on steeper slopes. Gimenez 
et al. (2004) emphasise the need for further experimental research on different soil types 
and detailed data on longitudinal variations of tlow velocities in rills. 
Figure 5.27 displays the distributions of observed Froude numbers (across the entire 
hill slopes) separated for each hillslope. Each distribution has a median around 0.44 
(Cardenas) or 0.54 (Upper Nogalte and Del Prado) with a long tail of upper values. All 
values are below 2.0 with the single exception of one outlier at the Del Prado plot. The Del 
Prado hillslope showed the most evidence of superctitical flow, while the Cardenas 
hill slope displayed the least (only 2 observations). 
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Figure 5.27. Vertical histograms demonstrating the distribution of observed Froude 
numbers for each hillslope. 
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Figure 5.28 shows that the areas of supercritical flow are predominantly (though not 
exclusively) located in flow concentrations. 6% of all measurements showed supercritical 
flow (this increases to 20% considering only areas of observed flow concentration). 
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Figure 5.28. Ve1tical histograms demonstrating the distribution of observed Froude 
numbers for both intenill flow and concentrated flow. 
The spatial distributions of areas experiencing supercritical flow can be mapped for each 
plot. This is displayed for the Del Prado hillslope in Figure 5.29. Flow concentration begins 
at MRZ 3; rills start to f01m at MRZ 4. Considering the MRZ 3 plot, the area where Fr > 1 
exactly corresponds to where flow concentration was identified in the field . Few areas of 
supercritical flow exist upslope of this point (note that MRZ 2 is missing from Figure 5.29 
as it exhibits no supercritical flow). For the MRZ 4 plot, the rill becomes fully incised just 
upslope of the middle patch of supercritical flow. This is also found on the MRZ 3 plot of 
the Upper Nogalte hillslope (Figure 5.30). 
The Upper Nogalte hillslope demonstrates fewer areas of supercritical flow. Interestingly, 
most were located on the MRZ 2 plot; this was the steepest plot surface containing fast flow 
yet no evidence of rill fonnation. The imposed discharge may be larger than previously 
experienced on this particular plot surface; the pattern seen in Figure 5.30 might be an 
example of this fast flow beginning to erode a rill. While erosion and sediment transport 
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was negligible during these experiments, this MRZ 2 plot was the only surface where some 
sediment transport was observed (where small clasts from sprayed lines had travelled 
downslope). However, it is envisioned that this process-fonn feedback mechanism operates 
on longer timescales than could be observed during these flow experiments. 
- Fr>1 
Fr < 1 
Del Prado Hillslope 
Figure 5.29. Areas ofsupercritical (Fr > 1) and subcritical (Fr < 1) tlow observed on the 
Del Prado hillslope. The MRZ 2 plot showed no areas of subcritical flow. 
Only two occurrences of supercritical flow were observed at the Cardenas hillslope; none 
were located in rills. Nevertheless, no COITelation was observed between slope and the 
Froude number. Placing this in the context of the Grant (1997) hypothesis and the results 
previously discussed, it appears that the Cardenas hillslope has the most resistant soil, and 
the narrowest rills. This resistant bed maintains a higher roughness, reduces the flow 
velocity and prevents hydraulic jumps from eroding the surface flllther thereby causing 
roughness effects on velocity to dominate over slope effects (removing the feedback 
between velocity and roughness in Figure 5.26). This feedback mechanism may have been 
interrupted by the development of the strong crust that was observed on this hillslope. 
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Thus, a large rainfa ll event with high rill discharges would be required for the system to 
return to the equilibrium Froude numbers of the Grant (1997) hypothesis. Conversely, the 
Del Prado hillslope has the most erodible soil, which erodes wider, smoother rills. The 
faster flow produces superc1itical flow and more hydraulic jumps which may eventually 
increase the roughness and maintain the balance between slope and roughness proposed by 
Govers (1992). Thus the feedback mechanism proposed in Figure 5.26 is in place. 
Upper Nogalte Hillslope 
MRZ3 
.. Fr>1 Fr< 1 
Figure 5.30. Areas of supercritical (Fr > 1) and subcritical (Fr < I) flow observed on the 
Upper Nogalte hillslope. 
In total, 27 hydraulic jumps were recorded over the three hillslopes. The question remains: 
are these jumps triggered by a specific prope11y of the soil surface Gust as supercritical flow 
is induced over a broad-crested weir)? Gimenez et al. (2004) examined interactions 
between flow velocity and bed morphology, suggesting that hydraulic jump took place as 
flow decelerated after steps in the rill bottom profile. The data presented here have the 
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potential to be more specific than this; perhaps some measurable property of the bed 
roughness can be isolated as a likely candidate for inducing hydraulic jumps. While 
Chapter 6 examines the relationship between flow and roughness in greater detail, a brief 
investigation of the relationship between roughness and hydraulic jumps is presented here. 
To test whether surface roughness influences hydraulic jumps, t-tests were performed on a 
variety of roughness measures (described in Table 4.3 and Appendix 1). The flow was 
divided into patches where supercritical flow was maintained and those patches where a 
hydraulic jump was observed. Table 5. 7 displays the two-sided ?-values for each roughness 
measure demonstrating a significant difference between groups (i.e. P < 0.05). 
t-test two-sided P-value 
Roughness Measure 
(Pr(lll > ltl)) 
Complete Dataset (n = 76) 
Slope 0.0038 
Protruding Frontal Area (per m2) 0.0221 
3d Tortuosity (~35 mm scale) 0.0285 
Rills only (n = 16) 
3d Tortuosity 0.0021* (0.0050) 
Protruding Frontal Area (per m2) 0.0077* (0.0095) 
Thread Nearest Neighbour 0.0098 
Perpendicular Tortuosity 0.0132 
Parallel Tortuosity 0.0385 
* Standard deviations of two groups tested were unequal. Numbers in brackets indicate 
results from a Wilcoxon rank-sum test. 
Table 5.7. Two-group mean comparison tests (between areas maintaining supercritical flow 
and those triggering a hydraulic jump) for roughness measurements with P-values 
P < 0.05. Roughness measures are defined in Table 4.3 and Appendix 1. 
Slope had an influence on the complete dataset but was not significant when considering 
just rill flows. The most significant difference between the groups was displayed by surface 
(3d) tortuosity (Figure 5.31 a). In general, roughness measurements which examine the ratio 
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between measured area (or Length) and that of the equivalent plane (or straight line) 
appeared to influence flow regime more than other measures of roughness. This influence 
was more pronounced when just rill flow is considered (Figure 5.31 b). 
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Figure 5 .31. Comparison of the distributions of rouglmess measures found in areas of 
supercritical flow and where hydraulic jumps take place. (a) 3d tmtuosity TJD; (b) frontal 
area protruding into the flow F r (per m2) separated for interrill and rill flows. 
Figure 5.31 suggests that supercritical flow can only be maintained where these roughness 
measures are below some limit. In areas where the surface becomes rougher (as defined by 
these specific measures) a hydraulic jump is triggered. This hypothesis is examined in 
greater detail in Figures 5.32-5.34. 
For the rill flow in the Del Prado MRZ 4 plot (Figure 5.32), supercritical tlow is initiated 
immediately downstream from a point where each measure identified a reduction in 
roughness. As the bed becomes rougher, a hydraulic jump occurs. This alternating pattern 
can be seen several times in the gully flow at the Del Prado MRZ 5 plot. 
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Figure 5.32. Variation ofFroude number and selected roughness measures (y-axis) down a 
rill (MRZ 4) and gully (MRZ 5) at the Del Prado hillslope (as shown in Figme 5.29). The 
flow was tracked downslope; therefore time elapsed also represents movement downslope. 
The red shaded areas represent conditions where Fr > I; the Nearest Neighbour measure is 
plotted on a separate scale. 
Further upslope, before any rill has been incised, the Froude number in a flow 
concentration remained above I (Figure 5.33). Here the roughness measurements were 
generally lower than further downslope, perhaps below the threshold necessary to initiate a 
hydraulic jump (which for the discharge imposed in these experiments appears to be 
between 1.5 and 2.0 for the three tortuosity measures, around 1.5 for the protruding frontal 
area (per m2), and 5-6 mm for the Nearest Neighbour measure). An increase in roughness 
towards the end of the flow concentration appears to result in a decline of the Froude 
number. It is likely that lower discharges would trigger a hydraulic jump and increase the 
roughness of the bed through localised scour (potentially initiating rill erosion). Indeed, 
such hydraulic jumps were observed at this plot during the variable discharge experiments 
(Figure 5.18b). The rill at the Cardenas hillslope which showed no upercritical flow also 
displayed a rougher bed, with values generally above the proposed thresholds. 
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Figure 5.33. Variation ofFroude number and selected rouglmess measures (y-axis) down a 
flow concentration (MRZ 3) at the Del Prado hillslope (as shown in Figure 5.29). The flow 
was tracked downslope; therefore time elapsed also represents movement downslope. The 
red shaded area represents conditions where Fr > I; the Nearest Neighbour measure is 
plotted on a separate scale. 
The strongest interactions between these roughness measures and the flow regime have 
been discovered in rill flows. Figure 5.33 shows that this relationship potentially holds for 
minor flow concentrations, but as no hydraulic jumps were recorded here, the data remains 
inconclusive. Figure 5.34 displays roughness measures and the Froude number for both a 
flow concentration (MRZ 3) and further upslope in an area of wash deposits (MRZ 2). A 
much smaller variation of roughness is found over the MRZ 2 wash deposits (note the 
exaggerated scale for the Nearest Neighbour measure). The locations of hydraulic jumps 
appear unrelated to the rouglmess variations at this hillslope location. The concentrated 
flow, however, appears to behave more like rill flow, responding to a decrease and 
subsequent increase in roughness with supercritical flow and a hydraulic jump respectively. 
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Figure 5.34. Variation ofFroude number and selected roughness measures (y-axis) moving 
downslope over an area of wash deposits (MRZ 2) and down a flow concentration (MRZ 3) 
at the Upper Nogalte hillslope (as shown in Figure 5.30). The flow was tracked downslope; 
therefore time elapsed also represents movement downslope. The red shaded areas 
represent conditions where Fr > I ; the Nearest Neighbour measure is plotted on a separate 
sca le. 
In conclusion, the rill flows examined in this study display lower velocities than those 
predicted by Govers ( 1992) (equation 5.2). This is in agreement with many other studies. 
The results support the conceptual model of Govers (1992) with further emphasis on the 
influence of soil resistance. This is unsurprising as this study considered three hillslopes 
which were selected because they cover the range of soil types found in the study 
catchments. The hypothesis presented here details a feedback loop between flow velocity 
and bed roughness (added into Figure 5.26), which provides a mechanism through which 
the properties of the flow influence soil surface form. This feedback is primed by the soil 
type, particularly its resistance to erosion. The data agree with the suggestions of Gimenez 
and Govers (200 I) and <Jimenez et al. (2004) that the dissipation of energy as a 
consequence of a hydraulic jump erodes a rill bed, creates a rougher surface, thereby 
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slowing the flow. It is likely that this is a dynamic process, which will depend on rain 
magnitude and intensity and can be affected by the development of a surface crust (as seen 
at the Cardenas hillslope). While Gimenez et al. (2004) suggested that this feedback loop 
between flow and bed roughness is necessary for rill erosion, the results here suggested that 
this can occur with even minor flow concentrations. Finally, the measurement of bed 
roughness was examined more precisely and several key parameters extracted. The results 
appeared to emphasise the importance of 'tortuosity' (on both surfaces and transects), 
protruding frontal area and nearest neighbour measurements as the components of 
roughness responsible for this feedback. 
5.6 Summary 
This chapter describes the range of overland flows simulated on three natural semi-arid 
hillslopes before proposing explanations for these observed variations. Systematic changes 
in flow variables were observed over the range of hillslopes examined in this study. These 
patterns found across each hillslope are more notable than differences between hillslopes of 
different soil type. As flow begins to concentrate, both median depth and velocity increase 
and flows become more turbulent. Further downslope, depth increases more rapidly with 
discharge; velocity increases less rapidly. Where flow concentrations have formed, an 
increase in discharge will inundate roughness elements that were previously protruding 
from the flow, which acts to moderate any increase in velocity. This places emphasis on the 
importance of characterising the changing nature of surface form with increasing discharge, 
pat1icularly the distribution of depths. Depth distributions have been shown to fit most 
closely to a two-parameter gamma distribution, with each parameter apparently isolating a 
different aspect of the changing nature of the soil with distance downslope. The scale 
parameter appears to represent the general increase of depths with discharge as flows 
concentrate; the shape parameter is more related to the form of the soil surface and 
potentially provides a control on the rate of depth (and velocity) increase with discharge. 
The flow regime also appears to influence the velocity-discharge relationship. Figure 5.8 
-- --
shows a bifurcation in this relationship at high discharges (with a high-velocity super-
critical limb and a lower velocity sub-critical limb). A hydraulic jump has been shown to 
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produce a decrease of velocity with increasing discharges (as flow moves from the 
supercritical limb to the subcritical limb). Such jumps appear to be triggered by an increase 
in certain roughness parameters (particularly those representing a tortuosity measurement) 
and provide a mechanism for the observed slope-independence of velocity in concentrated 
flows with erodible beds (through process-form interactions). Where the soil is less 
erodible, overland flow cannot modify the soil surface, a higher roughness is maintained 
which leads to a more rapid increase in median depth with discharge (at the expense of 
velocity, which follows the sub-critical limb) and the progressive inundation of roughness 
elements with increasing discharge produces an exponential-type depth distribution (low 
gamma shape parameter). This link between depth distribution and roughness provides an 
explanation for the observed increase in the exponent of the depth-discharge relationship 
with decreasing shape parameter (and the opposite relationship for the velocity-discharge 
power relation). 
This chapter has begun to examine the influence of surface roughness upon overland flows 
through its relationship with flow depth distribution and its effect on flow regime. Chapter 
6 now focuses on this interaction between form and process, questioning whether flows 
over such complex surfaces can be characterised using the conventional approaches 
outlined in Chapter 2, or whether an approach based on quantifying the observed form-
process interactions may better represent the process of overland flows over natural slopes. 
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CHAPTER 6 
PREDICTING FLOW RESISTANCE 
FROM SURFACE ROUGHNESS 
The review presented in Chapter 2 emphasised the difficulties of developing resistance 
equations for both steep mountain streams and overland flows where the assumptions 
underlining more conventional approaches limit their range of applicability. This chapter 
tests the ability of the conventional (and some more recent) approaches, discussed in 
Chapter 2, to predict the flow resistance observed in this study (section 6.2). Reasons for 
any shortcomings are also suggested. Section 6.3 briefly summarises improvements to the 
representation of resistance to overland flows made possible by the high-resolution dataset 
available in this analysis. To conform to the best practice suggested in Chapter 2, this 
section includes a brief outline of how this approach of representing flow resistance 
(essentially a modified Darcy-Weisbach friction factor) can be derived from the principles 
of fluid mechanics and explicitly identifies the assumptions made in doing so. 
Section 6.4 discusses the different roughness measures used in this thesis. The calculation 
of each roughness measure represents an implicit hypothesis that the method of expressing 
complex surface form is related to flow resistance. Section 6.5 then develops empirical 
relationships between the observed flow resistance and these roughness measures. The 
observed relationships vary across hillslopes and the best method of incorporating this 
variation is investigated. The resulting equations may be used to replace standard resistance 
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equations, predicting overland flow velocity across semi-arid hillslopes. Although the 
regression equations are purely empirical, section 6.5.3 attempts to infer process from these 
equations. Finally, section 6.6 summaiises the results presented in this chapter and places 
them in the context of the remaining chapters. 
6.2 Conventional Methods of Determining Resistance 
This section revisits the methods of conceptualising flow resistance discussed in Chapter 2 
and tests them against the overland flow data obtained in this study. A common method of 
representing flow resistance is the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor f (defined in equation 
2.6). Figure 6.1 displays the recorded variation off across and between hillslopes. The 
pattern between hillslopes appears to pmtly reflect the variation of slope angles (indicating 
the impmtance of the slope term in the calculation off). The Cardenas hillslope shows the 
greatest resistance and most pronounced increase off downslope; this pattern is less 
obvious at the other two sites. The Del Prado plots demonstrate the lowest resistance and 
widest range off values. Table 6.1 displays the median values off observed at each plot. 
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Figure 6.1. Vaiiation of the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor (calculated with equation 6.6) 
between each plot and site. MRZs (Morphological Runoff Zones) relate to hillslope 
position (moving downslope 1-5) and are described in Table 4.4. 
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f f Reynolds Inundation 
Hillslo e Plot (Equation 2.6) (Equation 6.6) Number Ratio 
Upper Nogalte MRZ 1 5.86 10.64 348 0.407 
MRZ2 3.46 5.30 780 0.336 
MRZ3 2.09 1.79 2358 0.489 
MRZ4 6.32 6.64 1453 0.320 
Ploughed 6.26 10.64 770 0.424 
Cardenas MRZ 1 1.09 1.71 708 0.336 
MRZ2 6.25 8.53 2117 0.492 
MRZ3 8.73 8.65 1021 0.560 
MRZ4 14.36 12.00 2422 0.516 
Ploughed 6.15 9.24 1272 0.468 
Del Prado MRZ 1 1.10 1.96 779 0.469 
MRZ2 1.67 1.90 1954 0.569 
MRZ3 1.74 2.57 2135 0.434 
MRZ4 2.27 3.23 4487 0.528 
MRZ5 4.32 7.77 2656 0.276 
Table 6.1. Variation of median Darcy-Weisbach friction factor, Reynolds number (equation 
2.1 using median depth as the characteristic length tetm, multiplied by a factor of 4 for 
conversion from pipe flows) and inundation ratio (equation 2.21) between plots. fhas been 
calculated using the conventional form (equation 2.6) and that developed in section 6.3 
(equation 6.6). 
These f values were calculated using S (in equation 2.6) as the energy slope Sf Due to the 
relatively low velocities recorded, this term is dominated by the surface slope. The high 
resolution of this dataset presented an issue in the calculation of this general slope: where 
the general slope was low, the dominance of roughness in the overall topography very 
occasionally led to the calculation of an increasing elevation in the downslope direction 
(only negligibly different from zero). This resulted in a negative f on such slopes (mostly 
the Cardenas MRZ 1 and Del Prado MRZ I and 2 plots). This is clearly physically 
impossible and demonstrates the impracticality of calculating a single slope value for a 
rough surface. Therefore, such negative values were discounted from this analysis but it 
should be noted that the few very low values off ( < 0.1) may also be influenced by this 
inaccuracy. The length scale used to measure S was determined by the ~ 1 ~econd i~Jt~rval Qf 
flow mea-surenients. ~Incre~sing this length scale would reduce the range of resistance 
measurements recorded. 
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Blasius (1913) proposes that the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor varies inversely with the 
Reynolds number in laminar flows. The distribution of Reynolds numbers between 
hillslopes was discussed in section 5.2.3. Figure 6.2 plots the variation offwith Re for the 
whole dataset. The dashed black line represents the equation developed for laminar flow in 
smooth pipes (equation 2.7). As such, it provides a minimum value off for flows in the 
laminar regime and plots below the data presented here. The solid black line represents the 
best fit of the inverse j-Re relationship over the laminar range; whi le it describes the 
general shape of the observed pattern, there is considerable scatter over more than two 
orders of magnitude. A similar scatter exists about the relationship expected for turbulent 
flows (with an exponent of -0.4) when fitted to the dataset. 
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Figure 6.2. Darcy-Weisbach friction factor (as calculated in equation 2.6) as a function of 
Reynolds number. The dashed black line represents the laminar relationship developed for 
smooth pipes. This is also fitted to the dataset (solid black line). The dashed red line shows 
the expected relationship for turbulent flow fitted to the dataset. 
Much like the Mo dy diagram of Figure 2.2, this approach provides no explanation for the 
discontinuity in predicted values around the transition zone. However, the pattern seen in 
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Figure 6.2 suggests that the separation of laminar and turbulent flows is unnecessary as no 
such discontinuity is observed in the measured values. An almost identical pattern is 
produced by replacing the hydraulic radius with median flow depth in the calculation off. 
Section 6.5.2 examines the variability ofthe.f-Re relationship with distance downslope. 
Approaches such as the Keulegan equation (equations 2.10 and 2.11) require the 
specification of a roughness height c. Studies of open channels may calculate c from 
velocity profiles or approximate the roughness height from a multiple of a representative 
grain size (see section 2.5.2). However, the geometric structure of roughness elements on 
these soil surfaces cannot be adequately described by such a multiple of grain size (see also 
Aberle and Smart, 2003 ). The surface roughness of bare hill slope surfaces is dominated by 
the clumping together of soil particles into clods and the development of surface 
morphological features. The use of a 'representative' grain size does not provide a 
comparable roughness height in this situation. Following Takken and Govers (2000), the 
representative roughness height was calculated as the median height of each cross-section 
(with the point of lowest elevation established as the zero level). The median roughness 
height c for each inundated surface was then calculated. While Takken and Govers (2000) 
set cas half this value, there is no rational basis for doing so (their reasoning was to provide 
a comparison with Lawrence ( 1997) who modelled roughness elements as hemispheres of a 
height half the sphere diameter). 
Only the inundated area is considered in this analysis, thereby avoiding the situation 
described by Abrahams (1998) where the height of protruding roughness elements (which 
have no contact with the flow itself) is incorporated into estimates of hydraulic resistance. 
The representation of c in this way encompasses both the resistance of roughness elements 
and that of the form of the soil surface (or channel). 
The Keulegan equation (2.11) relates flow resistance to the ratio of flow depth to this 
roughness height (defined as the dimensionless 'inundation ratio' /\. in equation 2.21) and 
provides a theoretical basis for estimating resistance to turbulent flows in rough pipes. The 
observed distribution of this inundation ratio js shown in _Figure_6.3. The method of 
c-alculating the roughness height described above produces low values of /\., especially 
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where large rouglmess elements (such as gullies) are present. Few surfaces recorded an 
inundation ratio greater than I; the median A is 0.454. In this situation the median height of 
the soil surface above a zero datum was over twice the median flow depth; as all the surface 
was actually submerged, this measure is now more representative of the degree of 
submergence compared with the roughness of the soil surface, or the roughness height 
distribution. 
Figure 6.4 shows the variation of the inundation ratio between each plot and hillslope. A 
wide range of A values are found at each plot. Initially, the inundation ratio increases with 
the increasing depths observed with distance downslope. Where flow concentrations 
develop, A decreases with distance downslope (see Table 6.1 for a summary). This reflects 
the influence of the high rill walls and so use of this version of the inundation ratio may be 
inappropriate under such conditions. No consistent pattern can be observed between the 
three hillslopes. The Del Prado hillslope generally displays a higher A than the other 
hillslopes. 
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Figure 6.3. Observed distribution of the inundation ratio A (as defined in equation 2.21) of 
flows over three semi-arid hillslopes. The median value is indicated by a red line. 
Substituting the median inundation ratio found in this study (0.454) into the version of the 
Keulegan equation above predicts a value off ( 4.923) that is independent of the Reynolds 
number and can be plotted for turbulent flows (the dashed green line of Figure 6.2). This 
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performs sw-prisingly well (the median observed f was 3.42) as the Keulegan equation 
should only be applied to flows where the depth is greater than the average roughness 
height (plotted on the right side of Figure 2.2). 
While this approach appears valid, there is a fundamental problem in applying the 
Keulegan equation to shallow overland flows which lie outside the range of its intended 
use. Figure 6.5 shows that the equation to predictftends to infinity within the range of the 
inundation ratio observed in this study. This is a mathematical consequence of the empirical 
development of the Keulegan equation within a restricted range of flows (overland flows 
are outside this range) . This effect makes no physical sense and effectively prohibits use of 
equation 2.11 to predict resistance to overland flows without substantial refonnulation. 
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Figure 6.4. Observed distributions of the inundation ratio A for each plot and hillslope. 
The Manning-Strickler approach (combining equations 2.17 and 2.19) calculates resistance 
as a function of this inundation ratio with the sixth-root approximation. Figure 2.3 plots the 
Manning-Strickler and a form of the Keulegan equation over a range of inundation ratios 
typically observed in gravel-bed rivers. Figure 6.6 merges a dataset from hydraulically 
rough rivers (from Julien (2002: p.93)) with the overland flow data presented here. 
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Figure 6.5. Variation ofpredictedfusing the Keulegan equation (equation 2.11) within the 
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Figure 6.6. Resistance to flow as a function of the inundation ratio (y-axis is conveyance). 
This figure synthesises data collected in this study (in dark blue) with that of Julien (2002: 
p.93). Compare Figure 2.3. Overland flow values above 8.9 correspond to observations 
where f < 0.1 and should be treated with caution. 
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The combination of these two datasets shows that while the Manning-Strickler equation and 
the Keulegan equation provide a reasonably adequate description of channel flow 
resistance, they diverge below an inundation ratio of 10. The limit of the sixth-root 
assumption of the Manning equation (discussed in section 2.3.3) and the asymptotic 
behaviour of the Keulegan equation are both noticeable. The two equations approximate a 
wide envelope within which the overland flow data can be found; the Manning equation 
describes the minimum observed resistance at each inundation ratio and the Keulegan 
equation describes the maximum resistance (where J\ > 0.6). However, the data points are 
scattered over two orders of magnitude with no general trend detectable, suggesting that the 
inundation ratio does not adequately determine the observed flow resistance. No pattern can 
be found separating the different hillslopes. Although Ferguson (2007) showed that flow 
resistance can be modelled with a variable power-law on the inundation ratio in gravel- and 
boulder-bed rivers over a wide range of relative submergences, this general and flexible 
approach cannot explain the observed variation in overland flows. 
Specifying a resistance length scale such as the roughness height E is problematic for flows 
over complex geometries (see Lee and Ferguson (2002) for a similar discussion of 
resistance in step-pool channels). Replacing E with the standard deviation of heights crz 
(suggested by Aberle and Smart, 2003) does not decrease the scatter observed in Figure 6.6 
(demonstrating an even weaker relationship). A similar degree of scatter is also found when 
E is replaced with the average elevation difference of neighbouring cells Zd (following 
Ergenzinger, 1992). 
Section 2.5.2 describes the attempt of Lawrence ( 1997) to determine overland flow 
resistance using the inundation ratio. The flows are divided into three different regimes 
according to their inundation ratios (well-, marginally- and partially-inundated) and a 
separate model is applied to each. Figure 6. 7 shows the performance of these models when 
applied to overland flows measured on natural hillslope surfaces. The ranges of the 
equations have been extended beyond those specified by Lawrence ( 1997) for illustrative 
purposes. The flow is separated into laminar and turbulent regim-es to test the nypothesis of 
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Lawrence ( 1997) that laminar flows are less accurately described by these equations; no 
systematic differences can be detected among the observed scatter. 
The black line plots the version of the Keulegan equation used by Lawrence (1997) to 
model well-inundated flows where A > I 0 (equation 2.22) and has been extended to the 
range of flows observed here. The mixing model of equation 2.23 was developed for 
marginally inundated flows (where 2 < A < 10) and is shown as a red line in Figure 6.7. 
The drag model for pattially inundated flows approximates the highest resistance observed 
at each inundation ratio (purple line, equation 2.25 using a 20% cover of roughness 
elements); this was developed for the range of flows observed in this study. This equation 
assumes hemispheric roughness elements distributed over the soil surface and can be 
refonnulated to describe flow resistance as a function of measured frontal area (green line, 
uses median value for dataset). The use of the protruding frontal area to detennine 
resistance to flow is tested further in section 6.4. 
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These equations appear to either bound or bisect the spread off with J\ observed in this 
study. The fundamental problem remains that.fand J\ do not appear to vary in a systematic 
manner over the range of conditions examined. This limits the ability of any single 
resistance model based on just the inundation ratio to describe the observed variation of 
resistance. 
Hirsch ( 1996) developed a mathematical model to partition overland flow resistance into 
grain, form and wave resistance (described in Abrahams et al., 1992). This model was 
developed using cylindrical roughness elements on a flume surface. Grain resistance was 
assumed to be a power function of the Reynolds number (derived experimentally from 
flows over a plane bed). The final empirical model predicts f from the Reynolds number, 
flow volume V1, surface area A 3n (it is unclear whether surface or planar area was used in 
the model) and roughness concentration P,. (proportion of the planar area covered with 
roughness elements; assumed to be l over a natural, rough surface) 
log f = log(3.19 Re -045 + 4.BV,) + 2.80P, .. 
A 3D 
(6.1) 
Figure 6.8 plots measured f against f estimated using equation 6.1. The model only predicts 
7% of the observed variation off, the observed scatter is likely to be a result of more 
complex variations in topography found on natural surfaces. 
No clear relationship between the 'wet-tortuosity' measure suggested by Takken and 
Govers (2000) (equation 2.26) and flow resistance was found, either for the dataset as a 
whole, or separated for each hillslope position (MRZ). Other approaches described in 
section 2.5 are not tested further. For example, Abrahams et al. (1992) and Gilley et al. 
( 1992) incorporate surface rock cover and other such measures of surface form into 
equations estimating flow resistance. A single value of surface rock fragment cover may 
take any of a wide variety of topographical forms. Therefore, these equa_tions, although 
vafmible, do not confom1 to the objective of this thesis: the estimation of flow resistance 
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from precisely and logically defined roughness measures derived from high-resolution 
topographic data. Resistance equations developed using the 'random roughness' measure of 
Allmaras et al. ( 1966) are also not examined here (e.g. Gilley and Finker, 1991) as the 
calculation of ' random roughness ' in the manner directly specified by Allmaras et al. 
( 1966) makes little physical sense (for example, the upper and lower 10% of values are 
arbitrarily removed). Smith (2005) provides a more detailed discussion . The ' random 
roughness ' term may be adequately (and more practically) described by the standard 
deviation of elevations; this is examined in section 6.4. 
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(equation 6.1 ). 
Figures 6.2, 6.6 and 6. 7 show that substantial scatter is produced when attempting to model 
flow resistance over complex topographies using conventional approaches. Difficulties 
encountered when specifying a representative roughness height (or resistance length scale) 
to describe the average surface inundation introduce additional uncertainties. Alternative 
roughness measures (such as protruding frontal area) may provide a more sensible 
substitute over such complex surfaces. The development of new methods of representing 
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rouglmess in resistance equations is described in section 6.5. While their measurement 
requires high-resolution topographic data (and may also be scale dependent), the consistent 
(and predictable; section 7.2) variations in soil surface microtopography (the 
Morphological Runoff Zones described in Table 4.4) that emerge on natural semi-arid 
hillslopes indicate that these roughness measures may demonstrate systematic and 
predictable changes in the downslope direction as flow incision increases. Using the 
dependency of flow resistance to such rouglmess measures and their downslope variation 
provides a framework for determining flow resistance over semi-arid hillslopes. 
6.3 Representing Flow Resistance over Complex Topographies 
Before examining the relationship between flow resistance and surface rouglmess, it is 
necessary to investigate the most appropriate method of representing the resistance to flow. 
In this section, an attempt is made to reformulate the resistance equations introduced in 
Chapter 2 to develop a velocity-resistance relationship that is suitable for overland flows. 
Lawrence (1998) notes that approximations and scalings used in estimating the Darcy-
Weisbach friction factor mean that including additional detail of surface geometry in 
predicting f is inappropriate. This section examines the possibility of amending current 
resistance measures to better suit situations where high resolution topography and flow data 
are available. Chapter 2 suggested that the assumptions inherent in commonly used 
resistance equations should be explicitly stated. In this spirit, the resistance measure 
employed in the following sections is now described in detail and related to the principles 
of fluid mechanics. 
The high resolution data available permit the limitations introduced by the application of 
several assumptions to be minimised through minor alterations to more conventional flow 
resistance equations. This analysis uses the Chezy resistance equation as a starting point. 
The derivation of the Chezy equation requires several assumptions. First, Chezy proposed 
that the force resisting the flow per unit bed area is proportional to the square of the 
velocity. This is an experimentally verified relationship (although with some exceptions; 
Shapiro, 1961 ). As- Chow ( 1959) notes, this resisting force can be explained by the 
principles of fluid dynamics; the drag or resisting force can be described by the drag 
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equation (equation 2.24 ). This is only strictly valid for values of Re greater than the range 
where Stokes' Law of drag can be applied (Stokes, 1851 ), but in practice this is only where 
Re is very small. 
The methodology outlined in Chapter 4 divides the flow-field into small areas of a finite 
volume within which resistance to flow is assumed to be uniform. The Chezy equation then 
calculates the contact surface area as the product of the wetted perimeter P and stream 
length L. This is inaccurate when dealing with complex topographies. The choice of a 
reference area in the drag equation depends on which component of drag is under 
examination (skin friction drag, form drag, etc.). Form drag is related to the area of 
projection of the bed on a plane perpendicular to the direction of motion (the frontal area), 
whereas skin friction drag is related to the total surface area. As overland flows are not 
necessarily parallel to the surface, the total bed surface area is applied here and the 
discrepancy between the drag force produced and that of an idealised situation (where all 
water encountering the projected area comes to a complete stop) is described by the 
coefficient of drag CD. 
This estimates the total force resisting the flow as KV 2A3D where K is a constant of 
proportionality and A 3D is the bed surface area in contact with the flow. From equation 2.24 
it can be shown that K = PwCD/2. 
The basic principle of uniform flow (Brahms, 1754) states that the effective (downslope) 
component of the gravity force causing the flow must equal the total force of resistance. 
This downslope component is the product of the total weight of the water and sin e (where 
e is the slope angle in radians). The Chezy equation calculates the total weight of water as 
ALw where w is the unit weight of water. For flow over complex topographies this can be 
restated more precisely as gp 11Y1 where V1 is the water volume. Although e here is the soil 
surface slope angle (assuming uniform flows within each section), this offers an 
opportunity to introduce an appreciation of the non-uniformity of the flow between each 
measurement area by replacing e with the energy slope (using the water surface slope and 
correcting for the different velocity heaqs at each end of the_ section). Where the energy 
slope is steeper than the bed slope, this effectively increases the resistance force. In this 
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formulation, the sine of the energy slope sin e = Sr (for the relatively steep slopes 
encountered it is imprecise to apply the conventional approximation that 8 = sin 8). 
Balancing the resistance and gravity forces leaves 
(6.2) 
The ratio of the water volume to the bed surface area is similar to the volumetric hydraulic 
radius Rv proposed by Smart et al. (2002). The volumetric hydraulic radius represents a 
practical measure for overland flows, avoiding the problem of defining a datum from which 
to measure flow depth. It subtly differs from that used by Smart et al. (2002) as it scales the 
flow volume by bed surface area rather than planar area. The use of bed surface area makes 
R,. equivalent to the more conventional hydraulic radius and provides a better estimate of a 
reference area in the drag equation (2.24). Cancelling for the water density Pw and 
rearranging gives 
V2 = 2gR"St 
CD 
(6.3) 
Where flow is in a uniform channel and Rv approaches the hydraulic radius, Cv relates to 
Chezy's C and the Darcy-Weisbach friction factorf 
hence 
and 
8gR,S 1 f= v2 · 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
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The denominator of equation 6.5 arises from the multiplication of the hydraulic radius by 4 
to equal the diameter of a circular pipe in the derivation of the Darcy-Weisbach equation 
(see section 2.3). Equation 6.6 has been developed directly from principles of fluid 
mechanics; any further assumptions have been explicitly stated in the hope of encouraging 
such best practice. It is suggested that this approach provides a more suitable theoretical 
framework for studying resistance of shallow flows over complex surfaces. The resulting 
velocity-resistance relationship is only subtly different from the traditional Darcy-Weisbach 
and Chezy equations, but has been recast in a form more appropriate to the type of overland 
flow measurements available in this study. In such complex flows, C0 is not a simple 
parameter for quantifying skin friction drag, but because of the multiple sources of drag it 
depends on the Froude number, Reynolds number, element shape and relative depth (Smart 
et al., 2002). As with any application of the drag equation, the coefficient of drag contains 
all such complex dependencies and needs to be determined experimentally. To aid 
comparison with other studies of overland flows, flow resistance will be calculated asf(as 
defined in equation 6.6) for the remainder of this thesis. Section 6.5 uses this formulation of 
f to develop equations predicting resistance from roughness measures. First, section 6.4 
discusses the concept of surface roughness and the different ways in which it can be 
characterised. 
6.4 Measuring Surface Roughness 
Geomorphology is essentially the study of rough surfaces, yet roughness remams an 
enigmatic concept, which geomorphologists have yet to tackle effectively. There is no 
single property that can be uniquely defined as roughness; it can be characterised in a 
variety of ways (e.g. as elevation standard deviation, tortuosity, semi-variance, etc; 
Kuipers, 1957; Boiffin, 1984; Linden and Van Doren, 1986). Roughness measures 
emphasise either the deviation of elevations from a smooth plane (with dimensions of 
length) or the spatial arrangement of such elevation variations (typically resulting in 
dimensionless measures). Moreover, the distinction between roughness and topography 
remains problematic and entirely scale-dependent. For example, which components of 
surface elevation variation within a -plot can be considered part of the general slope, and 
which represent the sub-grid scale irregularities commonly considered to be roughness? 
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This will depend on the resolution of available measurements and, perhaps more 
importantly, the scale of the problem. This study examines plot-scale variability and 
attempts to upscale the observed relationships to the hillslope using the Morphological 
Runoff Zones framework. Despite the increased availability of high-resolution topographic 
data made possible through advances in terrestrial laser scanners, it remains impractical to 
survey the microtopography of an entire hillslope. Therefore, the variability observed at the 
plot-scale that is not captured in the hillslope-scale Digital Elevation Model is considered to 
be roughness. 
As Lane (2005) suggests, such conceptual issues warrant further contemplation, as all 
processes operating at the Earth's surface interact with surface roughness (at whatever 
scale) in a multitude of ways. These processes often exhibit a complex relationship with 
roughness, and so any attempt to represent roughness must be sensitive to and informed by 
such behaviour. This interaction is particularly apparent in the situation of overland flows 
on hillslopes where a thin layer of flowing water can be influenced by even the finest of 
microtopographic inegularities. 
Before proceeding, further clarification of what is meant by surface roughness and 
resistance is necessary, as the two terms are interrelated and often confused. While the 
'effective roughness height' of fluvial hydraulics is technically a property of the flow itself 
(that theoretically can be related to a grain size measure), here surface rouglmess is used to 
describe the form of the soil surface that exists regardless of whether water flows over this 
topography (although such a roughness term may be scaled to water depth). Similarly, the 
Darcy-Weisbach friction factor.{, Chezy's C and Manning's n are sometimes referred to as 
roughness calibration factors (e.g. Lane, 2005). Here, these are described as measures of 
flow resistance which, unlike surface roughness, is considered to be a property of the flow 
itself (directly and indirectly influenced by surface roughness). 
Surface roughness is a vague concept, and as such, it can be made precise in many ways. 
No single value of surface roughness can be given to entirely describe a surface; instead a 
-·· 
large variety of measures have been developed. Each offers a pat1icular representation of a 
single perspective of surface roughness, rather than encapsulating the entire concept. The 
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different approaches to surface roughness can be summarised in several ways. A roughness 
measure may be classified as: direct or indirect (a measurable quality of the surface itself or 
simply the remaining residuals that must be accounted for after the general 'topography' 
has been removed); dimensionless or dimensional (a ratio of measurements or a 'roughness 
height'); spatial or aspatial (the order of elevation points is important or a random 
reordering yields an identical roughness value); for profiles or for surfaces (roughness is 
divided into perpendicular directional components and analysed on profiles or the 
roughness value describes the surface as a whole). 
A wide range of surface roughness measures have been applied in the literature. Many have 
been excluded from this analysis for a variety of reasons. As discussed above with 
reference to the 'random roughness' measure of Allamaras et al. ( 1966), those measures 
that appear to include arbitrary decisions and calculations (e.g. the Mean Up slope 
Depression measure of Hansen et al., 1999) have been replaced with more general and 
justifiable measures (such as downslope pit density). Many studies characterise soil 
roughness using a geostatistical approach (e.g. Linden and Van Doren, 1986). However, the 
non-random component of natural soil surfaces alters the form of semi-variograms such 
that standard assumptions do not apply (see Oliver and Webster (1986) and Smith (2005) 
for a more detailed analysis of this problem). 
Table 4.3 briefly defines the wide variety of roughness measures employed in this study. 
For a more thorough definition, see Appendix I. This selection of roughness measures 
represents a variety of different features present on a complex, rough surface. The 
calculation of any measure in this thesis effectively represents an implicit hypothesis that 
the characterisation of roughness in that precise way will influence resistance to overland 
flows (at least in part). It is possible that resistance to flow is most effectively influenced by 
a specific feature of a complex surface; this thesis attempts to precisely define any such 
features. Roughness measures may be very specific (e.g. pit density measured in a 
downslope direction) or very general (e.g. standard deviation of elevations). Some 
roughness measures incorporate a flow measurement in their calculation (e.g. the 
inundation ratio) and so account for the variation of resistance with flow properties. 
Characteristics of the depth distributions examined in section 5.4 are therefore equally valid 
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as predictors of resistance (given an understanding of their variation with flow stage). The 
range of surfaces over which such relationships can be found remains unclear. Some may 
be valid only until flow incision is initiated yet others only after such concentrations are 
found. The wide range of surfaces examined here allows the effect of hillslope position to 
be examined and enables the empirical relationships developed in this chapter to be applied 
to the widest possible range ofbare semi-arid surfaces. 
This study uses high resolution topographic data to relate roughness to flow resistance. It is 
recognised that such data are not always available, but it is suggested that the systematic 
variations in microtopography observed with distance downslope on semi-arid hillslopes, as 
encapsulated in the Morphological Runoff Zone concept, may lead to systematic changes in 
roughness measures and flow resistance over such hillslopes. For example, though a simple 
roughness height E: may be sufficient to model intenill flow resistance, once substantial 
concentrations have developed, the organised surface structure of the rill walls may over-
inflate such a measure, making the mean elevation difference Zd between each cell and its 
neighbours a more suitable measure (as it is less affected by the presence of such 
structures). Similarly, the formation of concentrated flows represented by the density of pits 
in transects perpendicular to the flow direction (P dxc) may influence flow resistance at 
upslope locations, but where these pits are within a larger flow concentration that has 
developed, this relationship may be less important. For a detailed description of all 
roughness measures see Appendix 1. The next section attempts to relate surface roughness 
to flow resistance both across the entire range of surfaces (section 6.5.1) and within each 
plot-type (section 6.5.2). 
The three hillslopes examined in this study were chosen to represent the entire range of 
hydrological characteristics found on bare hillslopes within the Nogalte and Tonealvilla 
catchments. It is not expected that surface roughness will vary identically between these 
hillslopes. Indeed the variable flow resistance recorded both within and between hillslopes 
(Figure 6.1) suggests that this is not the case. Variations in properties such as soil structure, 
crusting, clay content, etc., will alter the exact form of the surface (an examination of the 
- ---- -influence of these factors on- roughness deserves further investigation). 
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6.5 Relating Resistance to Roughness 
While many studies relate the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor to the Reynolds number, 
Scoging (1992) notes that the direction of causality should be fromf(determined by surface 
roughness) and depth (from inflow and rainfall excess) to velocity as described by the 
Darcy-Weisbach equation. A similar objection could be made to predicting wave resistance 
as a function of the Froude number (as in Hu and Abrahams, 2006) as for any slope angle,f 
is necessarily proportional to Ff2. Scoging (1992) suggested that resistance could be 
partitioned into that representing a grain size or roughness height and that which is some 
(inverse) function of flow depth. While the inundation ratio has previously been used to 
scale resistance to depth, the complexity of natural surfaces and potential for progressive 
inundation of roughness elements suggests that a more complicated relationship may exist, 
although this will vary with the exact form of the soil surface. 
This section examines different methods of predicting flow resistance, using conventional 
predictors (the Reynolds number and inundation ratio) and more novel alternatives which 
require no previous knowledge (or iteration) of either Q or V. Those measures which vary 
with flow depth may require an understanding of how the wetted area changes with 
increased inundation (this is discussed in Chapter 8). 
Section 6.2 predicted flow resistance from conventional theories. Modifications to existing 
approaches were informed theoretical and practical insights into the nature of overland 
flows (e.g. replacing roughness height E with mean elevation difference between 
neighbouring cells Z" to remove the effect of rill structure). Section 6.4 describes a variety 
of representations of surface roughness (see Table 4.3 and Appendix 1) which may relate to 
resistance in different ways. In contrast to the previous sections, the approach described 
below includes roughness measures in regression models on the merit of their statistical 
association with resistance, attempting to infer process from these relationships. 
6.5.1 General Equation for Predicting Resistance 
This section describes a regression model developed to predict flow resistance from surface 
roughness and flow rate over the entire range of surfaces examined in this study. This 
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covers a wide range of process domains. Multiple linear regression was performed to 
identify the most relevant variables to include in the model. Stepwise regression procedures 
(both forwards and backwards) predicted flow resistance from an unattractively large 
number of roughness measures. Instead, the predictor with the most significant Pearson's 
correlation coefficient was added into the regression model. This process was then repeated 
using the residuals of that relationship and the remaining roughness measures until no 
further significant relationships (P<0.05) could be found. 
General linear models are subject to a number of assumptions; their application to the 
physical sciences should both recognise and minimise their effects. The regression 
technique assumes that variables can be linearly combined, that the observations are 
independent and that errors are both homoscedastic and normally distributed (Berk, 2004; 
Weisberg, 2005). Lehmann (2008) charts the origin of these assumptions to the use of the 
method to model astronomical data where the distribution of (observational) error was well 
established and the functional form of the equations was known from Newtonian mechanics 
(Freedman, 2005). The complex sources of variation observed in environmental science 
necessitates caution when applying regression methodology. The model diagnostics 
displayed and discussed for equation 6.7 below were repeated for each model developed in 
this section. Unless specified, each equation was considered to represent a suitable 
description of the relationships identified without unduly violating the assumptions implicit 
in the development of a regression model. 
Transfonnation of both predictor and response variables was performed to ensure linearity. 
The resultant model predicts flow resistance (as defined in equation 6.6, retaining the title 
'Darcy-Weisbach friction factor' f) from soil surface slopeS (measured at the length scale 
over which the flow travelled during a single timestep), Reynolds number Re and the 
inundation ratio A: 
In ( = 4.26S- 0.578ln Re+ 1.98/\ + 2.16, 
(6.7a) 
or 
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e4.26S+I.98A 
f = 0.12Re058 • 
(6.7b) 
Multiple linear regression assumes a linear relationship between predictors and response 
variables. Both f and Re were log-transformed to ensure that the assumption of linearity 
was not violated. No transformations were necessary for S or !\.. Figure 6.9a shows the 
linearity of the relationships included in model 6.7. Running line smooths of the Darcy-
Weisbach friction factor (log-scale) on all predictors (with each smooth adjusted for the 
others; see Royston and Cox, 2005) show an approximately linear relationship between 
predictors and response (note that the Reynolds number has also been log-transformed). 
The model of equation 6. 7b explains 61% of the variation in the natural log of the Darcy-
Weisbach friction factor; however, several outliers were identified from the model of 
equation 6. 7b. The influence of these outliers was examined using Studentised residuals (a 
measure of the residual (measured-estimated) from the fitted relationship), a measure of 
leverage (the influence each point has on the fitted relationship) (Helsel and Hirsch, 1992; 
Chen et al., 2003 ), Cook's d (Cook, 1977) and D FITS (both composite measures of 
residual and leverage). Table 6.2 shows that model 6.7 considerably overestimates flow 
resistance in 9 observations (where Studentised residual < - 3) and that the 8 most extreme 
cases were at an MRZ I plot. These points also recorded the highest Cook's d and most 
negative DFITS values, but were relatively less influential according to the leverage 
measure. Thefvalues given in Table 6.2 show that these residuals represent the low values 
off calculated over nearly horizontally-sloping rough surfaces (discussed previously) and 
arguably represent the most inaccurate measures (removal of these points increased R2 to 
0.64 and altered the regression coefficients only slightly due to their low leverage). 
Another assumption m regressiOn modelling is that the errors are homoscedastic and 
normally distributed. Figure 6.9b shows a residual-versus-fitted plot which highlights the 
extreme residuals and demonstrates over-prediction of several observations. Aside from 
these observations, no pattern can be detected and the eJTors are taken to be roughly 
homoscedastic. The model predicts resistance equally wdf for each hillslope as no bias can 
be seen when the dataset is separated by hillslope. The inset of Figure 6.9b plots the 
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quantiles of the residuals against those expected from a nmmal distribution. Aside from the 
influence of the outliers already discussed, the distribution of residuals very closely 
approximates a normal distribution. Excluding the 9 observations where the Studentised 
residual < -3, the residuals are found to be normal by both the Shapiro-Wilk and skewness-
kurtosis tests for nmmality (Shapiro and Wilk, 1965; D' Agostino et al., I990). 
Measured Studentised 
Hill slope Plot 
.r Residual Cook's d DFITS Leverage 
DP MRZ5 7.67 2.88 0.03 0.33 O.OI 
DP MRZ5 32.49 2.75 0.04 0.40 0.02 
UN PLOUGHED 12.03 2.57 0.01 0.14 0.00 
DP MRZ5 49.56 2.30 0.02 0.27 0.01 
DP MRZ5 19.28 2.22 0.01 0.14 0.00 
DP MRZ5 17.45 2.15 0.03 0.32 0.02 
CARD MRZ4 251.06 2.08 0.02 0.25 0.01 
UN MRZ 1 71.34 2.02 0.00 0.14 0.00 
DP MRZ2 0.56 -2.00 0.00 -0.11 0.00 
DP MRZ2 1.90 -2.00 0.00 -0.13 0.00 
CARD MRZ1 1.93 -2.12 0.00 -0.13 0.00 
CARD MRZ 1 0.38 -2.17 0.00 -0.12 0.00 
CARD MRZ 1 0.33 -2.45 O.OI -0.15 0.00 
CARD MRZ 1 0.61 -2.48 0.00 -0.11 0.00 
DP MRZ2 0.08 -2.71 0.01 -0.24 0.01 
DP MRZ4 4.03 -2.79 0.07 -0.52 0.03 
DP MRZ2 O.I6 -2.86 O.OI -0.16 0.00 
DP MRZ5 0.54 -3.02 O.OI -0.17 0.00 
UN MRZ 1 1.27 -3.44 0.04 -0.39 O.OI 
CARD MRZ 1 O.I4 -3.89 0.02 -0.29 O.OI 
CARD MRZ1 0.33 -3.99 0.02 -0.29 0.01 
DP MRZ I 0.03 -4.12 0.04 -0.43 0.01 
CARD MRZ1 0.16 -4.48 0.02 -0.26 0.00 
CARD MRZI 0.07 -4.62 0.02 -0.28 0.00 
DP MRZ I 0.01 -6.18 0.05 -0.47 0.01 
CARD MRZ1 0.00 -7.85 0.09 -0.62 0.01 
Table 6.2. Measures of influence of the largest residuals on model 6. 7 Hills1ope key: UN = 
Upper Nogalte, CARD = Cardenas and DP = Del Prado 
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Figure 6.9. Diagnostics for model6.7. (a) Running line smooths of ln(Darcy-Weisbach 
friction factor) on all predictors in model 6.7 with each smooth adjusted for the others 
(demonstrates linearity between predictors and response); (b) residual-versus-fitted plot 
(observations separated by hill slope) with quantiles of residuals plotted against those of a 
normal distribution (inset); (c) leverage versus normalised squared residual plot with data 
separated by plot-type (reference lines indicate mean values). 
Figure 6.9c displays a plot of the leverage against the squared residuals, separating the 
dataset by hill slope location (MRZ). Observations with high leverage plot at the right of the 
plot space while extreme residuals plot towards the top. Therefore, any point with a large 
influence on the model would be located in the upper-right corner of the plot space. No 
.... such point exists in Figure 6.9c. The several large residuals can be seen (each from the 
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MRZ 1 plots), yet none of these have a large degree of leverage on the model (suggesting 
that these data points do not substantially alter the regression results). 
Finally, the assumption of independence of observations has received comparatively little 
attention. Spurious dependence may be caused by the presence of a common factor 
(Lehmann, 2008). Such dependence can take many forms and is thus difficult to either 
demonstrate or account for. The models developed in this study are not exempt from this 
limitation and thus, the results of this section should be analysed with this in mind. 
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Figure 6.10. Comparison of observedf(as calculated in section 6.3) against that predicted 
by model6.7. 
Analysis of the influence of the residuals suggested that the very few extreme values had 
little effect on the model and so were retained in the development ofmodel6.7. Figure 6.10 
plots the observed f against the predicted value. A reasonable fit can be seen especially 
given the range of surfaces over which the observations were taken. Repeating this 
procedure for each hillslope separately showed little variation in the coefficients of 
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equation 6.7, suggesting that the model is valid across the entire range of non-vegetated 
hillslope surfaces in the Nogalte and Torrealvilla catchments, even for ploughed surfaces. 
As previously mentioned, predicting resistance from the Reynolds number in models of 
hillslope hydrology is problematic as values of both velocity and depth are not always 
available (their calculation may require iteration as there is circularity with velocity in Re 
and the final velocity prediction). The following regression equation relates flow resistance 
to more specific measurements of the soil surface. The same regression methodology was 
perfonned (excluding the Reynolds number from the list of possible predictors). The results 
suggest that flow resistance can be predicted from the slope S, the inundation ratio A, the 
pit-density measured perpendicular to the flow direction Pdxc, the standard deviation of 
elevations crz and the proportion of surface area directly opposing the flow direction Fp 
(measured at 20 mm resolution): 
lnf = 4.9S + 1.2A -1.34FP - 0.77ln(O" zPdxc) -1.45 
(6.8a) 
or 
e 4.9S+I.2A-1.34Fp 
f = 4( p )0.77 
(J" Z dxc 
(6.8b) 
Equation 6.8 explains 59% of the variation of the data. The pattern of residuals is similar to 
that described above for model 6. 7 (shown in Figure 6.1 0). Each predictor shows a linear 
relationship with the response. The friction factor increases with S and A but decreases with 
each of the other roughness measures. The precise nature of these relationships is now 
examined. 
Including the plot slope S in this relationship partly reflects the results discussed in section 
5.5, that rill flow velocity is independent of slope (similarly, Hessel et al. (2003) found 
flow resistance to increase with slope angle on steep slopes). This places energy slope on 
the numerator and bed slope on the denominator of velocity calculations which will cancel 
out to some extent. Nevettheless, following the definition off established in this chapter, 
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and to provide comparison with previous studies, both slope terms will be used for velocity 
calculation in this thesis. 
The dimensionless product of the standard deviation of elevations and cross-sectional pit 
density azPdxc increases when a surface displays greater deviation from a plane and when 
this is represented as more pits identified in a cross-slope direction. In this context, more 
pits on a profile perpendicular to the flow direction (Pdxc) produces more flow 
concentrations and preferential flow paths with less resistance to flow, while the crz term 
measures the magnitude of variations. 
Resistance increases with an increase in the inundation ratio A, suggesting that over the 
entire hillslope, progressive inundation of roughness is more impm1ant than the 
overtopping of roughness with increasing depth, fut1her emphasising this important 
difference between overland flow and channel hydraulics (compare Figure 2.3). This 
analysis only considers submerged flows as the size of non-inundated roughness elements 
has no bearing on resistance to flows (this is discussed in section 6.2). As most surfaces 
were not completely inundated, the variation of A with water level is more complex than in 
fluvial systems (representing a measure of surface elevation relative to water level). The 
observed positive relationship between f and A may partly be a consequence of the limited 
width of the flume experiments and the absence of rainfall simulation (allowing space into 
which the supplied water flow can expand). However, this effect would be important where 
overtopping flow concentrations route water from contributing areas through an area that is 
not actively generating runoff. 
Finally, the proportion of surface area directly opposing the flow Fp increases when much 
of the roughness is represented as a surface area directly protruding into the flow. It 
measures the absolute protruding area scaled by total surface area. The reason for the 
decline in resistance with an increase in this roughness measure is unclear. It may represent 
wake interaction effects and skimming flow or the channelling of the flow into one 
dominant flowpath. Alternatively, as water is continuously supplied to the surface, a barrier 
may encourage a build""UP of momentum until the obstacle is over-topped. This measure 
does show a negative correlation with microtopographic slope (possibly as such protrusions 
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would be eroded down at higher slopes) and so the inclusion of this variable could be a 
consequence of this covariance (yet measures of collinearity show that both terms should 
be included in the model). 
Figure 6.11 plots the observed f against the predicted value. Again a reasonable fit can be 
observed, with only slightly more scatter than Figure 6.1 0. This equation does not use flow 
rate to predict resistance; the resistance is scaled to the flow using only the median depth 
term in the calculation of the inundation ratio. 
Figure 6.9 shows that no obvious differences exist between the three hillslopes 
investigated. However, it is possible that the scatter observed in Figures 6.10 and 6.11 is 
due to the variation of soil surfaces within each hillslope. Specifically, as the processes 
operating on the surface change (as reflected by variations in surface morphology e.g. 
incision of flow concentrations) it was hypothesised in Chapter I that the relationship 
between roughness and resistance will change. As observed in section 5.5.2, the 
relationship between the Froude number and measures of surface roughness could only be 
identified in areas of flow incision. Therefore, the following section examines the effect of 
plot-type (MRZ) on relationships between roughness and resistance. 
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6.5.2 Predicting Resistance by Hillslope Location 
Flow resistance can be seen to vary with flow rate over most hillslope surfaces. This is 
usually represented by the dimensionless Reynolds number. As discussed above, 
knowledge of flow depth and velocity required for the calculation of Re is not always 
available (or must be calculated iteratively). Indeed, it is with the aim of predicting flow 
velocity that a resistance equation is required in the first place. Despite this, many authors 
report flow resistance as a function of Re (e.g. Abrahams et al. 1992; Gilley et al., 1992). 
When f is predicted using only the Reynolds number, the exponent b of f cc Reb 
demonstrates a systematic increase with distance downslope (Figure 6.12), from -I at MRZ 
1 (as theoretically predicted for laminar flows) to -0.91 (MRZ 2), -0.84 (MRZ 3) and 
-0.42 at MRZ 4. The exponent is negligibly different from zero at the gullied locations. 
The reported R2 values also decreased where rills incise the surface (although the unequal 
number of observations n makes direct comparison difficult). This finding agrees with the 
theory that the Reynolds number is related to flow resistance for more laminar interrill-type 
flows and this relationship becomes less important further downslope as the overland flow 
generally becomes more turbulent (as seen in Figure 5.5). 
This finding suggests caution is required when applying a general relationship using Re to 
predict f and provides a demonstration of the variability of flows over hillslope surfaces, 
thereby justifying the decision to pat1ition the surfaces according to the processes observed 
to be operating. While interrill areas may dominate the spatial coverage of the hillslopes, 
the discussion of the connectivity framework emphasises the role of the flow concentrations 
as runoff must be transferred through these areas before contributing to hillslope outflow. It 
is recognised that the use of Morphological Runoff Zones (defined in section 4.5) to 
categorise the soil surfaces by hillslope position is one of many possible categorisations. 
The models developed in this section could equally be transferred to other systems of 
dividing hillslope surfaces. 
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Figure 6.12. Modelled relationships between the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor/ and 
Reynolds number categorised by Morphological Runoff Zone. 
A range of options are available to account for hillslope position in the development of a 
model predicting/ from measures of surface rouglmess. The previous section described an 
end member (a) of this spectrum which can be summatised as follows: 
(a) predictions with no MRZ term (model 6.8); 
(b) predictions where intercept of the relationship can vary with hills lope 
location (MRZ tennis incorporated as a dummy variable); 
(c) predictions made separately by hillslope location (coefficient of each 
predictor and intercept can vary with each MRZ); 
(d) independent regression equation developed for each hill slope location 
(separate models with different predictors for each MRZ). 
Each of these models adds an increasing degree of complexity and flexibility in 
incorporating hillslope position. This may be necessary where rouglmess measures are 
affected by the systematic shifts in microtopographic stmcture (for example the incision of 
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flow concentrations inflating t:) and is analogous to the limitations encountered when 
applying fluvial hydraulics to overland flows. 
Incorporating hillslope location as a dummy variable gives an additive term for each MRZ 
(using MRZ 1 as a reference). The variable is, in a sense, artificial such that it takes the 
value unity wherever the property it represents occurs (in this case, the hillslope position as 
categorised by Morphological Runoff Zones), and zero otherwise (Kennedy, 1998). The 
coefficient on each dummy variable determines the additive term for each hillslope 
position. MRZ 3 has the only negative offset ( -0.18) followed by the reference case MRZ I 
(0), MRZ 2 (+0.13), MRZ 4 (+0.28), ploughed plots (+0.40) with MRZ 5 plots 
demonstrating the largest y-intercept ( +0.95). This prediction off produces a slightly larger 
R2 (0.62) than when no reference to hillslope location is made (R2 = 0.59). 
Figure 6.13 shows the variation of the coefficients of each predictor in model 6.8 with 
Morphological Runoff Zone (type (c) in the list above). Slope is most important at MRZs 2 
and 5, becoming gradually less important as flow concentrations incise. The inundation 
ratio A becomes a less important predictor with distance downslope until rills develop at 
MRZ 4 where P > 0.0 I. However, A is a significant predictor of In fat the MRZ 5 plots. 
The coefficient of azPdxc (product of the standard deviation of elevations and cross-
sectional pit density) becomes increasingly negative moving downslope from MRZ I to 
MRZ 3; beyond this point the trend is reversed and the predictor becomes insignificant at 
MRZ 5. The frontal area Fp coefficient becomes less negative with distance downslope 
(though this pattern is reversed at MRZ 4). The ploughed plots show intermediate values of 
all coefficients, although Fp is not a significant predictor of In fat these plots. When the 
coefficients of each term are allowed to vary with MRZ (alongside they-intercept) the R2 of 
model6.8 increases to 0.66. 
The following section subdivides the dataset into the five Morphological Runoff Zones 
described in section 4.5.3 (while also grouping ploughed surfaces together) to develop 
separate resistance equations (the other end-member (d) of the spectrum identified above). 
Equations to predict resistance using the Reynolds number were also developed at each 
plot, although these are not presented. At MRZ 1-3 they demonstrated a similar (or slightly 
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higher) R2 to the roughness models and much less at MRZ 4. Further downslope Re was no 
longer a significant predictor of resistance (P<0.05). Model diagnostics are not presented 
for each equation but were employed to ensure that no limiting assumptions were unduly 
violated. 
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Figure 6.13. Variation of the coefficients of each roughness measure included in model 6.8 
with Morphological Runoff Zone. Red points indicate the condition where P > O.OI. Note 
that zero is located at the right side of the two graphs displaying negative coefficients and 
that the observations are not equally distributed between each MRZ. 
6.5.2.1 MRZ 1 
At the most upslope location (MRZ 1 ), resistance to overland flows was found to be related 
to the slope S, the surface standard deviation of elevations crz, the cross-sectional pit-density 
Pdxc, the proportion of surface area directly opposing the flow direction Fp (measured at a 
20 mm resolution) and the inundation ratio A. The resulting regression equation 
(6.9) 
explains 56% of the observed variance in ln .fat the MRZ I plots. Figure 6.14a plots the 
observed .f against the predicted value (showing the MRZ I data only). Residuals showed 
the same pattern as for the entire dataset (as the main outliers in model 6.8 were from MRZ 
l plots - removing those points where .f < 0.1 increases R2 to 0.63). This equation uses the 
same roughness measures as the general equation developed in the previous section (model 
6.8). 
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The change in resistance with flow rate is represented through the inundation ratio (in this 
range resistance increases with J\ as roughness elements are progressively submerged and 
flow rate increases). The soil surfaces at this location show little autocorrelation; it could be 
suggested therefore that the inundation ratio provides an adequate measure of roughness in 
this case (where incision occurs, the structure of soil surface elevations will influence the 
calculation of a roughness height and other measures may be more appropriate). 
Again the slope term is strongly positively related to flow resistance (suggesting an 
inefficiency of steep microtopographic forms in transferring gravitational potential energy 
into kinetic energy) and Fp is negatively related. Finally, the dimensionless product of the 
standard deviation of elevations crz and cross-sectional pit density Pdxc was also found to be 
negatively related to flow resistance. This suggests that the more roughness that is 
represented as pits in the cross-slope direction (potential flow concentrations), the lower the 
obsetved resistance to flow. 
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6.5.2.2 MRZ 2 
Moving downslope, evidence of previously-formed wash deposits becomes noticeable as 
the upslope contributing area increases. The relationships developed between resistance and 
roughness are similar to those developed for the MRZ l plots though the negative 
relationship between resistance and the proportion of surface area directly opposing the 
flow direction is no longer found. It seems that the effect of increasing discharge is no 
longer simply represented by the inundation ratio. While the i\ term remains significant 
(and again positively related, P<0.0005) the median depth dso also becomes a relevant 
predictor. Resistance increases less rapidly with A at MRZ 2; this effect is also 
counteracted by the negative relationship between resistance and median depth (mm). 
Again crz and Pdxc were negatively related to resistance. This yields the predictive model 
e 6S+I.44A-190d50 
f = 7( p )0.63 ' 
G"z dxc 
(6.1 0) 
explaining 73% ofthe observed variation oflnjfor the MRZ 2 plots (Figure 6.14b). 
6.5.2.3 MRZ 3 
Further downslope still, the soil surface becomes incised where preferential flowpaths 
develop. Again, flow resistance can be predicted using the plot slope and the inundation 
ratio (both increasing with resistance). The product of the standard deviation of elevations 
crz and the cross-sectional pit-density Pdxc was again negatively related to resistance. At this 
point of the hillslope, cross-sectional pits represent a greater degree of flow concentration. 
Although the pit-density measure provides no indication of the size of these pits, this effect 
is partially captured by the crz term. The resultant regression model 
( 6.11) 
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explains 78% of the variability of the dataset for the MRZ 3 surfaces. These plots include 
flows within the observed concentrations, and adjacent interrill flows. Therefore, Figure 
6.15a shows the relationship between observed and predicted f categorised by flow 
concentration (as identified in the field). The flows with the lowest resistance were located 
in concentrations; in a few cases this resistance is slightly overestimated by the roughness 
model. Restricting analysis to just the flow concentrations yields a relationship of a similar 
form, though the skewness of the depth distributions D sk also becomes a significant 
predictor (?<0.0005). 
(a) (b) 0 
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Figure 6.15. Comparison of observed f with that predicted by (a) model 6.11 (MRZ 3 
Roughness Model) at MRZ 3 and (b) model 6.12 (MRZ 4 Roughness Model) at MRZ 4. 
6.5.2.4 MRZ 4 
Where rills begin to incise the soil surface, some flow will be concentrated into a rill while 
interrill flow still occurs either side of the main flow channel. Thus far, the MRZ 4 flows 
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have been lumped together; as such they represent a wide range of conditions. This section 
begins by examining all flows at the MRZ 4 plots together before then considering the rill-
flows separately. 
Flow resistance was found to be related to slope S, skewness of depths Dsk and the product 
of the standard deviation of elevations crz and the downslope pit-density P dd such that 
e6.2s 
{=------
. 4D O.R9 ( p )0.95 • 
sk (Y Z dd 
(6.12) 
This model explains 67% of the variability of flow resistance at the MRZ 4 plots (Figure 
6.15b) and is similar to the relationship identified for the MRZ 3 flows, but with the 
inundation ratio replaced with depth skewness and the cross-sectional pit density replaced 
with the downslope pit-density. The absence of the inundation ratio suggests that soil 
structure in the form of the rill itself affects the calculation of a roughness height c. This 
hillslope location corresponds to the point where A was observed to decrease with distance 
downslope (Figure 6.4). Where the Reynolds number is included as a predictor, the 
inundation ratio of Smart et al. (2002) is also included in the model (where c is replaced 
with crz to give Aa; see Appendix 1 ). 
A negative relationship between Pdd and flow resistance was consistently observed for each 
hillslope; this result is counter-intuitive and could possibly represent a limitation of 
dividing surfaces into transects for the calculation of roughness measures (as the 
neighbouring cells in the perpendicular direction may be lower). 
From Figure 6.15b it appears as if model 6.12 overestimates the resistance of rill flows 
experiencing low resistance and underestimates areas of high resistance in rills. To avoid 
such a systematic pattern of residuals, the analysis was repeated for just those flows within 
the rills as identified in the field. This raises a broader question of the process domains 
acting within each Morphological Runoff Zone; this issue is revisited in section 7.2. 
Repeating the analysis for just the rill flows produces a similar model to 6.12: 
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(6.13) 
R2 increases slightly to 0. 73 and the residuals were normally and homoscedastically 
distributed. 
6.5.2.5 MRZ 5 
The development of a predictive model for resistance at the gullied plots was less reliable 
as only 35 observations were available from a single gullied plot. Most flow was located 
within the gully itself though there was a shm1 area of interrill flow upslope of the headcut. 
The empirical relation 
6S+3.6A 
f= e 
23( a z pdxc )0.6 
(6.14) 
explained 72% of the variance at the MRZ 5 plot (Figure 6.16a). This model is similar to 
that observed at the MRZ 3 plot. There is no detectable pattern in the residuals, although an 
extreme outlier (f measured as less than I) was removed from the analysis. Developing a 
model for just gully flows showed little difference as very few interrill measurements were 
taken at this site. 
6.5.2.6 Ploughed Swfaces 
In the Nogalte catchment, large areas of natural hillslopes have been converted into 
ploughed fields for almond crops. To understand the effect of this land-use change on storm 
hydrographs, these ploughed surfaces were considered as a separate category from the 
MRZ division described above as their surface fonn is relatively independent of hillslope 
position. The flow resistance at these plots was found to be unrelated to the Reynolds 
number. The following model was developed, relating resistance to slope, the skewness of 
the depth distribution and the standard deviation of elevations, such that 
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e6.4s 
f = ---------,--llOOD o.n 1.2 • 
sk Cl Z 
(6.15) 
This model explained 69% of the variability of the measured flow resistance at the 
ploughed plots (Figure 6.16b ). 
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Figure 6.16. Comparison of observed f with that predicted by (a) model 6.14 (MRZ 5 
Roughness Model) at MRZ 5 and (b) model 6.15 (Ploughed Surface Roughness Model) at 
the ploughed plots. 
6.5.3 Integrating Plot Equations: Interpreting Process 
The regression equations outlined in the previous section predict flow resistance from a 
variety of roughness measures. The relationships are summarised in Table 6.3. Figure 6.17 
shows the measured resistance plotted against that predicted applying the derived 
roughness equations to each plot-type separately. Despite subdividing the surfaces by plot 
and calculating resistance for each, the R2 is still only 0.67, which is a slight improvement 
on that reported for the general hillslope roughness equation (equation 6.8) and the 
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intermediate models (b) and (c) where hills lope location was incorporated into predictions 
with dummy variables and variable coefficients. 
Table 6.3 indicates that the parameterisation of surface roughness explaining flow 
resistance varies with distance downslope, although some measures remain important over 
the entire hillslopes. This section briefly attempts to link these empirically derived 
equations to explanations of process, although this is speculative and must be treated with 
caution. 
Plot 
GENERAL 
MRZ l 
MRZ2 
MRZ3 
MRZ4 
MRZ5 
PLOUGHED 
Rou2hness Equation 
4.9S+l.2A-1.34Fp f=-e ___ _ 
4(cr p )o.n 
Z dxc 
f = es.7s Ao.s 
7(rr P )1.36 Z dxc 
f = 4D o.s9 ( p )o.9s sk (Y Z dd 
6.4S f= e 
. ll OODsk o.92 a z u 
s 
A 
s 
A 
Predictors 
+ Slope 
+ Inundation Ratio 
Frontal Area (per m2) 
Pit density (perp) 
Elevation STDEV 
+ Slope 
+ Inundation Ratio 
Frontal Area (per m2) 
Pit density (perp) 
Elevation STDEV 
+ Slope 
+ Inundation Ratio 
Median depth 
Elevation STDEV 
Pit density (perp) 
+ Slope 
+ Inundation Ratio 
Elevation STDEV 
Pit density (perp) 
+ Slope 
Depth skewness 
Elevation STDEV 
Pit density (parallel) 
+ Slope 
+ Inundation Ratio 
Elevation STDEV 
Pit density (perp) 
+ Slope 
Depth skewness 
Elevation STDEV 
0.59 
0.56 
0.73 
0.78 
0.73 
0.72 
0.69 
Table 6.3. Summary of roughness-resistance relationships developed.+ and- indicate the 
direction of the relationship with resistance (measured by./). 
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Figure 6.18 shows that increasing model complexity yields a more accurate model fit to 
observed values. Yet the application of a general model to a location where several 
predictors have been shown to be umelated to resistance (Figure 6.13) and even related to 
some other roughness measure (Table 6.3) could produce some spurious results. The 
independent resistance equation for the MRZ 1 plot was very simi lar to the general 
hillslope equation. Indeed the number of observations (shown in Figure 6.12) was much 
larger for this plot-type, reflecting the spatial dominance of this MRZ over the hillslope 
smfaces (see section 7.2 for a more detailed discussion). Despite the limited areal extent of 
the more downslope morphological zones, these flow concentrations play an important role 
in flood generation as all runoff generated in upslope areas must be routed through these 
features before it reaches a channel (discussed in the explanation of the connectivity 
framework given in Chapter 3). Therefore, the influence of the MRZ 1 dataset over the 
general roughness equation (model 6.8) hides the variability seen in Table 6.3 . 
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Figure 6.17. Comparison of observed/with that predicted using the individual plot 
roughness equations outlined in section 6.5.2. 
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The variable relationship of roughness and resistance with hillslope position seen in Table 
6.3 is a demonstration that the subdivision of hillslopes by MRZ for resistance calculation 
is necessary if we are to predict/from roughness for the right reasons. The dependency of 
flow resistance on the Reynolds number, for instance, was not found at every hillslope 
position. This suggests that predicting resistance from Re (as in equation 6.7) will 
inadequately describe flows fu t1her downslope. 
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Figure 6.18. Scatter matrix demonstrating relationships between different methods of 
incorporating hillslope position into predictions of resistance to overland flows and the 
measured values (log sca le). Pearson ' s correlation coefficient is displayed in the lower right 
corner of each plot region. 
Analysis of Table 6.3 shows that despite checking 36 possible roughness measurements 
(including some dimensionless combinat ions), the same 8 appear each time (to different 
degrees) and explain the variability of resistance within each plot-type. Using these 
equations to inform a more general model would avoid the exclusion of predictors that are 
relevant at some hillslope locations. Including each roughness measure fo und in the models 
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in Table 6.3 into a general model (model 6.16) and allowing the coefficients to vary 
between plot types (to reflect the dominant process at each hillslope location) offers an 
interesting two-step approach. 
Representing hillslope position as a dummy variable or additive term in the new regression 
model (using MRZ 1 as a reference) produced smaller between-plot differences than 
previously (model 6.17). Again the MRZ 3 observations had the only negative offset at just 
-0.08 (insignificant at the P=0.05 level). The MRZ 2 offset was also insignificant at this 
level (+0.03). Further downslope, the offsets for MRZ 4 (+0.35), MRZ 5 (+0.96) and 
ploughed plots (+0.39) were similar to those described in the previous model. 
Table 6.4 and Figure 6.19 show the variation of the coefficient of each roughness measure 
when the prediction is made separately for each plot. This analysis shows that the 
coefficient on the slope tenn increases with distance downslope (with a spike at MRZ 2). 
Table 6.3 shows that flow resistance measured by f always increases with soil surface 
slope; this is unsurprising as this term dominated the energy slope term used to calculate f 
However, this slope term should be compensated for by the relationship between velocity 
and depth. The results presented here suggest that increased slope (measured at a scale that 
incorporates microtopographic variation) makes the flow less efficient at convet1ing 
potential energy into kinetic energy, and therefore, slope measured at the sub-grid scale is 
positively correlated with resistance. 
Each equation of Table 6.3 contains at least one roughness term that incorporates some 
dependency on flow depth. This took the form of the inundation ratio (at the upslope 
locations), skewness of depth distribution or median depth. The inundation ratio was 
positively related to resistance, suggesting that progressive inundation is an important 
consideration. The inundation ratio is no longer a significant predictor (P>O.O 1) at MRZ 4 
and 5. The median depth tenn is included because of its presence in the MRZ 2 equation 
(model 6.1 0), yet with this combination of measures, the resultant coefficient is not 
significant at the 0.01 level at any MRZ. However, this tetm affects the overall model 
performance. Depth skewness has the most influence at MRZ 1 and MRZ 4. The non-
monotonic variation of each of these depth-dependent terms with increasing height of the 
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water surface can be used to calculate flow resistance at any water depth. This approach is 
discussed further in Chapter 8. 
GENERAL 5.068 1.141 - 0.617 - 1.171 
MRZ 1 4.113 1.384 - 0.884 - 1.868 
MRZ2 5.693 1.374 - 0.782 - 1.213 
MRZ3 1n(f) = 4.779 S+ 1.063 J\+ - 0.850 Jn(crzPdxc) + - 1.546 Fp+ 
MRZ4 4.962 1.113 - 0.882 - 1.293 
MRZ5 5.282 2. 117 - 0.728 - 0.156 
Ploughed 5.711 1.577 - 0.510 - 0.135 
GENERAL - 0.149 - 0.245 - 3.100 12.492 
MRZ 1 0.131 - 0.355 -3.604 17.239 
MRZ2 - 0.268 - 0.030 - 0.497 - 1.193 
MRZ3 - 0.090 ln(d5o) + - 0.249 Dsk+ -7.024 Jn(Pd) + 31.496 
MRZ4 - 0.469 - 0.422 0.579 - 5.799 
MRZ5 0.397 - 0.104 -1.980 9.544 
Ploughed - 0.438 - 0.543 - 1.594 3.431 
Table 6.4. Variation of the coefficients of each roughness measure related to flow 
resistance for the dataset as a whole (model 6.16) and at each Morphological Runoff Zone 
(MRZ) (model 6.18). 
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Figure 6.19. Variation of the coefficients of each roughness measure included in Table 6.3 
with Morphological Runoff Zone. Red points indicate the condition where P > 0.0 I. Note 
that zero is located at the right side of the graphs displaying negative coefficients and that 
the observations are not equally distributed between each MRZ. 
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The dimensionless product azPdxc (the standard deviation of surface elevations and the pit 
density measured in a cross-slope direction) combined a general roughness measure ( crz) 
with a more specific measure (Pdxc). The hypothesis behind the inclusion of this variable 
was that increased roughness (defined generally with crz) that manifested itself as flow 
concentrations (specifically, pits in the cross-slope direction) would increase the 
conveyance of flow (thereby decreasing resistance). This was found to be significant at a 
range of plots (although not at the MRZ 5 plots). In contrast, the pit density measured 
parallel to the flow direction is significant only at MRZ 3. 
The Fp measure is also insignificant at the MRZ 5 plot. Elsewhere, the negative coefficient 
shows that resistance decreases with increasing frontal area (scaled by total surface area). 
This relationship is most significant at the upslope locations. It could be suggested that the 
minor obstacles to flow encountered on these surfaces (often small clasts with no flow 
features visible) encourage minor concentration of flow. Such a relationship was not found 
in the rougher flow concentrations further downslope where the flow was already 
concentrated and protruding frontal areas present an obstacle to concentrated flow. 
Figure 6.20 repeats the analysis shown in Figure 6.18 using this new model (model 6.16 in 
Table 6.4). Predictions of measured resistance have generally improved (note that (d) 
remains the same and the variable coefficients seen in Table 6.4 represent (c)). A notable 
difference is that the separate predictions (using the variable coefficients but same 
roughness measures) predict lnfbetter (R2 = 0.70) than when different roughness measures 
are selected for each model (R2 = 0.67). This shows the value of this two-step approach and 
examining the relationships at each hillslope location before generating a model to predict 
resistance from roughness over a wide range of soil surfaces. 
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Figure 6.20. Scatter matrix demonstrating relationships between different methods of 
incorporating hills lope position into predictions of resistance to overland flows and the 
measured values (log scale). All rouglmess measures in Table 6.3 have been included in 
each prediction in a two-step approach. Pearson ' s correlation coefficient is displayed in the 
lower right corner of each plot region. 
Although these separate equations require a11ificial boundaries to be drawn within each 
hillslope and make no attempt to provide any generalised predictive equation for flow 
resistance over a wide range of conditions, this approach develops an increased 
understanding of the variable relationship between resistance and roughness and provides 
an indication of the different processes operating at a small scale. While the details of these 
separate relationships may be speci fie to the dataset examined in this study, the general 
patterns observed may be of some wider importance. The range of surfaces for which these 
empirical relationships have been developed is sufficiently wide to suggest that they may 
be appropriate for most bare semi-arid surfaces. 
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6.6 Summary 
This chapter has attempted to relate overland flow resistance to measures of surface 
roughness and has produced a suite of equations that require an extensive knowledge of soil 
surface microtopography. Many studies of hillslope hydrology assume knowledge of Re (or 
flow rate) with which to predict resistance. This approach has the advantage of requiring 
less information about the overland flow itself to model resistance. Assuming knowledge of 
flow depth (as might be given by abstracting infiltration rates from rainfall totals) and the 
variation of submerged microtopography with flow stage, the changing resistance with 
discharge can be accounted for. The inclusion of a depth-dependent term in each model 
suggests that f varies with increasing flow depth. Chapter 8 discusses how that 
incorporation of this dependency in models of hillslope hydrology affects the 
conceptualisation of the hydrological connectivity framework of semi-arid flood generation 
described in Chapter 3. 
The relationships identified in section 6.5 are complex and empirical. They cannot be 
applied to conditions outside those in which they were developed. In semi-arid 
environments, this may not be as much of a limitation as it first appears. The present study 
conducted a high-resolution topographical survey of three contrasting hills lopes previously 
thought (e.g. Bull et al., 1999; Bull et al., 2003; Bracken and Kirkby, 2005) to be end-
members of the range of hydrological responses observed at the Rambla Nogalte and 
Rambla de Torrealvilla catchments of south-east Spain. Relationships found to be valid 
across all three hillslopes are assumed to be true for all intermediate hillslopes in these 
catchments. 
Relating roughness to resistance is not straightforward. Complex natural soil surfaces vary 
in innumerable ways. Capturing those particular aspects of topographic variation that 
combine to resist flows may prove to be an impossible task. This chapter has made some 
initial advances towards this aim. It shows that morphological representations of overland 
flows relate to resistance differently as the general form changes. While the specific details 
of the equations may not be universally applicable, general points can be drawn which may 
be of wider significance and help develop our understanding of hillslope hydrology. 
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Moreover, section 6.2 demonstrated that the resistance equations developed from 
theoretical analysis of pipe-flows and open-channel flows present an overly simplistic 
picture of the relationship between flow resistance and roughness. It is not surprising that 
the models developed from this dataset out-performed those more traditional (and often 
substantially simpler) approaches of predicting resistance; but Figure 6.11 shows that even 
where high-resolution topographic detail is available, it remains difficult to make 
predictions of resistance over the wide range of flow conditions typically experienced on 
semi-arid hillslopes. 
Several methods of incorporating the variable microtopography with distance downslope 
(the MRZ transition discussed in section 4.5.3) were investigated. The most effective 
approach was to examine the individual relationships between resistance and surface 
roughness at each Morphological Runoff Zone and then to incorporate each relevant 
roughness measure into a general model, allowing the coefficients of each predictor to vary 
with plot-type. This two-step approach ensured that the relevant relationships at each MRZ 
are included in the overall model. 
Chapter 7 attempts to extend the conditions analysed beyond the range encountered thus far 
by examining the changing nature of the flows as the soil surfaces become increasingly 
saturated and infiltration rate declines. Until this point it has been implicitly assumed that 
variable infiltration rates do not affect flow resistance (examining solely the effect of 
topographic variability), but the initial development of connected flowpaths over hillslopes 
will be greatly affected by infiltration rates. This next chapter attempts to distinguish any 
signal of infiltration from the topographic influence. Additionally, it examines the influence 
of topography and infiltration rates on the development of connected t1owpaths across the 
three hillslopes investigated. The definition of Morphological Runoff Zones is also 
analysed by relating the results of the qualitative field survey to a more robust and 
reproducible method of calculation. 
Chapter 8 will then bring the results together, suggesting how these results can be 
implemented in models of hillslope hydrology and used to investigate connectivity 
development and the potential for flash-flooding in semi-arid catchments. 
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CHAPTER 7 
flOW CONCENTRATION & 
CONNECTIVITY OF HILLSLOPES 
This chapter integrates the plot measurements discussed in previOus chapters into a 
hillslope-scale assessment of hydrological connectivity. The first step is to examine the 
Morphological Runoff Zones (MRZs) used to aggregate the hillslope surfaces into five 
categories, each representing a plot examined in the preceding chapters. Section 7.2 
presents the mapped distribution of MRZs over each of the hillslopes in this study and 
formalises their definition for a more robust method of classifying hills) ope surfaces from a 
Digital Elevation Model. 
Chapter 3 introduced the connectivity framework and the importance of connectivity 
development for flood generation in semi-arid catchments. Connectivity depends on both 
mnoff production and transfer; at the hill slope scale it is strongly associated with flowpath 
development. Reaney (2008) suggests that travel time over interrill surfaces to flow 
concentrations is an important propetty of connectivity in semi-arid environments. While 
the connectivity of ephemeral channels is also a fundamental issue, it is beyond the scope 
of this study; see Shannon (2003). Section 7.3 examines the transfer of mnoff during the 
field flume experiments described in Chapter 4. The velocity and concentration of flow is 
described in detail in section 7.3.1. These tests were repeated several times under different 
conditions; section 7.3.2 explores the effect of a 'wetting-up' event on simulated flow 
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velocities and concentration. Section 7.3.3 then up-scales these results to a basic analysis of 
hillslope travel-times. 
Section 7.4 investigates infiltration in more detail, attempting to separate the resistance 
caused by soil roughness from that generated by the infiltration of overland flow into the 
soil and storage in surface depressions. The roughness-resistance relationships identified in 
Chapter 6 were found for runoff flowing over a dry soil surface. As the experiment 
continued and the soil became more saturated and depression stores filled, further dye 
pulses were added into the flow. Section 7.4 attempts to separate the resistance caused by 
roughness from that generated by the depression storage and infiltration and argues that this 
distinction may be difficult to dete1mine for natural overland flows. The suite of equations 
presented in Chapter 6 is applied to the dye-pulse dataset (section 7 .4.1) and infiltration 
(7.4.2) and depression storage (7.4.3) are examined as potential candidates to explain the 
differences between measured and modelled resistance. Section 7.4.4 develops a new suite 
of resistance equations more applicable to established flow connections. Section 7.5 
summanses these results and places them in the context of the synthesis presented in 
Chapter 8. 
7.2 Distribution of Morphological Runoff Zones 
The purpose of dividing the hillslopes into Morphological Runoff Zones is to provide an 
approximate categorisation of surfaces with similar microtopography. The methodology 
originally proposed by Bracken and Kirkby (2005) has been modified. The boundaries 
between zones were identified by eye in the field. While this adds a degree of subjectivity 
into the methodology, in practice, it provides a quick and efficient survey method. Bracken 
and Kirkby (2005) paced down hillslope profiles noting where the first evidence of flow 
features occurs and interpolating between profiles across-slope. Here, the boundaries were 
marked by attempting to follow the limit of flow features in a cross-slope direction, 
recording a track of data-points using a handheld GPS device (GS20). There will be 
considerable imprecision in this technique. However, it represents a convenient first 
estimate of the extent of each Morphological Runoff Zone (Table 7.1; Figures 7.4-7.6a). 
This dataset is used as a training set to develop a more robust estimate of MRZ thresholds. 
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MRZAREA Upper Nogalte Upper Nogalte 
(m2) March 2007 Ma 2007 Cardenas Del Prado 
MRZ 1 123 123 267 573 
MRZ2 507 506 925 731 
MRZ3 762 342 1007 687 
MRZ4 395 201 783 470 
MRZ5 122 122 225 
PLOUGHED 878 1493 3747 
TOTAL 2787 2787 6729 2686 
Table 7 .1. Areas of each Morphological Runoff Zone observed at each hills lope (m\ 
The GPS tracks were draped over 50 mm resolution hillslope Digital Elevation Models 
captured using the Trimble GS200 terrestrial laser scanner described in section 4.3.3. The 
field survey method described in section 4.5.3 permitted such a high-resolution DEM to be 
obtained directly for an entire hillslope, avoiding any problems of disaggregating lower-
resolution DEMs (Mueller et al., 2007). Recent developments in tetTestrial laser scanning 
have created an opportunity to undertake an analysis of hillslope-scale processes: Chapter 3 
emphasised the role of such processes contributing to flood generation in semi-arid 
environments (e.g. D'Odorico and Rigon, 2003). 
Kirkby et al. (2005) suggest that MRZs are consistently related to the overland flow length-
slope product within the same lithology and land-use. Differences in the value of the 
length-slope product reflect differences in runoff response (Bracken and Kirkby, 2005). To 
examine this topographic index further, the slope and the upslope contributing area were 
calculated for each cell of the hillslope DEM. This used a deterministic 8 (d8) flow routing 
algorithm (where all flow is routed through the lowest of eight neighbouring cells in a grid). 
This was chosen because it perfonns reasonably well over the relatively rough hillslope 
surfaces and allows individual flow pathways to be tracked. To provide a measure of the 
same dimensions as the slope-length product, the square-root of the upslope contributing 
area was calculated. The measurements of slope and -J area recorded at the base of each 
MRZ are displayed in Figure 7.1. 
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Figure 7 .1. Values of .J area and gradient recorded at the base of each Morphological 
Runoff Zone found at each hillslope. As flow was routed off the Upper Nogalte and Del 
Prado hillslope in gullies, there is no base recorded for the MRZ 5 areas. Similarly, no base 
can be identified for the MRZ 4 areas at the Cardenas hillslope as no gully erosion was 
observed. 
There is considerable overlap between each MRZ; this is a consequence of the field 
mapping aggregating areas with negligible upslope area with flow concentrations. A range 
of slope angles is also seen within each MRZ. The Upper Nogalte has the lowest range of 
slopes and the Del Prado hillslope shows the most pronounced increase in slope with 
distance downslope. The steepest slopes are found at the Cardenas hillslope. The most 
interesting feature of Figure 7.1 a-c is the upper-right corner of each plot region where 
thresholds of the slope-area product can be examined. To make this analysis clearer, those 
data-points with the highest slope- .J area product within each MRZ are plotted in Figure 
7.2a-c. 
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There appears to be a relatively consistent relationship between the lower boundaries of 
each MRZ and the slope-.Jarea product (as suggested by Kirkby et al., 2005). Beyond 
certain tlu·esholds, wash deposits (below the downslope limit of MRZ 1 ), flow 
concentrations (below MRZ 2), rills (below MRZ 3) and gullies (below MRZ 4) will 
inevitably form. The nature of these thresholds varies slightly between each hillslope, 
reflecting differences in either soil erodibility or runoff response. 
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Figure 7 .2. The relationship between ~upslope area and gradient for different 
Morphological Runoff Zones at each hillslope. 
50 
The Cardenas hillslope appears to have the highest threshold for the downslope limit of 
each MRZ. The narrow window between the bases of MRZ 2 and MRZ 3 suggests that 
once flow concentrations fmm , they rapidly develop into rills. This is compatible with the 
observation of a relatively thick soil crust at this hillslope, shifting erosional features further 
downslope. Once the crust has been eroded away (in flow concentrations) further erosion 
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would be relatively rapid, possibly explaining the narrow window of flow concentrations 
before rill initiation. 
A steeper threshold slope- .J area relationship (in Figure 7 .2a-c) suggests that incision 
occurs at lower contributing areas (at any given slope angle). This indicates the dominance 
of the up slope area measure in determining the erosional threshold (possibly a consequence 
of a high runoff-response). The Cardenas hills lope demonstrates the steepest threshold lines 
(with the soil crust promoting a high runoff response) followed by the Del Prado and Upper 
Nogalte hillslopes. The MRZ 4 lower thresholds are generally shallower with a dominance 
of slope gradient determining the onset of gully erosion. The crossover between the 
downslope boundaries of MRZ 3 and MRZ 4 at the Upper Nogalte hillslope (Figure 7.2a) 
possibly represents the combining of the flow concentrations into much fewer rills and the 
absence of a lower MRZ 4 boundary over parts of the hillslope (Figure 7.4a). 
Consequently, fewer points of a high contributing area are available at the downslope 
boundary ofMRZ 4. 
The maximum of the root of the upslope area found in each MRZ was multiplied by the 
mean slope angle of the mapped area. This measure provided a threshold for each MRZ 
which could be derived from the DEM alone (Figure 7.3). These thresholds were then 
applied to each hillslope DEM to give a prediction of the locations of each MRZ (Figure 
7.4c, 7.5b and 7.6b). This avoids the problematic lumping of areas of low contributing area 
surrounding the rills and flow concentrations into the MRZ 3/4/5 categories (a consequence 
of the field mapping; e.g. Figures 7 .4a-7 .6a) that was responsible for the overlap found in 
Figure 7.1. 
The Card en as hills lope demonstrates the largest value of the slope- .J area product before 
each level of morphological features is observed; this may supp011 the previous suggestion 
that the soils of this hillslope are the least erodible. Del Prado requires a much lower slope-
.J area product for erosion to initiate, although there is a slight kink in the relationship as 
flow concentrations occur more readily than expected. 
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Figure 7.3. Calculated slope- .J area product of the lower bounds of Morphological Runoff 
Zones 1-4 for each hillslope. 
The predicted threshold values of the Upper Nogalte hillslope are difficult to interpret 
because the natural grading of the Morphological Runoff Zones is interrupted by the 
presence of a ploughed band. The base of the MRZ 2 plot is artificial (as tllis was a result of 
the ploughed band - Figure 7.4a), explaining the low value of the slope-.Jarea product at 
the base of Morphological Runoff Zone 2. However, the base of MRZ 4 is also relatively 
low. The ploughed band should have the opposite effect by trapping more runoff in surface 
depressions (section 7.4.3) and decreasing the effective contributing area. Previous research 
(e.g. Bull et al., 2003) indicated that the red schist of the Upper Nogalte hillslope has the 
lowest nmoff response (confi1med by infiltration measurements presented in section 7.4.2). 
It was expected that this hill slope should have the highest threshold of the tlu·ee hill slopes. 
While Figure 7.3 shows this not to be the case; the shallow slope-.Jarea relationship in 
Figure 7.2a suggests that slope angle is a more influential factor of erosion tlu·esholds than 
upslope area. 
Maps of Morphological Runoff Zone locations calculated from the erosion tlu·esholds in 
Figure 7.3 are very different from the field-sketches. As mentioned in Chapter 6, the field 
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sketches mix areas of flow concentrations and interrill flows into a single unit. This new 
method provides a more robust index-based method of identifying MRZs and limits the 
designated MRZ 3-5 areas just to those specific areas where concentrated flows are found. 
Although this reduces their spatial coverage, these incisional flowpaths remain crucial for 
hydrological connectivity and flood generation, as much of the hillslope runoff must be 
routed through them before reaching the outlet (e.g. Croke and Mockler, 2001). 
The mapped distribution of MRZs on the Upper Nogalte hillslope (Figure 7.4a-c) is 
interrupted by a band of ploughed surface stretching across most of the hillslope. This had 
not been ploughed for approximately a year before March 2007. Between March 2007 and 
May 2007 additional ploughing took place (Figure 7.4b). Unfortunately, this destroyed 
several of the previously established plots on this hillslope. However, it provides an 
interesting comparison between Figure 7.4a and 7.4b. The ploughed area expanded to cover 
much of the MRZ 3 and MRZ 4 areas upslope of the gully erosion. While this land is left 
fallow and has been used for goat herding over the past 4 years, the farmer targeted the 
areas that route overland flow into the gullies; this was presumably to prevent fm1her 
backward expansion of the gully heads. The expansion of the ploughed land into this area 
will affect the travel times of runoff reaching the river channels; this is explored further in 
section 7.3 .3. This hill slope displays evidence of a complex interaction between agricultural 
and topographical features that produces temporary hydrological structures (see Ludwig et 
al., 1995). 
Figure 7.4c shows that the Upper Nogalte hillslope is dominated by parallel drainage lines, 
merging only at the foot of the hillslope as flow is routed towards the outlet. The pattern of 
MRZs along a drainage line includes transitions in and out of each state, showing the 
influence of slope angle on the calculated MRZ threshold. Calculating MRZs in this 
manner integrates the effect of high drainage density on steeper slopes (Kirkby et al., 
2005). The calculations show t1ow concentrations (MRZ 3) and rill incision (MRZ 4) in 
approximately the correct places, although it slightly under-predicts the occunence of gully 
erosiOn. 
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Figure 7 .4. Distribution of Morphological Runoff Zones over the Upper Nogalte hillslope 
(a) March 2007; (b) after additional ploughing in May 2007; (c) calculated distribution of 
flowpaths over each threshold (for March 2007). 
The Cardenas hillslope (Figure 7.5a-b) is more circular in planform with a radial 
disttibution of flowpaths. Half of the hillslope has been ploughed to supp01t almond trees 
(Figure 4.30) while the other half shows a gradual downslope transition between MRZs. 
The calculations appear to over-predict the threshold for rill erosion. The limited area 
calculated as MRZ 3 is a consequence of the similar calculated thresho lds seen in Figure 
7 .2b, although patches are observed across most of the area mapped as MRZ 3. 
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Figure 7.5. (a) Distribution of Morphological Runoff Zones over the Cardenas hillslope; (b) 
calculated distribution of flowpaths over each threshold. The red circle indicates an area 
where rills were observed in the field, but not predicted using this technique. 
The Del Prado hillslope is again quite circular in planform, routing runoff from a large 
upslope area through a narrow constriction where evidence of rill and gully erosion is 
found. The calculated locations of MRZs agree well with the field mapping. This approach 
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was able to simulate discontinuities in the MRZ network, thus giving a more accurate 
interpretation of the location of flow concentrations than the mapped extents. Over a small 
area of the Del Prado hillslope, a small discontinuity in the rill network was observed, most 
probably as a consequence of the gentle slope at that patch of the hillslope. Mapping such 
features in the field would be time-consuming and relatively subjective. Through its 
dependence on slope angle, the erosion threshold applied to the hillslope DEM was able to 
reproduce this feature (Figure 7.6b). While such a discontinuity over a small area may seem 
relatively unimportant, the review of Chapter 3 emphasises the hydrological significance of 
even the smallest discontinuities in the flow network when viewed through the framework 
of hydrological connectivity (e.g. Fitzjohn et al., 1998). Similar reversals of the normal 
downslope MRZ transitions are predicted at each of the hillslopes studied. 
This approach to identifying areas of similar flow features ignores the different infiltration 
rates observed across the hillslopes. Some patches may absorb more rainfall and therefore 
remain disconnected from the hills lope outlet, altering the effective contributing area (e.g. 
Van de Giesen et al. 2000; Yair and Kossovsky, 2002). The distribution of infiltration rates 
over the hillslopes is examined in section 7.4.2. While these point measurements were 
distributed between MRZs, no attempt was made to examine their variation across the 
hillslope. This has been the focus of much recent research (e.g. Sole-Benet et al., 1997; 
Canton et al. 2002, 2004). However, as suggested in Chapter 3, it is the spatial 
configuration of runoff producing areas and areas of high infiltration alongside areas of 
high and low flow resistance that is the key to understanding hillslope hydrological 
responses. The technique described in this section provides a basic understanding of such 
spatial relationships. 
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Figure 7.6. (a) Distribution of Morphological Runoff Zones over the Del Prado hillslope; 
(b) calculated distribution of flowpaths over each thresho ld. The red circle indicates an area 
where rills are predicted by this technique yet not observed in the field . 
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Assuming that the spatial variation of rainfall and soil erodibility is relatively unimpot1ant 
at this scale, any disparities between the predicted extent of rill erosion (for example) and 
that observed in the field may be explained by the presence of an area with a high (or low) 
infiltration capacity. As the range of thresholds observed in the field has been integrated 
into a single hillslope average value and used to predict the exact MRZ locations, areas 
where the threshold was above this value may be downslope of an area with a high runoff 
threshold. At the Del Prado hillslope, rills are predicted at a small area where they were not 
found in the field (circled in Figure 7 .6b) suggesting that the upslope area can absorb a 
greater amount of runoff relative to the hillslope average (supported by observations 
presented in section 7.4.2). Conversely, areas where the threshold was below this value are 
potentially important runoff source areas. For example, the rill network of the Cardenas 
hillslope was observed to extend further up the hillside, patticularly in the area marked with 
a circle in Figure 7.5b. As no rill erosion was predicted to take place here, this may indicate 
an impot1ant runoff source area upslope of this point. Such differences can be examined at 
each MRZ boundary, pe1mitting a reasonable estimate of the hillslope-scale variation of 
runoff-absorbing potential. This represents minor errors in the MRZ calculation technique 
providing a crude evaluation of areas of high runoff potential relative to the rest of the 
hillslope and should only be used to develop a broad appreciation of the patterns observed 
to help target further research. 
7.3 Transfer & Routing of Runoff at the Hillslope Scale 
This section examines field observations of flow velocity and the expanding area of flow 
moving downslope over the experimental plots (section 7.3.1 ). The experiments were 
repeated up to three times on each plot. The experiments of March 2007 took place 
subsequent to a small 'wetting-up' rainstorm (see Figure 7.12) and provide an interesting 
comparison with the May 2006/7 experiments (section 7.3.2). The influence of 'wetting-up' 
on flow velocity changes the travel times to the hillslope outlet; this may have a major 
effect on the duration of high-intensity rainfall necessary for hillslope outflow, thereby 
highlighting the importance of stom1 structure and the location of high-intensity pulses 
within the rainfall time series (section 3.2; Costa, 1987; Reaney et al., 2007). This analysis 
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is limited at the Upper Nogalte hillslope as several of the original plots were destroyed 
during recent ploughing. Additionally, a gullied plot was investigated at this hillslope; 
although the DEM was of an insufficient resolution at the gully bottom for the soil 
roughness to be investigated, the MRZ 5 plot results are available for this analysis of flow 
velocity and concentration. 
The measurements of flow discussed here were taken from a constant imposed discharge, 
which provides a useful comparison between locations, even though it limits the conditions 
under which these results represent real-world conditions. Section 7.3.3 scales up these 
velocity measurements to examine the distribution of travel times observed at each 
hillslope. This analysis is a precursor to the discussion of Chapter 8, using measured 
velocities rather than applying flow resistance equations calculated in Chapter 6. It does, 
however, show the influence of the configuration of MRZs and hillslope morphology on 
runoff transmission. 
7.3.1 Flow Velocity & Concentration 
The travel time to a flow concentration is a key factor determining the hydrological 
connectivity of a hillslope (Kuhn and Yair, 2004; Reaney, 2008). This distinction between 
interrill and concentrated flows is somewhat artificial; the Morphological Runoff Zone 
concept demonstrates the spectrum of surface types which concentrate flows to different 
degrees. Figure 7.7 displays the degree of flow diffusion (the inverse of concentration, 
defined as the ratio of the total flow area to distance travelled from source) observed at each 
plot. Flow concentration (lower diffusion) occurs abruptly at MRZ 3; the maximum degree 
of concentration was observed at the Del Prado MRZ 3, Cardenas MRZ 4 and Upper 
Nogalte MRZ 5 plots. Flow concentration increased as rills incised the soil for the Upper 
Nogalte and Cardenas hillslopes. At Del Prado, the flow became gradually less 
concentrated with distance downslope from MRZ 3, as the rill and gully bottoms became 
gradually wider. This situation is specific to the discharges simulated in these flow 
experiments. 
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Figure 7.7. Flow diffusion (m) at each plot and hillslope (the inverse of concentration). 
Figure 7. 7 shows that a range of flow concentrations were found at each plot. The variation 
of these with time (and therefore with distance travelled) shows some interesting patterns 
(Figure 7.8a- c). All the flows exit the supply trough equally concentrated and travel 
approximately 1 metre before differences become noticeable. A defining propetty of MRZs 
1- 2 is the diffuse flow they produce. The upslope plots at the Del Prado hillslope disperse 
flow over a wide surface area; this is least noticeable at the Cardenas hillslope. Flow at the 
Cardenas MRZ 3 plot is much less concentrated than the equivalent flows at the other 
hillslopes. The concentrations were either relatively wide or the flows overtopped the minor 
incision and spilled out over the intenill area. For each hillslope, the between-plot patterns 
are very similar, although the MRZ 3 plot is the most concentrated at the Del Prado 
hillslope (the MRZ 4/5 plots are more concentrated at the other two hillslopes). The gully 
bottom at the Upper Nogalte hillslope was much nanower than at Del Prado; this is 
reflected in the degree of flow concentration observed. Flow velocity was generally 
observed to increase with degree of concentration, although tllis effect was most 
pronounced at the MRZ 3 and MRZ 4 plots. At each degree of concentration the Del Prado 
hillslope recorded the most rapid velocities and Upper Nogalte recorded the slowest. 
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Figure 7.8. Increase of wetted area with distance travelled for each plot and hillslope. 
Figures 7.9-7.11 display (a) the maximum distance travelled from the source, (b) the 
maximum velocity, and (c) the expansion of the wetted area against time (a function ofboth 
velocity (increases area) and flow concentration (decreases area)) for each plot and 
hillslope. The most ups lope plot (MRZ 1) of the Upper Nogalte hill slope (Figure 7 .9) 
consistently showed the slowest flow, demonstrating little variation through the 
experiment. The MRZ 2 plot initially demonstrated faster flow than expected; this can be 
explained by the steep plot slope. This flow velocity decreased during the course of the 
experiment. As little flow concentration occurred, the rate of expansion of the wetted area 
was the most rapid of all the plots. The decrease in velocity coincided with a spreading out 
of the flow (Figure 7.8a). The MRZ 3 plot also showed rapid flow expansion, increasing 
tlu·oughout the experiment. This plot concentrated the supplied flow more and so travelled 
furthest from the source, recording the fastest velocity at this hillslope (0.30 m s'1). The 
velocity of this MRZ 3 plot was the most variable. A comparison between Figure 7 .8a and 
7.9b demonstrates the relationship between velocity and degree of concentration. The 
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ploughed plot showed a highly variable flow velocity as the water advanced over ridges and 
furrows . A simi larly variable pattern was observed at the MRZ 5 plot as the flow advanced 
over obstacles in the gully bottom. 
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Figure 7.9. (a) The maximum distance travelled from the source, (b) the maximum velocity, 
and (c) the expansion of the wetted area against time for each plot at the Upper Nogalte 
hillslope. 
At the Cardenas hillslope (Figure 7.10) the rilled plot (MRZ 4) showed the fastest velocity 
(0.3 L m s-1). However, this was only maintained for one second with the remainder of the 
flow only reaching 0.2 m s- 1• The high degree of flow concentration carried the flow the 
furthest distance in the downslope direction while also recording the smallest expansion of 
the wetted area. The two upslope plots recorded very similar flow characteristics 
throughout the experiment, with the MRZ 3 plot intermediate between the upslope plots 
and MRZ 4. The downslope plots again showed the greatest vatiation in velocity. The 
ploughed plot recorded similar velocities to the upslope plots. However, the flowpaths 
deviated from a downslope direction as the flow encountered furrows (shown in Figure 
5.1 ), so that it travelled the shortest distance from the water source. 
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Figure 7.10. (a) The maximum distance travelled from the source, (b) the maximum 
velocity, and (c) the expansion of the wetted area against time for each plot at the Cardenas 
hillslope. 
An even more distinct divide between flow concentrations and intenill flows can be seen at 
the Del Prado hillslope (Figure 7.11) . The MRZ 3-5 plots showed much faster velocities 
than were recorded on the other hillslopes. The MRZ 3 plot was by far the most efficient at 
routing runoff down the hill slope, travelling 3 m in just under 9 s and reaching a maximum 
flow velocity of 0.58 m s- 1• Where the MRZ 4 and 5 plots become more concentrated, the 
expansion of the wetted area per second decreases and the velocity demonstrates a 
noticeable increase. 
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Figure 7.11. (a) The maximum distance travelled from the source, (b) the maximum 
velocity, and (c) the expansion of the wetted area against time for each plot at the Del Prado 
hills lope. 
The general pattern observed between plots is very similar for each hillslope, suggesting 
that this categorisation of hillslope surfaces for establishing the routing velocity of overland 
flow is pa11icularly relevant at the hillslope scale. At each hillslope the flow velocity 
showed most variation in rills and other flow concentrations. The distinction between the 
upslope and downslope plots was least evident at the Upper Nogalte hillslope and most 
obvious at Del Prado. The hydraulic behaviour of such efficient mechanisms of routing 
runoff through rill networks will greatly affect the hydrological response of a hillslope as 
most ofthe generated runoffwill be routed through these concentrations (e.g. Figure 7.6b). 
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7.3.2 Antecedent Moisture Conditions & Runoff Transmission 
The results in section 7.3 .1 are from field experiments recording the first wave of flow 
moving over an initially dry soil surface. During a rainstorm, the soil surface gradually 
absorbs more moisture, thereby reducing the infiltration rate (as described with equation 
3.3; Green and Ampt, 1911; Kirkby 1975). Section 7.4 examines the influence of 
infiltration rate on flow resistance. First, this section examines the impact of soil moisture 
on flow velocity and concentration. The field flume experiments were repeated in March 
2007 after a rainstorm event. Figure 7.12a-c shows the stmcture ofthis rainstorm (recorded 
at three rain gauges shown in Figure 4.28) which was too small to produce mnoff and could 
be described as a 'wetting up event'. Reaney et al. (2007) suggest that the sequence of 
intense bursts of rainfall and such wetting-up events is a key factor for mnoff and flood 
generation in semi-arid catchments through its impact on hillslope travel times and 
effective hillslope lengths (mnoff travelling at a higher velocity requires high-intensity 
rainfall for a shorter duration of time). See also Van de Giesen et al. (2000), Aryal et al. 
(2003) and Yair and Raz-Yassif (2004). The rain gauges used in Figure 7.12 were selected 
to represent (a) the Upper Nogalte hillslope, (b) the Cardenas hillslope and (c) the Del 
Prado hillslope. The rainstorm of 27th March 2007 produced just 12.4, 13.6 and 13.4 mm of 
rainfall, shown in Figures 7 .12a-c respectively, reaching a maximum intensity of 12 mm 
hr- 1 at the Upper Nogalte (03:00) and Cardenas sites (09:00) and 24.0 mm hr- 1 at the Del 
Prado gauge (at approximately 11 :00). 
Figure 7.12 shows that although the total rainfall amount changed only slightly as the storm 
moved across the catchment (from 7 .12a to 7 .12c ), the fine stmcture of the rainstorm is 
highly variable. Only a single high-intensity pulse was recorded at the Del Prado hillslope; 
the pulses ofrain recorded after 18:00 in Figures 7.12a and 7.12b were not found in the Del 
Prado record. Given the importance of the sequence and stmcture of such pulses for mnoff 
generation (e.g. Wainwright and Parsons, 2002), this variability greatly complicates the 
task of predicting flood events in semi-arid catchments. 
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Figure 7.12. Structure ofthe 'wetting up ' event of2t11 March 2007 recorded at three rain 
gauges in the Nogalte and Torrealvilla catchments (locations shown in Figure 4.28). 
The total amount of rainfall was very similar at each location and was followed by several 
days of light drizzle and l 00% cloud cover. The experiments under these conditions took 
place over several days and so the moisture conditions for each plot surface were not 
... identical. While much of the soil moisture-may have evaporated or infiltrated in the interim, 
Figure 7.13 demonstrates that even on the final day of the March 2007 'wet' experiments 
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(when the Del Prado MRZ 3 flume run took place; Figure 7.13b) there is a noticeable 
difference between the soil conditions and those of the dry runs (Figure 7.13a). Figures 
7.14- 7.21 summarise the differences observed at each plot. 
Figure 7.13. Example images taken from the camera boom during (a) dry conditions of 
May 2006, (b) wet conditions of March 2007. Note: these images are for illustration only 
and do not represent synchronous moments between the two experiments. 
The ploughing between March and May 2007 destroyed many of the original plots 
established at the Upper Nogalte hillslope. As a result, the dry and wet runs can only be 
compared at the MRZ 1 and MRZ 5 plots. Figure 7.14 shows the expansion of the wetted 
area with distance downslope. The MRZ I plot showed faster flow during the 'wet ' run of 
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March 2007. Examining the expansion of the wetted area at each timestep shows that both 
runs followed the same general pattern with the wet run moving consistently faster. 
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Figure 7 .14. Flow outlines depicting water advance at the Upper Nogalte hillslope. Each 
line represents the edge of the floodwave at a different timestep. Red and blue lines 
represent the dry- and wet-soil experiments respectively. For each plot the growth of the 
wetted area with time and its expansion (m2 s- 1) with distance travelled from the source is 
displayed. 
Figure 7.15 shows the concentration of flow during each experiment while Figme 7.16 
displays the median velocities recorded. These figures show that the difference of 
expanding area at the Upper Nogalte hillslope was not due to more diffuse flow; rather the 
flow was travelling downslope faster. This may be a consequence of the reduced infiltration 
rate influencing the experiment. This was not observed at the MRZ 5 plot, where the dry 
run expanded faster than the wet run, despite being slightly more concentrated (Figure 
7 .15). The median velocity of the dry run of May 2007 was faster than during wet 
conditions (Figure 7.16). A comparison between plots shows that (as previously discussed) 
the upslope plot demonstrates more diffuse flow. The differences of flow concentration 
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between the two Upper Nogalte plots are much greater than the negligible differences 
between the wet and dry runs. At upslope locations, the flow spreads over a greater area 
and so the infiltration rate will have a greater influence on the transmission of runoff over 
the surface. This effect would be most noticeable at the MRZ 1 plot as the results presented 
in section 7 .4.2 show that this plot demonstrates the highest infiltration rates measured in 
this study. 
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Figure 7.15. Increase of wetted area (m2) with distance travelled (m) for dry and wet runs at 
each plot and hillslope. 
At the Cardenas hillslope, only minor differences in overall flow pattern can be observed 
between the two runs (Figure 7.17). With distance downslope, the area of the 'wet' 
experiments increased more rapidly than that of the 'dry' run . In contrast to the Upper 
Nogalte hillslope, dry run area actually increased faster than the wet run at the MRZ 1 plot. 
This is shown in more detail on the far right on the plot of expansion of the wetted area (per 
second) against distance travelled downslope. A similar pattem can be identified between 
the two runs as they respond to the topography in a similar way, with the dry run 
consistently expanding more rapidly than the wet run. By MRZ 2 the dry and wet 
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experiments have switched places, and with distance fiuther downslope, the wet run 
expands increasingly faster than the dry run. The flow outlines show that the differences are 
not caused by any dramatic shift in flow patterns; this can be seen quantitatively in Figure 
7.15 where the differences in flow concentration observed for each run are minor compared 
with those differences seen between each plot. 
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Figure 7 .16. Median flow velocities under different soil moisture conditions. 
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Figure 7.17. Flow outlines depicting water advance at the Cardenas hillslope. Each line 
represents the edge of the floodwave at a different timestep. Red and blue lines represent 
the dry- and wet-soil experiments respectively. For each plot the growth of the wetted area 
with time and its expansion (m2 s-1) with distance travelled from the source is displayed. 
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The minor ditTerences in flow concentration follow the same pattern as the increasing area 
(Figure 7.15): at the top of the hillslope the wet run is relatively more concentrated, the 
positions reverse by MRZ 2 with increasingly exaggerated differences by MRZ 3 (where 
the wet run diffuses the flow and the dry run concentrates it slightly). The relative 
differences arc smaller by MRZ 4 as the flow is mostly contained within a deeply incised 
rill. The decreased concentration of the wet run may explain the more rapid expansion of 
the \vetted area with time. 
Figure 7 .16b summarises the velocities recorded at each plot of the Cardenas hill slope. 
Again. these follow the same pattern with only minor ditTerences between the two runs on 
each plot. Therefore, with distance downslope the wetted area increased more rapidly on 
moist soils than on dry soils. This increased area was a result of both less concentrated 
flows and faster t10\vs, although the overall differences are very small compared with the 
differences observed between plots. 
At the Del Prado hillslopc. an extra experiment was conducted on dry soils in May 2006. 
Figure 7.18 shows that the expansion of the wetted area of the ·wet run· occurred at a rate 
between the two dry experiments. This suggests that any observed differences may be 
caused by other factors. At MRZ I the 2007 dry and wet runs are virtually 
indistinguishable. with the area of the May 2006 dry run increasing more slowly with time. 
At MRZ 2 the wet run lies between the two dry runs. This pattern is repeated at MRZ 4 and 
5. At MRZ 3 the area of both the dry runs increases slightly faster than the wet run. The 
rate of expansion is similar for each run at each plot, although differences in the fine 
structure are more noticeable than at the Upper Nogalte or Cardenas hillslopes. 
Figure 7.15 shows the ditTering degrees of concentration during each of the runs on the Del 
Prado hillslope. The May 2007 dry run generally shows more diffuse flow than the others 
(this at least partially explains its rapid increase in area). Only at MRZ 2 is the wet run most 
diffuse. 
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Del Prado Hillslope 
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Figure 7.18. Flow outlines depicting water advance at the Del Prado hillslope. Red and blue 
lines represent the dry- and wet-soil experiments respectively. For each plot the growth of 
the wetted area with time and its expansion (m2 s·') with distance travelled is displayed. 
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Figure 7 .16c summarises the velocities recorded at each plot for the three experimental 
runs. The MRZ 3 plot recorded the fastest velocity in each run. The wet run was slightly 
faster than both the dry runs at the upslope plots, although the difference between May 
2007 and the wet run of March 2007 was less than that between both 2007 runs and the dry 
run of May 2006. Further downslope, the dry runs were both considerably faster than the 
wet run in flow concentrations; this effect is less pronounced in the rill flows. At the MRZ 
5 plot, the wet run was faster than May 2006, but not faster than May 2007. 
These results suggest that antecedent conditions are relatively more important at upslope 
locations. Where the flow is concentrated, less of the runoff is in contact with the soil itself 
and so antecedent conditions are less influential. In general, antecedent conditions appear to 
make very little difference to the rate of flow transfer. Any observed differences are 
possibly a result of variability between the experiments as no consistent changes were 
observed. These results suggest that the influence of antecedent conditions is limited to the 
generation of runoff at the source areas. However, this investigation has thus far been 
limited to the plot scale. The following section investigates the influence of antecedent 
conditions on hillslope outflow. 
7.3.3 Hillslope Travel Times 
This section attempts to transfer the results of sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2 from the plot scale to 
the hillslope scale using the Morphological Runoff Zone framework examined in section 
7.2. The discussion of Chapter 3 emphasised the importance of the distribution of flow 
travel times. This is partly determined by hillslope morphology and flow routing velocity. 
This section briefly explores the influence of these factors. The median velocities of water 
at each MRZ (for both wet and dry runs) are extrapolated to represent the routing velocity 
of the water over any cell classified into that zone using the calculated MRZ extents of 
section 7.2. This permits a crude first estimate of hillslope travel times for the discharge 
applied in these experiments. Although a range of velocities was recorded at each plot, the 
median velocity is used in this analysis as a representative velocity and is much less 
affected by the initial low velocities than the mean value. A more sophisticated 
methodology is demonstrated in Chapter 8 but this offers a useful comparison between 
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antecedent conditions. The result is a hillslope-scale Instantaneous Unit Hydrograph (IUH) 
approach (e.g. Sherman, 1932; Nash, 1957; Dooge, 1959; Rodriguez-Iturbe and Valdes, 
1979) directly informed by field measurements of flow velocity distributed by 
Morphological Runoff Zone. 
Figure 7.19 shows the increasing area connected to the hillslope outlet with time for the 
Upper Nogalte hillslope. Three different simulations are shown; these represent the two 
MRZ arrangements shown in Figure 7 .4a-b (before and after the ploughing of May 2007) 
and a prediction of the travel times if no ploughing occurred. This final simulation is 
subject to considerable error as the ploughed bands interrupted the natural hillslope MRZ 
sequence which was used to infonn the MRZ thresholds. Hence the influence of ploughing 
will atTect the travel times. The destruction of plots mentioned previously means that the 
influence of antecedent conditions on travel times cannot be considered at this hills! ope. 
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Figure 7.19. Increasing area connected to the hills lope outlet with time for the Upper 
Nogalte hillslope. 
The three simulations connect the whole hillslope virtually simultaneously, although 
divergence occurs around the 10 minute point. This can be seen more clearly in Figure 
7 .20d. The distribution of travel times gradually reaches a single peak at around 1 0 minutes 
in each case. The 'no ploughed surfaces' simulation shows a more lagged response than the 
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other runs (as the ploughed area was mostly categorised as MRZ 1, which displayed a 
lower velocity). The original ploughed band was located towards the crest of the hillslope 
where runoffwould otherwise be flowing at a restrained rate. 
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Figure 7.20. Travel Times calculated for the Upper Nogalte hillslope using velocity data 
from the May 2007 experiments (dry conditions) (a) using the MRZ arrangement of Figure 
7.4a, (b) using the MRZ arrangement of Figure 7.4b (additional ploughing), (c) using an 
MRZ arrangement where no ploughed surfaces are present, (d) kernel density estimate 
showing the distribution of travel times (using the Epanechnikov kernel with a half-width 
of - 10 s; Cox, 2007a). 
Comparison of the isochrones in Figures 7 .20a-c demonstrates the slower transfer of runoff 
over the mid- to upper section of the hillslope under the ' no ploughing' conditions (dense 
isochrones). The pre-May 2007 surface recorded the fastest time to peak; the extra 
ploughing in May 2007 acted to slow the runoff (as the newly ploughed areas were towards 
the foot of the hillslope where runoff would otherwise be flowing more rapidly). Therefore, 
hill slope position appears to influence the effect of ploughing as the more recent ploughing 
of this hillslope was more effective at restraining runoff from the hillslope than the earlier 
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ploughed band. It should, however, be noted that ridges and furrows degrade with time 
(Bull et al. , 2003) and as a result their influence is very variable. 
Figure 7.21 shows the increasing area connected to the hills lope outlet with time at the 
Cardenas hillslope. Tlu-ee different calculations were performed. Velocities measured 
during dry and wet runs were applied to route the water. No velocities for wet conditions at 
the ploughed plot were available at this hillslope; the applied velocity was not changed 
from the dry run. However, as the ploughed area is mostly isolated from the flowpaths of 
the other side of the hillslope (Figure 7 .5) this should not greatly affect the matorral slope 
travel times. Additionally, the effect of ploughing the hillslope was simulated by treating 
the ploughed surface as a natural hillslope and estimating the distribution of MRZs using 
the method of section 7.2. The 'dry ' velocities were then applied to these cells. Figure 7.21 
shows that, as with the Upper Nogalte hillslope, very few differences between the three 
runs can be observed. This will be partly down to the identical flowpaths over the ploughed 
half of the slope during the wet simulation, and on the matorral during the ' no ploughing' 
simulation. This is examined more closely in Figure 7 .22. 
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Figure 7.22. Travel Times calculated for the Cardenas hillslope (a) using data from the May 
2007 experiments, (b) March 2007, (c) effect of ploughing on dry travel times, (d) kernel 
density estimate showing the distribution of travel times (using the Epanechnikov kernel 
with a half-width of ~ 10 s; Cox, 2007a). 
The isochrones of Figures 7.22a and b extend outwards from the outlet in a radial pattern. 
Each of Figures 7.22a-c shows a sharp divide on the bottom-left of the hillslope. This is a 
ridge on the hillslope; water draining either side of this ridge follows different routes down 
to the hillslope outlet. As discussed in Chapter 3, the distribution of runoff travel times is 
important for flood generation in semi-arid environments. A more peaked distribution 
means that at the maximum flow, less transmission loss is likely. Few differences are seen 
between the wet and dry runs. As shown by Figure 7 .16, only minor differences in flow 
velocity were observed (the constant velocity used for the ploughed plot increases the 
degree of similarity). The three simulations show a gradual rise to a peak after about 14 
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minutes (with some fluctuations). Figure 7.22c shows the effect of removing the ploughed 
area from the hillslope. The ploughing slows much of the tunoff (the effect is seen over the 
entire hillslope as even the tunoff from the matorral crosses a small ploughed area in the 
central basin of the hillslope) . Only a small (previously ploughed) area experiences faster 
flow under ploughed conditions; no flow concentrations were predicted in this area and the 
ploughed plot showed a faster median velocity than either MRZ I or MRZ 2 plots. This 
analysis is limited to the effect of velocity as the hillslope DEM was captured over the 
ploughed surface. Although the velocities have been altered to simulate a natural hillslope, 
the flow routing remains the same. The flow pathways of the natural side of the hillslope 
are less tortuous than those of the ploughed plots. The overall decrease in travel times with 
the removal of the ploughed surface is therefore a minimum estimate. 
Both the Upper Nogalte and Cardenas hillslopes show a negligible influence of antecedent 
conditions on flow velocity. Figure 7.23 shows the increasing connected area to the 
hillslope with time at the Del Prado hillslope. A much greater difference is observed 
between tuns. The entire hillslope is connected first on the May 2007 dry tun (fully 
connecting after approximately 11 minutes), followed by the wet tun (12 minutes) and 
finally the May 2006 dry tun (14 minutes) . 
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Figure 7.23. Increasing area connected to the hillslope outlet with time for the Del Prado 
hillslope. 
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(a) May 2006 - Dry 
(c) May 2007- Dry 
Hillslope Connectivity 
(b) March 2007 -Wet 
(d) Distribution of Travel Times 
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Figure 7.24. Travel Times calculated for the Del Prado hillslope (a) using data from the 
May 2006 experiments, (b) March 2007, (c) May 2007, (d) kernel density estimate showing 
the distribution of travel times (using the Epanechnikov kernel with a half-width of - 10 s; 
Cox, 2007a). 
Two distinct peaks in the travel time distributions can be observed at the Del Prado 
hillslope (Figure 7.24d). The smaller, sharper first peak arrives after approximately 3 
minutes and was observed for all tlu-ee simulations. This peak is a product of the efficient 
routing of runoff through the gully and rill system at the foot of the hillslope. The larger 
second peak arrives after 6 minutes. This appears to reflect the shape of the hillslope and 
represents the hydrological connection of the large area at the top of the hillslope to the 
outlet (seen by an increase in gradient in Figure 7.23). 
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The differences in the travel time distributions between runs are more defined at this 
hillslope. Both dry runs have a flatter peak travel time distribution; the run on wet soil had 
the highest and most defined peak. The peak of May 2006 lags behind the other two runs. A 
comparison of travel times for each cell (between May and March 2007) shows that most 
times became shorter on the drier plot, but some areas routed water faster on the wet 
March 2007 run. Either these flowpaths avoided flow concentrations (found near the 
catchment outlet), or they were at the extreme top end of the catchment and so a greater 
propmtion of their flow was as non-concentrated interrill flow. 
Overall, antecedent moisture conditions appear to have only a small effect on routing 
velocities. The overall morphology of the hillslope seemed to dominate the travel time 
distributions. The largest effect was seen at the Del Prado hillslope, although the 
comparison between the two dry runs and one wet run showed no systematic difference. 
The thin soil crust and soil cracks seen at this marl hillslope may present the complicated 
situation of an increasing infiltration rate under 'wet' conditions. 
While antecedent moisture conditions do not appear to influence overland flow velocity, 
two other factors are now investigated. The surface depression storage and variable 
infiltration rates may influence flow resistance on dry soils. While the influence of these 
factors on overland flows is not normally conceptualised as 'flow resistance', they 
nevettheless restrain the advance of runoff over a soil surface in a manner that is 
encompassed within flow resistance measurements. This effect may have been influential in 
determining the resistance equations of Chapter 6. Once a connected flowpath has been 
established during a high-magnitude storm event, their influence will be greatly reduced. 
The final section of this chapter explores this idea further. 
7.4 Infiltration, Depression Storage and Flow Resistance 
The above analysis presents a very simplified picture of the connection of the hillslopes to 
the outlet. The velocities were obtained experimentally for a single discharge, and no 
appreciation of infiltration is built into the simulations. Differences have been observed 
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between experiments conducted on previously wetted soils and those on dry soils. Thus far, 
this has not been related to measured infiltration rates or depression storage. The following 
section attempts to explain these pattems from measurements of infiltration. It is well 
established that infiltration rates are of fundamental importance in determining the 
production ofrunoff(e.g. Bemdtsson and Larson, 1987; Wilcox et al., 1990; Canton et al., 
2002); section 7 .4.1 examines the effect of infiltration on the transfer function of runoff by 
testing flow measurements taken after saturation occurred against the models developed in 
Chapter 6. Variations of infiltration parameters (section 7.4.2) and depression storage 
(section 7.4.3) are presented and investigated as explanatory factors for observed 
differences. Section 7 .4.4 presents a further suite of resistance equations (developed in the 
same manner described in Chapter 6) that were created from data of flows over saturated 
soils and examines the differences between the two sets of equations. 
7.4.1 Roughness-Resistance Relationships over Established Flowpaths 
Section 7.3 examined the influence of a 'wetting up' rainfall event on flow velocity, 
suggesting that while it may have an effect on abstractions of surface water by infiltration, 
it had only a limited effect on the velocity of generated overland flow. Under these 
conditions, the depression store must still be satisfied and this volume will be abstracted 
from the flow. The turbulence induced from this process may have a large effect on the 
resultant momentum transfer which would decrease with time where the hydrological 
connection remains and depression storage is filled. Therefore, there is reason to suggest 
that once a flowpath has developed and become connected to the hillslope outflow point, 
the resulting overland flow will experience different conditions from those at the initiation 
of connected flow. This section examines the difference in flow resistance experienced 
once a flow connection has been established. 
As described in section 4.3.5.1, once the simulated overland flow had travelled over the 
plot area, three additional pulses of dye (green, red and blue) were added to the flow 
(Figure 7.13). These were tracked across the plot in the same manner as the initial water 
wave. Given time limitations this analysis was only performed at the Del Prado hillslope, 
chosen because it already provides the most complete record of experiments. Section 4.2.1 
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discusses the difficulties of calibrating a measure of surface velocity to mean velocity, 
suggesting that the choice of a coefficient depends on a variety of factors. Dunkerley 
(2001) examines this variability and suggests that a coefficient a of 0.56 be applied. 
However, in the calculation of the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor, the velocity gradient of 
overland flows is relatively unimp01tant compared with the surface gradient. Where the 
velocity gradient is negligible, the calibrated friction factor fc will be related to fby 
f fc =-2. 
a 
(7.1) 
Figure 7.25 shows the variability offc around the relationship predicted using equation 7.1 
and the correction factor a of 0.56 for the resistance values calculated from these dye 
pulses. There is very little variability around the predicted values. To provide an easier 
comparison with the first wave of advancing water, measurements of flow velocity in this 
thesis remain uncorrected. This avoids the difficulties of selecting a coefficient a (discussed 
in section 4.2.1 and Dunkerley, 2001). All resistance equations developed in this thesis are 
purely empirical and are designed to provide greater insight into the process of overland 
flow over complex surfaces. They can be easily converted to a mean velocity using 
equation 7.1. 
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Figure 7.25. The effect of using a single surface velocity correction coefficient on the 
calculation of.f The red line indicates the predicted value, neglecting the effect of the 
velocity gradient on the energy slope (R2 = 0.999). 
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Figure 7.26 shows the decrease off observed at each plot between the first water wave and 
the arrival of dye pulses (values decreased by 82% at MRZ l , by 81% at MRZ 2, 96% at 
MRZ 3, 81% at MRZ 4 and 95% at MRZ 5). This decrease is exaggerated by the use of an 
unconected friction factor. Applying equation 7.1 and the conection factor of Dunkerley 
(200 1) would increase the measured resistance by a factor of three. There is less variability 
of the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor for the pulse dataset, although this pat1ly reflects the 
lower number of data points. The measuredjofthis dataset does not exceed a value of 10. 
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Figure 7.26. Variation of/between pulses at each plot of the Del Prado hillslope. 
Figure 7.27 applies the resistance equations developed in Chapter 6 to this new dataset. The 
points are coloured to represent the dye colour (applied in the order of green, red, blue). 
The original dataset is also displayed (grey crosses). As expected, the resistance equations 
of Chapter 6 over-predict the resistance of the later dye pulses. The later pulse 
measurements show the highest correlation with the predictions of the most general model 
discussed in Chapter 6 (Figure 7.27a). This correlation decreases as model complexity 
increases. There is no obvious pattem between the three dye pulses; any causal mechanism 
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for the difference between the later pulses and the initial flood wave must operate within 
the first few seconds of saturation. The equations of Chapter 6 fit the measurements of the 
later pulses slightly better than the earlier pulses, though the correlation coefficients are 
considerably less than the first wave dataset. 
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Figure 7.27. Roughness-resistance equations developed in Chapter 6 applied at the Del 
Prado hillslope. Grey crosses represent the dataset with which these equations were 
developed. Models (a)-(d) indicate the different representations ofhillslope position in the 
model (as discussed on p.l96). The Pearson correlation coefficient r shows the relationship 
between the predictions and the measured values for the dye-pulse dataset. 
Figure 7.28a-e separates this dataset by hillslope position (MRZ) for model (d) of the 
individual regressions shown in Table 6.3. Table 7.2 summarises the main differences 
between those patterns observed in Figure 7.28 and the other regression models. At every 
plot of the Del Prado hillslope the equations of Table 6.3 over-predict the resistance of the 
later dye pulses, although this occurs to a different degree. 
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Figure 7.28. Roughness-resistance equations displayed in Table 6.3 applied at the Del 
Prado hills lope separated by Morphological Runoff Zone. 
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The resistance of the pulses is most closely predicted at the MRZ 4 plot which displays 
scatter around the line of equality (although with a bias towards over-prediction). No 
systematic differences can be observed between the successive dye pulses, although at the 
MRZ 5 plot the measured resistance gives a better approximation of the modelled value 
during the later dye pulses. This appears to be an artefact of the small dataset available to 
examine these patterns. Indeed, the small number of measurements is a limiting factor in 
this examination of dye pulses (especially at the MRZ 3 plot). In summary, Figure 7.28 
shows minor over-prediction at MRZ 1-4 while the measured resistance at the MRZ 5 plot 
was much lower than that predicted by equation 6.18. 
Model (a) (b) (c) (d) 
r Residual r Residual r Residual r Residual 
Combined 0.439 -0.218 0.382 -0.247 0.375 -0.201 0.255 -0.332 
MRZ1 0.233 -0.192 0.159 -0.213 0.158 -0.238 0.359 -0.238 
MRZ2 0.483 -0.322 0.483 -0.315 0.480 -0.129 0.440 -0.547 
MRZ3 0.363 -0.113 0.396 -0.085 0.290 -0.058 0.666 -0.034 
MRZ4 0.582 -0.016 0.585 -0.110 0.587 -0.081 0.777 -0.005 
MRZ5 0.928 -2.310 0.934 -5.115 0.922 -6.180 0.121 -4.046 
Table 7.2. Pearson's correlation coefficient rand median residuals (measured- predicted) 
for the later dye pulses for each regression model developed in Chapter 6 (for the dataset as 
a whole and separated by hillslope position). 
The median residuals in Table 7.2 show that this pattern of overprediction with hills lope 
location is mostly consistent between models. However, the predictions of individual 
regression models (shown in Figure 7.27d) are more strongly correlated with observed 
measurements at the MRZ 3 and MRZ 4 plots and much less con-elated at the MRZ 5 plot. 
Such differences between plots offer an opportunity for a brief examination of the factors 
responsible for the decreasing resistance with increased duration of a flow connection and 
increasing strength of delivery pathway (as would develop through a storm event once a 
hydrological connection is established; Bracken and Croke, 2007). While there is 
considerable scatter within all the datasets examined in this -study {expected from flows 
over such complex natural surfaces) the results of Figure 7.28 suggest a systematic shift for 
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the dye pulse data. Several hypotheses can be identified to explain this shift. From the 
discussion of Chapter 3 it could be suggested that this decreased resistance may be due to 
one or more of: 
(a) decreased infiltration losses and associated suction forces; 
(b) filling of the depression store and less induced turbulence; 
(c) reduced energy loss from three-dimensional flow vectors; 
(d) alteration of roughness measures between first wave and dye pulses; 
(e) natural variability between measurements. 
The systematic differences observed suggest that (e) alone is insufficient to explain the 
observed variability. Sections 7.4.2 and 7.4.3 now briefly examine the variation of 
infiltration rates and depression storage over the plots described in this study and question 
whether these factors can be used to understand the differences observed in Figure 7.28a-e. 
Finally, section 7.4.4 develops an alternative suite of resistance equations to examine the 
influential roughness measurements for these later pulses and examines any differences. 
7.4.2 Minidisk Measurements 
Point measurements of infiltration rates were taken over each of the hillslopes usmg 
minidisk infiltrometers (section 4.4). Ten measurements were taken on each plot; these 
were distributed between roughness elements. Figures 7.29 and 7.30 show that a large 
range of infiltration rates were observed at each plot (Table 7.3). The differences observed 
between each plot are less obvious than the differences between hillslopes. This would be 
expected as the hillslopes were chosen to represent the end-members of the soil types over 
the two catchments. Therefore, the spatial variation of infiltration is determined more by 
soil type, whereas the variation of flow resistance is better described by surface 
morphological variations (as described by MRZs). 
The Del Prado hillslope consistently demonstrates the lowest unsaturated hydraulic 
conductivity and total depth infiltrated (during a 5 minute test) for each plot. The red schist 
of the Upper Nogalte hillslope consistently infiltrated the mosLwater and showed a greater 
range of values. This agrees with the assessment of Bull et al. (2003). At the MRZ 3 plots 
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the blue schist of the Cardenas hillslope showed a slightly greater unsaturated hydraulic 
conductivity, but for each of the other plots it demonstrated an intermediate value. 
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Total Depth Maximum 
k Infiltrated Depressional 
Hillslo e Plot (mm s- 1) (mm) Storage (mm) 
Upper Nogalte MRZ 1 0.01327 34.47 0.000666 
MRZ2 0.00907 31.94 0.000715 
MRZ3 0.01062 25.63 0.025436 
MRZ4 0.01111 28.66 0.007719 
MRZ5 0.01534 33.96 0.045350 
Cardenas MRZ1 0.01131 34.85 0.030423 
MRZ2 0.00951 29.29 0.019737 
MRZ3 0.00927 27.65 0.005740 
MRZ4 0.00840 25.63 0.013055 
Ploughed 0.00262 15.91 0.288797 
Del Prado MRZ1 0.00678 21.34 0.020932 
MRZ2 0.00408 17.42 0.042142 
MRZ3 0.00586 17.42 0.043431 
MRZ4 0.00696 21.21 0.050590 
MRZ5 0.00444 16.04 0.175805 
Table 7.3. Variation of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity k (mm s-1), total depth infiltrated 
during a five minute experiment (mm) and maximum depressional storage (mm) for each 
plot. 
There is a slight trend towards decreasing values of k or infiltration rates with distance 
downslope. However, this is minor compared with the large range of values found at each 
plot. Figure 7.31 examines the variation of k within the MRZ 3 and MRZ 4 plots. The 
measurements were divided between those in the bottom of flow concentrations or rills and 
those measurements taken in interrill areas. In every case the unsaturated hydraulic 
conductivity was higher in flow concentrations than elsewhere. This effect was more 
noticeable on those hillslopes with a higher overall infiltration rate and was least noticeable 
at the Del Prado hillslope. This difference will have an important effect on the initial 
generation of connected flow over a hillslope, but will become less important with time as 
more water becomes routed through these concentrations and transmission losses decrease. 
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No systematic relationship can be found between the observed variation of infi ltration over 
the plots and the effect of antecedent conditions investigated in section 7.3.2. At the Upper 
Nogalte hillslope, the MRZ 5 plot shows a wide range of unsaturated hydraulic 
conductivity. The median value is higher than at the MRZ 1 plot, but the MRZ 5 plot 
showed faster flow under dry conditions. The high infiltration rate at the Upper Nogalte 
may reflect the importance of wetted area determining differences between wet and dry 
runs. At the Cardenas hillslope, MRZ l demonstrates the highest infiltration rate despite 
this plot showing faster flow over the dry surface than after the 'wetting-up' event. 
However, at the Del Prado hillslope, the higher infiltration rate of MRZ I appears to be 
reflected in the increased velocity over the wet surfaces. Beyond MRZ 1 there are only 
minor changes in the infiltration parameters with distance downslope. 
Figure 7.32 compares the difference between modelled resistance and measured resistance 
(Figure 7.32a) and the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (Figure 7.32b) measured at each 
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plot of the Del Prado hillslope. Figure 7.32a uses predictions from the individual regression 
equations (Table 6.3 , model (d)), although Table 7.2 demonstrates that a similar pattern 
between plots is observed for each of the regression models. It appears as though the over-
prediction is unrelated to the infiltration parameters. The MRZ 4 plot shows the least 
difference between modelled and measured values (the median enor is - 0.005) followed by 
MRZ 3 and MRZ I. These three plots display the highest unsaturated hydraulic 
conductivity (and infiltration rate). The largest differences are found at the MRZ 2 and 
MRZ 5 plots which also display the lowest infiltration rates. This is the opposite 
relationship to that expected from hypothesis (a) (p.256). 
Figure 7.32. (a) Variation of the difference between modelled resistance (using the suite of 
equations in Table 6.3) and measured resistance and (b) unsaturated hydraulic conductivity 
k (cm s-1) at each plot of the Del Prado hillslope. 
7.4.3 Maximum Depressional Storage 
The maximum depressional storage of each plot was calculated using the PCRaster GIS 
software (Van Deursen and Wesseling, 1992). A full discussion of this process was given 
by Smith (2005). The values calculated possibly represent a slight underestimate of 
maximum depressional storage as open boundaries allowed the water to drain freely off the 
edge of the surface. Given the reasonably Large area under study (> 6 m2 for all plots) 
compared with the area of those micro-watersheds in contact with open boundaries, this 
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would have only a small effect on the results. The estimated values are presented in Table 
7.3 and Figure 7.33 . 
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The estimates are much lower than values observed in other studies (which can reach 13 
mm); this is because most studies calculate depressional storage by first removing the 
general plot slope (e.g. Kamphorst et al., 2000). This practice has not been followed here as 
it leads to erroneous values especially on natural (unploughed) surfaces. Figure 7.33 shows 
that the Del Prado hillslope demonstrated the greatest depression storage on all plots apat1 
from the MRZ l plot (where the Cardenas hillslope stored more water) and the Upper 
Nogalte showed the least storage (except for the MRZ 3 plot). The Del Prado and Upper 
Nogalte hillslopes appear to increase depressional storage with distance downslope. The 
reverse trend is found at the Cardenas hillslope. The ploughed plots store the most water at 
both the Upper Nogalte and Cardenas hillslopes. It should be noted that the ploughed plot 
used at the Upper Nogalte hillslope was an area of pre-May 2007 ploughing, whereas the 
ploughed surfaces at the Cardenas hillslope had been ploughed more recently. 
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Only one value of depression storage is available for each plot. As mentioned above, this 
may vary with both microtopography and slope angle. Smith (2005) suggests that an 
analysis of how maximum depressional storage changes with general slope at each MRZ 
would enable the microtopographic contribution to be kept reasonably constant, thereby 
isolating the effect of slope angle on depressional storage. The dataset of this study can be 
combined with that of Smith (2005) to provide an idea of what such an effect may be. 
Figure 7.34 demonstrates the effect of slope gradient on depressional storage for each plot 
type. Although insufficient data exist to make any firm conclusions, some interesting 
qualitative points arise. 
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Considered as a whole, this dataset potentially shows increasing depression storage with 
slope gradient. However, when the points are separated by plot-type it becomes apparent 
that depression storage decreases with slope for each MRZ. This illusion of increasing 
depression storage with slope demonstrates the importance of the microtopographic 
contribution. Figure 7.34 shows high depression storage across most values of slopes, but 
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each of these high values is located towards the lowest slopes found for each MRZ. 
Unfortunately, insufficient evidence exists to propose any relationships here, but this 
provides an interesting direction for future research. 
Comparing the depression storage calculated at the Del Prado plots (Figure 7.33) with the 
difference between measured and modelled resistance (Figure 7.32a) shows some 
similarities. The gullied MRZ 5 plot demonstrated the highest maximum depressional 
storage (by some margin) and also considerably the highest degree of over-prediction by 
the resistance equations developed in Chapter 6. It may be hypothesised that satisfying the 
depressional store (or turbulence induced by this process) increased the effective resistance 
to flow of the first water wave and was responsible for the over-prediction of the later 
pulses. Although these results provide no direct evidence for this mechanism, they suggest 
that it might play an important role. However, the pattern is not consistent as MRZ 4 has 
the next largest depressional store and was the closest-fitting model. 
These results are inconclusive; the over-prediction of the resistance equations of Chapter 6 
could not be completely explained by either infiltration or depression storage. However, the 
filling of the depressional store may cause subsequent flows to relate to the surface 
roughness in a different manner (decreasing the development of three-dimensional flows 
and reducing the effect of pits). Although this dataset is of a limited size, the following 
section attempts to develop a second suite of resistance equations from the dye pulse flows. 
A comparison with those in Table 6.3 may provide some insight into the processes 
affecting resistance in established hydrological connections. 
7.4.4 Resistance Equations for Established Hydrological Connections 
A suite of resistance equations was developed from the dye pulse flow data using the same 
two-step method described in detail in Chapter 6. The equations are summarised in Table 
7.4 (the individual MRZ regression model (d)) and Table 7.5 (the general model (a) and 
variable coefficients model (c)). These equations were developed from relatively few 
observations and should be treated with caution. Further measurements would be necessary 
before applying such equations to model overland flow resistance. Some differences 
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between Tables 6.3 and 7.4 will simply be a function of the particular dataset used to 
produce the equations. This cannot be avoided, but fmther testing may eventually show 
which features are reproducible over a wide variety of surfaces. The results presented here 
represent a first step towards an enhanced understanding of overland flows and offer an 
opportunity to examine which roughness measures are more relevant for established flow 
connections. 
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Slope 
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Slope 
Inundation ratio 
Elevation STDEV 
Pit density ( downslope) 
0.49 
0.53 
0.76 
0.94 
0.85 
0.95 
Table 7.4. Summary of roughness-resistance relationships developed from dye pulse flow 
data.+ and - indicate the direction of the relationship with resistance (measured by f). 
Compare Table 6.3. 
The R2 of the general model (0.49) was increased by including hillslope position (MRZ) as 
a dummy variable (R2 = 0.61 ). Allowing the individual coefficients to vary (performing the 
regression separately by MRZ) increases the R2 further to 0.69. Perfonning regressions 
individually (as seen in the MRZ equations of Table 7.4) produces an R2 of 0.88. These 
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increases in model performance with increasing complexity are much larger than those seen 
in Chapter 6. 
Including the nine variables found to be related to resistance at each MRZ into a general 
model (following the two-step approach of section 6.5.3) gives the equation 
(7.2) 
which has an R2 of 0.57. Introducing dummy variables representing hillslope position into 
model 7.2 further increased the R2 to 0.69 (using MRZ 1 as a reference, the constants added 
to model 7.2 were: -1.30 for MRZ 2; -1.07 for MRZ 3; -0.13 for MRZ 4 and -0.92 for 
MRZ 5). Finally, Table 7.5 displays the values of coefficients for each plot when the 
coefficient on each variable was allowed to alter according to plot-type (model (c) on 
p.196). This model gave an R2 of 0.89. The relationships between each of these models and 
measured resistance (for the dye pulses only) are shown in Figure 7.35. 
GENERAL 7.261 -1.072 -0.498 0.159 
MRZ1 10.515 21.47 15.029 -0.201 
MRZ2 In(/)= 4.257 S+ 57.725 T3o+ -1.059 Td+ -3.036 Dsk + MRZ3 -5.108 -51.295 16.732 4.452 
MRZ4 6.370 4.254 0.975 0.854 
MRZ5 6.533 -0.364 0.317 -0.507 
G 0.791 0.415 0.204 -0.682 -0.030 
1 0.440 -2.484 2.856 ln(Au) -3.581 In(azPdd) 47.969 2 -1.218 In( A) -5.415 ln(Aa) -0.004 -5.717 -62.058 
3 -0.160 + -4.055 + 10.497 + -5.304 + 7.652 
4 0.101 1.089 0.812 -0.803 -8.749 
5 0.711 -0.144 -0.145 -1.249 -0.612 
Table 7.5. Variation of the coefficients of each roughness measure related to flow 
resistance for the dataset as a whole (model 7.2) and at each Morphological Runoff Zone 
(MRZ) (model 7.3). 
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Figure 7.35 . Scatter matrix demonstrating relationships between different methods of 
incorporating hillslope position into predictions of resistance to overland flows and the 
measured values (log scale). All roughness measures in Table 7.4 have been included in 
each prediction. Pearson ' s correlation coefficient is displayed in the lower right corner of 
each plot region. 
The slope term remains a significant predictor (P>0.05) for the same reasons identified in 
Chapter 6. However, the pit density terms appeared to be much less important for 
predicting the resistance of established connections than those of the first water wave. Each 
MRZ equation of Table 6.3 contained a pit density term (which in all but one case, was 
cross-sectional pit density Pdxc); in Table 7.4 such a term is found only at the MRZ 5 plot 
and the general equation (incorporating all data-points). The downslope pit density is 
inversely related to resistance at these plots. Smith (2005) showed that downslope pit 
density was the most relevant measurement of roughness for predicting the depressional 
storage capacity of a rough soil surface. Once all the pits have been occupied with water, 
they will have less influence on any subsequent overland flow . The water stored in these 
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pits will provide lower resistance to subsequent overland flows which may explain this 
negative relationship at the MRZ 5 plot (which has the largest depression storage capacity; 
Figure 7.33). Where pits are occupied with water, flow vectors will be much less three-
dimensional. This difference may reflect a change in the interaction of overland flow with 
rouglmess as a hydrological connection persists. Such dynamic relationships are extremely 
important for flood generation (Bracken and Croke, 2007) and are discussed further in 
section 8.4. 
The inundation ratio was the key depth-varying term in many equations of Table 6.3. 
However, this is only a predictor of resistance at the MRZ 5 plot in Table 7.4. The related 
term Acr (depth scaled by the standard deviation of elevations) of Smart et al. (2002) is 
related to fat the MRZ I and 4 plots (although with an opposite sign to the relationship). 
Similarly the detrended inundation ratio A.Zd (depth scaled by the mean elevation difference 
between a cell and its neighbours, following Ergenzinger (1992)) is positively related to 
resistance at the MRZ 3 plot as the only predictor. In the general model (7.2) each variant 
of the inundation ratio has a different exponent reflecting the variable influence on flow 
resistance. Table 7.5 shows that the importance of each term as a predictor of resistance 
varies with hillslope position. This demonstrates the difficulty of applying a single 
roughness measure to scale flow depth in resistance equations over a wide range of surfaces 
and explains the inclusion of all three terms in equation 7.2. 
Figure 7.36 shows the predicted resistance using each model (a)-(d) against the measured 
resistance for both the dye pulse data (with which these equations were developed) and the 
original 'first wave' dataset. The models allowing less variation between plot-types predict 
the pulse-data least well but provide a much better prediction of the original first-wave 
dataset. Conversely, the approaches where coefficients or predictors included in the model 
can vary with each MRZ (models (c) and (d)) provide a much better prediction of the pulse 
dataset, but cannot predict the resistance of the first-wave dataset. Whereas the 'first wave' 
equations overpredicted the resistance of the pulse data, the pulse equations show a much 
more complicated relationship with the first-wave data (with a tendency towards 
-underpredictiori). This restates the observation of Figure 7.27 that more specific models are 
less able to predict resistance in flow conditions different from those for which they were 
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developed. Model (d) appears to overpredict and underpredict the first-wave resistance 
measurements in equal value. Figure 7.37a-e examines this in greater detail by separating 
the predictions by Morphological Runoff Zone. 
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Figure 7.36. Roughness-resistance models developed from dye-pulse data (Tables 7.4 and 
7.5) applied at the Del Prado hillslope. Grey crosses represent the original dataset presented 
in Chapter 6. Models (a)- (d) indicate the different representations ofhillslope position in 
the model (as discussed on p.196). The Pearson correlation coefficient r shows the 
relationship between the predictions and the measured values for the both datasets. 
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Figure 7.37. Roughness-resistance equations displayed in Table 7.4 applied at each plot of 
the Del Prado hillslope. Grey crosses represent the original dataset presented in Chapter 6. 
Figure 7.37d shows that most of the overpredicted measurements occur at the MRZ 4 plot. 
An examination of the variables used in the MRZ 4 pulse resistance equation suggests that 
this over-prediction is caused by lower three-dimensional (or surface) standard deviation of 
elevations crz measured on the first wave dataset (Figure 7.38). This is used to scale flow 
depth in the inundation ratio Acr of Smart et al. (2002) and so is positively related to 
resistance in the prediction equation in Table 7 .4. It could be suggested that the slight 
increase in depth for the later pulses inundated the rill walls to a greater degree. As all 
elevation values are lumped together to give crz, the addition of these new high elevation 
points would increase crz. A large increase in crz was also observed at the MRZ 5 plot where 
the crz term is negatively related to resistance and so this may be the cause of the under-
prediction observed. Such a large increase in crz for the dye pulses was not observed 
upslope of MRZ 3, presumably as there was less potential for progressive inundation. This 
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explains why the MRZ I equation, which contains the Acr te1m as positively related to 
resistance, does not underpredict resistance (Figure 7.37a). 
Similar effects of shifting roughness values were examined to explain differences between 
the first wave and dye pulse resistance predictions and measurements observed in section 
7 .4.1. However, none was observed. 
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Figure 7.3 8. Variation of the three-dimensional (surface) standard deviation of elevations O"z 
(in metres) between each plot on the Del Prado hillslope. Measurements are separated by 
the dye pulse from which they were measured. 
In conclusion, the differences between resistance predictions for the initial 'first-wave ' 
dataset and later dye pulses cannot be explained by variations in infiltration rates. 
Depression storage appears to exert some influence on this relationship (hypothesis (b) of 
p.256), but this influence cannot be separated from the more general effect of the effect of 
three-dimensional flow vectors on momentum transfer (c). The results of Table 7.4 suggest 
that the relationship between overland flow and surface roughr!ess may be dynamic and 
shift with the establishment of flow connections. Finally, Figure 7.38 shows that the 
differences observed may partly be a consequence of changes in roughness measurements 
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with a small increase in depth (hypothesis (d) of p. 256). However, this was observed to 
occur in a single, isolated case. 
7.5 Summary 
This chapter has begun to consider the problem of flood generation at the hillslope scale. 
The Morphological Runoff Zone concept has been examined and the definition of each 
zone has been formalised into a method suitable for use with high-resolution topographic 
data at the hillslope scale (provided by a ten·estrial laser scanner). These MRZs have been 
used to classify hillslope surfaces and upscale the plot investigations. The relationships 
between flow velocity and flow concentration have been examined alongside the influence 
of antecedent moisture conditions on runoff transfer. An investigation of the effect of soil 
wetness on flow velocity at the hillslope scale suggests a negligible influence on hillslope 
outflow and the development of connected flowpaths under the conditions simulated in 
these experiments. 
However, once a flowpath has developed, the soil has become saturated and surface 
depressions filled, the results of section 7.4 suggest that the resistance to flow is decreased 
as overland flows interact with the soil surface in a different manner (as flow vectors 
become more parallel). The results emphasise the important distinction between flows 
establishing hydrological connections, and those travelling on previously established 
hydrological delivery pathways. 
This chapter has been limited to an investigation of runoff routing over soil surfaces. It is 
well established that antecedent moisture conditions have a large effect on the generation of 
runoff at the source. Thus far, however, these two issues have been separated. Discussions 
of connectivity development and flow resistance have remained relatively independent. 
Chapter 8 combines these topics by demonstrating the incorporation of the resistance 
equations developed in Table 6.3 into a hillslope runoff model, thereby merging the two 
main threads of this thesis and highlighting them as crucial factors in any consideration of 
flood generation in semi-arid environments. Chapter 9 then concludes by summarising the 
main arguments of this thesis- and identifying how the results cart oe used- to advance our 
ability to predict and understand the dynamics of semi-arid flood events. 
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TOWARDS A DYNAMIC REPRESENTATION 
OF HYDROLOGICAL CONNECTIVITY 
AT THE HILLSLOPE SCALE 
8.1 Introduction 
The impact of heterogeneities on hydrological and geomorphological processes can be 
assessed using the emerging conceptual framework of hydrological connectivity. This 
chapter examines the nature of hydrological connectivity and flood generation on semi-arid 
hillslopes and highlights research priorities for the development of a quantitative 
representation of this concept. 
The results presented in Chapters 6 and 7 emphasised the temporal variability of overland 
flow resistance and velocity, examining the variation with both flow depth and antecedent 
conditions. For this to be usefully incorporated into a conceptual model of hillslope 
hydrology, the temporal stmcture of rainfall intensities should also be integrated into any 
analysis as these two factors interact with infiltration rates to determine rates of water 
supply and mnoff transfer. The review in Chapter 3 suggested that the temporal stmcture of 
a rainstonn has an important effect on hillslope hydrographs. Thus, the main discussion of 
this chapter is preceded with an examination of rainfall characteristics and hydrographs 
recorded at the Rambla de Torrealvilla between 1997 and 2007 (section 8.2). Several 
rainstmm characteristics are investigated to explain the observed effect of time-varying 
rainfall intensity on the scale-dependency of mnoff coefficients, selecting several key 
properties of rainstmms to examine further. 
Chapter 8 Synthesis 
While much research has been directed towards understanding spatial and temporal 
variations of infiltration rates and runoff generation, this thesis argues that a similar degree 
of flexibility must be afforded to the representation of flow resistance in hydrological 
models if we are to quantify the effect of heterogeneities on nonlinear hillslope outflow. 
The results presented in Chapter 7 provided demonstration that the distribution of travel 
times and the arrival of runoff at key points in the flow network will have a large influence 
on flood magnitudes in environments where transmission losses are high. This is affected 
by interactions between the temporal structure of the rainfall event, the spatial structure of 
active runoff generating areas, distribution of flowpath lengths, integration of flowpaths 
and the routing velocity of overland flows. 
The analysis of hillslope travel times of Chapter 7 was grounded in field observations of 
flow velocity during runoff simulations; it did not incorporate the resistance equations of 
Chapter 6 into velocity predictions. Moreover, the Instantaneous Unit Hydrograph approach 
ignores the variability of rainfall and changing hydraulic conditions on the soil surface as a 
storm event progresses. This chapter unites the two central threads of this thesis by 
demonstrating how the resistance equations of Table 6.3 can be applied to model hillslope 
runoff to understand the dynamic nature of connectivity development and runoff generation 
at sub-catchment scales. 
Before the results of Chapter 6 can be implemented in a hydrological model, they must be 
presented in a form suitable for use in such models (which operate from a 'runoff depth' as 
given by equation 3.1; e.g. Kirkby et al., 2002). This process is described in section 8.3 
where depth-resistance relationships are developed for each plot of the Del Prado hillslope. 
These relationships are tested against an independent dataset obtained from the variable 
discharge experiments described in section 5.3. 
Section 8.3 presents a fmmal and quantified approach to modelling the variation of flow 
resistance with available runoff depth as determined by infiltration. In turn, infiltration rate 
is affected by soil moisture distribution, as determined by both rainfall inputs and 
horizontal moisture transfers controlled by flow resistance. This interaction is responsible 
for the nonlinear runoff-response observed on natural semi-arid hillslopes, explaining not 
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just the peak runoffbut also the total runoff amount (as a consequence ofthe limited 'travel 
opportunity time' in such areas; Aryal et al., 2003). Thus, the framework presented in 
section 8.3 permits a quantitative understanding of this interaction. This is examined in 
section 8.4, which draws together the results of this thesis into a discussion of recent 
developments and important future research directions of semi-arid hydrology. The 
implications of the results for modelling hillslope hydrology are presented. It is suggested 
that effm1s to model this interaction using the proposed conceptual framework of hillslope 
hydrological connectivity will improve our ability to predict the mTival time and size of 
initial flood waves and also flood volumes in arid and semi-arid catchments. 
The method of modelling resistance implemented in this hydrological model is innovative 
and requires substantial development and further research before any firm conclusions can 
be made. An aim of this thesis is to provide an example of how recent advances in data 
collection methods offer an oppot1unity to reconsider how we conceptualise and measure 
overland flows over complex soil surfaces. While this first step has produced some 
interesting results, section 8.5 suggests how this approach can be taken fm1her and 
highlights some important questions towards which future research should be directed. 
Finally, section 8.6 summarises the discussion of this chapter. 
8.2 Rainfall Characteristics & Runoff Response 
The conceptual framework of hydrological connectivity presented in Chapter 3 emphasised 
the importance of rainfall characteristics for flood generation and propagation in semi-arid 
environments. Although many authors have argued that the production of runoff is 
governed by a multitude of different storm charactetistics (e.g. Costa, 1987; Yair and Raz-
Yassif, 2004; section 3.2) the decision of which rainfall characteristics to examine should 
be grounded, where possible, on field data of rainfall-runoff response. Individual properties 
of rainstorms may be isolated as having a large effect on runoff response, providing a focus 
for future modelling investigations. A network of tipping bucket rain gauges is distributed 
across the Rambla Nogalte and Tonealvilla catchments (Figure 4.28). Figure 8.1 shows the 
location of the Del Prado hillslope with respect to the ToiTealvilla rain gauge, Prado stage 
gauge and two crest-stage gauges. This section examines the relationship between the 
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temporal stmcture of rainfall events and runoff response at the Prado tributary of the 
Rambla de Torrealvilla. 
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Figure 8.1. Location of the Del Prado hillslope with respect to the nearest rain gauge and 
stage gauge. The Prado tributary of the Rambla de Torrealvilla is also shown along with the 
gully system incised near the hills lope. The locations and catchments of two crest stage 
gauges are also shown. 
A minimum flow stage of 20 mm was arbitrarily selected as the minimum threshold value 
for a runoff event. Table 8.1 displays the features of the rainstorms in this analysis. The 
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rainfall record was divided into spells defined as periods of rainfall without breaks greater 
than 12 h following Bracken et al. (2008) (see also Cox, 2007b). This criterion was selected 
to allow sufficient time for flow discontinuities to develop and the soil to dry out (see 
Bracken et al., 2008 for a full discussion). This produced a dataset of 24 runoff events that 
could be linked to rainstorms recorded at the nearby rain gauge. 
Maximum Mean Peak 
Start Duration Storm Total Intensity Intensity Stage 
Spell Date Time (h) (mm) (mm h- 1) (mm h-1) (m) 
1 25-Apr-97 12:26 3.0 5.0 24.0 9.32 0.076 
2 18-Jun-97 11:19 5.1 73.4 156.0 37.81 1.983 
3 13-May-98 23:25 13.1 34.8 24.0 7.32 0.085 
4 27-Sep-00 15:51 0.6 10.0 48.0 19.80 0.063 
5 21-0ct-00 03:58 77.7 106.2 72.0 10.19 1.544 
6 25-0ct-00 02:18 22.4 6.4 24.0 4.67 0.139 
7 22-Sep-01 13:35 4.8 17.0 108.0 13.60 0.141 
8 03-Mar-02 04:57 29.5 33.8 24.0 7.52 0.081 
9 14-Nov-02 03:05 30.9 8.0 12.0 2.66 0.419 
10 19-Nov-02 20:39 6.4 4.0 4.0 1.99 0.209 
11 23-Nov-02 18:43 22.6 12.2 6.0 1.84 0.421 
12 09-Dec-02 20:19 7.9 0.8 0.4 0.25 0.051 
13 I 0-Jan-03 03:26 14.2 22.8 12.0 2.75 0.408 
14 16-0ct-03 17:28 29.4 33.4 108.0 17.75 0.711 
15 16-Nov-03 19:17 90.5 65.8 48.0 8.14 0.378 
16 09-Dec-03 02:50 26.8 42.0 12.0 5.05 0.216 
17 29-Feb-04 23:55 9.8 1.6 4.0 1.16 0.022 
18 28-Mar-04 17:33 19.5 23.0 24.0 6.33 0.130 
--- ------- ------
19 15-Apr-04 16:15 15.7 45.4 12.0 6.51 0.232 
20 26-May-04 13:25 1.9 23 132 30.82 0.536 
21 03-Feb-06 17:48 23.9 5.6 36.0 6.36 0.051 
22 25-Jan-07 16:33 54.1 99.2 12.0 6.38 0.146 
23 26-Mar-07 16:54 55.4 17.0 24.0 2.63 0.032 
24 22-Aug-07 17:15 3.0 18.4 96.0 23.62 0.138 
Table 8.1. Summary characteristics of the spells of rain recorded at the Prado rain gauge 
and stage gauge between March 1997 and November 2007. 
Despite short gaps in both the rainfall and stage gauge records, the runoff events are well 
distributed over the 1 0 year period of instrumentation. The largest runoff events were 
recorded in June 1997 and October 2000, although other large events are known to have 
taken place in this time period (e.g. in September 1997; Bull et al., 1999), but were during 
gaps in the record avaflable for this analysis (where monitoring equipment was damaged). 
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Table 8.1 shows that a wide range of rainstorms and runoff events has been included in an 
attempt to understand the influence of storm characteristics on runoff generation. Figure 8.2 
demonstrates the relationships between summary rainfall characteristics and runoff 
generation at the Prado tributary. Less conventional descriptions of rainstorms have also 
been included; the calculation of these has been informed by the connectivity framework 
outlined in Chapter 3. Correlation coefficients between rainfall characteristics and flow 
stage measured at the Prado are given in Table 8.2. 
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Figure 8.2. Relationships between flood generation and storm characteristics at the sub-
catchment scale. 
Total storm rainfall is well correlated with runoff generation; the largest flood peaks were 
produced from the largest total rainfalls and vice versa. Despite some scatter around the 
intermediate events, the relationship is significant at the 0.0 l level. Both mean and 
maximum storm intensity are also significantly related to peak stage at the 0.01 level with a 
.slightly stronger relationship evident between runoff and maximum intensity. Storm 
dmation did not show a direct relationship with peak stage (although this will be influenced 
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by the selection of a 12 hour rain-free interval as the dividing criterion between spells). 
However, Figure 8.2 shows that two outliers are found where two of the largest runoff 
events were generated from relatively short-lived storms (of June 1997 and May 2004). 
n=24 
Total Storm Rainfall 
Mean Storm Intensity 
Maximum Storm Intensity 
Storm Duration 
Rainfall Before Peak Intensity 
Rain Before Peak x Intensity of Peak 
Peak Stage 
0.61 
0.57 
0.62 
0.201_\ 
0.89 
0.64 
Duration Above 5 mm h-
Maximum Pulse Duration (5 mm h- 1) 
Duration Above 10 mm h_1--+-------
Maximum Pulse Duration (l 0 mm h- 1) 
Duration Above 20 mm h-
Maximum Pulse Duration (20 mm h- 1) 
0.66 
0.90 
0.61 
Table 8.2. Correlation between rainfall characteristics and peak stage at the Prado tributary. 
Note: All correlations are calculated on the raw scale and significant at the 0.01 level unless 
otherwise indicated ~(where relationships are not significant). 
The review in Chapter 3 suggested that flood generation is influenced by the relationship 
between infiltration rate and storm intensity. Whenever infiltration rate declines during the 
course of a rainstorm, the location of a high intensity burst or pulse of rain within the 
rainfall time series of a storm event will affect flood peaks. This can be assessed 
quantitatively as the depth of rainfall that has fallen before the intensity peak is reached. 
Figure 8.2 shows the relationship between this measure and flood stage which 
demonstrated the highest correlation of the measures in Figure 8.2. Again, the extreme 
values of the dataset fit more closely to the trend than the intermediate stonns which 
display more scatter. Figure 8.2 also shows that adding an appreciation of the value of the 
peak intensity does not improve the relationship (the correlation coefficient drops 
substantially although the relationship remains significant at the 0.01 level). Figure 8.3 
further examines the influence of intense pulses of rainfall on runoff generation. 
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The results presented above confirm the relationship between antecedent soil moisture 
conditions and runoff peaks at the Prado tributary. However, the review in Chapter 3 also 
emphasised the impmtance of connectivity development and runoff travel times for semi-
arid flood generation. Although the reduced infiltration rate as the stmm progresses 
increases the likelihood that any pulse of high-intensity rainfall will generate runoff, this 
intensity must be maintained for runoff to reach a flow concentration or channel. The 
intensity threshold and pulse duration required will vary between locations and throughout 
the course of a single event. Figure 8.3 attempts to identify important characteristics of 
intense pulses of rain within a storm for flood generation at the Prado tributary. 
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Figure 8.3. Relationships between flood generation and storm characteristics at the sub-
catchment scale for three rainfall intensity thresholds. 
Figure 8.3 shows the relationships between flow stage and total duration of time within 
each storm experiencing rainfall above an intensity tlu-eshold and also the maximum 
continuous duration of a single pulse above the intensity threshold. The relationships 
between these measures and-peak stage are displayed for three thresholds (5, I 0 and 20 mm 
h- 1). Table 8.2 presents the correlation coefficients for these relationships. 
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Both total duration above 5 mm h'1 and maximum pulse duration above 5 mm h- 1 were 
uncorrelated with peak stage. This suggests that the Prado catchment has a higher runoff 
threshold. Indeed, at I 0 and 20 mm h'1 the relationships are significant at the O.OI level. 
The total duration above 20 mm h- 1 was well correlated with peak stage (r = 0.90); this 
relationship appears to be especially significant for the largest runoff events. However, the 
maximum duration of a continuous pulse was better correlated with flood generation for the 
10 mm h- 1 threshold. This measure is complicated by the number of pulses experienced 
during the course of a storm event (a pulse is terminated even if the rain falls below the 
threshold for just one minute). This is evident in Figure 8.3 where outliers at the I 0 and 
20 mm h'1 thresholds experienced a short continuous pulse duration but a large number of 
pulses during the rainstorms. The three large flood events with lower pulse duration at the 
20 mm h'1 intensity were much longer storms (>24 h, frontal-driven events) than the other 
four large flood events (0.6-5.3 h, most probably convective-driven events). Figure 8.3 
shows that where individual spells of rain are distinguished by a I2 hour period of no 
rainfall (thereby permitting only limited drying out time during the course of each spell) the 
total time above the 20 mm h- 1 intensity threshold is more significant than the length of 
individual pulses. 
The stage gauge at the Prado tributary demonstrates the runoff response at the sub-
catchment scale (> 1 0 km\ Field evidence suggests that the area close to the main Prado 
tributary contributes much of the runoff in the Rambla de Torrealvilla in large flood events 
(see Bull et al., 1999). Two crest stage gauges shown in Figure 8.1 drain much smaller 
areas and can be used to assess whether the relationships identified above are relevant at the 
hillslope scale. These measurements only provide an approximate peak stage over a 6 
month period; therefore only 5 measurements are available at the MRZ 4 gauge (located in 
the Del Prado MRZ 4 plot) and only a single flow depth was recorded at the lower gauge 
(at the bottom of the gully system) (Table 8.3). This single measure is displayed as an 
indication of the overall contribution of the area around the Del Prado hillslope to flow in 
the main channel. 
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Rain 
Before 
Storm Maximum Mean Peak Peak 
Stm1 Duration Total Intensity Intensity Intensity Stage 
Date Time (h) (mm) (mm h- 1) (mm h-1) (mm) (m) 
MRZ 4 Mini Crest Stage Gauge (339 nl) 
01-Jul-02 18:32 10.3 56.0 96 18.49 39.06 0.100 
15-Apr-04 16:15 15.7 45.4 12 6.51 4.92 0.075 
04-Feb-06 17:48 23.9 5.6 36 6.36 5.55 0.095 
27-Jan-07 16:33 54.1 99.2 12 6.38 59.76 0.060 
22-Aug-07 17:15 3.0 18.4 96 23.62 1.31 0.036 
Lower Crest Stage Gauge (43,103 m2) 
26-Mar-07 16:54 I 55.4 17.0 24 2.63 5.59 0.750 
Table 8.3. Summary characteristics of the spells of rain recorded at the Prado rain gauge 
and crest stage gauges. 
At the MRZ 4 location, no relationship between mean or maximum intensity and runoff 
depth can be detected (from just 5 data points). However, the rainfall before peak intensity 
appeared to reflect the variation of runoff generation between the rainstorms. This 
rainstonn characteristic appears important at both hillslope and catchment scales. The total 
storm duration was also related to the peak stage recorded at this location (whereas the 
results at the Prado tributary suggested that this was unimportant at the small catchment 
scale). Figure 8.3 showed that increasing the intensity threshold appeared to provide a 
better representation of runoff response, but no such relationships could be distinguished 
from the 5 storm events recorded at the hillslope scale. Further research is necessary to 
present a full examination of this possible scale effect and requires the establishment of a 
larger number of flow depths monitoring sites over different hillslopes. In summary, the 
effect of storm duration may be important at the hillslope scale as flow connections 
gradually develop. Such an effect is less important at the small catchment scale where a 
greater range of travel times may be observed. 
To conclude, it appears that the total duration above an intensity threshold of 20 mm h-1 
provides a simpler and equally effective measure of relevant rainfall characteristics than 
identifying individual bursts of high intensity rainfall. Tbe importance ofthe lengthofthese 
pulses remains unclear. However, the location of high intensity rainfall within a rainfall 
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time series has an impo11ant effect on flood generation. A companson of rainfall 
characteristics with flood magnitudes at the Prado tributary has shown that the measures 
incorporating the ratio between rainfall intensity and infiltration rate and the duration for 
which this ratio is above a certain threshold (as emphasised by the review of hydrological 
connectivity concepts) appear to best represent the processes responsible for flood 
generation. The discussion of section 8.4 provides an example of how these ideas can be 
used to inform a conceptual model of semi-arid hillslope hydrology from which important 
research questions can be identified. 
8.3 Variation of Resistance with Flow Depth 
Chapter 2 described traditional methods of modelling flow resistance. Approaches 
developed from pipe flows relate resistance to a property of the flow such as the Reynolds 
number (e.g. equations 2.7, 2.12 and 2.13) or a measure of surface roughness (e.g. the 
roughness height of equations 2.11, 2.22 and 2.23 ). A resistance equation that scales flow 
depth by such a roughness height (the inundation ratio of equation 2.21, for example) will 
predict a flow resistance that is depth-dependent. The resistance equations developed in 
Chapter 6 all predict/from two types of roughness measures: those dependent only on the 
microtopography of the soil surface .{;1 (initial resistance), and those that vary with flow 
depthf8 • This dichotomy follows the approach adopted by Scoging (1992) and permits the 
flow resistance to be predicted at any flow depth. Such depth-resistance relationships 
provide a crucial link in our understanding of dynamic connectivity. This section provides a 
detailed description of the development of depth-resistance relationships from the results of 
Chapter 6. Once established, the interaction between rainfall, infiltration, and runoff travel 
times at the hillslope scale can be examined. This opp011unity is examined in detail in the 
discussion of section 8.4. 
For each Morphological Runoff Zone (MRZ) the observed distribution of the constant 
'initial resistance' term fA was calculated (e.g. Figure 8.4c ). The observed distribution of.fA 
is used here because combining the separate distributions of each of the roughness 
measures that contribute to fA would produce misleading results as each measure is not 
necessarily independent. The final predicted resistance is the product of this fA value and a 
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depth-dependent term fn. In the equations of Tables 6.3 and 6.4 the depth-dependent term 
was a function of the inundation ratio, median depth or depth skewness. As a hydrological 
model will compute only a single flow depth for each cell, the variation of each of these 
terms with depth must be taken into account. The analysis of flow depth distributions 
described in section 5.4 showed that flow depths were not well described by a normal 
distribution and suggests that median depth provides a more suitable reference level than 
the mean. Each depth-dependent term was calculated for the range of flow depths from zero 
to the level where the soil surface was entirely submerged. While it is recognised that such 
progressive inundation will alter the roughness values measured for the constant term (as 
seen in Figure 7.38), this simplification can be justified as such variations appear minor 
compared with those of the depth-dependent terms. 
The Darcy-Weisbach friction factor equation derived in section 6.3 indicates that the 
volumetric hydraulic radius Rv is more relevant than flow depth over surfaces of complex 
microtopography. Therefore, the equations of Table 6.3 were developed from a dataset that 
applied R,. in the calculation off. To convert the predictions into a form that varies with 
median depth d50 , the variation of Rv with increasing water surface level was also examined 
(Figure 8.4a, p.286). At each level of flow depth the ratio between the depth-dependent 
term and Rv was calculated (Figure 8.4b). A natural or restricted cubic spline (a piecewise 
smooth function; see Harrell, 2001) was chosen to summarise the variation of this value 
with median depth. Although there was considerable scatter in this value, the restricted 
cubic spline is able to summarise the complex curve generated by the combined influence 
of a number of different variables (that each vary in a non-monotonic manner with 
increased inundation of roughness elements) in the depth-dependent term. A R2 value is 
provided as an indicator of goodness of fit which was also confirmed by checking for any 
detectable patterns in smoothed residuals. 
To obtain an estimate of the friction factor at any given depth, the constant term .fA (selected 
from the distribution of Figure 8.4c) is multiplied by the depth dependent term f 8 and the 
ratio of the median depth to R, (Figure 8.4b ). This gives a distribution of predicted f that 
varies with depth (Figure 8.d) rather than R, .. To summarise, the predicted friction factor is 
calculated from 
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r = f f d5(). 
. A BR 
r 
(8.1) 
For any simulated flows overtopping all surface roughness elements, the Keulegan equation 
(2.11) is then applied to model the declining/with the inundation ratio (as in Lawrence, 
1997). This assigns an inundation ratio of I at the point where all roughness elements are 
overtopped and increases J\ with any further depth increase. Alternatively, a mixing model 
(e.g. equation 2.23) could be used to model the decline in/when all roughness elements are 
fully inundated. 
This approach was used to model depth-resistance relationships at each plot of the Del 
Prado hillslope. This hillslope was chosen to demonstrate this approach as it remains 
undisturbed with no ploughed areas intenupting the natural grading between Morphological 
Runoff Zones. In this respect it is the most representative of other semi-arid hillslopes, 
especially considering the variability and degradation of ploughed surfaces with time 
discussed in section 3.3 .3. The Del Prado hill slope also has the most complete record of 
results and is located within the sub-catchment analysed in section 8.2, a sub-catchment 
identified as an area of rapid runoff response by Bull et al. (1999). Note that Figure 6.1 
shows that this hillslope was observed to have the lowestfvalues of the three hillslopes. 
The generation of depth-resistance distribution curves for individual regression equations 
for each MRZ (described in Chapter 6) is described below (section 8.3 .1 ). This represents 
the case where an empirical prediction of flow resistance was made selecting the predictors 
separately at each Morphological Runoff Zone. The analysis presented in Chapter 6 
identified that this represented an end-member of a range of possible predictions and is 
demonstrated here as it allows for the largest variability between plot-types. Similar curves 
were developed for the other prediction methods. Section 8.3.2 compares the predictions of 
each of these methods against an independent dataset not used in the development of these 
roughness-resistance relationships (obtained from the variable discharge experiments of 
section 5.3). 
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8.3.1 Depth-Resistance Curves by Morphological Runoff Zone 
Figure 8.4a shows that median depth increases more rapidly than the volumetric hydraulic 
radius at the MRZ I plot. The variation of f 8 / Rr with median depth (Figure 8.4b) is 
summarised with a restricted cubic spline curve with an R2 of 0. 70. The distribution of fA 
measured at the MRZ I plot is positively skewed (displayed using a kernel density function 
in Figure 8.4c ); this distribution is then translated along the curve of Figure 8.4b with 
increasing depth (demonstrated by the summary percentiles in Figure 8.4d). The Darcy-
Weisbach friction factor increases with depth at MRZ I until the point where all roughness 
elements are inundated (at a median depth of just 32 mm), beyond which it decreases 
according to equation 2.1I. 
There is a small reversal in the pattern with.fdecreasing with depth at a d50 of 15 mm. It is 
probable that this minor feature reflects the roughness dataset used to develop the curve of 
Figure 8.4b. Alternatively, it may be characteristic of areas of microtopography dominated 
by splash pedestals. Further research is necessary to confirm the validity of any such minor 
features observed in this section. In summary, predicted f values are relatively low at the 
MRZ l locations (mostly< 5). 
Figure 8.5a-d shows the same relationships for the MRZ 2 plot at the Del Prado hillslope. 
The volumetric hydraulic radius increases more slowly with median depth at this plot, 
suggesting that submerged roughness elements have a greater influence on overland flows 
(as no flow concentrations have been incised). This is reflected in the greater f values 
predicted at this plot. The spline in Figure 8.5b provides a better summary of the variation 
of.f8 IR" with depth than at the MRZ l plot (R2 = 0.84). TheJA values are positively skewed 
in a pattern similar to that observed at MRZ I (Figure 8.5c). Predicted f values initially 
increase with depth until the flow is just 2.3 mm deep. Beyond this level, a decrease in 
resistance with depth is observed. The transition between the empirically-derived 
relationship developed in this section and the Keulegan equation is very smooth. 
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Figure 8.4. Variation of (a) volumetric hydraulic radius R,. and (b) the depth-dependent 
termf8 scaled by R,, with median depth at MRZ 1; (c) distribution of the constant roughness 
terrnJA (Epanechnikov kemel density function, half-width 0.08); (d) variation of summary 
statistics of the distribution of calculated Darcy-Weisbach friction factor f with median 
depth at Del Prado MRZ 1. 
Figure 8.6a shows that the increase in median depth is closer to that of R., once flow 
concentrations develop at MRZ 3. This suggests that where the flow has concentrated, 
submerged roughness elements protrude less into the flow field (as the overland flow has 
eroded such large protrusions). The restricted cubic spline off01Rv and depth has a lower R2 
of 0.62, although it appears to provide a reasonable summary of the dataset. 
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Figure 8.5. Variation of (a) volumetric hydraulic radius R., and (b) the depth-dependent 
termfn scaled by R., with median depth at MRZ 2; (c) distribution of the constant roughness 
termJA (Epanechnikov kernel density function, half-width 1.3); (d) vmiation of summary 
statistics of the distribution of calculated Darcy-Weisbach friction factor/with median 
depth at Del Prado MRZ 2. 
The initial resistance remains positively skewed (Figure 8.6c) but less so than the two 
upslope plots. The predicted flow resistance is similar to that of MRZ 2 although it 
increases with depth until all roughness elements are submerged (Figure 8.6d); the increase 
is initially steep but becomes less pronounced beyond a depth of 4 mm. The increasing f 
with depth until complete submergence may be a consequence of expansion of the flow out 
of the hydraulically efficient flow concentration and on to the surrounding intenill surface. 
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Figure 8.6. Variation of (a) volumetric hydraulic radius Rv and (b) the depth-dependent 
terrnfs scaled by R,. with median depth at MRZ 3; (c) distribution of the constant roughness 
term fA (Epanechnikov kernel density function, half-width 1.2); (d) variation of summary 
statistics of the distribution of calculated Darcy-Weisbach friction factor f with median 
depth at Del Prado MRZ 3. 
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Figure 8.7. Variation of (a) volumetric hydraulic radius Rv and (b) the depth-dependent 
termf8 scaled by Rv with median depth at MRZ 4; (c) distribution of the constant rouglmess 
termj:1 (Epanechnikov kernel density function , half-width 1.5); (d) variation of summary 
statistics ofthe distribution of calculated Darcy-Weisbach friction factor/with median 
depth at Del Prado MRZ 4. 
At the Del Prado MRZ 4 plot, a consistent relationship between R, and median depth can be 
seen (Figure 8. 7a). This represents the dimensions and cross-sectional shape of the rill 
where R, initially increases rapidly with d5o until a depth of 7 mm where roughness 
elements become submerged and disturb the flow. This may be reflected in the spike of 
predicted resistance at this depth seen in Figure 8. 7d. The spline shown in Figure 8. 7b 
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summarises the variation with an R2 of 0.48, as a large degree of scatter was observed in the 
relationship between f 8 IR, and median depth. This is a consequence of the inclusion of the 
depth-skewness tenn Dsk in the resistance equation 6.17 which was quite variable between 
transects and produced some large positive residuals at shallow flows. The constant term/A 
was positively skewed though a secondary peak can be observed in the kemel density 
function towards the maximum of observed values (Figure 8.7c). 
The resultant resistance-depth relationship demonstrates a sharp increase in f to a depth of 
around 7 mm. This is followed by a steep decline beyond which resistance increases with 
depth for a second time (in the region of 30 mm to 50 mm) before finally declining with 
depth until maximum inundation where the resistance-depth function merges with the 
resistance predicted by the Keulegan equation. Given the large scatter observed in Figure 
8. 7b, it is possible that the finer structure of the resistance-depth relationship arises from an 
m1efact of this methodology. The predicted resistance values are generally lower than those 
of the MRZ 3 plot. 
Finally, Figures 8.8a-d demonstrate the development of a resistance-depth function for the 
MRZ 5 plot at the Del Prado hillslope. It should be noted that the relationship developed 
here has been derived from flow experiments with depths in the range of 15 mm. The large 
gully in the centre of this plot meant that very deep flows could be simulated; however, the 
procedure was limited to a maximum depth of 200 mm both for computational efficiency 
and to prevent the resistance equations from being applied even further beyond the 
conditions in which they were developed. The resistance predictions were extrapolated to 
200 mm to allow the validation of predictions in section 8.3.2. The results presented for the 
MRZ 5 plot should therefore be treated with caution. 
Such caution is also advised in the light of the low R2 value of the natural spline in Figure 
8.8b (R2 = 0.12). The flow transects appeared to follow two different pattems; the summary 
curve represents a combination of both. The summary of depth-dependent terms at the 
rilled and gullied plots is less able to explain the full variability observed than elsewhere on 
the hillslope. This may reflect the recorded variability off and V over these areas as 
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repo1ted in Figure 7.11b. The variation of R,, with depth (Figure 8.8a) is similar to that seen 
atMRZ4. 
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Figure 8.8. Variation of (a) volumetric hydraulic radius Rv and (b) the depth-dependent 
termfs scaled by R,. with median depth at MRZ 5; (c) distribution of the constant roughness 
te1m fA (Epanechnikov kernel density function, half-width 1.1 ); (d) variation of summary 
statistics of the distribution of calculated Darcy-Weisbach friction factor/with median 
depth at Del Prado MRZ 5. 
The distribution of the initial resistance fA is the least skewed distribution observed at any 
plot (although it remains positively skewed). When multiplied by the depth-dependent term 
to predict flow resistance, a large range of values are found. Note that Figure 8.8d shows 
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resistance against depth for a greater range of depths than in Figures 8.4- 7. Predicted 
resistance is generally an order of magnitude larger in the gullies than elsewhere on the 
hillslope (as observed in Figure 6.2). The results of Section 7.4 demonstrated that this 
resistance decreases rapidly once a flow connection is established. 
Figure 8.9a directly compares the medianfvalues predicted for each plot-type. The gullied 
MRZ 5 areas demonstrate the greatest fat depths of greater than 9 mm. Though this graph 
extends to a maximum depth of 0.1 m it is unlikely that such depths will be either observed 
in the field or simulated by a hydrological model except possibly in flow concentrations 
during extreme runoff events (e.g. Table 4.1 ). Most depths simulated in the field 
experiments described in this thesis were < 1 0 mm. In this region, MRZs 2 and 5 display the 
greatest flow resistance. Using this median resistance value (and the median slope of each 
plot) the variation of velocity with flow depth is predicted in Figure 8.9b. 
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At depths of less than 10 mm, MRZs 3-5 demonstrate the fastest flow, although the rill 
flows are considerably the fastest. For deeper flows the gullied plot shows the slowest flow 
while at MRZ 2 velocity increases rapidly with flow depth. Despite the greater resistance of 
MRZ 3, the predicted velocity is similar to that of MRZ l due to the steeper slope at this 
part of the hill slope. 
In summary, the resistance equations presented in Table 6.3 were developed from 
relationships between surface roughness, flow depth and flow resistance observed during 
flow simulation experiments over three semi-arid hillslopes. These empirical relationships 
include measures of the soil microtopography and flow depth tenns. Dividing the equations 
into these two categories allows resistance to be calculated at any simulated flow depth. 
Figures 8.4-8.8 extrapolate these relationships beyond the range of flows from which they 
were developed; however, the modelled flow depths are unlikely to be much deeper than 
those simulated in the field experiments. During these experiments it was found that flow 
resistance demonstrated considerable spatial variability even over surfaces categorised as 
containing similar microtopography (especially in flow concentrations). Therefore, the 
approach described above provides a distribution of predicted resistance that varies with 
flow depth. This allows the spatial variability of resistance to be expressed but also, through 
the categorisation of the hillslope into five Morphological Runoff Zones, provides an 
indication of the spatial configuration and connectivity of areas of low and high resistance 
which, as Mueller et al. (2007) suggest, is of fundamental importance for modelling 
hydrological response (see sections 3.4 and 8.4). 
8.3.2 Validation of Predictions 
Section 8.3 .1 described the calculation of resistance-depth disttibution curves for each 
Morphological Runoff Zone using the regression equations developed for each plot-type 
separately (method (d) below). This represents the most complex model presented in 
Chapter 6 and was described in detail above as it allows for the most flexibility and 
variation between MRZs. To re-iterate the discussion of Chapter 6, predictions of resistance 
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were made using models with four degrees of flexibility for incorporating observed 
variation with hillslope position: 
(a) predictions with no MRZ term included; 
(b) predictions where intercept of the relationship can vary with hills! ope location 
(MRZ term is incorporated as a dummy variable); 
(c) predictions made separately at each MRZ (variable intercept and coefficients); 
(d) independent regression equations developed for each MRZ (different predictors 
allowed). 
Similar curves were developed using the predictions of each of these methods. In this 
section, the predictions are described and compared. Following section 6.5.3, each variable 
identified as a predictor of resistance at each plot (from Table 6.3) is included in models 
(a)-(c). Additionally, each prediction is tested against a small dataset of flow 
measurements obtained from the variable discharge experiments described in section 5.3. 
Only ten measurements were made at each plot (over two separate sections - one 
represented as open symbols in Figures 8.1 0-8.13; one as closed symbols) but they are 
spread over a wider range of depths than those simulated using the constant discharge 
trough (the data from which the resistance models were developed). An ability to predict 
resistance to flows slightly deeper than those for which the model was developed is an 
encouraging sign that the resistance models have identified functional relationships 
between surface roughness and flow resistance. 
Figure 8.10 shows resistance predictions made with no Morphological Runoff Zone term 
included (model (a) above). The changing depth-dependent values were calculated from the 
dataset as a whole. All measured values are within the predicted range. A consequence of 
lumping together all hillslope positions is that a large range of predicted values exists at 
each depth (a variation of over two orders of magnitude). The measured values of most 
plot-types are distributed both sides of the median resistance prediction. The exception to 
this is MRZ 5 where all measured points are underpredicted (although they are still within 
the possible range of predictions). Only minor variation of predicted f with flow depth is 
observed when the resu1ts are averaged over the whole range ofhillslope surfaces (although 
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a slight increase of resistance with depth can be detected) . The large range of predicted 
values potentially limits the usefulness of predicting flow resistance in this way. 
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Figure 8.1 0. Comparison of measured flow resistance with that predicted from the general 
equation of Table 6.4 (the condition (a) where no MRZ term is included). 
Representing hillslope position using a dummy variable produces similar results (Figure 
8.11 ). Note that for ease of visualization, the measured values have been shifted towards 
the predictions by the offset of the dummy variable value (instead of the reverse) to enable 
the results to be shown on the same graph. An adjustment has been made for the 
underestimation of the MRZ 5 measurements (although they still lie around the 90th 
percentile of the predictions). The variation of predicted f with flow depth is even less than 
that of Figure 8.10 above, although a more pronounced increase inf can be seen for depths 
below 10 mm. 
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Figure 8.11 . Comparison of measured flow resistance with that predicted in Chapter 6 (the 
condition (b) where the MRZ term is included as a dwnmy variable) . To enable the results 
to be shown on a single graph, the measured values have been transformed rather than the 
predictions. The values were adjusted on a log-scale relative to the MRZ predictions with 
MRZ 2 (-0.027), MRZ 3 (+0.083), MRZ 4 (-0.350) and MRZ 5 (- 0.957). 
When flow resistance is calculated at each plot-type separately (model (c) above), the 
individual depth-resistance curves vary substantially between MRZs (Figure 8.12). This 
distinguishing feature is not apparent when predictions are made with no reference to 
hillslope position. At the MRZ 1 plot, the model predictions overestimate the resistance 
values of one section, yet the values of the second section lie very close to the median 
prediction. This emphasises the importance of including an appreciation of variability in 
resistance predictions as the measured values of the two sections vary substantially, despite 
being located close together. 
Similarly, a wide range of measured values was observed in one section at the MRZ 2 plot 
(which demonstrated almost no increase in flow depth with an increase in discharge). These 
measured values span the range of predicted/values at this depth. Predicted and measured 
resistance values agree well at the MRZ 3 plot and nicely demonstrate the general trend of 
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increasing resistance with flow depth over this range (capturing the more pronounced 
increase at a depth of 20 mm (potentially a consequence of spilling out of the flow 
concentration). 
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Figure 8.12. Comparison of measured flow resistance with that predicted from the 
equations ofTable 6.4 (the condition (c) where the resistance predictions are made 
separately for each Morphological Runoff Zone). 
The MRZ 4 plot shows almost no change in predicted resistance with flow depth. The 
predicted and measured values match up very closely, although one section showed an 
increase in resistance with depth at the lower discharge levels. Predicted resistance at the 
MRZ 5 plot is much higher than at the other hillslope locations (note the different scale of 
the MRZ 5 plot in Figure 8.12). Indeed, this appears to represent an overestimate of flow 
resistance, although the measured values are within the range predicted using this modeL 
The MRZ 5 plot also shows a marked increase of resistance with depth. 
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The final method of predicting resistance (model (d) in the list above) is the individual 
regression equation approach where only significant predictors of resistance as identified 
for each plot-type (at the P<0.05 level) are included in the analysis. This corresponds to the 
curves described in section 8.2.1 . 
The predictions at the MRZ 1 plot agree more closely with the lower-resistance 
measurements (Figure 8.13 ). At the MRZ 2 plot, one transect is situated exactly on the 
median prediction and follows the same decrease with increasing flow depth. The other 
transect is less-well predicted and contains the only measurement lying outside the range of 
predictions using this model. The measured values from the MRZ 3 plot are also very close 
to the median resistance prediction and show the same increase off with flow depth. 
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Figure 8.13. Comparison of measured flow resistance with that predicted from Table 6.3 
(the condition (d) where the regression models are developed separately, using different 
predictors of resistance for each Morphological Runoff Zone). 
Both sets of measurements from the MRZ 4 plot are rather poorly predicted by the 
regression model. The resistance is underestimated, but the measured points remain within 
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the range of predictions and observe the same pattem with increasing depth as the predicted 
values. Finally, the measured values at the MRZ 5 plot correspond closely to the median 
predicted values, although the increasing resistance with flow depth is not reproduced in the 
field measurements. 
Although only a limited number of independent data points are available with which to 
validate the regression models presented in this thesis, they provide an indication that 
predictions are not dissimilar to measured values. The models were developed from 
measurements taken on hillslope surfaces with a wide range of soil types, yet they perform 
well when tested on just one of these hillslopes. Further development and testing of these 
curves over other semi-arid hillslopes is necessary; section 8.4 will argue that the inclusion 
of such curves in distributed models of hill slope hydrology represents an impot1ant research 
direction. Comparison of the different prediction curves shows the consequence of 
including hillslope location in estimates of flow resistance, as a great deal of variability 
exists between the different four regression methods. The distribution of resistance 
predictions covers a large range of values in some curves. This raises an important question 
of how much the observed variability should be reduced to an approximate value. The 
scatter in the measured values is testament to the requirement of a range of predictions, yet 
those models (e.g. Figure 8.1 0) which integrate all plot-types into a single curve have a 
large range of predicted f which may limit the effectiveness of making predictions in this 
way. 
Comparing the perfonnance of these models in predicting resistance is difficult where a 
distribution of values is predicted at each flow depth and only ten independent resistance 
measurements exist at each plot-type. Figure 8.14 summarises the distributions of the 
differences between measured and median predicted values at each Morphological Runoff 
Zone for each regression model. At the MRZ I plot the general equation provides the 
closest prediction of measured resistance. This model performs less well moving further 
downslope. At the MRZ 3 plot, the model predictions generally improve with increasing 
model complexity. However, this is not always the case as the independent regression 
equation model underpredicts resistance at MRZ 4 and the variable coefficient model 
overpredicts resistance at MRZ 5. 
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Morphological Runoff Zone (.MRZ) for each of the four methods of representing hillslope 
position in predictions of flow resistance (increasing model complexity from (a)-(d)). 
Although further validation is necessary before solid conclusions can be made, it appears 
from Figure 8.14 and Table 8.4 that including MRZ as a dummy variable (model (b) with a 
correction factor to adjust the predicted resistance for each MRZ) is able to predict the 
measured flow resistance most accurately. Only at the .MRZ 3 plot was this model 
outperformed by both more complex models. As a percentage error, there is little difference 
between the dummy variable MRZ conection-factor model, and the most complex model 
(d). Although the errors repotted in Table 8.4 appear large, they are calculated from the 
median prediction and do not represent the predicted variability around this median. These 
results should treated with caution, as Figure 6.23 shows that the predictions for the 
constant discharge trough were less well conelated with measured resistance than the more 
complex models. However, this indication that effect of hillslope position can be 
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incorporated into models of overland flow resistance without the need to incorporate much 
additional complexity is an interesting result worthy of further investigation. 
Median Absolute Difference Median Percentage Difference 
Model (a) (b) (c) (d) (a) (b) (c) (d) 
MRZ1 3.27 3.15 3.75 3.18 74.1 68.7 96.9 78.0 
MRZ2 2.67 2.21 2.67 1.44 76.4 74.7 86.6 49.1 
MRZ3 2.40 1.72 1.53 1.02 130.4 77.8 91.2 53.4 
MRZ4 1.86 1.37 1.28 5.33 29.9 20.7 19.3 82.1 
MRZ5 42.95 37.48 79.16 14.33 89.2 77.8 212.4 35.2 
Total 2.84 2.22 2.40 4.18 86.6 68.9 78.5 69.0 
Table 8.4. Median absolute difference (measured/- predicted./) and median percentage 
difference (absolute difference as a percentage of measured f) of resistance predictions at 
each hill slope position (MRZ). Models represent the four degrees of complexity of 
incorporating hillslope position into predictions: (a) no MRZ term, (b) MRZ as dummy 
variable, (c) separate predictions, and (d) independent regression equations. 
8.4 Synthesis: Flow Resistance & Dynamic Connectivity 
This section synthesises and discusses the arguments and findings of this thesis by 
reviewing the development of equations for predicting flow resistance from surface 
roughness (section 8.4.1) and placing these results in the wider context of flood generation 
and runoff response of semi-arid areas (section 8.4.2). It is argued that the representation of 
flow resistance proposed here is a fundamental component of the study of semi-arid 
hydrology that is frequently neglected in hydrological models. 
8.4.1 Predicting Flow Resistance 
Flow resistance is often represented as a constant value in hydrological models and treated 
as a roughness parameter to be calibrated from field measurements. Several authors have 
long since concluded that such an approach is unsuitable to the study of fluvial systems 
where resistance can vary dynamically with flow stage (necessitating curves of resistance 
versus stage, e.g. Lane, 1951 ). Thus, flow resistance cannot be accurately represented by a 
single, constant value. Yet such a parametetisation is frequently applied to the study of 
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overland flows; this is most likely a consequence of the conceptualisation of resistance 
inherited from fluvial systems and pipe-flow experiments and the modelling of interrill 
flows as sheet flows (Hairsine and Rose, 1992). The majority of studies of hills1ope 
hydrology have sought to describe resistance to overland flows over entire hillslope or even 
catchment surfaces with a single value (e.g. Morgan et al., 1998; Takken et al., 2005). 
More sophisticated approaches develop equations for resistance from measures 
incorporating some dependency on the flow itself, such as the Reynolds number or 
inundation ratio (e.g. Lawrence, 1997). 
The analysis presented in Chapter 6 suggested that there is a need to move beyond such a 
basic conceptualisation of flow resistance, towards one that is befitting of the spatially and 
temporally variable nature of overland flow. The characteristics of overland flow share 
little in common with river flows, as the depth is very shallow in comparison with the size 
of surface roughness. Moreover, the submergence of complex microtopographic structures 
with increasing water depth means that progressive inundation of roughness elements will 
have a substantial influence on the hydraulics of overland flow. Given the observed 
variability of microtopography over hillslope surfaces, it might be expected that overland 
flow resistance will exhibit a larger degree of spatial variability. 
The methodology developed in this thesis permitted high-resolution measurement of 
overland flow on natural soil surfaces. The variability of flow velocity over very fine scales 
of measurement was particularly apparent, especially within flow concentrations (section 
5.2; Figure 7.18). At a broader scale, systematic changes in microtopography (described in 
Table 4.4) that either act to concentrate or divert runoff (section 7.3.1) contributed to an 
even larger range of measured flow velocities. Experiments with increasing discharges 
(section 5.3) demonstrated the complex relationship between flow depth and velocity that 
varies with microtopography. 
These results can be attributed to spatially-variable flow resistance that changes with flow 
depth. An ability to predict this variability is of fundamental importance for hydrological 
and erosion models which Jetten etal. (1998) and Takken et at: (2005) have ~mown are very 
sensitive to hydraulic resistance parameters. Chapter 2 demonstrated that many hydraulic 
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principles that are applied uncritically to model overland flows rely on theories of fluid 
mechanics that have been transferred from an idealised situation to represent pipe flows, 
channel flows and more recently overland flows. The assumptions inherent in traditional 
resistance formulations were laid bare in Chapter 2. From this discussion, section 6.3 
attempted to derive a method of representing flow resistance more suitable to complex 
topographies. The result was a modified version of the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor 
(equation 6.6) which allows some limiting assumptions to be relaxed and yet remains 
sufficiently simple to be employed in a field situation. 
Examination of velocity profiles and empirical relationships in pipe and channel flows (e.g. 
Blasius, 1915; Prandtl, 1935; Keulegan, 1938; section 2.3) suggested that flow resistance 
could be predicted from the Reynolds number or inundation ratio (flow depth scaled by 
roughness height). Applying these equations to the field situation of shallow overland flows 
passing over complex partially-inundated topographies highlighted the inadequacy of these 
theories when employed in conditions well outside the range in which they were developed 
(section 6.2). A more theoretical analysis demonstrated that the meaning of roughness 
measures (such as 'roughness height' which implies either an equivalence between a soil 
surface and one which is uniformly coated with identical sand grains (Henderson, 1966) or 
the existence of an elevation above a reference level where the logarithmic vertical velocity 
profile is extrapolated to zero (Keulegan, 1938)) is subtly altered when applied to this 
situation. 
A large variety of roughness measures was calculated to examine their relationship with 
flow resistance, developing a more suitable prediction of resistance whilst also using these 
relationships to infer the variation of overland flow processes over hillslope surfaces 
(section 6.5). Several roughness measurements were found to be related to flow resistance. 
These can be divided into two categories: constant measures representing simply the 
microtopography of the soil surface (initial roughness/,4), and measurements that are also a 
function of the flow depth (depth-dependent roughness .fn). The predictions developed in 
section 8.3 combined the observed distribution of initial roughness (e.g. Figure 8.4c) with a 
---'-SUmmarisedcCUfVe'ofthe-Variatioricoftfle"0depth::'depenoentterms\vitll-liiCreasing W~t~r levcl-· --· --"' 
(e.g. Figure 8.4b ). This resulted in a distribution of resistance predictions which is 
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translated along a curve with increasing water depth (e.g. Figure 8.4d) that can be easily 
applied to distributed hydrological models. 
Roughness-resistance relationships were observed to vary with hillslope position as a 
function of the systematic shifts in the organisation of surface features with distance 
downslope (representing the increasing dominance of runoff processes on surface 
morphology). This demonstrates the impm1ance of classifying hillslope surfaces into areas 
of similar microtopography. Section 6.5.3 demonstrated that such a classification can be 
incorporated into flow resistance predictions in a number of ways, each of which offers a 
different degree of flexibility for incorporating the effects of hillslope position into 
resistance predictions (a basic validation of each of these models was presented in section 
8.3.2). 
It is recognised that the identification and measurement of surface roughness is extremely 
scale dependent and necessitates a distinction between roughness and topography. The 
value of roughness measurements depends on the resolution at which such measurements 
are made and has led some authors to divide roughness into separate scales (e.g. Robert, 
I 990; Clifford et al., I 992; Lawless and Robert, 200 I). Butler et al. (200 I) were able to 
characterise roughness of a gravel-bed river in a scale-independent way using fractal 
analysis. However, there is some question as to the range of scales over which self-similar 
behaviour is observed on natural soil surfaces (e.g. Burrough, 1983; Bartoli et al., 2005). 
Thus, for the majority of roughness measures, scale-dependency is unavoidable and 
requires that studies of roughness are consistent in their definition and clearly state their 
chosen scale and resolution. Roughness is, it has been argued, essentially that residual 
component of topography that must be dealt with implicitly at the chosen scale of enquiry 
(Lane, 2005). In this study, the resolution of roughness measurement was set at the 
maximum measurement resolution that could be achieved over all plot surfaces (2 mm). 
When transferring these results to the hills! ope scale (discussed below) it is proposed that 
the spatial and temporal resolution employed in hydrological models should reflect the 
scale of roughness measurement. Section 4.3 .5 explains that roughness measurements were 
calculated over 'the are;nhat water-was observed to travel during 1 s-(this Was extremely 
variable over each hillslope but was <0.2 m for the vast majority of measurements; Figure 
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5.4). Therefore, it is suggested that these results can be applied to a model of hillslope 
hydrology operating at a timestep of I s and with a grid size of 0.2 m (see section 8.4.2 
below). This ensures a consistent and sensible distinction between roughness and 
topography. However, it is recognised that this scale dependence of roughness deserves a 
thorough investigation. 
In summary, the methodology developed in this study has enabled the formulation of 
empirically-derived resistance predictions and demonstrated the apparent small-scale 
variability of overland flow resistance. This variability is incorporated into predictions as a 
distribution of values obtained for each flow depth. This is not a statistically-derived 
distribution but rather one that has been informed by field measurements of the distribution 
of 'initial roughness'. These predictions can also be made separately for areas 
demonstrating similar microtopographic stmctures (e.g. flow concentrations) which display 
characteristic resistance-stage curves. This approach is more complex than the usual 
treatment of flow resistance in hydrological models. However, the following section 
justifies this increased complexity and demonstrates how representing flow resistance in 
this way is of fundamental importance if we are to develop a full understanding of flood 
generation in semi-arid environments. 
8.4.2 Flow Resistance and Runoff Generation 
Understanding mnoff generation at the hillslope scale requires an appreciation of the 
interactions between the temporal distribution of rainfall intensities, flowpath lengths, the 
spatial distribution of soil infiltration parameters and the routing velocity of overland flows 
(see Chapter 3 for a more detailed discussion). Over recent decades, numerous studies have 
focused on the importance of the spatial pattern of infiltration parameters and soil moisture 
on mnoff generation (e.g. Morin and Benyamini, 1977; Sharma et al., 1980; Yair et al., 
1980; Tricker, 1981; Scoging, 1982; Yair and Lavee, 1985; Bemdtsson and Larson, 1987; 
Wilcox et al., 1990; Yair, 1990; Casenave and Valentin, 1992; Bromley et al., 1997; Sole-
Benet et al., 1997; Canton et al., 2002, 2004 amongst others) yet relatively little work has 
.. JJeen directed towards th~ role of flow resistance in the development · of connected 
flowpaths. Bemdtsson and Larson ( 1987) noted that early rainfall-mnoff models lumped 
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together infiltration characteristics of whole catchments into a single unit. In more recent 
hydrological models, infiltration is represented as being both spatially and temporally 
variable. This section argues that flow resistance must be parameterised in a similar manner 
if we are to develop a full understanding of the complex interactions observed between 
rainfall, infiltration and travel time distributions. This is crucial in semi-arid environments 
where overland flows provide a large contribution to flood hydrographs and are responsible 
for the redistribution of water soil and nutrients through a catchment (Brazier et al., 2007). 
The nature of an integrated hydrological system is such that when a water parcel travels 
further through the channel network, the likelihood of further transport is increased as the 
delivery pathway becomes stronger and the chance of contact with the soil is decreased 
(Figure 3.6b). Such positive feedback is less definite in semi-arid catchments where flows 
are intermittent and transmission losses high. Only during periods when abstractions from 
the rainfall total are negligible in comparison with rainfall depths can such positive 
feedback exist. Once a storm event crosses some threshold, the transmission of runoff 
through a catchment will increase in a nonlinear fashion. The identification of such a 
nebulous threshold and more importantly, the factors that determine its value remains a key 
unanswered question of semi-arid hydrology. 
Analysis of a 1 0-year record from ram and stage gauges at the Prado sub-catchment 
(section 8.2) identified two characteristics of rainstorms that encourage flood generation: 
the rainfall depth falling before peak rain intensity is reached (Figure 8.2) and total storm 
duration above an intensity of 20 mm h- 1 (Figure 8.3). The first factor reduces abstractions 
as the average infiltration rate will be lower when the intensity peak atTives whereas the 
second factor provides intense rainfall over a long duration of time, increasing the total 
rainfall available in that period. Both factors can be related to the 'travel opportunity time' 
(Aryal et al., 2003) or the 'concentration time' (Yair and Raz-Yassif, 2004) as they reduce 
the ratio between abstractions and rainfall for a sufficient time to allow substantial flow 
connections to develop. Hence, flood generation is determined not by a runoff threshold 
alone, but also by the duration for which this threshold is exceeded. 
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This discussion essentially reduces to the notion that during any rainstorm there exists a 
window of opportunity for the transfer of runoff from active runoff generating areas to the 
channel (and beyond). Identifying the variable contributing area throughout a rainstorm 
requires an understanding of the extent to which connections can develop in this time, 
determined by routing velocities and flow resistance. 
Despite the interactions described above, Wainwright and Parsons (2002) note that the 
nonlinear hydrological response of a hillslope or catchment and the scale-dependency of the 
runoff coefficient (decreasing with increasing catchment size or hillslope length; e.g. Yair 
and Kossovsky, 2002) have commonly been explained by the spatial variability of 
infiltration capacity (Sharma et al., 1980; Wilcox et al., 1997; Van Loon and Keesman, 
2000; Van de Giesen et al., 2000). Following the distinction of Ambroise (2004), 'variable 
active' areas generate runoff but may be disconnected from the stream network by an area 
of high infiltration capacity where run-on infiltration occurs (whereas 'variable contributing 
areas' are connected to the channel network). Consequently, much research has been 
directed towards developing our understanding of the spatial and temporal variation of 
infiltration characteristics. 
The difficulty of characterising the spatial variability of infiltration has resulted in 
numerous attempts to classify surfaces demonstrating a similar hydrological response 
according to physical and chemical properties of the surface material (e.g. Sole-Benet et al., 
1997; Canton et al., 2002), topography (e.g. Moore et al., 1988; Western et al., 1999; 
Gomez-P1aza et al., 2001), vegetation (e.g. Yair and Danin, 1980; Bromley et al., 1997; 
Rodriguez-Iturbe et al., 1999), land-use, or a combination of several such factors (e.g. 
Fliigel, 1995; Bull et al., 2003; Figure 3.2). In most hydrological models, infiltration rate is 
observed to decrease as a function of either time (e.g. Phi lip (1957); infiltration envelopes 
of Smith (1972) and Scoging and Thames (1980)) or with soil moisture storage (e.g. Green 
and Ampt, 1911; Kirkby, 1975, 1985). Fitzjohn et al. (1998) and Michaelides and 
Wainwright (2002) have observed that this decrease in infiltration reduces the effect of its 
spatial variation on runoff coefficients as a storm progresses (Figure 3.4). 
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These studies have produced a complex representation of infiltration that is routinely 
applied in hydrological models and has vastly increased our understanding of the nonlinear 
threshold behaviour of flood generation. Infiltration parameters are both spatially and 
temporally variable and classified by observed surface properties. More recently, this has 
been combined with an examination of the effect of temporal variations of rainfall intensity 
on the scale dependency of runoff coefficients (e.g. Wainwright and Parsons, 2002; Kirkby 
et al., 2005; Reaney et al., 2007). Meanwhile, flow resistance is represented as a single 
constant value, lumping together entire hill slopes (e.g. Figure 8.15a; M organ et al., 1998). 
Michaelides and Wainwright (2002) and Wainwright and Parsons (2002) examined the 
effect of varying this resistance parameter (the latter study also simulated the effect of 
decreasing f as a simple function of flow depth), and found that higher friction factors 
increased run-on infiltration and decreased connectivity. 
However, some investigations modelling the effect of spatial variability of infiltration fail 
even to pass comment on the resistance parameter used to route overland flows (e.g. Canton 
et al., 2002). Yair and Lavee (1985) noted that slopes dissected by rills and gullies were 
effective contributing areas, attributing this to the lower infiltration rate of these features 
compared with the surrounding interrill surfaces (the opposite pattern was observed in 
Figure 7.31 ), while paying little attention to the resultant effect of flow hydraulics. This 
highlights the current focus on infiltration characteristics, while the ability of 
microtopography to influence runoff production through the development of hill slope-scale 
emergent patterns and hydraulically efficient networks by concentrating or diverging runoff 
(Bergkamp, 1998; Roels, 1984) receives comparatively little attention. 
Advances in modelling are likely to follow advances in measurement techniques (Beven, 
2001). The flow experiments conducted in this study revealed a large variability of flow 
resistance over small areas. This may be expected where flows are extremely shallow and 
the soil microtopography is complex and heterogeneous. Michaelides and Wainwright 
(2002) found that increasing the spatial variability of resistance increased the variability of 
outflow. Adding this spatial variability produces an estimated distribution of flow 
resistance similar to that of Figure 8.15b where the resistance value is randomly sampled 
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from the distribution for each cell at a given flow depth. Further research is necessary to 
examine the spatial structure of such variability. 
(a) Hillslope average off 
Predicted f 
. 6.60 
(b) Distribution off over hill slope 
Predicted f 
69.20 
(c) Average off separated by Morphological Runoff Zone (d) Distribution off separated by Morphological Runoff Zone 
Predicted f Predicted f 
11.63 72.97 
Figure 8.15. Spatial patterns of resistance predictions at the hillslope scale for the Del Prado 
hillslope (0.2 m DEM resolution) (a) using a single value for the entire hill slope; (b) 
introducing spatial variability into the prediction; (c) classifying flow resistance by mapped 
morphological features (Morphological Runoff Zones); (d) combining spatial variability 
with classification. Each prediction was made assuming a unifonn flow depth of 2 mm. 
Yet this approach misses a fundamentally important feature of hydrological connectivity-
the interaction between structural connectivity (spatial patterns and the extent of physical 
connectedness of landscape elements) and functional connectivity (the linkage of landscape 
areas by a process) (Turnbull et al., 2008; section 3.4). Articulating this in the context of 
overland flow resistance, spatial patterns of flow resistance determine overland flow 
velocities, which then influence flood generation through the development of connected 
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flows while also affecting future runoff transfer through the feedback between flow 
velocity and topographic form (i.e. high velocity flows eroding the soil surface). This 
defines what Bracken and Croke (2007) label 'dynamic connectivity' and is an emergent 
property of hillslopes (including both the variable hydrological connectivity throughout a 
stmm event and also process-form interactions with implications for longer-term landscape 
development). This emergent interaction (also expressed as 'patterns, processes and 
functions' by many authors; e.g. Grayson et al., 2002; Sivapalan, 2005; Schroder, 2006; 
McDonnell et al., 2007) provides a coherent and reproducible pattern through which to 
engage in an analysis of hillslope hydrology, producing results of greater transferability 
and more general applicability than studies focused on small scale heterogeneities 
(McDonnell et al., 2007). 
The soil surface acts as the interface between the erosive forces of rainfall and runoff and 
the eroding soil itself. Throughout a rainfall event the morphology of the soil surface is 
continuously adjusting in response to these surface processes, and likewise, surface 
processes are influenced by surface topography. As a result of this dynamic connectivity, 
the soil surface bears the 'footprint' of the action of spatially varying processes (Huang and 
Bradford, 1993). Such process-form interactions were identified in section 5.5 where the 
relationship between flow velocity, surface roughness and erosion in rills and flow 
concentrations was examined (Figure 5.26). Similarly, the incision of concentrated flow 
pathways influences the distribution of flow depths (section 5.4) which has important 
consequences for the shear stress distribution and future erosion (e.g. Parsons and 
Wainwright, 2006). 
Reproducible patterns of microtopography are observed over a wide range of semi-arid 
hillslopes. Here they have been classified into the Morphological Runoff Zones applied 
throughout this thesis (Table 4.4), although these patterns could equally be classified in any 
number of different ways. Chapter 7 demonstrated that these patterns can be easily mapped 
in the field and used to inform a thresholded index-based method of classifying hillslope 
surfaces. This structural connectivity is the result of previous functional connectivity and 
•_·-- _-· ,._~~~~---c,_;...·--;A-~-~---~ _.:::-< "":,''"'·-·--:--~~-"'--- _______£ 
--~can.,.be~used~to~inform""the~examination~of"ftitufe~Uooo --generation fiY"providing separate 
predictions of flow resistance for each structural unit (Figure 8.15c ). This approach 
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provides a scaling tool to represent contiguous areas of low and high flow resistance across 
a hillslope and is analogous to the classification of surfaces of similar infiltration 
parameters discussed above. However, it is not suggested that surfaces should be classified 
in this way for modelling both flow resistance and infiltration capacity as it is unlikely that 
both processes are controlled by the same factors (and the results of section 7.4.2 indicated 
that the variation of infiltration between MRZs was negligible compared with the observed 
within-plot variability). The results of this thesis suggest that while soil-type and land-use 
affect infiltration rates, flow resistance is more influenced by the within-hillslope variation 
of microtopography. The prediction of flow resistance is thus classified into areas 
displaying the morphological indication of a similar set of surface processes (mostly 
through the degree of organisation of concentrated flow pathways; Figure 7.8). The 
distribution of these areas (Figures 7.4-7 .6) has arisen from typical rainfall characteristics 
and also the hydrological properties ofupslope areas (Yair and Raz-Yassif, 2004). 
The results of section 6.2 suggest that this approach may overestimate structural 
connectivity by ignoring the substantial variability observed within each classification of 
microtopography (see Mueller et al., 2007). Combining classification with spatial 
variability produces a more realistic picture of flow resistance at the hillslope scale (Figure 
8.15d). Contiguous areas of high and low flow resistance can be observed, but these 
become less prominent as a consequence of the variation around the median value. 
Figure 8.15a-d demonstrates each of these four approaches applied to predict flow 
resistance at the Del Prado hillslope (using the equations of Table 6.3 and the general 
equation of Table 6.4). Yet, as discussed in section 6.4, although flow resistance can be 
related to surface roughness, resistance is a property of the flow itself and does not exist 
independently of such flows. As a result, maps of flow resistance cannot be used to predict 
the velocity of overland flow as it will depend on the flow depth, much as infiltration rates 
are dependent on soil moisture. Indeed, Figures 8.15a-d assume a flow depth of 2 mm 
evenly spread over the hillslope surface. The predictions described in section 8.3 suggest 
that the resistance varies with flow depth. 
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This thesis developed an approach of predicting flow resistance from measures of surface 
roughness (or microtopography) and flow depths (or measures such as the volumetric 
hydraulic radius which represent the interaction between the two). When applied at the 
hillslope scale, the result is a spatial pattern of flow resistance values similar to that of 
Figure 8.15d, which varies with the predicted runoff depth of each cell. This approach gives 
models of hillslope hydrology the capacity to give flow resistance a similar treatment to 
infiltration rates (i.e. a distribution of values, organised by observed structural units that is 
dynamic and changes throughout a rainfall event). Whereas infiltration rate will vary with 
time or soil moisture storage, flow resistance relies on depth. As flow depth is necessary for 
the calculation of velocity in the Darcy-Weisbach equation, this depth-dependency requires 
no additional information. Infiltration equations typically vary as a simple function of time 
or soil storage; while similar relationships between flow resistance and flow depth can be 
identified, the typically complex and non-monotonic variation of surface roughness with 
increasing flow depth can produce rather more complex curves (e.g. Figure 8.4d). Section 
7.4 suggested that resistance may also decrease as a function of time as it may initially 
represent an amalgamation of multiple processes (e.g. overcoming suction forces from 
infiltration or turbulence associated with the filling of surface depressions) which decrease 
even more dramatically (i.e. >80%) over a short period of time (i.e. within seconds) as a 
flow connection becomes more established. However, the intermittent nature of overland 
flow is such, that the establishment of such a steady and strong connection may be 
relatively rare. 
Figure 8.16 demonstrates the variation of resistance with flow depth over the Del Prado 
hillslope. Whereas the example of Figure 8.15d assumed a uniform flow depth (2 mm), the 
maps of Figure 8.16 show the effect of a spatially-variable flow depth on resistance. This 
remains a simplification of the conceptual model outlined above, as the hill slope surface is 
assumed to generate runoff uniformly (thereby ignoring the spatial and temporal variability 
of infiltration and rainfall discussed above). The flow velocity maps demonstrate that with 
increasing water depth, areas of flow concentration produce faster flows relative to interrill 
areas, thereby promoting the hydrological connection of upslope areas to the main channel 
network. 
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Flow Resistance Flow Velocity 
(a) Maximum accumulated depth = 0.1 m 
(b) Maximum accumulated depth = 0.2 m 
(c) Maximum accumulated depth = 0.5 m 
Figure 8.16. Predicted distribution of flow resistance and velocity at the Del Prado hills lope 
for three maximum flow depths. In this simplification, each cell is assumed to contribute an 
equal amount of runoff to the outlet. 
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Using velocity calculations derived from slope, flow depth and flow resistance offers the 
potential for a more sophisticated analysis of travel times than that of section 7.3 .3. The 
resultant travel time distribution shows greater nonlinear threshold behaviour than Figure 
7 .24. The travel time distribution is similar to that of Figure 7 .24d for the first 800 s, but 
Figure 8.17b predicts that some areas will remain isolated from the hillslope outlet for a 
much longer period of time. The map of Figure 8.17a highlights these areas, while also 
demonstrating the influence of flow concentrations and the accumulation of deeper flows 
on the travel time distribution. In Figure 8.17a the isolated areas are prevented from 
connecting with the hillslope outlet by areas of very low slopes. In reality, these areas will 
have a less prominent effect on the travel time distribution as water collects in depressions 
and overflows (as will be captured by any hydrological model using the water surface slope 
rather than the soil surface slope as approximated in this demonstration). 
With increasing rainfall depth, the travel time distribution becomes more peaked and water 
is routed faster over the hillslope surface (Figure 8.17b ). It is worth remembering that in the 
basic analysis of Figure 8.17 where rainfall is steady and no infiltration takes place, the 
variation of the flow resistance parameter with depth affects the peak stage and arrival of 
the flood wave. In a more realistic situation where mnoff-producing rainfall is intermittent 
and variable, and mnoff is generated at only a small portion of hillslope surfaces, flow 
resistance does not just determine the distribution of travel times, but plays a fundamental 
role in developing flow connections and will thus determine totalmnoff amounts. 
That the effect of flow resistance is often ignored in studies of functional or dynamic 
connectivity (i.e. the development of continuous flowpaths) is a symptom of the paucity of 
quantitative analysis undertaken in such studies. When the connectivity framework is used 
to examine the hydrological system, soil moisture and mnoff depth determine the driving 
forces towards establishing connections, and flow resistance acts to impede the 
development of a delivery pathway, yet the focus is entirely on the driving forces. 
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(a) Distribution of travel times at a maximum flow depth of 0.1 m 
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Figure 8.17. (a) Travel times calculated for the Del Prado hillslope using flow velocity 
predictions of Figure 8.16a and a maximum accumulated flow depth of 0.1 m; (b) kernel 
density estimates of the distribution of travel times for maximum accumulated flow depths 
of 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 m (using the Epanechnikov kernel with half-width 65 s). 
To conclude, the inclusion of resistance-depth relationships in hydrological models 
provides a critical linkage that permits the interaction between the spatial and temporal 
variation of both flow resistance and infiltration rates through the redistribution of soil 
moisture and runoff to determine the response of a hillslope or catchment to a particular 
storm event. This interaction is summarised in Figure 8.18. The approach developed in this 
the · offers a framework for incorporating a dynamic and spatially variable flow resistance 
parameter into hydrological models alongside similarly dynamic and spatially variable 
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infiltration parameters. The discussion of Chapter 3 emphasised that it is the interaction 
between these two processes that detetmines the functional connectivity of a hillslope and 
the necessary storm properties for mnoff to contribute to the outflow hydrograph (the 
' travel opportunity time' of Aryal et al. (2003) or the 'concentration time' of Yair and Raz-
Yassif(2004)). 
Redistribution 
Soil Moisture 
Distribution 
A 
Rainfall Intensity Distribution 
~ ~ ~ ,ij ,ij 
Infiltration Rate 
Travel Time 
Distribution 
Outflow Hydrograph 
Runoff 
Depth 
~ 
~~ 
I ,, 
Flow path 
Integration 
~ 
Flow Velocity Flow Resistance 
* ()Roughness-t.J Resistance 
Relationship 
Slope 
Figure 8.18. Summary of the conceptual model of dynamic hydrological connectivity over 
a semi-arid hillslope outlined in this section. Flow resistance and infiltration parameters 
interact through the redistribution of soil moisture and mnoff to determine the mnoff 
response to any given rainstorm. The feedback loop is completed by adding a 
representation of the changing flow resistance with depth (marked *). 
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8.5 Limitations & Opportunities for Further Research 
This study pioneered a new method of measuring overland flows in the field. The 
application of terrestrial laser scanning technology towards developing our understanding 
of natural processes remains in its infancy. Increased accessibility of high-resolution 
elevation data presents considerable opportunities for enhancing our understanding of many 
areas of geomorphology (e.g. landslide and debris flow mechanisms, cliff and riverbank 
erosion). This new capability brings new challenges of calibration, data collection, 
processing and presentation. To date, attempts to apply terrestrial laser scanning techniques 
to solve geomorphological problems are relatively few and far between (with a few notable 
exceptions, e.g. Rosser et al., 2005; Lim et al., 2005; Rumsby et al., 2008). Many 
researchers appear to collect laser-scanned digital elevation models simply for their 
aesthetic value, falling short of developing any general understanding of their subject. The 
methodology described here was a first attempt at applying this technology towards 
measuring and modelling overland flows over natural surfaces. As with any innovative 
technique, there exists considerable potential for this methodology to be developed further. 
During the development of this project, there were a number of technical advances in 
terrestrial laser scanners. There is every reason to believe that such trends will continue to 
make such high resolution data both more accurate and more widely available. Applications 
of this technology represent an active research frontier where numerous advances are 
possible. This study pushed the resolution and precision of the current generation of laser 
scanners to their present limits. It was found (in the experiments of section 4.3.3.3) that the 
achievable precision at close-range was just within the necessary limits (approximately 2 
mm) to capture the roughness of bare soil surfaces. The next generation of terrestrial laser 
scanners will inevitably push those limits even further and open up new oppottunities to 
apply this general approach of measuring overland flows to a wider range of conditions. 
This study employed simple criteria to reconstruct a water surface from elevation data 
provided by a terrestrial laser scanner and a flow extenLderived from overhead imagery. 
This represents an area worthy of further development, employing more sophisticated 
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analysis to estimate the water surface elevation. The use of a constant discharge trough to 
supply overland flows to the plots could also be improved by replacing or combining the 
supply with rainfall simulation. However, this adds additional complications as the rainfall 
simulators and the rain itself would interfere with the overhead imagery capture techniques. 
The results presented in this thesis were obtained from just three hillslopes. While there is 
some justification in suggesting that the downslope variation of microtopography over bare 
hillslopes might be reproduced on other semi-arid hillslopes, further work should be 
directed towards examining the validity of this assumption. More impot1antly, for this 
method to be advanced fut1her and effectively applied to other locations, procedures must 
be automated to reduce the processing time required to generate flow measurements. Such 
opportunities do exist (discussed briefly in section 4.3.8) but were beyond the scope of this 
project. The methodology described in Chapter 4 was developed on a tight budget; 
investment in more sophisticated equipment would yield both more accurate and rapid data 
collection. 
This study was restricted to the examination of bare soils; however, patches of vegetation 
are present on most semi-arid hillslopes. Their influence on runoff generation and 
connectivity development has recently been the focus of much research (e.g. Tumbull et 
al., 2008; Mueller et al., 2008). Integrating the results of this study with investigations of 
the influence of vegetation patches on runoff is essential if flood generation mechanisms 
are to be properly understood. Indeed, a greater understanding of this interaction may 
provide potential options for flood prevention strategies. Such integration represents a 
considerable challenge as distinguishing between soil surface roughness and the 'mobile' 
roughness of vegetation elements is subject to considerable error. 
The assumption that the soil surface changed negligibly during the course of the runoff 
experiments was supported by field observations. However, another consideration for 
further research would be the establishment of monitoring plots where repeat surveys of the 
same area examine how the soil surface changes over time. This approach would feed into 
the connectivity development- framework as the gradual establishment of concentrated 
flows after runoff events can be observed. This should be combined with a more 
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widespread application of the 'light-touch' monitoring methods of measuring maximum 
stage over a wider area (e.g. Bracken and Kirkby, 2005). This would address the paucity of 
data of runoff generation from real rainstorms. However, to some extent this data-gap is a 
result of the infrequent and often torrential nature of runoff in semi-arid environments. The 
field site selected for this research is the driest area of the western Mediterranean. 
Therefore, this methodology would be advanced more rapidly by choosing a less extreme 
location where more frequent runoff events produce more observations for analysis. The 
methodology can be later transferred back to drier areas once sufficient expe11ise and 
understanding has produced significant advances and developed a refined version of 
measurement techniques. 
In more general terms, the study of semi-arid overland flows at the hillslope scale has much 
to offer the emerging framework of connectivity that is now an established concept in 
hydrology and ecology. Section 8.4 identified a key interaction between infiltration rates 
and overland flow resistance that may explain the nonlinear runoff response to rainfall 
events observed on semi-arid hillslopes. A research agenda focusing on connectivity 
development of such overland flows can augment recent conceptual advances being made 
in the study of subsurface flows. Ease of access and logistical advantages mean that semi-
arid overland flows (where lateral subsurface flow is considered to be negligible) would be 
a convenient hydrological process with which to develop new theoretical constructs of 
connectivity (e.g. modelling flow connections using percolation theory; Lehmann et al., 
2007). 
Finally, application of terrestrial laser scannmg to the study overland flow hydraulics 
requires the distinction between roughness and topography to be re-examined. Overland 
flows are frequently very shallow and are of a similar scale as those microtopographic 
irregularities that are commonly labelled as simply 'roughness'. Naturally, such features 
can deviate, block or decelerate overland flows much more effectively than where such 
features are located on the bed or banks of much larger, deeper rivers. Despite this 
influence, it remains impractical to survey the microtopography of an entire hillslope or 
catchment. Therefore, the way in which this roughness is represented in hydrological 
models requires deeper consideration. Although this thesis has made some progress 
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towards identifying the relevant parameters of microtopography to apply to hillslope-scale 
analyses, there remains a large gap in our ability to effectively transfer plot-scale studies to 
the management scale. 
8.6 Summary 
The temporal variability of rainfall intensities determines the opportunity for runoff 
generation. At the Prado sub-catchment, the rainfall amount falling before peak intensity is 
reached and the duration for which intensity was above 20 mm h" 1 were related to flood 
generation. Connectivity development at this location is therefore determined by a 
combination of the rainfall amount remaining once infiltration is satisfied and, crucially, the 
duration for which this rainfall-excess exists. 
Spatially and temporally variable predictions of flow resistance permit a higher-level of 
analysis of hydrological connectivity development over semi-arid hillslopes. Depth-varying 
resistance predictions interact with soil moisture-dependent infiltration predictions to 
determine both the 'travel opportunity time' and the degree of connectivity that can be 
achieved during this time. Evidence of such functional connectivity is found in the 
morphological representations of runoff process observed over semi -arid hillslopes. In turn, 
this morphology development (or structural connectivity) determines future hydrological 
connectivity through the development of efficient flow pathways. A range of options exists 
to incorporate the effect of these morphological patterns into predictions of flow resistance. 
In the conceptual model outlined in Figure 8.18, flow resistance represents a fundamentally 
important component of the connectivity framework that must be properly represented in 
hydrological models for a truly quantitative analysis of dynamic connectivity to be 
undertaken. The analysis presented in section 8.4 presented only an example of how this 
synthesis should be achieved. The next step is to examine the interaction of infiltration, 
resistance and rainfall intensities in a distributed, physically-based hillslope hydrological 
model. This represents a key research priority. Additionally, numerous opportunities exist 
to i~p.prove the field me!hodolo~y developed in this thesis which may substantially enhance 
our understanding of semi-arid overland flows. 
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To conclude, Chapter 9 now reviews the key findings and results presented in this thesis in 
the context of the aims and objectives laid out in Chapter I. 
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CONCLUSIONS: 
SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS 
9.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this concluding chapter is to summarise the findings and to emphasise the 
key results of this thesis. The summary (section 9.2) is structured around the original 
objectives identified in section 1.2. The key conclusions of this research are then related to 
the implications of the results for the management of flood hazard in semi-arid catchments 
and the wider research community (section 9.3). 
9.2 Summary of Objectives 
As stated in Chapter 1, the overall aim of this project is to provide a detailed examination of 
overland flow hydraulics, focusing on the influence of surface roughness and infiltration on 
flow resistance and hillslope-scale flood generation in semi-arid environments. This section 
examines the extent to which this research aim has been achieved and uses the individual 
objectives outlined in section 1.2 as a framework for a discussion of key findings. 
Chapter 9 Conclusion 
9.2.1 Methodology Development 
(1) To develop a methodology that allows the variables of overland flow to be 
precisely defined and measured in the field. 
The methodology described in Chapter 4 offers a new perspective of runoff transfer on 
natural soil surfaces that can fill an important gap in our knowledge of overland flow 
processes (generating data such as that presented in Figure 9 .l ). Rapid-sequence overhead 
images were georeferenced over a high-resolution plot-scale Digital Elevation Model 
(obtained from a terrestrial laser scanner) onto which overland flows were simulated. Flow 
patterns and velocities were extracted and an understanding of the fine-scale variability of 
these can be gained from interrogation of the raw data. 
Flow depths were not measured directly, but were estimated by making several 
assumptions about the nature of the water surface (section 4.3.5.2). The estimated water 
depths will not be as accurate as point measurements made during the experiments; a 
comparison of direct measures with estimates shows some scatter around the line of 
equality (Figure 4.23 ). However, the high-resolution and spatial distribution means that 
they present a complementary measure of depths. This comparison is also being made for 
optical remote mapping of rivers. Marcus and Fonstad (2008) suggest that true variability 
that is not captured by field measurements is often misidentified as error in the remote 
mapping technique, arguing that more robust assessments for validation and accuracy 
assessment are needed. 
This methodology permits velocity and depth measurements to be taken at a high spatial 
resolution, thereby allowing hydraulic measurements to be examined alongside the finer 
structure of the soil surface topography. A distribution of depth measurements can be 
extracted from flow experiments revealing additional hydraulic information (e.g. the 
distribution of shear stress) that offers new insights into the process of overland flow. 
Indeed, the high-resolution of the dataset presented issues of terminology. Measures such as 
depth and velocity need to be more precisely defined b-efore they can be extracted (e.g. 
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median depth and maximum velocity) especially over complex and partially-inundated soil 
surfaces (e.g. Smart et al., 2002). 
Surface depth distribution Time interval = 1.0 s 
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Figure 9.1. Example flow thread. The DEM has been cropped to just the surface 
over which water flowed during an interval of 1 s. The figure shows a soil surface 
with the calculated water surface overlain and depths on three example transects. 
The distribution of calculated depths for the surface as a whole is shown on the top-
left, and longitudinal profiles of soil and water elevation are found at the bottom of 
the image (originally Figure 4.26). 
Data collection in the field was relatively rapid. Crucially, the extraction of hydraulic 
variables takes place after the fieldwork has been completed when the user is able to 
deliberate on the measurements necessary and re-intenogate the dataset at any time. 
Additionally, the overhead image capture provides an ideal perspective for a user to 
observe the simulated overland flows. The image sequences can be easily imported into 
video editing software to create real-time footage. This provides a rich somce of qualitative 
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information and can be studied to develop further hypotheses of the precise nature of 
overland flow processes. 
There is much potential for further developing this methodology (discussed in section 8.5). 
Combining the runoff supply with rainfall simulation, collection of runoff at the bottom of 
the plot and monitoring the evolution of microtopography over several years would futther 
develop our understanding of runoff production and transfer over semi-arid hillslopes. 
9.2.2 Overland Flow Measurements 
(2) To examine the variation of overland flows across and between hills lopes. 
The dataset made available by this new methodology provided several interesting insights 
into the process of overland flow over natural soil surfaces in a semi-arid environment. The 
velocity and depth of simulated overland flows was observed to vary substantially within 
each hillslope. This was a consequence of the degree of flow concentration observed at 
each plot. Velocities greater than 0.2 m s- 1 were rarely observed and were often much 
lower. Results suggest that flow velocity fluctuates markedly over the plot scale as a 
function of flow resistance and surface slope. The median flow depth showed a similar 
variation, although summarising overland flow depth with a single measure does not fully 
capture the nature of the water flow. This is problematic when assigning a Reynolds 
number as the use of a characteristic length in equation 2.1 requires the condition of 
geometric similarity to pipe-flows (Massey and Ward-Smith, 2001 ). The geometric 
complexity of the boundary between the soil surface and flowing water brings the validity 
of this assumption of geometric similarity into question and perhaps provides an 
explanation for the low Reynolds numbers recorded. The absence of rainfall impacts and 
the mechanism of water supply may have been more conducive to laminar flows than 
normal overland flow conditions; however, this does not fully explain the number of 
observed laminar flows, especially as observations during the experiments (and subsequent 
examination of overhead imagery) suggest that the flows were quite turbulent. In areas 
where flow "concentrations had fonned; the majority of-flows were In the turbulent regime 
(Figure 5.5). 
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Although flow depth was only estimated, variation in the water surface topography over a 
cross-section is likely to be negligible compared with the soil surface microtopographic 
variation. Therefore, the methodology developed here can be considered to provide an 
estimate of the distribution of flow depths. Such a distribution of flow depths was recorded 
with each velocity measurement. This was observed to be positively skewed and was 
consistently modelled most accurately with a two-parameter gamma distribution (section 
5.4). This finding is contrary to other studies of overland flow depth distributions, yet 
makes intuitive sense as the gamma distribution provides a more flexible form than most 
alternatives (see Table 5.3). The two parameters of this distribution (shape factor a and 
scale factor ~. where the product a~ equates to the mean depth d) varied independently with 
distance downslope. The scale parameter showed a positive relationship with discharge 
(and hence increased with degree of flow concentration), whereas the shape parameter 
varied inversely with the exponent of the depth-discharge relationship at each plot. It is 
hypothesised that the shape parameter decreases when an increase in water level inundates 
a large area of shallow flow alongside a smaller, deeper area (as experienced where a flow 
concentration cannot contain the imposed discharge and spreads over the surrounding area). 
This produces a depth distribution typical of those of a smaller gamma shape parameter. 
Modelling the extremely variable flow depth with a two-parameter gamma distribution 
captures both processes. An increased ability to model overland flow depth distributions 
will enhance our understanding of shear stress distributions on hillslope surfaces and will 
have important consequences for studies of sediment entrainment and the onset of rill 
erosion on such soil surfaces. 
Examination of the hydraulic geometry of overland flows shows that variations within each 
hillslope were greater than differences between the three contrasting semi-arid hillslopes 
investigated in this study. As flow concentrations develop, the increase of flow width with 
discharge is reduced as efficient routing of flow increases depth and velocity more rapidly. 
Yet the increase in velocity with discharge of concentrated flows followed two different 
patterns: an upper limb of relatively high flow velocity where flow is supercritical (Fr > 1) 
and a lower limb where flowts -subcrirical (Fr < 1} -Tnis was demonstrated in Figure 5.8 
and is reproduced below (Figure 9.2a) with concentrated flows separated by flow state. 
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Figure 9.2. Downstream and at a point hydraulic geometry and the influence of flow state. 
(a) Polar smooths (see p.122) displaying the variation of velocity (m s"1) with discharge 
(cm3 s-1) for interrill and concentrated flows (concentrated flows separated by flow state); 
(b) variation of depth (mm) and velocity (m s-1) with increasing discharge for the Del Prado 
hillslope. The red line represents the relationship between depth and velocity where Fr = l. 
Reproduced from Figure 5 .l8b. 
At a point hydraulic geometry was investigated using a trough that was able to supply a 
variable discharge. In some flow concentrations decreasing velocity with increasing 
discharge was observed. Figure 9.2b (reproducing Figure 5.18b) shows that such velocity 
decreases were often a consequence of a transition from supercritical to subcritical flow (a 
hydraulic jump) and represent a switch from the upper limb of Figure 9.2a to the lower 
limb. These hydraulic jumps dissipate mechanical energy through tw·bulence and may 
erode the soil surface, thereby altering the roughness of the soil surfaces. This feedback 
between flow velocity and surface roughness has previously been proposed as a moderating 
influence on the effect of bed slope on flow velocity in eroding rills (e.g. Govers, 1992; 
Gimenez et al. 2004). Supercritical fl w in eroding rill can nly be maintained where 
surface roughness is below some threshold. When the soil becomes too rough, a hydraulic 
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jump is induced. Over time the resultant energy dissipation can erode the rill bed, thereby 
providing a feedback loop between surface roughness and overland flow. This study 
examined the relationship between hydraulic jumps and a variety of roughness measures to 
investigate the precise nature of this surface-flow interaction. 
Several roughness measures demonstrated a relationship with the initiation of hydraulic 
jumps (e.g. Figure 9.3a). As proposed by Gimenez et al. (2004), these relationships were 
only observed in flow concentrations. Where these roughness measures were greater than a 
particular threshold value, supercritical flow could not be maintained. Tortuosity (as 
measured by T3n, Tp, Tr: the actual area or length of surfaces or profiles of surfaces 
normalised by the planar area or length) and protruding frontal area (Fr) appeared to trigger 
these hydraulic jumps (other roughness measures such as standard deviation of elevations 
showed no such relationship). Figures 9.3b and 9.3c show the variation of these roughness 
measures and the Froude number as flow moves down through a rill system where an 
increase in roughness is immediately followed by a decrease in the Froude number. In the 
at-a-point case, where progressive inundation incorporates such roughness elements into 
the flow, resistance increases and a hydraulic jump may be triggered. Where the soil is less 
erodible (observed at the Cardenas hill slope), supercritical flow does not develop, rill flow 
velocities are much slower (even where the slope is steeper) and the rill maintains a rougher 
bed. 
These results show that overland flows on natural hillslope surfaces demonstrate much 
variability. They appear to confirm and expand upon existing theories of overland flows 
and provide a demonstration of how the interrogation of this new high-resolution dataset 
can advance our understanding of hill slope hydraulics. 
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Figure 9.3. Demonstration of the initiation of hydraulic jumps by increased surface 
roughness: (a) comparison of the distributions of protruding frontal area (Fr) in areas where 
supercritical flow is maintained and where hydraulic jumps take place, separated for 
interrill and rill flows; (b) variation of Froude number and selected roughness measures 
along a rill at the Del Prado hillslope shown in (c). Reproduced from Figures 5.29, 5.31 and 
5.32. 
9.2.3 Parameterising Surface Roughness 
(3) To identify which particular attributes of surface roughness or flow 
characteristics can be usefully parameterised for modelling the hydraulics 
of overland flow. 
Roughness is a vague concept, and as such it can be made precise in a variety of ways. The 
definition of roughness may even extend beyond that of some measurable sub-grid scale 
property of a rough surface to become a calibration factor, implicitly representing those 
processes not directly included in any model including some fluid boundary (this will vary 
with the dimensionality of a model; see Lane and Ferguson, 2005; Morvan et al., 2008). 
Limiting the definition of 'surface roughness' to a directly measurable variable, a great deal 
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of possibility remains. A brief examination of Appendix 1 reveals an example of the many 
possible parameterisations of surface roughness. Each offers a particular representation of a 
single perspective of surface roughness. A central argument of this thesis is that the 
selection of a roughness measure should be informed by the process for which it will be 
used. 
Over each of the hillslopes investigated in this study, a wide variety of microtopographic 
forms were observed. It seems unlikely that the use of a 'roughness height' term t:, 
borrowed from studies of pipe flows and fluvial hydraulics, will accurately describe 
resistance to shallow overland flows moving over these surfaces. As this term is modified 
for use on complex soil surfaces (see section 6.2) its original meaning is altered. Where any 
structure or 'form roughness' exists (such as the development of concentrated flow 
pathways) this measure may become especially large and bear no resemblance to the 
original definition. 
Indeed, this signifies a wider issue of the application of terminology developed for pipe 
flows and fluvial systems to studies of extremely shallow, partially-inundated overland 
flows. Recently, many authors (e.g. Smart et al. 2002; Ergenzinger, 1992) have identified 
the need to clarify or even alter some traditional measures (e.g. hydraulic radius) to more 
appropriate forms (e.g. volumetric hydraulic radius). Section 6.3 attempted to derive a more 
meaningful measure of flow resistance by reducing the restrictions introduced by several 
assumptions implicit in the traditional formulation of the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor. 
For example, flow depth is replaced by the volumetric hydraulic radius, while the uniform 
flow assumption is applied only over very small areas and the use of the energy gradient Sr 
(see equation 2.28) takes account for the observed variability of flow velocity. However, 
once the roughness-resistance relationships have been identified, the modelled results need 
to be translated into a form that can be applied to the type of data available to general 
models of hill slope hydrology (as described in section 8.2.1) which do not yet incorporate 
measures such as the volumetric hydraulic radius. 
Conventional approaches, such as relating flow resistance to the Reynolds number or 
inundation ratio, performed relatively poorly. As described in Chapter 2, the most likely 
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reason is that these approaches were developed for a range of conditions very different 
from those found in overland flows (e.g. Figure 9.4, reproduced from Figure 6.6) and at a 
larger scale. Alternatively, the scatter may be partially a consequence of the methodology 
used to generate these data, as the flow simulation experiments did not accurately represent 
natural runoff events (resistance may have been increased at the side-edges of the wetted 
area). Amending conventional approaches to include slightly modified roughness 
parameterisations (e.g. replacing the roughness height c: in Figure 9.4 with the mean 
elevation difference between neighbouring cells in a grid Zd) provided little improvement. 
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Figure 9.4. Resistance to flow as a function of the inundation ratio (y-axis is conveyance). 
Reproduced from Figure 6.6. This figure is a synthesis of the data collected in tlus study (in 
purple) and that of Julien (2002: p.93). Compare Figure 2.3. 
Therefore, a regression methodology was applied to predict f from a number of different 
roughness measurements. Measures selected for analysis were lin1ited to those that are 
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independent of the assumed overland flow (i.e. can be directly measured from the surface) 
or those that are scaled to a flow depth term. This excluded from analysis the Reynolds and 
Froude numbers, which require the calculation of flow velocity and produce spurious 
correlations with resistance. Despite the large number of roughness measures selected for 
investigation, a variety of different approaches (see Chapter 6) showed that the same 8 
measures were regularly observed to describe overland flow resistance. 
Rough surfaces create a variety of slopes at the sub-grid scale. This property of a surface is 
scale-dependent; in this study the length scale over which flow was observed to move 
during a 1 s interval was used. This sub-grid scale slope term S was positively related to 
flow resistance suggesting that locally increased slopes are less efficient at transmitting 
flows and counteracts the assumed influence of energy slope on velocity in the formulation 
of a resistance equation (agreeing with the observed slope-independence of rill flows 
demonstrated in section 5.5.1; Govers, 1992). 
Depth-dependent roughness measures such as the inundation ratio i\. (= dl£) were also 
related to resistance. i\. was positively related to /(the opposite direction to that relationship 
observed in open channels; Figure 9.4) which suggests that progressive inundation is an 
important consideration. Section 6.2 explains that in such situations, the i\. term is subtly 
different from the conventional form applied in fluvial hydraulics. Depth skewness was 
also found to be negatively related to resistance. As the observed skewness was always 
positive, this suggests that flow resistance was less where deep areas of concentrated flow 
exist. These terms demonstrate a non-monotonic variation with increasing flow depth. 
Their relationship with flow depth can be used to predict the variation off with depth (as 
seen in the general curves of Figure 9.5). 
The dimensionless product azPdxc (the standard deviation of surface elevations and the pit 
density measured in a cross-slope direction) combines a general roughness measure with a 
more specific measure. The increased roughness (defined generally with crz) that 
manifested itself as flow concentrations (specifically, pits in the cross-slope direction) 
--- -mcreased-ttte~unveYance~or~flow-(therebydecreasin!rfesistance)~-Finally, · tlie protruoing-
frontal area Fp was negatively related to resistance. This is the opposite of the hypothesised 
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relationship. However, this was only found at the upslope locations where such a frontal 
area may produce small concentrated threads in the inteiTill flow. This demonstrates the 
importance of including an appreciation of hillslope position in predictions of resistance. 
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Figure 9.5. Variation of resistance predictions with hillslope position and flow depth. 
Measured flow resistance is compared with that predicted from Table 6.3. 
Originally Figure 8.13. 
9.2.4 Within- and Between-Hillslope Variability 
(4) To examine how hills/ope location, soil type and land-use influence these 
roughness-resistance relationships. 
Three hillslopes of different soil-type and hydrological response were examined over two 
semi-arid catchments in south-east Spain. Resistance to flow was generally highest at the 
crusted blue schist of the Cardenas hillslope and lowest at the marl Del Prado hillslope. Yet 
despite these observed differences, the roughness-resistance relationships developed in 
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Chapter 6 show little effect of soil type (e.g. Figure 6.9b ). Examination of the residuals of 
the predictive equation where no hillslope position term has been included in the model (the 
general case in Table 6.4) shows that the residuals from the Upper Nogalte and Del Prado 
are almost identical, and those of the Cardenas hillslope are slightly less positive. However, 
this difference is minimal compared with the differences observed between hillslope 
positions (i.e. the position of the measurement within the hillslope). 
Consistent variations of microtopography with increasing distance downslope can be 
observed over a variety of semi-arid hillslopes. These can be characterised using the 
Morphological Runoff Zone (MRZ) framework (Table 4.4; Bracken and Kirkby, 2005), 
although a variety of other possibilities exists. The transitions between MRZs were found 
to be related to the product of general slope and ~upslope area (section 7.2). From basic 
field maps, threshold values of this product can be estimated and the distribution of MRZs 
over a hillslope DEM can be predicted. This permits the results obtained for a single 
hillslope to be transferred to other slopes of that soil type. The methodology developed for 
objective (1) was applied to the entire range of MRZs observed at each hills! ope, ensuring 
that the full range of observed surface features was included in this investigation. 
Moving downstream through a flow network, the processes and surface topographic 
configurations contributing to flow resistance will change (Prestegaard, 1983; Bathurst, 
1993). In Chapter 2 this idea was recast in the context ofhillslope runoff and can be applied 
to the Morphological Runoff Zone framework. Several models to predict f from roughness 
were developed in Chapter 6. These offered a range of possibilities of incorporating the 
effect of hillslope position in the prediction, from developing separate regression equations 
with different variables for each MRZ, to predicting/ for the dataset as a whole irrespective 
of hillslope position. 
All models performed relatively well. However, examination of the regression equations 
when developed separately for each MRZ (Table 6.3) showed that different roughness-
resistance relationships were observed at each hillslope position and that the large number 
of observations from the top of the hillslope (which covers the majority of the hillslope 
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area) dominates the general relationship. For example, Figure 6.12 showed the decreasing 
exponent and R2 of the relationship between f and the Reynolds number with distance 
downslope. Also the inundation ratio was not related to resistance in areas where obvious 
organised flow structures were observed (see section 6.5.3). 
Therefore, the most flex ible model of individual regressions (Table 6.3) was used to 
identify the significant variables (P<0.05) at each MRZ. These were then included in the 
simpler models. Figure 9.6 (originall y Figure 6.20) shows the correlations between the 
predictions of each model and the measured resistance values (log-scale). The greatest 
correspondence between predicted and observed values was found for the model where the 
coefficient of each of the roughness variables was allowed to change with each MRZ 
(although differences between all models were relatively minor). 
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Figure 9.6. Scatter matTix demonstrating relationships between different methods of 
incorporating hill slope position into predictions of resistance to overland flows and the 
measured values (log scale). All roughness measures in Table 6.3 have been included in 
each prediction. Pearson 's correlation coefficient is displayed in the lower right corner of 
each plot region. Originally Figure 6.20. 
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The predictions of each of these models were tested against a small independent dataset 
from the Del Prado hillslope in section 8.3.2. As demonstrated in Figure 9.5, the models 
predicted a distribution of resistance values, the location of which could vary with flow 
depth. Therefore measured values were tested against the median prediction. Measured 
resistance was best predicted by incorporating hillslope position as an additive term (or 
dummy variable) in the model and by developing separate equations for each 
Morphological Runoff Zone. The observed variation of measured resistance (e.g. Figure 
9.5) demonstrates the importance of providing a distribution of predictions; however, this 
may result in a prohibitively large range of predictions for the more general models (e.g. 
Figure 8.1 0). 
The influence of land-use was briefly examined as experiments on ploughed plots were 
conducted on two hillslopes. These areas demonstrated higher flow resistance than the 
surrounding natural surfaces. Roughness-resistance relationships for ploughed surfaces can 
be incorporated into models of hillslope hydrology using the same methodology described 
with respect to hillslope position. The resultant equation (6.15) differs from the 
conventional resistance equations, as the depth-dependency of resistance is captured by the 
depth skewness term. The conversion of mattoral to ploughed fields produces complex and 
temporary interactions with hillslope mnoff through changes in flowpath lengths to the 
hillslope outlet (as can be seen in Figure 5.1). At the hillslope scale, the isochrones of 
Figure 7.25c demonstrate the much more tortuous flowpaths over ploughed surfaces and 
Figure 7.33 shows the greater depression storage of these surfaces (although the flow 
velocities were not much less, or greater than, at the upslope areas). While this is not a 
direct effect on flow resistance, it is an impot1ant influence on flood generation at the 
hillslope scale. 
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9.2.5 The Effect of Infiltration Rate 
(5) To establish the effect of infiltration rate on the hydraulics of flow on 
hills/apes. 
Infiltration rate was observed to be extremely variable, even within the plot scale. Figure 
7.29 shows a large range of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity at each plot, although 
differences between the hillslopes can be distinguished with the marl of the Del Prado 
hillslope infiltrating the least, and the red schist of the Upper Nogalte hillslope infiltrating 
the most. Downslope trends are not consistent between hillslopes and are masked by 
within-plot variability. However, infiltration was consistently higher in flow concentrations 
than on the surrounding interrill areas, especially in soils of already high infiltration. 
Antecedent moisture conditions showed no consistent effect on flow velocity and 
concentration. Flow experiments were repeated in dry conditions and after a 'wetting-up' 
event. While it might be expected that flow would be faster over a wetter soil (as 
infiltration rate is decreased) no such effect was consistently observed. From examination 
of the results presented in section 7.3 .2, it could be tentatively hypothesised that antecedent 
soil moisture has the greatest effect on overland flow routing velocity at upslope areas 
where flow is more diffuse and is in greater contact with the soil (with a lower volumetric 
hydraulic radius). However, this effect was only observed at two of the three hillslopes 
examined. 
Extrapolating these results up to the hillslope scale using the Morphological Runoff Zone 
framework, the effect of antecedent soil moisture on the distribution of travel times was 
examined. Few differences were observed; this was mainly a consequence of the 
inconsistent effect of soil wetness on flow velocity observed at the plot scale. At the Del 
Prado hillslope, the moist antecedent conditions produced an especially peaked distribution 
of travel times which, as Chapter 3 suggested, is more likely to produce flashy runoff. This 
represents a b~si,~,,~xampl~ ~f the interaction between flow velocity, pattems of rill 
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networks and flowpath length which will also interact with rainfall intensity (discussed in 
section 9.2.6). 
Finally, section 7.4 demonstrated that flow resistance can vary over time, especially as a 
surface hydrological connection becomes established. The suggestion here is that since 
overland flows have been observed to be intennittent and variable in time and space (e.g. 
Emmett, 1970), several different and quite separate processes may be contributing to the 
overall measured flow resistance. Our ability to predict flow resistance is currently 
hampered by our limited quantitative understanding of processes contributing to resistance 
(Bathurst, 1993; section 2.5.1). The suction forces resulting from infiltration and turbulence 
from depression storage would reduce the velocity of an advancing flow connection. While 
these are conceptualised as distinct processes, they could contribute to the flow resistance 
as measured in this study. It was observed that once connections were well-established, 
resistance dropped by around 80% (although this value depends on the velocity coefficient 
used in measuring dye flows; p.251 ), yet comparison of infiltration rates and depression 
storage did not fully explain this. An alternative explanation is the turbulent and three-
dimensional flow that exists as a hydrological connection is established over a surface. 
Such a hydrological connection becomes more efficient at transporting runoff once the 
connection is made. The initially higher resistance cannot be ignored, as the dynamic and 
intermittent nature of runoff generation inhibits the establishment of stable flow pathways 
for long periods (especially at upslope locations). 
9.2.6 Synthesis: Conceptualising Dynamic Connectivity 
(6) To draw together this information within the framework of hydrological 
connectivity to develop an improved understanding of the role of 
topography, il?filtration and the temporal structure of rainstorms for flood 
generation in semi-arid environments. 
While section 7.4.2 demonstrated the variability of observed infiltration rates, the role of 
infiltration. on. runoffcgeneration has not been explicitly examined in this thesis, This is 
partially due to time constraints but also because of the wealth of literature that exists on 
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this subject (see section 8.4 ). It is recognised that this process is of fundamental importance 
for semi-arid hillslope hydrology as the spatial and temporal variability of surface 
infiltration rates plays a key role in the conceptual model initially outlined in Figure 3.1 and 
discussed further in section 8.4. 
The concluding argument of this thesis is that flow resistance is the key to developing a 
more quantitative understanding of hydrological connectivity, particularly dynamic 
connectivity (where antecedent conditions and rainfall inputs produce nonlinear runoff 
responses; Bracken and Croke, 2007). This concept represents the establishment of 
functional hydrological connections as encouraged by runoff generation and inhibited by 
flow resistance. The spatial and temporal variation of both infiltration and flow resistance 
interact with each other and the temporal distribution of rainfall intensities through the 
redistribution of soil moisture and runoff to determine catchment outflow and the scale-
dependency of runoff coefficients. This interaction is demonstrated for the Del Prado 
hillslope in Figure 9.7. Flow resistance varies with available runoff depth as determined by 
infiltration. In turn, infiltration rate is affected by soil moisture distribution, as determined 
by both rainfall inputs and horizontal moisture transfers as controlled by flow resistance. 
This interaction is responsible for the nonlinear runoff-response observed on natural semi-
arid hillslopes, explaining not just the peak runoff but also the total runoff amount (as a 
consequence of the limited 'travel opportunity time' in such areas; Aryal et al., 2003). 
Much effort has been directed to understanding the spatial distribution and patterns of 
infiltration rates, yet the flow resistance element in this reciprocal partnership of runoff 
conveyance is frequently given only the most basic treatment (e.g. Figure 8.15a). The 
results of this study (objective (2) above) demonstrated the variability of flow velocity and 
resistance both over space and with increasing water depth. Classifying surfaces by 
microtopographic features accounts for part of this variability, but there remains a 
seemingly random component (the structure of which is worthy of further investigation) 
(see Dunne et al. (1991) and Phillips (1992) for a discussion of this with reference to 
infiltration rates). Crucially, resistance was observed to be depth-dependent as roughness 
elemen~sare pr~gres~ively inundated. This dependency provides the final connection to ,, 
complete the loop in Figure 9.7. 
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Figure 9. 7. Summary of the conceptual model of dynamic hydrological connectivity over a 
semi-arid hillslope outlined in this section. Flow resistance and infiltration parameters 
interact through the redistribution of soil moisture and runoff to determine the runoff 
response to any given rainstorm. The feedback loop is completed by adding a 
representation of the changing flow resistance with depth (marked *). 
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Further examination of the variability of flow resistance and its full representation m 
distributed models of hillslope hydrology is essential to test this conceptual model of semi-
arid flood generation. This will ultimately improve our ability to predict the aiTival time 
and size of initial flood waves (e.g. Figure 1.2) and also total flood volumes in arid and 
semi-arid catchments. 
9.3 Research Conclusions 
Resistance to overland flows is much more complex than has been previously recognised. 
The application of theories originally developed in studies of pipe or fluvial hydraulics is 
inappropriate as a consequence of the more complex flow characteristics displayed by 
overland flows. On such complex soil surfaces, representing surface roughness with a 
single measure becomes a subjective process, as roughness can be characterised in a variety 
of ways. High-resolution field measurements enable the development of new equations to 
predict flow resistance from surface roughness more suited to the study of overland flows. 
At the hillslope scale flow convergence encourages the development of emergent properties 
such as the incision of rills. These can be represented by a classification of hillslope 
surfaces into Morphological Runoff Zones that display characteristic microtopography. 
Such a classification is especially relevant in the prediction of flow resistance, as it might 
be expected that similar topographic forms demonstrate comparable resistance-depth 
relationships. 
The observation that overland flow resistance varies both over space and with increasing 
flow depth has major implications for understanding semi-arid flood generation as it 
completes a crucial interaction between rainfall, infiltration and flow resistance that 
determines the development of connected flowpaths over a catchment area. This dynamic 
interaction provides a conceptual framework with which to explain the highly nonlinear 
hydrological response of semi-arid areas to runoff events. Further understanding of this 
interaction could have practical implications for catchment management, where key areas 
can be"identified to .prioritise land .management decisions and focus effmts to artificially '"" 
alter either infiltration rates or flow resistance. This is especially impot1ant in semi-arid 
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areas where overland flows control the redistribution of water, soil, nutrients and pollution 
through the landscape. In such nonlinear systems, small, carefully targeted changes can 
yield much larger results as the effects are propagated downstream. This reduces the 
reliance upon large and costly flood alleviation schemes targeted further downstream which 
only come into operation once floodwaters have reached a substantial velocity and eroding 
capacity with potentially devastating consequences. 
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APPENDIX 
GLOSSARY OF ROUGHNESS 
MEASURES 
Soil surface roughness is defined in this thesis as either a property of the soil that exists 
independent of any overland flows, or such a property scaled to a measure of flow depth. 
From this imprecise definition, numerous roughness measures can be calculated. The 
calculation of any such measure in this thesis effectively represents an implicit hypothesis 
that the characterisation of roughness in that precise way will influence resistance to 
overland flows (at least in part). 
The precise definition of each roughness measure examined in this thesis is given below. 
Some measures were extracted directly from the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) provided 
from the method described in Chapter 4 and summarise the entire surface over which the 
flow moved during each timestep. Other measures are split into orthogonal components 
(perpendicular and parallel) and are calculated from transects taken from the DEM. 
d = Mean flow depth [L] 
Mean water depth estimated for a DEM over which a thread of water has 
travelled during a single timestep. 
d50 = Median flow depth [L] 
Median water depth estimated for a DEM. 
Appendix 
dsk = Depth skewness [Dimensionless] 
A measure of the asymmetry of the depth distribution estimated for a DEM. 
Skewness is defined as the standardised third moment about the mean. While 
this is a measure of the flow itself, it essentially summarises the distribution of 
elevations within the wetted area, taking into account variability in the elevation 
of the water surface. 
Fp Frontal area per unit planar area 1-20 [Dimensionless] 
Three-dimensional surface area directly opposing the flow calculated for the 
DEM as a whole (and normalised by total planar area). The numbers 1-20 
represent grid sizes used to calculate both areas. Each number represents a 
multiple of the 2 mm grid-scale. This measure is an attempt to capture the area 
protruding into the flow contributing to total drag. However, any relationship 
will be complicated where roughness elements are so concentrated that 
slimming flow develops from wake interaction (Nowell and Church, 1979). 
Fr Frontal area per unit surface area 1-20 [Dimensionless] 
Three-dimensional surface area directly opposing the flow calculated for the 
DEM as a whole (and normalised by total 3d surface area). The numbers 1-20 
represent grid sizes used to calculate both areas. Each number represents a 
multiple of the 2 mm grid-scale. This is similar to Fp above, though scaled to 
surface area (which may be more relevant over very rough surfaces). 
P d Parallel pit density [L-1] 
Pit density measured using transects parallel to the flow direction (number of 
pits unit transect length). This is the mean value from each transect calculated 
on a DEM. A pit is defined as a point which is lower than both neighbours on a 
transect. The measure has been separated into orthogonal components as each 
component interacts with the flow in a very different manner. This measure is 
correlated with surface depression storage (Smith, 2005) and represents the 
trapping of water, reducing the ease with which water passes over the surface. 
However, once pits have been filled with water, subsequent flows may not 
interact with pits. Additionally, this measure allows no appreciation of the size 
of each pit. 
Pdmin =Minimum parallel pit density [L-1] 
Pit density measured using transects parallel to the flow direction, as above. 
This is the minimum value from each transect calculated on a DEM and 
potentially represents the optimum flow pathway available to any overland 
flows. 
Pdmx = Maximum parallel pit density [L-1] 
Pit density measured using transects parallel to the flow direction, as above. 
This<is-,the.maximum~valuefrom each-transect cal~l!late.d on.a.DBM. 
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P dxc = Perpendicular pit density [L-1] 
Pit density of transects perpendicular to the flow direction (number of pits unit 
transect length). This is the mean value from each transect calculated on a DEM. 
In contrast to pits measured parallel to the flow direction, perpendicular pits 
represent flow concentrations and may have a very different relationship with 
flow resistance. However, this measure provides no indication of the size of any 
such concentrations. 
R = Perpendicular hydraulic radius [L] 
Mean hydraulic radius (cross-sectional area A /wetted perimeter P) as measured 
over transects perpendicular to the flow direction. 
Rv = Volumetric hydraulic radius [L] 
Volumetric hydraulic radius (water volume V1 I wetted surface area A3D) as 
measured over the DEM as a whole (following Smart et al., 2002). This presents 
a practical measure for overland flows over complex surfaces where both the 
water and soil surface are known (or estimated) and approximates to mean flow 
depth d where all roughness elements are inundated. 
S = Slope [Dimensionless] 
Soil surface slope (sine of the angle) as measured at the same scale as the 
roughness measurements. This is important as measured flow velocities varied 
substantially over ~I second measurement timesteps. Such variability is often 
lost when measurements are aggregated up to larger scales. The slope of the 
microtopographic elements has been retained as a roughness measure. It has 
been measured at the length scale over which the overland flow travelled during 
an interval of approximately 1 second. Increasing the scale would decrease the 
observed variability and eventually approximate an average value. 
T3D 3d tortuosity 1-20 [Dimensionless] 
3d (or surface) tortuosity calculated for each DEM as a whole (3d surface area I 
2d planar area). The numbers 1-20 represent grid sizes used to calculate both 
areas. Each number represents a multiple of the 2 mm grid-scale. 
Tp Parallel tortuosity [Dimensionless] 
Mean value of the tortuosity of transects measured parallel to the flow direction 
(wetted perimeter PI flow length l). The tortuosity measures have been divided 
into orthogonal components for the reasons described for the pit density 
measures. 
Tortuosity ratio [Dimensionless] 
The ratio of Tp: Txc· This represents the proportion of the total tortuosity that is 
--represented- .,as, . roughness in the flow _ direction opposing (rather than 
concentrating) flow. 
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Txc = Perpendicular tortuosity [Dimensionless] 
Mean value of the cross-sectional tortuosity measured on transects 
perpendicular to the flow direction (P/w). This equates to the 'wet tortuosity' of 
Takken and Govers (2000) without subtracting 1. 
Zd = Mean surface elevation difference [L] 
Mean difference between the elevation of a point and its eight neighbouring 
cells averaged over the DEM. This is similar to the K3 parameter of Ergenzinger 
( 1992) applied to a surface. This more effectively filters out large, structured 
roughness elements (such as rill walls) than the standard deviation tiz or 
roughness height e measures as only the immediate neighbours of a point are 
used in the calculation. 
ZNN = Nearest neighbour [L] 
Minimum elevation difference between each point and its neighbours, averaged 
over the DEM. 
o. = Gamma alpha [Dimensionless] 
Shape factor of the observed distribution of depths as fitted to a two-parameter 
gamma distribution (see section 5.4). 
fJ = Gamma beta [L] 
Scale factor of the distribution of depths as fitted to a two-parameter gamma 
distribution (see section 5.4). The product o.fJ gives the mean depth d. 
e = Mean roughness height [L] 
Mean 'roughness height' as frequently used in classical hydraulics literature. 
This has been amended to incorporate the variable roughness heights and small 
grain sizes in comparison with form roughness (discussed in section 6.2). 
Treating each perpendicular transect separately, it is calculated as the median 
elevation minus the minimum elevation (the perpendicular transects have been 
used to remove any general slope effects that would influence transects parallel 
to the flow direction). The value given here is the mean value for the 
perpendicular transects of the DEM. 
A = Inundation ratio [Dimensionless] 
Ratio of thread median depth d50 to mean roughness height e. This gives the 
inundation ratio used by Lawrence (1997). 
Aa = Inundation ratio STDEV [Dimensionless] 
Rruio of thread median depth d50 to standard deviation of elevations tiz. This 
gives the inundation ratio used by Aberle and Smart (2003). 
AZd = Detrended inundation ratio [Dimensionless] 
Ratio of thread median depth d50 to thread mean elevation difference Zd. 
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(Jz = 3d standard deviation[L] 
Standard deviation of the elevation of all points of a Digital Elevation Model. 
(JZxc = Perpendicular standard deviation [L] 
Mean standard deviation of elevations of transects measured perpendicular to 
the flow direction. This is not calculated in the downslope direction as it will be 
highly dependent on slope. 
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